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America, I do not call you r n ame w ithou t hope
-PABLO NERUDA

To scrutinize the trivial can be to discover the monumental. Almost any
object can serve to unveil the mysteries of engineering and its relation
to art, business, and all other aspects of our culture.

H E N R Y P E T R O SKI ,

THE PENCIL: A HISTORY

(1989)

For no better reason than that a century of advertising has condi
tioned us to want more, better, and faster from any consumer
good we purchase, in 2004 about 3 1 5 million working PCs were
retired in North America. Of these, as many as 1 0 percent would
be refurbished and reused, but most would go straight to the trash
heap. These still-functioning but obsolete computers represented
an enormous increase over the 63 million working PCs dumped
into American landfi ls in 2003. In 1 997, although a PC monitor
lasted six or seven years, a CPU was expected to last only four or
fi e. By 2003 informed consumers expected only two years of use
from the new systems they were purchasing, and today the life ex
pectancy of most PCs is even less.1
In 2005 more than 1 00 million cell phones were discarded
in the United States. This 50,000 tons of still-usable equipment
joined another 200,000 tons of cell phones already awaiting dis
mantling and disposal. Unlike PCs, the compact design of cell
phones resists disassembly for recycling-it's much easier just to
throw phones away and make new ones. So despite the fact that
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they weigh only a fraction of what PCs weigh, discarded cell
phones represent a toxic time bomb waiting to enter America's
landfi ls and water table.2
Cell phones and PCs travel in the company of a vast assort
ment of obsolete IT electronics, including last year's Palms, Black
berries, Notebooks, printers, copiers, monitors, scanners, mo
dems, hubs, docking ports, digital cameras, LCD projectors, Zip
drives, speakers, keyboards, mice, GameBoys, Walkmen, CD play
ers, VCRs, and DVD players-all awaiting disposal. PlayStations,
Xboxes, and iPods are not far behind. Obsolete cathode ray tubes
used in computer monitors will already be in the trash (super
seded by LCDs, as in Japan) by the time a U.S. government man
date goes into effect in 2009 committing all of the country to
High-Defini ion TV. The CRTs of analog televisions are con
structed along the same general design as those of PC monitors,
but they are larger-often much larger-and are made up of
about 55 percent toxic lead glass, while a monitor is only about 28
to 36 percent. But the looming problem is not just the oversized
analog TV sitting in the family room, which will require a team of
professional movers to haul away. The fact is that no one really
knows how many smaller analog TV s still lurk in basements, at
tics, garages, and kitchens, not to mention the back rooms of
sports bars, fi ness clubs, and other commercial sites.
What is known is frightening. Since the 1 970s, TV sales have
achieved about a 95 percent penetration rate in American homes,
compared to the 50 percent penetration rate computers achieved
in the 1 990s. For more than a decade, about 20 to 25 million TVs
have been sold annually in the United States, while only 20,000 are
recycled each year. So as federal regulations mandating HDTV
come into effect in 2009, an unknown but substantially larger
number of analog TVs will join the hundreds of millions of
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computer monitors entering America's overcrowded, pre-toxic
waste stream. Just this one-time disposal of "brown goods" will,
alone, more than double the hazardous waste problem in North
America.3
Meanwhile, no one has figu ed out what to do with plain old
telephone service receivers, whose lead -solder connections and
PVC cases are quickly becoming obsolete as consumers make the
switch to 3G cell phones and Vol (voice over the Internet) . As
these archaic devices are piled on top of other remnants of wired
technology, America's landfi Is-already overfl wing-will reach
a point where they can no longer offer a suitable burial for the
nation's electronic junk.4
Until recently the United States shipped much of its toxic e
waste to China, India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, and other economi
cally desperate countries in the developing world. But exportation
is, at best, a stop-gap strategy. Following the Basel Convention, the
United Nations slowed electronic waste shipments to these ports.
But more practically, the e-waste problem will soon reach such gi
gantic proportions that it will overwhelm our shipping capacity.
The world simply cannot produce enough containers for America
to continue at its current level as an exporter of both electronic
goods and electronic waste. Consequently, all of these discarded
and highly toxic components represent an insurmountable future
storage problem. We do not have enough time, money, or space in
the continental United States to create enough landfi ls to store
and then ignore America's growing pile of electronic trash.5
What brought us to this pass?

DELIBERATE OBSOLESCENCE IN ALL ITS FORMS-technological,
psychological, or planned-is a uniquely American invention.
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Not only did we invent disposable products, ranging from diapers
to cameras to contact lenses, but we invented the very concept
of disposability itself, as a necessary precursor to our rejection of
tradition and our promotion of progress and change. As Ameri
can manufacturers learned how to exploit obsolescence, American
consumers increasingly accepted it in every aspect of their lives.
Actual use of the word "obsolescence" to describe out-of-date
consumer products began to show up in the early twentieth cen
tury when modern household appliances replaced older stoves
and fi eplaces, and steel pots replaced iron ones. But it was the
electric starter in automobiles, introduced in 1 9 1 3, that raised ob
solescence to national prominence by rendering all previous cars
obsolete. Even the most modern American women hated hand
cranking their cars and were greatly relieved when they could sim
ply push a start button on a newer model.6 The earliest phase of
product obsolescence, then, is called technological obsolescence, or
obsolescence due to technological innovation.
The second stage of product obsolescence occurred about a de
cade later, in 1 923. Executives who had migrated to General Mo
tors from the chemical and dye-making giant DuPont adapted a
marketing strategy from what was then America's third largest
and most rapidly growing industry: textiles and fashions. Instead
of waiting for technological innovations that would push con
sumers to trade in their older-model cars, General Motors turned
to sleek styling as a way of making newer cars more desirable and
pulling potential buyers into the showroom. The success of GM's
cosmetic changes to the 1 923 Chevrolet indicated that consumers
were willing to trade up for style, not just for technological im 
provements, long before their old cars wore out. This strategy was
so successful that it spread quickly to many other American in
dustries, such as watches and radios. The annual model change
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adopted by carmakers is an example of psychological, progressive,
or dynamic obsolescence. All of these terms refer to the mechanism
of changing product style as a way to manipulate consumers into
repetitive buying.
The most recent stage in the history of product obsolescence
began when producers recognized their ability to manipulate the
failure rate of manufactured materials. After prolonged use, any
product will fail because its materials become worn or stressed.
This is normal. But during the Depression, manufacturers were
forced to return to the practice of adulteration-the nineteenth
century technique of using inferior materials in manufactured
goods-as a simple cost-cutting measure: inferior materials low
ered unit costs. But these same manufacturers soon realized that
adulteration also stimulated demand. After a decade of unprece
dented afflu nee and consumption during the 1 920s, consumer
demand fell radically with the onset of the Depression, and in
desperation manufacturers used inferior materials to deliberately
shorten the life spans of products and force consumers to pur
chase replacements.
Planned obsolescence is the catch -all phrase used to describe the
assortment of techniques used to artificia ly limit the durability of
a manufactured good in order to stimulate repetitive consump
tion. To achieve shorter product lives and sell more goods, manu
facturers in the 1 930s began to base their choice of materials on
scientifi tests by newly formed research and development depart
ments. These tests determined when each of the product's specifi
components would fail. One of the few known examples of this
monopolistic (and hence illegal) strategy was a change, proposed
but never implemented, to shorten the life of General Electric's
flashli ht bulbs in order to increase demand by as much as 60 per
cent.
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As obsolescence became an increasingly useful manufacturing
and marketing tool, an eclectic assortment of advertisers, bank
ers, business analysts, communications theorists, economists, en
gineers, industrial designers, and even real estate brokers con
trived ways to describe, control, promote, and exploit the market
demand that obsolescence created. What these approaches had in
common was their focus on a radical break with tradition in order
to deliver products, and prosperity, to the greatest number of peo
ple-and in the process to gain market share and make a buck.
Both goals strike us today as quintessentially American in spirit.
But even as these professionals were inventing the means to ex
ploit obsolescence, a number of articulate American critics began
to see this manipulation of the public as the very epitome of what
was wrong with our culture and its economic system. The former
journalist Vance Packard raised the issue powerfully in his debut
book, The Hidden Persuaders, in 1 957, which revealed how ad
vertisers relied on motivational research to manipulate potential
buyers. Others, including Norman Cousins, John Kenneth Gal
braith, Marshall McLuhan, Archibald MacLeish, and Victor Papa
nek, would follow Packard's lead in pointing out how the media
create artificia needs within vulnerable consumers. The sheer vol
ume of print Americans have devoted to this topic since 1 927
demonstrates that obsolescence has become a touchstone of the
American consciousness.
The book you have in your hand is a collection of stories that
emerged during my search for obsolescence in uniquely American
events: the invention of packaging, advertising, and branding; the
rivalry between Ford and GM; "death dating"; the invention of ra
dio, television, and transistors; the war and the postwar competi
tion with Japan; rock and roll, the British Invasion, and male fash
ions; universal home ownership; calculators, integrated circuits,
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and PCs; the space race, tailfins and TelStar; and the looming cri
sis of e-waste. The theory and practice of obsolescence play a cen
tral role in each of these American milestones. At each juncture,
vested interests struggled and competed to achieve repetitive con
sumption through obsolescence, in its many forms and combina
tions.

YEARS BACK, as I was visiting a touring exhibit called
"Eternal Egypt" with my ten-year-old son, it occurred to me that
while the ancient Egyptians built great monuments to endure for
countless generations, just about everything we produce in North
America is made to break. If human history reserves a privileged
place for the Egyptians because of their rich conception of the
afterlife, what place will it reserve for a people who, in their seem
ing worship of convenience and greed, left behind mountains of
electronic debris? What can be said of a culture whose legacies
to the future are mounds of hazardous materials and a poisoned
water supply? Will America's pyramids be pyramids of waste? The
point of this book is to raise this troubling question.

A FEW

A few foresaw a [world] ...in which the ever-expanding taste for mate
rial goods and the theory of comparative advantage would keep us all
running as fast as we could on a giant squirrel wheel.

JA M E S K A T Z ,

1

MA CHINES THA T BECOME US

(2003)

Repetitive Consumption

Long before mass production became a universally accepted
term in the 1 950s, American businessmen worried about over
production and how to avoid it-not by producing less but by
selling more. As the late nineteenth-century economy changed
from man-powered to machine-driven industry, manufacturers
became painfully aware that their factories could now produce
more goods than could be readily distributed and consumed.
America was "suffering from overproduction;' a frustrated retailer
wrote in 1 876. "The warehouses of the world are fi led with
goods."1
Half a century later, the inventor of disposable razors, King
Camp Gillette, still considered overproduction to be America's
most troubling social evil: "We have the paradox of idle men, only
too anxious for work, and idle plants in perfect conditions for
production, at the same time that people are starving and frozen.
The reason is overproduction. It seems a bit absurd that when we
have overproduced we should go without. One would think that
overproduction would warrant a furious holiday and a riot of
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feasting and display of all the superfluou goods lying around. On
the contrary, overproduction produces want:'2
As American manufacturers and retailers thought about so
lutions to this industrial-age dilemma, they decided that the
problem of overproduction was twofold. The firs problem was
demand-how to create it and how to sustain it. The related prob
lem was distribution-how to move goods swiftly and profitab y
from factories to consumers.3 From the late nineteenth century
onward, Americans confronted the problem of distribution head
on, through the development of national highways, cheap and re
liable railroad freight, mail-order houses such as Sears, Roebuck
and Montgomery Ward, department stores such as Blooming
dale's, Wanamakers, and Marshall Field, and eventually national
retail chains like Macy's and, in recent times, the merchandising
giant Wal-Mart.
While retailers were developing a national distribution net
work, manufacturers attacked the problem of slack demand by
developing innovative marketing campaigns. Advertising would
play a major role here, but what was it about their goods that
manufacturers should advertise? Before consumer ads could be
come effective in creating a demand for a product, the product
had to be differentiated in some way from similar goods. Why was
Uneeda Biscuit preferred over Iwanna Biscuit? The goal was not
simply to increase biscuit consumption per se but to create repeti
tive consumption of one's own brand, which would relieve over
production. The central marketing question of the early twentieth
century was how could a manufacturer encourage consumers to
return to his product again and again, instead of buying the wares
of his competitor?
Solutions to the problem of how to promote repetitive con
sumption would eventually include a wide range of manufactur-
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ing strategies, from branding, packaging, and creating disposable
products to continuously changing the styles of nondisposable
products so that they became psychologically obsolete. All such
strategies derive from a marketing question firs expressed in the
late nineteenth century but most succinctly rendered in 1 925 by
Edward Filene, the influ ntial Boston department store magnate:
"How can I manage my business . . . so that I can be sure of a per
manent and growing body of consumers?"4

BRANDING AND PACKAGING

The firs answer that manufacturers found was branding. In the
1 850s a handful of products, including Singer sewing machines
and McCormick agricultural machinery, began to display the
company name prominently, as the initial step in establishing
a direct relationship between the company and its customers.
Singer also provided financin , service, trade-ins, and authorized
local dealers who educated clients in the use and maintenance
of their expensive machines, eliminating shopkeepers as middle
men.5
Branding soon became closely associated with another strat
egy for creating repetitive demand: packaging. Manufacturers of
foodstuffs could not screw a metal nameplate onto their products,
but they could advertise their brand by enclosing those products
in fancy packaging. As a practical matter, individual packaging
allowed manufacturers to distribute their product more widely.
And in a few cases, modern packaging itself became the focus of
a successful advertising campaign. In 1 899 the National Biscuit
Company, makers of Uneeda Biscuit, began to feature its patented
In-Er-Seal prominently in a national campaign to create demand
for their product. Before Nabisco developed this new marketing
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strategy, consumers had bought biscuits (also called crackers) in
bulk from an open cracker barrel in a local store. At a time when
bakeries were scarce and crackers were a more common staple
than bread, National Biscuit emphasized that Uneeda's In-Er-Seal
package prevented moisture from ruining the quality and fl vor
of their biscuits. They supported this campaign with a wonderful
newspaper and handbill graphic that depicted a boy in a yellow
slicker pushing a wheelbarrow full of biscuit boxes home in the
rain. Eventually the boy in a yellow slicker became ubiquitous
on Uneeda packaging, and customers asked for Uneeda bis
cuits by name. The National Biscuit Company had successfully
created enough demand for its product to guarantee repetitive
consumption and to free Nabisco from problem of overproduc
tion.
Three other companies-Wrigley's, the American Tobacco
Company, and Procter & Gamble-adopted similar tactics to es
tablish product loyalty among their customers even before the
historic Uneeda campaign. They designed strong national ad pro
grams not just to identify their brands but to provide reassuring
guarantees of quality. Such guarantees were necessary for custom
ers who bought most staples in bulk and were suspicious of any
packaging that prevented them from testing, tasting, or sampling.
In time, as promotional campaigns became more sophisticated,
consumers overcame their qualms about packaged goods. They
realized that a piece of Juicy Fruit gum, a box of United Cigars, or
a bar of Ivory Soap would always be the same, no matter where it
was bought. Modern packaging, with its trademarks and identify
ing logos, guaranteed that those products would be of consistent
quality and safe to buy. And because these products were distrib
uted nationally, brand names assured consumers of an equitable
value-for-money exchange at any store in the country.
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The home effici ncy expert Christine Frederick observed in
1 9 1 9 that "the one means of protection the consumer can rely on
is the 'trademark' on the package or product she buys . . . In every
case, the trademarked brand carries more integrity or guarantee:'6
By the turn of the century Americans were getting into the com
fortable habit of remembering their favorite brands and asking for
them by name.

DISPOSA BLE PRODUCTS FOR MEN

Manufacturers developed other strategies besides branding to en
courage repetitive consumption. What has been called "disposable
culture" or "the throwaway ethic" began in America around the
middle of the nineteenth century when a variety of cheap materi
als became available to industry. Innovations in the machinery of
paper production, for example, made paper a practical substitute
for cloth. The millions of paper shirt fronts (bosoms, as they were
then called) , as well as the collars and cuffs that adorned nine
teenth -century American men, owe their commercial success to
this technological advance.
The beauty of these disposable products, as far as paper man
ufacturers were concerned, was that demand for them seemed
endless. In 1 872 America produced 1 5 0 million disposable shirt
collars and cuffs. Men found paper clothing parts convenient be
cause laundry services in those days were unreliable, expensive,
and available mainly in large urban centers. America was still pre
dominantly a rural culture, and before the advent of modern
washing machines in the twentieth century, laundry was an oner
ous, labor-intensive task undertaken by women once weekly on
Blue Tuesday. Single men simply lacked access to professional or
spousal laundry services. They bought replaceable shirt parts in
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bulk and changed into them whenever the most visible parts of
their attire became stained or discolored. Disposing of a soiled
cuff, collar, or bosom was as easy as dropping it into the nearest
fi eplace or pot-bellied stove.
At the same time that paper was becoming cheaper and more
plentiful, America experienced a revolution in steel production.
Two watchmakers, Waterbury and then Ingersoll, took advantage
of this industrial development to roll out a national distribution
plan for low-priced, highly reliable steel watches. In the 1 880s Wa
terbury produced pocket watches at such low cost that they be
came promotional giveaways to department store customers who
bought expensive winter coats. When Reginald Belfiel entered
George Westinghouse's employ in 1 885, he spruced up his image
with a ready-made coat and complimentary Waterbury watch
from Kaufmann's in Pittsburgh. In a testament to its standard of
manufacture, Belfiel relates that Westinghouse was fascinated
with the watch. He "took it to pieces many times and put it to
gether again . . . The watch never suffered for the treatment:'7
Ten years later, as standards of watch manufacture became
more relaxed, Ingersoll introduced the Yankee and billed it as "the
watch that made the dollar famous;' since it sold for exactly a
buck. Like Ingersoll's mail-order dollar-and-a-half watch before
it, the Yankee kept accurate time for at least a year. Its reliability
and insignifican cost-other watch prices hovered around the
$ 1 0 mark in the early 1 890s, when the average wage was around a
dollar a day-made the Yankee immediately popular.8
The low price had another important effect on Ingersoll
customers. Despite a reliable mail-in guarantee offering free re
placements whenever an Ingersoll watch went wrong, working
class Yankee owners simply threw their failing watches away and
bought a replacement. During the entire period of its production
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(from 1 90 1 to 1 9 1 4 ) , only 3 percent of Yankee watches were ever
returned for replacements. At around the same time that the
phrase " instant gratificati n" firs began to appear in popular
magazines, Yankee owners explained that their need for a time
piece was greater than their need to save a dollar by waiting sev
eral weeks for a free replacement to arrive by return mail.
Before very long, the venture into planned obsolescence by
these two innovative American watchmakers ended with the un
planned obsolescence of their own dollar pocket watch. As wrist
watches came into fashion near the end of World War I, pocket
watches became obsolete. By the time Waterbury was sold to a
group of Scandinavian businessmen to produce fuse timers for
war ordnance in 1 942, the company was close to bankruptcy.9
The same revolution in steel production that had produced
cheap steel for Ingersoll encouraged other disposable products. In
the 1 890s William Painter, a Baltimore dye maker, invented and
patented an inexpensive cork-lined replacement for rubber bottle
stoppers called the Crown Cork (or Crown Bottle Cap ) . Famous
today among a growing body of collectors who specialize in early
disposables, Painter's earliest caps are distinctive because they
have only 2 1 crimpings as opposed to the later standard of 24. The
bottle cap itself was made of pressed tinplate, a metal that had
been used in throwaway cans since 1 8 1 3 and in cheap children's
toys since mid-century. But Painter is most significan in the his
tory of planned obsolescence because he hired, befriended, and
then encouraged the 36-year-old salesman King Camp Gillette to
invent products which, like the bottle cap, were used only once
and then tossed in the trash. Painter himself never used the terms
repetitive consumption or planned obsolescence, but the implica
tions of his advice are unmistakable. "Think of something like the
Crown Cork;' he told Gillette one evening in the extravagant par-
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lor of his opulent Baltimore mansion. Once it is used and thrown
away, "the customer keeps coming back for more."10
The tale of how King Gillette invented his disposable razor
blade reached legendary status in early twentieth-century Amer
ica-much as the story of Microsoft's founding or the origin of
Apple computers is widely known today. By the time Sinclair
Lewis's Babbitt was published in 1 922, most Americans knew that
while King Gillette was shaving with a Star safety razor in Penn
sylvania one morning in 1 895, he realized that his blunt steel
blade needed to be professionally resharpened. "I found my razor
dull, and not only was it dull but it was beyond the point of suc
cessful stropping and it needed honing for which it must be taken
to a barber or a cutler. As I stood there with the razor in my hand,
my eyes resting on it as lightly as a bird settling down on its nest
the Gillette razor was born:' As King thought about the high
maintenance required of Star blades, not to mention their high
cost-up to $ 1 .50 apiece, a significan amount of money in the
1 890s-he must have wondered: what if a cheaper, thinner blade
could be stamped out of sheet metal and then honed on two
edges? When both sides become dull, the customer can simply re
place it with a new one. That very day, Gillette wrote to his wife,
Alanta, "Our fortune is made:' and he was almost right. 1 1
Another six years would pass before a process could be de
veloped that would interleave sheet steel and copper in order to
allow thin metal sheets to temper without buckling. Only thin
metal so tempered could hold the razor-sharp edge needed for
Gillette's disposable blades. By 1 905, using the slogan "No strop
ping. No Honing:' Gillette's safety razor had won public accep
tance and begun its steep trajectory of growth. Like paper shirt
parts and Ingersoll watches before it, this disposable product tar
geted men. It also circumvented accusations of unthrifty wasteful-
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ness because it was convenient and hygienic, elements of the story
that Sinclair Lewis later chose to satirize in 1 922.
One morning, Lewis wrote, George F. Babbitt was confronted
with a disposable razor blade just as dull as Gillette's Star blade in
1 895: "He hunted through the medicine-chest for a packet of new
razor blades (refle ting, as invariably, 'Be cheaper to buy one of
those dinguses and strop your own blades; ) and when he discov
ered the packet, behind the round box of bicarbonate of soda, he
thought ill of his wife for putting it there and very well of himself
for not saying 'Damn'. But he did say it, immediately afterward,
when with wet and soap-slippery fing rs he tried to remove the
horrible little envelope and crisp clinging oiled paper from the
new blade . . . Then there was the problem . . . of what to do with
the old blade, which might imperil the fing rs of his young. As
usual, he tossed it on top of the medicine-cabinet, with a mental
note that someday he must remove the 50 or 60 other blades that
were . . . temporarily piled up there."12
In addition to revolutions in paper and steel production that
made male-oriented disposable products possible, a little known
but equally revolutionary process in rubber manufacture in the
middle of the nineteenth century demonstrates the early connec
tions among disposability, repetitive consumption, hygiene, and
health. Long before Sarah Chase and Margaret Sanger began their
enlightened distribution of birth control devices to women in de
fian e of the repressive Comstock Laws, the development of vul
canization in the 1 850s made possible the manufacture of a heavy
style of condom from rubber. Vulcanized rubber condoms were
not very elastic, however, and so they were fastened in place by
two attached ribbons. Gradually, as these contraceptive devices
gained popularity, they came to be known as "rubbers:'
Rubbers were distinct from another kind of condom called
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a "skin;' which was made from sheep intestine. Because skins
were more difficul to manufacture, they were (and remain today)
much more expensive than rubber condoms. For this reason,
nineteenth-century bordello owners sometimes collected skins af
ter use, laundered, dried, and recirculated them. The coming of
vulcanized rubber condoms changed all that. Rubbers were much
cheaper than skins. After "tying one on" (a male expression that
eventually became associated with the drinking party preceding
intercourse), a man disposed of his used rubber. Each additional
sexual encounter required a new purchase. After the development
of latex condoms in the 1 8 80s, rubbers became more elastic. They
kept the same name, but (to the dismay of some traditionalists)
they lost their pretty ribbons.

DISPOSA BLE PRODUCTS FOR WO MEN

In the early decades of the twentieth century, manufacturers who
had embraced disposability as a viable way to achieve repetitive
consumption realized that in catering mainly to men, they se
verely limited their potential market. Urbanization and industri
alization had changed American gender roles, and single women
were entering the workforce in greater numbers. Brochures pub
lished by the Women's Educational and Industrial Union of
Boston record the variety of employment opportunities available
to women. Many of the suggested positions were previously re
stricted to men. They included work in publishing, real estate,
probation, industrial chemistry, and bacteriology.U
Changes in laws concerning inheritance and the integrity of
life insurance policies, and especially improvements in their en
forcement, were also putting more money into widowed women's
hands.14 Furthermore, America had shifted from a subsistence
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agrarian economy to an industrial one, and as a result more and
more married women found themselves in cities, shopping for
their families' needs in the hours that their husbands worked and
their children went to school. There was much more money to go
around, and many more things to buy. Women were suddenly dis
proportionately in charge of spending. By the 1 920s some writers
of the time claimed that women made 85 percent of all consumer
purchases, including automobiles and men's fashions.
As early as 1 907, an adman recognized women's influ nee over
the family budget. W. H. Black, manager of The Delineator, an
early advertising trade magazine, wrote in that year that women
"are the spenders of [the family] income. Upon them is the larger
responsibility of obtaining one hundred cents worth of value for
the dollar spent."15 Among the firs businesses to capitalize on
these social and demographic changes were advertisers and pub
lishers. By the beginning of World War I some advertisers began
to hire women as copywriters to manage accounts targeted at fe
male consumers. From 1 9 1 6 on, J. Walter Thompson, the oldest
advertising agency in the world, established a Women's Edito
rial Department at their New York offi es to handle the account
for Cutex, the celluloid nail varnish company. This unique group
included many socially active, liberal feminists from prominent
backgrounds.16 Among the JWT staff was Frances Maule, an orga
nizer for the New York State Suffrage Party and a speaker for the
National Women Suffrage Association. Maule soon became one of
JWT's senior copywriters. By 1 9 1 8 the Women's Editorial Depart
ment was responsible for nearly 60 percent of J. Walter Thomp
son's annual business, $2,264,759 in billings.
The following year, Congress enfranchised women by pass
ing the Nineteenth Amendment, and Mary Macfadden, wife of
the publisher of Physical Culture Magazine, founded True Story.
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The immediate popularity and subsequent rise in monthly sales
of True Story indicate the growing purchasing power of blue-col
lar women. Each True Story issue cost a whopping 20 cents, com 
pared to 1 5 cents for the Ladies' Home Journal. And like the LHJ,
True Story was sold only at newsstands. Nevertheless, by 1 924
around 850,000 copies of True Story were bought every month; by
1 927, with monthly sales exceeding 2 million copies, it was more
popular than Ladies' Home Journal or McCall's. Women's maga
zines generally, and the confessional magazine in particular, had
become a medium that advertisers could exploit to sell all kinds of
personal products to women.17
Shortly after True Story hit the newsstands for the firs time,
manufacturers began developing personal products specifical y
designed to encourage repetitive consumption by women. In 1 9 1 6
a Kimberly-Clark subsidiary had stockpiled a new absorbent ma
terial made from celluloid. The Cellucotton company's single
product was originally intended for use in military bandages and
gas mask fil ers, since the war in Europe was expected to last at
least eight years. When World War I unexpectedly ended in 1 9 1 8,
Kimberly-Clark was saddled with a formidable supply of their
new material. Confronted with this costly surplus, they did some
fast thinking. Fourteen months later, in 1 920, Kimberly-Clark in
troduced a disposable sanitary napkin called Kotex.18
Montgomery Ward had firs manufactured sanitary napkins
in 1 895. They were designed for a single-use convenience, but
the early versions were expensive, and the products they replaced
were either scraps from a woman's ragbag or an inexpensive tex
tured cotton called Birdseye. Since Kotex was made of war-surplus
material, it could be manufactured and sold cheaply. At a nickel
each, sanitary napkins fi the budgets of most urban women. A
nickel was also the coin of choice in nickelodeons, automats, and
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vending machines-a point not lost on Kimberly-Clark, which
made Kotex immediately available to women in need, by installing
vending machines in ladies' rooms across the country.
Kimberly-Clark hired Charles F. Nichols, a Chicago-based ad
agency, to develop a Kotex ad campaign tailored to women's mag
azines that would depict women outside their traditional role
as homemaker. In the earliest Kotex ad, a woman in an elegant
ball gown descended a spiral staircase, seemingly unconcerned
about "that time of the month:' "Today, with Kotex;' the ad prom 
ised, "you need never lose a single precious hour." Later ads
showed women skating and traveling-their freedom, mobility,
and independence made possible by disposable sanitary nap
kins.19
Despite the national success and continued growth of its Kotex
brand, Kimberly-Clark changed advertising agencies in 1 924,
giving the account to Albert Lasker, head of Lord and Thomas.
Lasker's explanation for why he deliberately pursued the Kotex
account underlines the market potential of disposable products:
"The products I like to advertise most;' he said later, "are those
that are only used once:'20 Lasker was also aware that the
Kimberly-Clark account might soon double in size. Late in 1 924
the company debuted a second disposable product for women
made of the same war-surplus cellucotton as Kotex. (They still
had plenty on hand.) This new item was called Kleenex-a brand
name so popular that it eventually became the generic term used
for disposable tissues. Kleenex was originally marketed as a make
up removing, face-cleansing product for women. These "dispos
able kerchiefs;' as they were called, offered women a new way to
remove cold cream. Soon, however, American women began us
ing disposable tissues to blow their noses. By 1 927 Kimberly
Clark had picked up on this trend and had changed their advertis-
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ing accordingly, now recommending Kleenex for sanitary pur
poses during the cold and fl season.
Other manufacturers soon noticed the popularity of disposable
hygienic products for women. In 1 92 1 Johnson & Johnson intro
duced the firs hand-made Band-Aids (another brand name that
came into generic use) . Originally invented in 1 920 as a quick way
to minister to minor cuts on fing rs that occurred during food
preparation, Band-Aids eliminated the difficul y of having to con
struct a bandage from cotton and tape while one's fing rs were
bleeding. But despite their convenience, Band-Aids did not be
come popular until Johnson & Johnson changed its method of
manufacture. In 1 924 the company switched from hand-made to
machine-made smaller Band-Aids, which could be produced in
greater numbers and with the guarantee that the product was uni
form and sterile. This made a world of difference in Band-Aid's
success.
Johnson & Johnson lost no time in developing other dispos
able products for women. In 1 926, the same year she became the
firs woman member of the American Society of Mechanical En
gineers, Lillian Gilbreth researched one of these new products.
Trained in psychology as well as ergonomic design for women, Gil
breth was uniquely qualifie to tell Johnson & Johnson what they
wanted to know: how to design a sanitary napkin that was smaller,
thinner, and more comfortable than Kotex, the leading brand. In
1 927, following Gilbreth's recommendations, Johnson & Johnson
introduced a form-fit ed sanitary napkin that was much more
readily disposable than any other available product. Called Modess,
this streamlined highly absorbent sanitary napkin introduced real
competition to a market Kotex had previously dominated. The
resulting loss in market share sent Kimberly-Clark back to the
drawing board. It unveiled its own new Phantom Kotex in 1 932.
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Clearly, women were getting the disposable habit. A growing
demand for the still-shrinking sanitary napkin led, in 1 934, to the
marketing of tampons, a commercial product Consumer Maga
zine later recognized as among the flf y most revolutionary prod
ucts of the twentieth century. Designed by Dr. Earle Haas of Den
ver and produced by a company firs owned and operated by
Gertrude Tenderich, Tampax, along with other disposables, not
only habituated women to increasing levels of repetitive con
sumption but broadened the cultural acceptance of the throw
away ethic, a necessary accompaniment to planned obsolescence.
Not only were tampons and sanitary napkins tossed in the trash
after one use, but such products also gave more afflu nt women
one less reason to hoard scraps of cloth, as their forebears had
done. Among this monied group, the ready-to-wear fashions of
the day could be quickly disposed of and replaced once they were
no longer in style.
Throughout America, old garments were thrown away as never
before. There was less reason to save rags and more stigma at
tached to doing so. The pejorative expression "on the rag" dates
from this period, when advertising for sanitary napkins lifted
some of the social taboos surrounding menstruation and allowed
for more direct expression. Earlier slang phrases had been much
more coded and obscure (falling off the roof, visiting Auntie, wav
ing a fla , wearing red shoes, too wet to plow, and the simple but
ubiquitous "curse" ) .

ANTI-THRI FT CA MPAIGNS

Encouraged by the repetitive consumption of disposable paper
products for both men and women, paper manufacturers devel
oped toilet paper, paper cups, paper towels, and paper straws
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(rendering rye stalks obsolete) . Gradually, the popularity of dis
posable personal products, purchased and used in the name of
hygiene and health, caused Americans to generalize their throw
away habit to other goodsY This was a significan development
in the history of product obsolescence. As a throwaway culture
emerged, the ethic of durability, of thrift, of what the consumer
historian Susan Strasser calls "the stewardship of objects;' was
slowly modified At first people just threw their paper products
into the fi e. But as the disposable trend continued, it became cul
turally permissible to throw away objects that could not simply
and conveniently be consumed by flames
Americans displayed a profound ambivalence concerning thrift
and waste, going back at least as far as the late nineteenth cen
tury. The widespread encouragement of domestic thrift by home
economists such as Catharine Beecher and the ethic of durability
championed by the Craftsman movement coexisted with massive
public wastefulness. This extravagance is eloquently described in
the memoir of a young Dutch immigrant who would later edit the
Ladies' Home Journal. In a memoir published in 1 92 1 , Edward
Bok recalls his impressions on arriving in America in the late 1 870s:
We had been in the United States only a few days before the real
ization came home strongly to my father and mother that they
had brought their children to a land of waste . . . There was waste,
and the most prodigal waste, on every hand. In every streetcar
and on every ferryboat the floor and seats were littered with
newspapers that had been read and thrown away or left behind.
If I went to a grocery store to buy a peck of potatoes, and a potato
rolled off the heaping measure, the grocery man, instead of pick
ing it up, kicked it into the gutter for the wheels of his wagon to
run over. The butcher's waste f lied my mother's soul with dis
may. If I bought a scuttle of coal at the corner grocery, the coal
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that missed the scuttle, instead of being shoveled up and put back
into the bin, was swept into the street. My young eyes quickly saw
this; in the evening I gathered up the coal thus swept away, and
during the course of a week I collected a scuttle full . . . At school,
I quickly learned that to save money was to be stingy; as a young
man, I soon found that the American disliked the word "econ
omy;' and on every hand as plenty grew spending grew. There
was literally nothing in American life to teach me thrift or econ
omy; everything to teach me to spend and to waste. 22

On the other hand, the thrift advocated by American home
economists was sometimes taken to ridiculous extremes in Amer
ican public life, and, not surprisingly, it provoked a backlash. Dur
ing Taft's presidency, for example, Frank H. Hitchcock, postmaster
general of the United States, ordered his clerks to extend the life
of their characteristic anidine pencils or "reds" by issuing them
with a tin ferrule that extended the length and life of a pencil
stub. Before long, Americans jeeringly referred to all pencils as
Hitchcocks. Disposable products, throwaway packaging, and
changing fashions were making it more and more acceptable to be
unthrifty by discarding whatever was not immediately useful.23
During World War I, the national frugality campaign orga
nized by Treasury Department appointee Frank Vanderlip met
substantial resistance. Merchants across America rejected Vander
lip's encouragement of thrift because it threatened to ruin their
Christmas business. Late in 1 9 1 7, stores in every city began dis
playing signs reading "Business as Usual. Beware of Thrift and
Unwise Economy:' Local newspapers weighed in, supporting their
advertisers, the retailers. Editorials championed "Business as
Usual" across the nation well into 1 9 1 8, and Boston papers re
fused to run a series of patriotic ads supporting the thrift cam 
paign sponsored by an assortment of local academics.24
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By the time the war ended in November 1 9 1 8, thrift was a dy
ing issue. It revived temporarily in 1 920 when a sudden depres
sion withered retail sales nationally. But Henry Ford's ghostwriter,
Samuel D. Crowther, expressed the nation's strongest feelings
about thrift in 1 922 when he wrote: "What can be fin about par
ing the necessities of life to the very quick? We all know economi
cal people who seem to be niggardly about the amount of air they
breathe and the amount of appreciation they will allow them 
selves to give to anything. They shrivel body and soul. Economy is
waste; it is waste of the juices of life, the sap of living:'25
In 1 92 1 New York retailers launched the National Prosperity
Committee to combat thrift. Posters from this period read "Full
Speed Ahead! Clear the Track for Prosperity! Buy What You Need
Now! " The explicit arguments against thrift that began appearing
in popular magazines included strongly worded polemics: "Mi
serliness is despicable;' wrote C. W. Taber in 1 922, "hoarding is
vulgar; both are selfish fatal to character and a danger to the com
munity and nation."26 As the "fun morality" personifie by the
fla per took hold, the durability or reliability of mass-produced
goods like automobiles was taken for granted by a new generation
of consumers, most of whom were women, and they now turned
their attention to comfort, luxury, and prestige in the products
they bought.
In Greenwich Village, a Bohemian lifestyle of gratifica ion re
placed old-fashioned restraint, and by the time industrialists and
advertisers were fmishe exploiting this movement, it had spread
across much of America. Exile's Return, Malcolm Cowley's 1 934
memoir of his "literary odyssey in the 1 920s;' described "Village
values" that were at the core of the roaring twenties: "It is stupid
to pile up treasures that we can enjoy only in old age, when we
have lost the capacity for enjoyment. Better to seize the moment
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as it comes, to dwell in it intensely, even at the cost of future suf
fering. Better to live extravagantly:'27
The movement against thrift was an essential precursor to
psychological or fashion -based obsolescence, the second develop
mental stage of product obsolescence. By the 1 920s the habit of
conserving worn goods for reuse was challenged on a variety of
fronts. Hoarding had become a bad word, as Americans fetishized
the new. In the period between the two world wars, stodgy older
values, including durability and thrift, were gradually rejected by
government officials engineers, and the general public. In 1 9 1 3
Postmaster General Frank Hitchcock had pinched pennies by
making government pencils last; by 1 944 the largest, most expen
sive disposable product of the century was rolled out-Tiny Tim,
a single-use booster rocket. By 1 948 Project Hermes had launched
its firs Bumper-WAC rocket, an event made possible by the Tiny
Tim. And in the following year, 1 949, the company that had in
vented the Yankee dollar pocket watch changed its name to Timex
and began to manufacture disposable sealed-movement wrist
watches. Time was marching on.

Each year the new crop of automobile offerings casts into obsolescence
the used and unused models of the previous year ... The greater visibil
ity of the automobile brings into play the added impetus of rivalry with
neighbors and friends.

P A U L M A ZU R ,

2

A MERICA N PROSPERITY

(1928)

The Annual Model Change

The practice of deliberately encouraging product obsolescence
grew out of the competition between Ford and General Motors in
the 1 920s. The corporate leaders involved in this contest, Henry
Ford and Alfred Sloan, both trained as electrical engineers, but
there all similarities ended.
Ford began life as a farm boy and became a hands-on engineer
obsessed with delivering value and durability to the American
public. He firs learned his craft in a Detroit machinist's shop, be
fore joining the Edison Illuminating Company. There, he soon be
came a chief engineer famous for an autocratic style modeled af
ter the "Old Man" himself. Ford saw his car as a great social
leveler, a democratic one-size-fits-a 1 symbol of American class
lessness.
Sloan, on the other hand, was the child of privilege-savvy, po
litical, and pragmatic. He graduated at the top of his class from
MIT in 1 892 , a year after Ford joined Edison. For a graduation
present, Sloan asked his father to buy him John Wesley Hyatt's
bankrupt roller-bearing plant, which he turned into a multimil-
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lion-dollar operation. Sloan was less interested in social change
than in power and prestige. As head of General Motors, he was
ideally placed to achieve both.
MIT gave Sloan the professionalism characteristic of an emerg
ing new generation of engineers. Their values were markedly dif
ferent from those of Edison and the great inventors of the nine
teenth century. In particular, they had a growing awareness of the
inevitability of technological obsolescence, a concept that had be
gun to acquire the ideological trappings of Darwinism. After a se
ries of mergers and takeovers, Sloan found himself at the center of
General Motors-a disorganized and crisis-driven company that
offered little competition to Ford. At first Sloan tried to fi ht Ford
with the tools of classic engineering: by making GM cars tech
nologically superior to their competition. Only when this strug
gle failed did he turn to more creative means of marketing his
product.

A CLASH OF VALUES

In the early years of the twenty-firs century, when working
cell phones and other IT products are discarded by their owners
after eighteen months of use, it is difficul to imagine a mass
produced consumer product created without planned obsoles
cence in mind. But that is exactly the way Henry Ford created his
Tin Lizzie.
The Model T was a reliable product marketed at the lowest
possible price. For this reason, Ford was able to withstand compe
tition for years. But the durability of the Flivver was problematic
to its manufacturer because it postponed repetitive consumption.
On average, one of Ford's cars lasted eight years, about two years
longer than any other automobile. Unwilling to compromise the
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quality of his product or modify its external design, Ford faced the
challenge of sustaining consumer demand by cleverly manipulat
ing economies of scale. By tailoring his assembly line to a rela
tively unchanging product design in a single color, he could con
tinually slash prices as unit costs fell in what appeared to be a
perpetually expanding market. For years, this strategy worked.
Lower costs enabled more and more Americans to purchase a
Model T as their firs car. But the ceiling on Ford's ability to ex
pand the Flivver's market, and the expense of making even minor
modifica ions to his product, became obvious as automobile sales
approached the saturation point.
By 1 920, 55 percent of all American families-nearly every
family that could afford a car-already owned one. That same
year, a minor economic depression resulted in a drastic shortfall
in sales for all manufactured goods. This "buyers strike" created a
crisis at Ford and at General Motors, which were both in the
midst of costly expansions. Ford needed the revenue from Model
T sales to pay for its new Rouge River plant. In the coming year,
Henry Ford (unlike William Durant at General Motors) success
fully resisted borrowing money from a J. P. Morgan consortium to
cover his operating and expansion costs. This minor fmancia
miracle left him with absolute autonomy over the Ford Motor
Company. But Ford's control was a mixed blessing. He was now
more determined than ever to resist changes to his Model T.
Born during the Civil War, Ford held old-fashioned values
about engineering, especially the value of product durability.
Most engineers in the nineteenth century designed and built their
products to last. An incredible example is a hand-blown carbon
filam nt light bulb, made by Shelby Electric Company, that still il
luminates the municipal fi e hall in Livermore, California: it was
originally switched on in 1 90 1 . Although the enormous expense
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of changing the Model T's design certainly played a part in Ford's
resistance to model change, his stubbornness was largely due to
his antiquated values. Back on top of the world in 1 922, Henry
Ford offered the American public an explanation of his refusal to
modify the Model T:

It is considered good manufacturing practice, and not bad ethics,
occasionally to change designs so that old models will become
obsolete and new ones will have the chance to be bought . . . We
have been told . . . that this is clever business, that the object of
business ought to be to get people to buy frequently and that it is
bad business to try to make anything that will last forever, be
cause when once a man is sold he will not buy again.
Our principle of business is precisely to the contrary. We can
not conceive how to serve the consumer unless we make for him
something that, so far as we can provide, will last forever . . . It
does not please us to have a buyer's car wear out or become obso
lete. We want the man who buys one of our cars never to have to
buy another. We never make an improvement that renders any
previous model obsolete.1

As surprising as this passage is for the vigor with which the fa
ther of mass production rejects product obsolescence and force
fed repetitive consumption, Ford's words provide a clue to the
source of his popularity and influ nee in early modern America.
He was adamant in his determination to provide American car
buyers with more than fair value, and they responded with enor
mous brand loyalty. The automobile historians Allan Nevins and
Frank Hill emphasize Ford's lifelong "preoccupation with dura
bility" and paint a portrait of an idealistic engineer who seems
strangely impractical to a modern sensibility: ''As a mechanical
genius, perhaps the greatest of his time, [ Ford] was intensely prac-
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tical, [but] he had very little interest in competition. The integrity
of the product was always the firs consideration; consumer de
mand came second, and any thought of profit was incidenta1:'2 In
his day, Henry Ford stood steadfast against unnecessary obsoles
cence. He represented an absolute ethic of quality and durability
in manufactured goods. Unfortunately, these admirable principles
would become the cause of his defeat.
At MIT, Alfred Sloan had learned the opposite lesson: that
the dynamism of capitalist economies makes technological obso
lescence nearly inevitable. Manufacturers successively improve
the technology of their products because these improvements
provide them with an edge over their competitors by increas
ing effici ncies and reducing costs. As a consequence, more ef
fective machines become cheaper to buy. In the brave new world
inherited by Sloan and his sophisticated turn-of-the-century
classmates, progress toward a technological utopia was accepted
almost without question. The rapid succession of inventions that
had already improved the quality of life was all the proof they
needed. These included telephones, the transatlantic cable, elec
tric street lights, automobiles, and, later, airplanes, radio, and the
earliest electric appliances.
The notion of progress, reinforced by followers of Charles Dar
win and the "social Darwinist" Herbert Spencer, played a central
role in the American consciousness of the day. In academia and in
the popular press, explicit analogies between biological evolution
and technical design proliferated. They permeated the writings
of the Chicago architect Louis Sullivan, who coined the phrase
"Form follows function" to encapsulate his conception of building
design as evolving organically from the requirements of the physi
cal and cultural environment. Three prominent American schol
ars, William Ogburn, S. C. Gilfi lan, and Abbott Payton Usher, de-
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veloped theories of technological progress that rested heavily on
Darwinian thought.3 The advertising cliche "New and improved"
dates from the earliest years of the new century and captures the
idea that products advance in response to changing market com
petition, much as species evolve in response to changing habitats.
With a frequency that was alarming to old-fashioned inventors
like Henry Ford, machines, like species, were becoming suddenly
extinct.
After Thorstein Veblen published his Theory of the Leisure Class
in 1 899, this technological extinction became popularly known as
"obsolescence:' a word that Veblen particularly liked to use.4 Be
ginning with General Electric, manufacturers invested in research
and development departments whose express mission was to pro
duce "the next best thing:' and in the process-inevitably-has
ten product extinction. Wooed away from universities with fman
cial incentives and promises of freedom to experiment, scientifi
researchers in these companies sometimes described their inven
tions as first second, or third generation, according to the history
of their innovation and how recently they had become obsolete.
Sloan, who was determined to use technological obsolescence to
its best advantage, relied on scientifi research in the design of his
GM automobiles-until he discovered a more competitive way to
do battle with Henry Ford.
When Pierre DuPont took control of General Motors in 1 920,
it was a mess, following years of crisis management by William
Durant. At that time, Chevrolet marketed an inexpensive but un
popular car with a troubled design and fl wed engineering. It was
no competition at all for the Model T, whose market share stood
at 61 percent in 1 92 1 . At firs GM considered scrapping the whole
Chevrolet division. But DuPont, who had graduated from MIT in
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chemical engineering in 1 890, listened to the star graduate of the
1 892 class who was now a rising GM executive.
At Sloan's suggestion, DuPont handed over the task of giving
GM cars a technological edge to a proven innovator by the name
of Charles F. Kettering, the man who had patented the electric
starter in 1 9 1 3. The starter had doubled the potential market for
automobiles by opening the door to women as owners and op
erators. Overnight, hand-cranked cars were obsolete. By 1 92 1
Kettering, who would now head GM's research efforts, had a new
idea which, when attached to an inexpensively priced Chevrolet,
might render the Tin Lizzie obsolete also. Kettering called his idea
the copper-cooled engine. Exactly 759 of these GM cars were
manufactured, but after their release early in 1 923 the company
was swamped with complaints about noise, clutch problems, wear
on cylinders, carburetor malfunctions, axle breakdowns, and fan
belt trouble.5
The source of most of the problems seems to have been a lack
of organizational communication and cooperation at GM. In any
case, Sloan became president of GM in the spring of 1 923, just as
this crisis was brewing. He had already made a fortune by exploit
ing applications for roller bearings, a novel and radical technology
of the time. In an irony few people appreciate, the earliest Model
Ts used ball bearings from Alfred Sloan's factories. Henry Ford
had been Sloan's best customer for twenty years. All the while
Sloan had studied his future competitor.6
Sloan liked Kettering, and he loved Kettering's plan to render
all Model Ts obsolete. Pragmatically, however, he quickly termi
nated development of the firs air-cooled car following an vigor
ously negative performance report to GM's executive committee.7
As a result, no air-cooled engine was reintroduced to the Ameri-
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can automobile market until the 1 950s. Faced with a technologi
cal innovation that would not work, Alfred Sloan gambled that
style alone might prove an effective way to compete with Henry
Ford for the remainder of the 1 923 buying season.
With nothing to lose, Sloan offered his customers a quickly and
superficia ly improved Chevrolet. GM engineers hastily reworked
the car's major mechanical fl ws; but most importantly, they com
pletely repackaged the car, in an era that did not yet have a word
for packaging. Almost overnight, the car's lines were made low
and round, in imitation of the luxury cars of the day, and its hood
was elongated to suggest that it contained a powerful engine. Next
to this redesigned version of the 1 923 Chevrolet, the Model T
looked like a piece of farm machinery. Car customers quickly no
ticed the difference and responded favorably to GM's prestigious
design, as well as its competitive pricing.8
Sloan was a quick learner. The '23 Chevy's remarkable success
convinced him that mechanical or technological obsolescence was
just one of many marketing strategies that he could use to sell new
cars. Over the next few years, as he refine his notion of obsoles
cence, he saw that style could date cars more quickly and reliably
than technology. In manufacturing terms, psychological obsoles
cence was superior to technological obsolescence, because it was
considerably cheaper to create and could be produced on de
mand.
DESIGNING FOR ST Y LE

The climate of afflu nee in the 1 920s and the contemporary as
sumptions of the American car buyer made the time exactly right
for the introduction of fashion into the manufacture of automo
biles. With mechanical quality now more or less a given, people
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became interested in sophisticated design and presentation, espe
cially those Americans who had been exposed to European cul
ture during World War I. England and America had been forced
during the war to challenge Germany's monopoly on dye manu
facturing, and as a result cheap color for industrial and textile
uses became readily available after the armistice.9 Almost simul
taneously, potential customers, especially women, became frus
trated and bored with the clunky, monochromatic Model T.
As early as 1 9 1 2 , automobile manufacturers had begun accom
modating the needs and sensibilities of women by making minor
changes. In addition to Kettering's electric self-starter in 1 9 1 3,
these changes included upholstery, windshields, interior lights,
closed, noiseless (and odorless) mechanical compartments, and
separate, closed, roomy (and later heated) , passenger compart
ments. But despite women's demands for comfort and styling,
Henry Ford steadfastly refused to prettify his Tin Lizzie. Its relia
bility-greater than any nonluxury car before or since-and its
exponentially declining unit cost made the Model T a popular
workhorse in rural America. But Lizzie was also bumpy, noisy,
smelly, and homely-traits that more and more women in the
1 920s wanted to avoid. Soon the Model T was the butt of jokes,
and ridiculed in songs and cartoons.
Ford's ad men did what they could to attract women owners
and operators. To provide Ford's closed-body models with a touch
of class, copywriters for Ford undertook a project they called "the
English job;' renaming their coupe and sedan the Tudor and the
Fordor, respectively. In the October 1 924 issue of the Delineator,
the headline of a genuinely beautiful ad guaranteed " Freedom for
the woman who owns a Ford." The illustration depicted a young
woman in pants (an assertion of her modernity) collecting au-
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tumn leaves at the roadside. Another ad from the same year shows
a young woman being greeted by her mother as she arrives home
for the summer holidays-Ford's reliability was especially valued
on long trips. Unfortunately, this ad made claims for the Ford that
American women of the 1 920s knew were outrageous: "The at
tractive upholstery and all-weather equipment . . . suggest com
fort and protection on long trips, while the simple foot-pedal
control assures ease of operation in crowded city traffi . . . An
increasing number of women . . . who prefer to drive their own
cars, are selecting the Ford Fordor . . . as a possession in which
they can take pride:'10
Simple foot pedal control, a growing female clientele, and espe
cially pride in Model T ownership were claims that raised eye
brows among contemporary women. "Humility:' wrote Stella Ben
son, tellingly, "is the firs thing expected of a Ford owner:' An
English travel writer, Benson naively toured the United States in a
Model T for her honeymoon in the same year that the Ford ad ap
peared. After criticizing the car's noise and appearance, she of
fered a woman's unfavorable impressions of the Tin Lizzie's nearly
"suspension-less" comfort: "I had been a wreck owing to . . . [the]
constant jolting, which left me so violently giddy . . . I could at no
time stand without support, and sometimes could not even sit
upright . . . A hotel in El Paso . . . refused a room . . . because I gave
the impression . . . I had already called in all the ninety-seven sa
loons of Juares. Deming, New Mexico . . . found me reeling and
rolling still. As for the really beautiful steep rusty city of Bisbee,
Arizona, its high vivid mountains whirl and swing upon my
memory like great waves of the sea." 11
Profound discomfort aside, the single feature of the Model T
that most troubled contemporary women was its black color,
which they considered a cipher of its low prestige. The memoir of
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an automobile executive (ironically, a Ford employee) confi med
the importance of color to women in automobile selection: "Ne
gotiating with a dealer for a used Lincoln car, [I] limited [ my]
questions to mechanical subjects. But when [I] got home, [ my]
wife demanded: 'What kind of upholstering has it?' [I] replied, 'I
did not pay much attention to that: 'Well; she pursued, 'what is
the color of the paint?' . . . [I] responded, 'I think it is a sort of
blue . . . ' At this point [my] wife gave . . . a glance of withering
scorn. What I was interested in . . . was an automobile that would
run. The other party was interested in looks:'12
For women purchasing a new car, good looks (especially color)
were not a new consideration. In 1 9 1 8 the Jordan Motor Car
Company had introduced the firs woman's car, the Sports Ma
rine. Advertising copy written by company president Edward S.
Jordan in 1 9 1 7 described the lack of choice in automobile color
and the importance of this issue to contemporary woman: "I
stood on the corner of Fifth Avenue and 42nd Street in New York,
and watched the motorcars . . . Nearly every one of them appeared
to be in mourning, finishe in dark, repelling shades of black and
blue-black hoods and blue bodies. Only a few of the high priced
cars appeared in striking shades . . . It is true that while men buy
cars, women choose them [with a] quick glance at the body . . .
catching the appeal of a striking color."13
But color also presented an enormous problem to manufactur
ers. Varnishes that could suspend enough color to finis an auto
mobile had to be applied by hand and dried very slowly; and they
were easily damaged by rain. By 1 9 1 1 Ford switched to spray
painted enamels and force rooms (drying ovens) that baked the
finis onto cars. Unfortunately, this process discolored the pig
ments suspended in the enamel. In 1 9 14 Ford simply stopped of
fering the Model T in any color except black. This strategy sue-
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ceeded because no large competitor could offer a comparatively
priced alternative. By the 1 920s, Dodge and GM also had a black
only policy for their highest volume models.14
In 1 92 1 , when control of GM shifted from William Durant to
DuPont, all of this changed. DuPont was primarily a chemical and
dye-making fi m, and in 1 9 1 8 Pierre DuPont had convinced his
board to invest heavily in GM stock, partly because of the guaran
teed outlet the car company would provide for their finishes Late
in 1 92 1 a DuPont lab accident revealed that pigment would sus
pend nicely and dry very well in a nitrocellulose solution. After
two more years of experimentation, Duco lacquer was unveiled
on the firs GM product, the True Blue Overland of 1 924. This
was the same year that Cutex debuted its firs colored nail polish.
And like Duco, the rose-colored pigment on the fing mails of
stylish American women was a nitrocellulose product.15
Despite the Overland's modest popularity, the real success
story of 1 924 was the new model Chrysler, a fast and relatively in
expensive six-cylinder car that was available in a variety of colors
and styles. Alfred Sloan was paying attention. In addition to man
ufacturing its own car with six cylinders shortly thereafter, GM
started to change the color and appearance of their cars on an an
nual basis. At first this annual model change was superficia in an
engineering sense, but it was significan enough to be noticed by
consumers. The new strategy was not simply to make the Model T
appear dated. That had already been accomplished. Now, Sloan
worked at outdating the styling of GM's own earlier models, in or
der to encourage consumers to trade in their GM cars and buy
new ones. Or, more accurately, trade up: GM began to offer grad
uated product lines that encouraged customers to enter a new
class of prestige and comfort each time they made a trade. Noth
ing could have been further from Henry Ford's vision of a class-
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less American transportation device. If Model Ts had been demo
cratic levelers, GM cars were now becoming social stratifi rs.
As Sloan's ideas about obsolescence evolved during the waning
years of the 1 920s, he incorporated other marketing refin ments
from many different fields including women's fashions, retail
sales, and defici financin . And as Ford Motor Company's market
share dwindled to 30 percent, Henry Ford reluctantly got the
point that the rest of the world saw his ubiquitous product as an
antique. He realized that if he did not introduce a newer, better
looking car soon, Ford Motor Company would not survive. Under
one of Ford's former employees, Big Bill Knudsen, Chevrolet's
sales were increasing steadily, as new plants were constructed ac
cording to Knudsen's f exible model of mass production. Unlike
the system at Ford's new Rouge River plant, the machinery in
Chevrolet plants was not dedicated to a single purpose or design.
This fl xibility of Chevrolet's assembly line made it easy to accom
modate continual model changes. The output of Chevy plants in
creased from 25,000 automobiles in January of 1 926 to 77,000 in
November.
The success of GM's f exible mass production strategy must
have been especially galling to Henry Ford, since he had rejected
Knudsen's suggestions in 1 920. Perhaps more troubling than the
realization that Knudsen had been right was the knowledge that
Sloan had listened to Knudsen and made the savvy decision to
hire him, whereas Ford had turned his ideas away. But even now,
with the Model T rapidly losing ground, Henry Ford was still un
willing to commit to the major expense and inconvenience of
producing an entirely new car for a changing market. Instead, he
took small steps to forestall disaster. In 1 924 he made superficia
changes to the Model T's body, and in 1 925 he reintroduced color.
Although the toy maker Modine had sold pressed-steel toy ver-
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sions of Flivver trucks and sedans in its Buddy "L'' series for years,
the 1 925 version of the Tin Lizzie was commemorated in a larger,
expensive, pressed-steel Tootsie-toy in a variety of contemporary
colors.16 Unfortunately, the toy's nationwide popularity was not
refle ted in sales for the Model T itself, which continued to decline.
Tin Lizzie sales were undercut by the fact, now widely known,
that Ford engineers were experimenting with newer models.
Some of Ford's press releases hostilely denied this, carrying head
lines such as "Ford To Fight It Out with His Old Car."17 The com
pany's joint policy of secrecy and disinformation only excited
press enmity, costing Ford valuable credibility and good will. But
the Model T's designer and manufacturer was desperate to protect
the declining market value of an enormous backlog of cars. In
Ford's secret half-formed plan, sales revenue from these automo
biles would go directly into a war chest to pay for the expensive re
tooling to come.
Late in 1 926, Ford himself denied publicly that a major model
change was imminent. "The Ford car will continue to be made in
the same way;' he stated flat y. "We have no intention of offering a
new car . . . Changes of style from time to time are merely evolu
tion . . . But we do not intend to make a 'six; an 'eight' or any
thing else outside of our regular products. We are not contemplat
ing any extraordinary changes in models:' This statement, similar
to the outrageous claims made in Ford ads targeted at women, was
probably not taken very seriously, even by Ford's loyal customers.18

THE 1 9 2 7 CADI L L AC LASA L LE AND T H E MODE L A

Alfred Sloan had been as pleased with Knudsen's success as he was
delighted with Ford's continuing difficul ies. Through psychologi
cal obsolescence, GM's president had guaranteed that his com-
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pany would remain America's premiere automobile producer for
decades to come. Having none of his competitor's scruples about
product durability, Sloan did his utmost to fin new ways to de
crease durability and increase obsolescence. But Sloan was also
much less of an autocrat than Henry Ford. His ability to fin the
right people, like Knudsen, and then to genuinely listen to what
they had to say were great strengths in a volatile market.
In 1 926, playing to the competitive edge that styling had given
GM in the confli t with Ford, Sloan took the advice of the presi
dent of his Cadillac division and hired Harley Earl, a custom car
designer. Earl made distinctive roadsters for Hollywood's elite, in
cluding a car for cowboy star Tom Mix that had a saddle on its
roof, and a more subtle $28,000 creation for Fatty Arbuckle that
has been described as "softly sculptural." In 1 92 1 Earl built six Ca
dillac sports sedans for then-Cadillac president Richard Collins.
Earl's large frame and flam oyant personality won him notice,
and he became a regular guest at West Coast Cadillac parties. One
night, Earl bragged to Collins's successor, Larry Fisher, that he
could make a Chevrolet look like a Cadillac. It was 1 925. Fisher
thought for a moment and then offered Earl a job.19
Earl's custom work blended all of the visible features of the
car's body into one harmonious design. In the industry, this was
recognized as a characteristic of the very best luxury cars of
the day-the Hispano-Suiza, for example-and it was something
Sloan and Fisher wanted to incorporate into their Cadillac line. At
Detroit's GM headquarters, Earl revealed the secrets of his tech
nique to GM executives. He developed f ve full-size models for
Cadillac, sculpted entirely out of clay. Other designers of the pe
riod worked in wood and metal, but clay gave Earl the fl wing
forms that made his custom creations unique.
Overall, Earl's models lowered the body and lengthened the
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wheelbase. The cramped passenger compartment at the rear of
the car created an atmosphere of romantic intimacy, while the
length of the car's body (especially when it was disproportionately
assigned to the engine space) created an impression of mechanical
power and speed. This impression of length and strength was ac
centuated by the lowered wheelbase, which was the antithesis of
practical car design, given the bad roads of the day. Earl was ob
sessed with the horizontal "through line" in his cars' design. This
through line was achieved by integrating the belt line under the
side windows into an unbroken horizontal rule that ran the length
of the car. Earl used a special device called a highlight gauge
to measure the angle at which light refle ted from a given car's
through line.20
The 1 927 Cadillac LaSalle had strong luxury lines. Earl had re
lied heavily on the design of the Hispano-Suiza to create a truly
beautiful custom sports car. His LaSalle offered much of the His
pano's styling and most of its features, but at $2,500 it was one
sixth of the $ 1 5,000 price tag. The success of Harley's LaSalle in
the 1 927-28 market confi med Sloan's strategy of emphasizing
styling and fashion change in automobile marketing. In a little
known article in Printer's Ink, Sloan himself wrote: "More attrac
tive products are coming into the market continually and infl ence the purchaser to exchange his car a year or more old for a
new car of the latest design."21 Delighted with the LaSalle's success,
Sloan soon created the firs styling department at an American
automobile manufacturer. It was called the Art and Color Section,
and Sloan appointed Harley Earl to be its head. Thereafter, Earl
busied himself in creating incremental modifica ions in GM cars
for the annual model change.
Because it was too expensive for GM to change each model
completely every year, major redesigns requiring new dyes were
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put on the three-year styling cycle that would eventually defin
the lifespan of all so-called durable goods in America. Between
these major styling changes, annual face-lifts rearranged minor
features, such as the chrome work. But even these minor moves
created the illusion of progress and hastened the appearance of
datedness that psychological obsolescence required. Years later,
Earl openly discussed his role in creating what he called planned
or dynamic obsolescence: "Our big job is to hasten obsolescence.
In 1 934 the average car ownership span was 5 years: now [ 1 955] it
is 2 years. When it is 1 year, we will have a perfect score:'22
In the spring of 1 927, after the fif een-millionth car rolled off
the line, Ford Motor Company shut down production of the
Model T forever, in order to retool for the Model A. Since Al
fred Sloan was not yet a household name, the New York Times
described what was happening as "the fi ht for the national au
tomobile championship between Henry Ford and General Mo
tors."23 When Ford's new car was revealed on November 30 of that
year, the American press swooped down on Dearborn, Michigan,
to watch Charles Lindbergh, the nation's most recent hero, dem
onstrate the Model Xs modern features. Publicity photographs of
the event depict a youthful, clear-eyed Lindbergh sitting tall be
hind the wheel of the new Ford Tudor with an elegant older
woman smiling graciously beside him. She is Gertrude Ederle,
Queen of Romania.
With the joint endorsement of American and European roy
alty, the Model A became an overnight success. Its features in
cluded safety glass in the windshield, as well as aluminum alloy
pistons, heat-treated chromium steel gears, and anti-friction bear
ings throughout-all of which made the car run quieter and
smoother. The body was cushioned against the chassis at all
points with rubber and hydraulic shock absorbers to make the
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ride comfortable for the ladies. The nine and a half inch clearance
to the road gave the car fashionably low lines, and all seven body
types were available in four colors. The Fordor sedan was available
in seven. To top it all off, the price of the Model A was lower than
that of comparable Chevrolet models. Four hundred thousand or
ders for the new car poured in nationwide before any dealership
saw delivery of the new cars.24
Historians do not know for sure how much the Model A cost
Ford Motor Company. Estimates of the design costs alone range
as high as $ 1 8 million. Added to that was the cost of completely
shutting down production for six months in order to retool and
produce the new car. Ford later guessed that his total costs were in
the region of $ 1 00 million. But some historians regard this low
figu e with skepticism, putting the real cost of the Model T's ob
solescence, including shutdown, loss of sales, and complete re
tooling, at about $250 million.25
Whatever the actual number was, the Model A was a very ex
pensive lesson in psychological obsolescence, but one that Henry
Ford still did not completely grasp. Despite the fact that Ford
hired a new agency to create ads promoting the Model A as a
"smart and stylish car" and depicting it in elegant settings in order
to create a classier image, America's foremost advertising historian
reminds us that Ford was still unwilling to accept the full implica
tions of psychological obsolescence and repetitive consumption:
"On the eve of its unveiling, he contradicted the implications of
his advertising by proclaiming his intention to make the new car
'so strong and so well-made that no one ought ever to have to buy
a second one:"26
Gradually, as the novelty of the Model A wore off, Ford sales
declined once again. In 1 930 cosmetic changes were introduced to
the Model A body types. But still, Harley Earl's increasingly stylish
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Chevrolets, with their six-cylinder engines after 1 928, wore down
Ford's market lead. In Auto Opium, a comprehensive and readable
study of the history of automotive design, David Gartman ob
serves that by 1 93 1 Ford sales were one third of their 1 929 level,
forcing the company once again to shut down production and re
vamp its lineY
What came next must have made Alfred Sloan smile. In 1 932
Ford introduced the firs low-priced V-8 in fourteen different
models. The Model A had proven to be a costly and unnecessary
interim step in Ford's reeducation. Ford production now went
over to the GM strategy of creating superficia ly different models
on standardized running gear. Still, Ford sales fell again in 1 932.
The following year the company tina ly adopted GMs policy of
changing the style of its cars regularly on an annual basis. Psycho
logical obsolescence was now the rule for U.S. automakers. And
because car production was America's fla ship industry, this les
son was quickly copied in all other areas of manufacturing.

PRODUCT ADDICTION

The creation of the Art and Color Section at GM was one of a
flu ry of design events in 1 927 that indicated profound changes in
U.S. industry. That same year, Egmont Arens left his position as
managing editor of Creative Arts Magazine to devote himself full
time to designing a line of Art Deco lamps. His choice was not as
strange or trivial as it might at firs seem. In August, Arens's future
employer, Earnest Elmo Calkins, president of Calkins and Holden
Advertising, published an influ ntial article in Atlantic Mon thly, to
which he was a regular contributor. "Beauty: The New Business
Tool" popularized the growing trend toward professional product
design.
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Historians usually trace this trend to the influ nee in America
of the 1 925 Paris Exhibition ( officia ly named the Exhibition In
ternationale des Arts Decoratifs ) , and especially to the beautiful
glass pavilion exhibits by Rene Lalique. But the influ nee of the
Paris Art Deco show was actually part of a larger design awareness
in America following World War I. In 1 924, a full year before the
Paris show, the Annals of the American Academy of Political and
Social Science devoted a special issue to "Scientifi Distribution
and Modern Selling." This widely read collection included a piece
by Huger Elliot, head of Philadelphia's School of Industrial Art.
In what was really a manifesto calling for professionalism in
industrial design, Elliot described how America's city planners,
architects, textile workers, furniture designers, and silversmiths
could "contribute to the daily increase of beauty" and raise the
visual standards of Americans. Clearly, Elliot had a democratic vi
sion: "These producers create for the man who cannot afford to
buy 'museum pieces'-the objects which will enable him to cre
ate beauty in his home-the furniture and silver with good, sim
ple lines, the rugs and hangings fin in color. How important is
the mission of these designers. How necessary that they be well
trained! How imperative that they realize the great part they play
in forming the taste of a nation! "28
Calkins's article appeared three years later, in 1 927. It was a
contemporary observation of the transition then taking place in
American design sensibilities. "Back in the mauve decade, or the
gay nineties:' Calkins wrote, "when a manufacturer produced a
machine . . . it never occurred to him to . . . make his device pleas
ant to look at as well as effici nt:' Calkins blamed "the persistent
influ nee" of the Puritans in creating suspicions about beauty and
encouraging the widespread belief that ugliness guaranteed tech
nological integrity. America has changed, Calkins noted: "We en-
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joyed our era of the triumph of the machine, we acquired wealth,
and with wealth education, travel, sophistication, a sense of
beauty; and then we began to miss something in our cheap but
ugly products. Effici ncy was not enough. The machine did not
satisfy the soul . . . And thus it came about that beauty, or what
one conceived as beauty, became a factor in the production and
marketing of goods."29
Calkins took specifi aim at Henry Ford as a symbol of the old
fashioned, anti-aesthetic style of manufacturing:
In those days . . . Henry Ford began making his famous car. It was
an honest piece of work, a motor car that functioned at an unbe
lievably low cost, thought it did violence to three senses, sight,
hearing and smell; but people in those days were unable to forget
long enough their wonder that the thing should be to mind the
intrusion of more ugliness into a world that was losing peace and
silence and the beauty that inheres in old things. And so the Ford
car was put out, and chugged along faithfully on all our roads.
The public laughed at it and christened it "Lizzie;' but bought it
and used it in increasing numbers, and Mr. Ford rested secure in
his belief that he had solved one of the maj or problems of hu
man existence and that there was nothing more to be done.

Months before Sloan created GM's Art and Color Section and
right after Ford Motor Company had closed its Model T assembly
line to retool for the Model A, Calkins provided his analysis of
how Ford lost the battle to psychological obsolescence. Style had
become the newest and most important selling feature of the day:
"What has happened, apparently, is that many more people have
become conscious of style and the style idea has been extended to
many more articles . . . People buy a new car, not because the old
one is worn out, but because it is no longer modern. It does not
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satisfy their pride . . . You cannot make people substitute a new
car that runs well for an old car that runs well unless it has some
added quality. The new quality must be borrowed from the realms
of good taste, smarter lines, newer design, better color, more luxu
rious upholstery, more art, or at least more taste:'
Calkins was an advertising executive with an uncanny market
ing sense. Despite his shift to the word "taste" in the tina sen
tences of this passage, the keyword for obsolescence of style in this
passage is really "pride." Manipulationist theories of consumption
are not as popular among sociologists today as they once were,
but few would deny that psychological obsolescence was a strategy
designed to put the consumer into a state of anxiety based on the
belief that whatever is old is undesirable, dysfunctional, and em
barrassing, compared with what is new.
Obsolescence of style-a specialized kind of psychological ob
solescence-focuses consumer attention on the visual or design
features of conspicuously consumed personal items, ranging from
cars, cell phones, clothing, hats, jewelry, laptops, lighters, and lug
gage to PDAs, pens, pocket knives, purses, shoes, sunglasses, and
watches. In a consumer culture, people size one another up con
tinually to establish status hierarchies based on disposable income
and taste. If a person has money to purchase the latest items of
self-presentation, he or she seems superficia ly more afflu nt and
therefore presumably more socially successful, more desirable.
From a salesman's perspective, such people are also the best pro
spective customers. Because they willingly bought previous mod
els, they are much more likely to purchase newer and newer con
sumer items.
The other side of this pride and self-presentation equation is
shame, or more precisely the anxiety about feeling shamed that
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creates a state of watchfulness in American consumers for what
ever is new. The basic idea in shame-based advertising is that the
desire not to lose face can be manipulated to produce conspicu
ous consumption. This idea is as old as the sumptuary laws that
became the basis for the emergent seventeenth-century fashion
industry.
Thorstein Veblen firs formulated what would become known
as conspicuous consumption in 1 899. It is important to remem
ber, however, that Veblen's formula concerned the "vicarious"
consumption of the leisure class. In Veblen's model, aristocratic
men created wealth, which their wives consumed and displayed.
In a society based on vicarious consumption, the wealth producer
is distanced from the shame the consumer (his wife) experiences
whenever she appears unfashionable in society.30 But by 1 920
Americans were confronted with such an abundance of goods
that conspicuous consumption could not remain vicarious. This
abundance came about in part because electricity had begun to
replace steam as the driving force of industry. During the next
quarter of a century, capital productivity would increase 75 per
cent, while labor productivity would grow at an even faster rate.31
The habit of conspicuous consumption in order to either feed
one's pride or reduce one's shame is frequently referred to as
"product addiction." One of the few industrial designers to write
openly about America's product addiction was Frank lloyd
Wright's most famous apprentice, Victor J. Papanek. Tragically, in
the United States product addiction begins early, Papanek ob
served: " Latent product junkies firs get hooked when they are still
babies. Toddlers playing with shoddily made, badly designed toys
learn that things exist to be thrown away and replaced by anything
'new' . . . There is nothing wrong with children playing with
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dollhouses, small cars or baseball cards. What is disturbing is the
hard-core advertising that uses these toys to encourage children to
own, collect, and ultimately risk becoming product addicts."
Papanek went on to say that while American products once set
international standards for quality, consumers of other nations
now avoid them due to shoddy American workmanship, quick
obsolescence, and poor value. Scant resources and increasing pol
lution were making the American practice of consumer waste a
destructive strategy that was costly to pursue. Papanek also saw
immense human costs to force-fed repetitive consumption that
were much more difficul to quantify: "Millions of people have
substituted the satisfaction of owning things and spending money
for any meaningful reward in life. Most things are not designed
for the needs of people, but for the needs of manufacturers to sell
to people."32
Papanek was writing in 1 983. Today, such explicit statements
about the costs of product addiction are almost as rare as insights
into its mechanics. Analyses of how advertisers and designers col
lude to manipulate consumers into buying new goods are now
very difficul to find even in modern advertising textbooks. This
was not the case in the 1 920s, when the basic techniques of "manip
ulationism" were being developed. Back issues of Printer's Ink and
Advertising and Selling abound with practical advice from which
many contemporary copywriters and graphic artists benefi ed.
They often included caveats, like the following warning about be
ing too heavy-handed: "Such subjects are delicate ones to attack in
an advertisement. If there is a single carelessly chosen word, there
is apt to be resentment at the intrusion, the covert insinuation."33
This same article from 1 928 recounts how silver manufacturers
mounted a cooperative advertising campaign to "shame the pros
pect into buying the latest model of a venerably old product."
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American newlyweds' habit of prizing their heirloom silver was
preventing repetitive consumption, so " it was obviously necessary
for us to make the people who cling to the old sets realize just how
out of date they are. Ridicule of the past from which the silver was
handed down proved to be the best plan. Any manufacturer of a
quality product will tell you that the article that refuses to wear
out is a tragedy of business." An example of how shame was used
to market wristwatches can be found in the Elgin series of maga
zine advertisements: "The objective of this entire campaign was to
cause owners of old-style watches to be self-conscious concerning
them and to go out and buy the latest type of watch. The copy
was by no means afraid to suggest discarding an ancient Elgin, by
the way."
This self-conscious concern about being out-of-fashion is the
key feature of psychological obsolescence. Anything that is un
fashionably dated is psychologically obsolete, but psychological
dating can depend on features other than style or design. Busi
nesses that sell an experience, such as watching a movie, rather
than an item to be taken home and used have had to push product
dating beyond the limits of style-based marketing. This fact be
came obvious when America's entertainment industries looked
for strategies to encourage psychological obsolescence.

AT THE

M O VIES

Like the annual model change, the Academy Awards did not begin
as a marketing strategy, but they very quickly became a rating sys
tem to encourage repetitive consumption. As movie production
became increasingly technical and expensive, producers eagerly
introduced innovations that rendered previous kinds of film ob
solete. This was obvious in 1 927, with the introduction of sound
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recording as well as crane and tracking shots. As production bud
gets for fUm like Sunrise and The Jazz Singer began to expand,
ticket prices increased, and the movie industry made an effort to
move up-market. The firs Academy Awards, held in May of 1 929,
honored the fUm of the pivotal 1 927-28 season. That firs year
featured only twelve categories of awards, and Wings (with a
record-setting production budget of $2 million) became the only
silent fll ever to win best picture (called Best Production in
those days ) .
After Wings, sound rendered silent fU m technologically obso
lete. But it was psychological obsolescence rather than technologi
cal innovation that would ultimately drive the Academy Awards.
The publicity surrounding the Oscars involved moviegoers in a
public competition among films The nomination process, and
the period of delay between the announcement of the nominees
and the award ceremony, encouraged Americans to see all movies
nominated in a particular category before the award deadline in
order to judge for themselves which fll should win. Moreover,
the award itself gave new life to Oscar-winning films As the pe
rennial Oscar hopeful Martin Scorsese put it, "When people see
the label Academy Award Winner, they go to see that fUm "34
Other entertainment industries gradually took a lesson in psy
chological obsolescence from the clever strategy of the m indus
try. Billboard, a screen and show business magazine, was first At
the height of the Depression in 1 932, it developed an early version
of a weekly hit parade for prerecorded radio songs and sheet mu
sic. By the time its song-chart format was formalized in 1 944, Bill
board's listing had become a major record marketing tool and a
positive force for subscription and advertising sales.
Billboard's success did not go unnoticed in the rest of the pub
lishing world. During the height of the summer book season in
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1 942, the New York Times established a similar device that encour
aged psychological obsolescence on a weekly basis in the book
industry. The firs list, called "The Best Selling Books Here and
Elsewhere:' was more subtle than the annual automobile model
change in the way it deployed datedness to market books and
newspapers.35 But, like a hit parade song chart, it depended on
psychological obsolescence. Every Sunday for over fif y years, the
New York Times bestseller listing has encouraged the repetitive
consumption of books by surveying what is in and out of fashion.
This list has made the Times (and its imitators) attractive both to
consumers at the subscription end, who want to know what they
should be reading, and to book publishers at the advertising end,
who allocate huge budgets to trumpet their newest releases and
pump up sales.

We are living in the midst of that vast dissolution of ancient habits.

WALTER LIPPMANN,

3

A

PREF A CE TO MORA LS

(1 9 2 9 )

H ard T imes

Justus George Frederick was an advertising man's advertising
man. Somehow, as a Pennsylvania farm boy from a large family,
he developed a love for the books that had been rare items in his
rural German -speaking home. From childhood it was obvious
that Frederick had a gift for clear, enthusiastic writing. He started
professional life as a printer's devil in Chicago, but soon became
editor of the budding advertising trade magazine Printer's Ink. As
a skillful and ambitious copywriter, he attracted the notice of the
J. Walter Thompson ad agency, which recruited him and sent him
on to their New York offi e in 1 908. In Manhattan, Frederick
edited another advertising trade journal, Advertising and Selling,
before he left to establish his own business press, The Business
Bourse.
Frederick wrote novels, cookbooks, management and eco
nomic manuals, as well as reams of advertising copy and advertis
ing news. He helped found the Advertising Men's League of New
York and co-founded the League of Advertising Women with his
wife, Christine Frederick. Of the two, Christine was much more
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famous and successful in her own day, but J. George, as he was
known, is now generally recognized as the man who invented pro
gressive obsolescence.1 This puts him at the head of a group of
writers who by the early 1 930s were devoting considerable atten
tion to products that were made to break-a group that would in
clude the distinguished company of Archibald MacLeish, Aldous
Huxley, and Lewis Mumford.
Justus George firs introduced the concept of progressive obso
lescence in a lead article for Advertising and Selling in the fall of
1 928. With characteristic energy, he wrote: "We must induce peo
ple . . . to buy a greater variety of goods on the same principle that
they now buy automobiles, radios and clothes, namely: buying
goods not to wear out, but to trade in or discard after a short time
. . . the progressive obsolescence principle . . . means buying for
up-to-dateness, effici ncy, and style, buying for . . . the sense of
modernness rather than simply for the last ounce of use:'2
Progressive obsolescence was J. George's attempt to reshape
America's thinking about the social role of advertising and design
following the obsolescence of the Model T and the introduction
of the Model A. Instead of coining a new word, Frederick stuck
with the familiar "obsolescence:' which had achieved notoriety in
1 927, when "even Ford [had] been forced to bow before the god
of obsolescence."3 But he smoothed down its negative conno
tations by combining the word with the most positive term avail
able in that remarkable age of social and technological inno
vation, progress itself. In advocating "progressive obsolescence:'
Frederick was trying to elevate Sloan's practice of annual model
changes to an economic habit that would sustain America's econ
omy by means of perpetual repetitive consumption and growth in
all industries.
At a time when consumerism was still an unfamiliar term,
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Frederick had a f rm grasp of the concept. He encouraged manu
facturers to target American shoppers with a cooperative advertis
ing campaign that would alter the nation's buying habits: "The
consumers to be reached . . . are the twenty millions . . . who can
now afford to buy on the progressive obsolescence principle and
who already do so in some lines. They should be faced with the
powerful logic and attractiveness of practicing more rapid obso
lescence in their purchasing."4
J. George's campaign was riding on the coattails of two other
men, Joseph Alois Schum peter and Paul Mazur. In 1 928 Frederick
had come into contact with the ideas of an Austrian -born eco
nomics professor at the University of Bonn through Mazur, a
Manhattan business acquaintance. Schumpeter was refinin a
view of capitalism he had set forth in 1 9 1 2 in his Theory of Eco
nomic Development (a work that would not appear in English
translation until 1 934).5 Late in 1 929, in the wake of Black Tues
day, Schumpeter's notion of business cycles would provide a
shocked and desperate world with insight into economic devasta
tion, and his "creative destruction" would describe forms of obso
lescence that might fuel capitalism's recovery.6
Although Frederick, in his 1 928 article, did not credit Schum
peter's work, J. George's notion of progressive obsolescence was
very similar to the forces of perpetual market change that drove
capitalism in Schumpeter's model: "The fundamental impulse
that sets and keeps the capitalist engine in motion;' wrote Schum
peter, "comes from the new consumers' goods . . . that capitalist
enterprise creates . . . The same process of industrial mutation-if
I may use that biological term- . . . incessantly revolutionizes the
economic structure from within, incessantly destroying the old
one, incessantly creating a new one. This process of Creative De
struction is the essential fact about Capitalism:'7
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At least one other German-speaking New Yorker understood
Schum peter's theories suffici ntly to write about them. In January
1 928, Paul M. Mazur addressed the Advertising Club of New York
on the topic of psychological obsolescence in order to publicize
his forthcoming book, American Prosperity: Its Causes and Conse
quences. That book, published in March, was immediately re
viewed in Printer's Ink. Mazur-an investment banker and part
ner at Lehman Brothers-was well-rounded in economic theory,
and well-connected in New York, even writing occasional essays
for the New York Times. J. George, the ambitious farm boy from
Pennsylvania, envied Mazur's cosmopolitan accomplishments
and listened thoughtfully to his ideas. He would later "borrow"
much of what Mazur wrote, including the comparison of obsoles
cence to a god (the same god to whom Ford had already bowed) .
I n Mazur's original phrasing, "Wear alone . . . [ is ] too slow for
the needs of American industry. And so the high-priests of busi
ness elected a new god to take its place along with-or even
before-the other household gods. Obsolescence was made su
preme:'s
But Frederick borrowed much more than rhetorical flou ishes
from Mazur's book. One sentence in particular would preoccupy
J. George and Christine for the next two years. "If what had fi led
the consumer market yesterday could only be made obsolete to
day:' Mazur wrote wistfully, "that whole market would be again
available tomorrow:'9 It was exactly this problem of stepping up
the pace of repetitive consumption that J. George sought to ad
dress with his notion of progressive obsolescence. ''American ge
nius" now makes it possible, Frederick wrote a few months after
Mazur's book debuted, "to possess a marvelous cornucopia of in
teresting products of which there is such a great suffici ncy that
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it may not only be owned in one model to last a lifetime, but in a
kaleidoscopically rapid succession of colors, tastes, designs and
improvements."10
This was convincing copy, and it had an impact in the New
York business world of 1 928. In the year leading up to the Wall
Street crash, fi e out of twenty issues of the American Manage
ment Association's journal were devoted to the use of art, color,
design, or fashion in business strategy.U Companies began to es
tablish design departments or to contract the services of indus
trial designers. In 1 929 Raymond Loewy got his firs commission
redesigning the genuinely ugly Gestetner duplicator, and that
same year Walter Dorwin Teague created his famous Art Deco
Brownie for Kodak. But of more immediate concern to J. George
was the publication in 1 929 of the book that would transform his
wife, Christine, into the Martha Stewart of her day.
As business books go, Selling Mrs. Consumer was a runaway
success. It rode a wave of popular concern about what goods
and styles women (the purchasing agents of their families) most
wanted. It also claimed to tell businessmen how to sell to women,
since, as Christine claimed, there is a "very real difference between
men and women in purchasing habits and consumption of
goods."
Woman are far heavier consumers of personal goods than men,
utilizing the principle of obsolescence far more frequently and
naturally. Second, [ there is a] greater love of change in women.
We are only beginning to see that there is tremendous sig
nifican e in all this; and that America's triumphs and rapidity of
progress are based on progressive obsolescence. We . . . have an
attitude that is quite different from the rest of the world, and . . .
we have been speeding it up . . . It is the ambition of almost every
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American to practice progressive obsolescence as a ladder by
which to climb to greater human satisfactions through the pur
chase of more of the fascinating and thrilling range of goods and
services being offered today.12

Christine's willingness to collaborate with industry in targeting
female consumers earned her some hostility from the firs wave
of feminist historians, some of whom considered her a "double
agent:'13 But recent opinion has reached a more balanced perspec
tive. Like Henry Ford, Christine, with her provincial background,
solid education, and considerable intelligence and talent, was
caught between the nineteenth-century ideals and the emerging
twentieth-century realities in the male-dominated business world.
Although she hated housework, Christine challenged herself to
create an at-home career in consumer and domestic research so
that she could stay close to her children as they grew up. In 1 935
she was named among the thirty most successful women in
Greater New York.14
Similar confli ts between old and new values surfaced again
and again in personalities of the 1 920s. So much of the world was
then in transition, as new things constantly replaced old ones, and
so many old values were coming into confli t with new ones
perhaps this helps explain why "obsolescence" became such an ex
pressive and powerful concept during the late 1 920s and 1 930s. In
their everyday lives, ordinary people were becoming familiar with
the need to discard not just consumer goods but ideas and habits
that had suddenly became obsolete. In her explanation of progres
sive obsolescence, Christine gave insight into this new mentality.
It involves, she wrote, three telltale habits of mind, all very amena
ble to fashion change:
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(1) A state of mind which is highly suggestible and open; eager
and willing to take hold of anything new either in the shape of a
new invention or new designs or styles or ways of living.
( 2 ) A readiness to 'scrap' or lay aside an article before its natural
life of usefulness is completed, in order to make way for the
newer and better thing.
( 3) A willingness to apply a very large share of one's income, even
if it pinches savings, to the acquisition of the new goods or ser
vices or way of living. 1 5

Possibly because they were blinded by the rapid changes of the
day, few people foresaw the devastation to the world economy that
would occur late in October 1 929. Like so many others, J. George
Frederick, a man professionally sensitive to social trends and fash
ions, missed it completely. He spent 1 929 touring Europe with
Christine, publicizing her new book and writing his own Philoso
phy of Production, a two-volume work. The subtitle of Book Two,
Whither Production? would turn out to be a bitter pun in the anx
ious economy of 1 930, where production had indeed withered.
With their money, possessions, and jobs gone or in jeopardy, few
Americans wanted to hear from J. George that "there has been an
imperfect realization of the sound and genuine philosophy in free
spending and wasting . . . many people still are a little shame faced
about it. They drink today the remnants of yesterday's milk, rather
than today's fresh milk, fearing that they may be wasting. They cut
themselves off from stimulations and pleasures on an obviously
false plea that they 'can't afford it.' They worry along with old
equipment when improved or new equipment would actually be
an economy, or would add to their leisure and fullness of experi
ence.''16
Book One, which included essays by Christine, Earnest Elmo
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Calkins, and even Henry Ford, was a dismal failure and became
another source of strain in the Fredericks' troubled marriage. J.
George began to spend more time in the expensive New York of
fi es of The Business Bourse, just off Times Square. Christine
now the family's primary breadwinner, through royalties and
speaking engagements-lived with the children at Applecroft,
their Green Lawn, Long Island, home, which she transformed into
a domestic research laboratory. By 1 930 J. George and Christine
were comfortably on the road to complete estrangement.

WINDOW SH O P PING

Although the Fredericks' phrase "progressive obsolescence" passed
into total obscurity in the firs full year of the Depression, the
practice itself was, ironically, still very much aliveY As competi
tion for consumers' few dollars intensifie in all fields manufac
turers were eager to use whatever means they could to encourage
people to buy their product rather than someone else's. Design
competition became the standard American business strategy of
the day, and style obsolescence began to dominate corporate
thinking about products as diverse as radios, cameras, furniture,
kitchen appliances, men's shoes, plumbing fixtu es, silverware,
fountain pens, cigarette lighters, and compact cosmetic cases.
With the Depression, the direction of American industry passed
from the hands of engineers into the hands of designers. Design
frenzy soon extended beyond renewable products to include ele
vator interiors, trash barrels, locomotives, and skyscrapers, of
which the best known example is New York's Chrysler Building of
1 930, still beautifully festooned with its Art Deco hubcaps.
Sigfried Giedion observed that the power of industrial design
ers "grew with the Depression" until all mass-produced objects
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bore the stamp of designers whose "influ nee on the shaping of
public taste [was] comparable only to that of the cinema:'18 Amer
ica's discovery of the visual was vast. What is now recognized as
the golden age of comic books came right after the crash. Science
fi tion, detective stories, and jungle adventures developed into
full-length graphic novels during this period. A new aesthetically
constructed round of advertising appeared in magazines, in dud
ing (my personal favorite) the Cadillac series in Fortune magazine
during the fall of 1 930. The new visual sensibility was expressed
in the art and photography of the day, which produced some of
the fines works of social realism and abstract expressionism, and
in the quest to develop television. During the height of the De
pression, the pioneer inventors Philo Farnsworth and Vladimir
Zworykin became locked in a patent battle over the iconoscope,
a prototypical television camera. Photojournalism came to the
United States from Europe with the publication of Life magazine
in 1 936. Life itself provided a popular venue for the industrial
photography of innovators like Margaret Bourke-White.
In short, every aspect of America's visual culture, high and
low, expanded during the Depression. In the years immediately
following the crash, as money became tighter and America be
came more visually literate, its citizens took vicarious pleasure in
a new national pastime, window shopping-a phrase coined dur
ing this period. A new profession also emerged: consumer engi
neers, who were a combination of what we now know as indus
trial designers and product placement or marketing specialists.
The manifesto of this new profession came out of Calkins &
Holden, the premier advertising agency for visual design in Amer
ica at that time. In Consumer Engineering: A New Technique for
Prosperity ( 1 932 ) , co-authors Roy Sheldon and his boss, Egmont
Arens (the new head of the Calkins & Holden design depart-
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ment), relied heavily on the ideas of J. George Frederick, an old
friend of the fi m's president, Earnest Elmo Calkins. In their man
ifesto, Sheldon and Arens wrote that "Consumer Engineers must
see to it that we use up the kind of goods we now merely use.
Would any change in the goods or the habits of people speed up
their consumption? Can they be displaced by newer models? Can
artificia obsolescence be created? Consumer engineering does not
end until we consume all we can make:'19
Hesitating a little over phrasing, Sheldon and Arens did not use
the term "progressive obsolescence:' which Christine Frederick
herself had once described as "pompous:'20 Instead, they wrote
about the difficul y of providing obsolescence with an appropriate
name. Previous names like progressive waste, creative waste, or
fashion carried negative connotations because they focused on
the scrapping or junking process, which made consumers and
manufacturers nervous.21 In the desperate economic conditions of
1 932, the modern manufacturer would have to realize that obso
lescence "is more than a danger . . . it is also an opportunity . . . [ at
first he saw obsolescence only as a creeping death to his business.
But now he is beginning to understand that it also has a possible
value . . . it opens up as many new doors as . . . it closes . . . for ev
ery superseded article there must be a new one which is eagerly
accepted."22
In order to circumvent the negative connotations of obsoles
cence, Sheldon and Arens followed J. George's lead in coining a
new term that would itself be extremely short-lived. In their de
fense it should be said that they were primarily designers by pro
fession, not copywriters: "Obsoletism:' they write, is a "device for
stimulating consumption. This element of style is a consideration
in buying many things. Clothes go out of style and are replaced
long before they are worn out. That principle extends to other
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products-motorcars, bathrooms, radios, foods, refrigerators,
furniture. People are persuaded to abandon the old and buy the
new in order to be up-to-date, to have the right and correct thing
. . . Wearing things out does not produce prosperity, but buying
things does."23

O BSO LETE MAN

With so many Americans suffering joblessness and deprivation
during the Depression, a band of critics began to decry the grow
ing trend toward the mechanized replacement of manpower. The
early focus of this critique was that most visible symbol of mecha
nization, the coin-operated vending machine. The explicit pur
pose of these machines, which proliferated after 1 928, was to re
place human sales clerks. In 1 932 Billboard magazine recorded
that such machines give "the appearance of taking away jobs from
people who might work."24
That same year, Fortune published an anonymous essay con
demning the "technological unemployment" that had led to "a se
rious decline in the number of wage earners in basic industries."
This essay marked the firs time that "obsolescence" was used to
describe the social reality that human workers could be replaced
by machines. "Obsolete Men"-like Jonathan Swift's A Modest
Proposal-contained bitter satire: "For some two or three millions
of years the world's work was done by a patent, automatic, self
cooling mechanism of levers, joints and complicated controls
with a maximum life of about three score years and ten, an aver
age effici nt working day of eight to twelve hours, an intermittent
power production of one-tenth of one horsepower, and certain
vernal vagaries for which there was no adequate explanation in
the laws of physics . . . [ In] its honorable function as a producer of
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primary motive power, it is now not only outmoded but actually
obsolete:'25
The essay was written by Archibald MacLeish, who was then at
the height of his powers as a poet and on the verge of winning the
firs of three Pulitzer prizes, this one for Conquistador, a poem cy
cle about the Spanish conquest of Mexico. From 1 920 to 1 938
MacLeish served on Fortune magazine's editorial board before be
coming Librarian of Congress in 1 939. He was a keen observer
of American culture and could write hauntingly about American
society:
It is . . . true that we here are Americans:
That we use the machines: that a sight of the god is unusual:
That more people have more thoughts: that there are
Progress and science and tractors and revolutions and
Marx and the wars more antiseptic and murderous
And music in every home

. . . 26

MacLeish was a member of the League for Independent Politi
cal Action, an organization that sought alternatives to industrial
capitalism, which league members saw as an unnecessarily cruel
social system. His Fortune essay on human obsolescence resonated
with a sense of the betrayal that Americans felt about the abrupt
end to the firs period of abundance in their history and the en
suing years of deprivation: "The decade of mechanical marvels
ended in the depression of 1 929. We had been informed that the
mechanization of industry and the resultant increase of produc
tion led necessarily to lasting plenty. And when we stumbled over
the bluff of November, 1 929, we could hardly believe our senses.
We blamed government. We blame the expansive manufacturers.
We blamed our own speculations. We blamed-we are still blam-
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ing-the bankers. But it never occurred to us to ask whether
the blame might not more properly be attached to fundamental
changes in industrialism itself."27
MacLeish's article established that while the creation of new in
dustries had in the past absorbed workers who had been displaced
by machines, a turning point had come and steps must now be
taken to prevent the "apparent trend toward rapidly increasing
unemployment in the future." The two steps that appeared possi
ble were a decrease in productivity by "a kind of legislative sabo
tage:' or an increase in the consumption of goods "by a change in
the technique of distribution."28 It was this second vague solution
that MacLeish favored.
"Obsolete Men" was clearly influ need by the economic analy
sis of the contemporaneous "technocracy" movement. And like
the criticisms of the technocrats, MacLeish's acute criticisms of
the industrial system were unaccompanied by specifi recommen
dations about what to do (though he did commend "the share
the-work movement for rationing the residuum of employment
among the employed and the unemployed by the introduction of
the fi e-day week" ) .29 In the fall of 1 932 when MacLeish's Fortune
article appeared, the technocracy movement's short-lived popu
larity was at its peak.
Although its earliest origins were in a group called the Techni
cal Alliance led by Thorstein Veblen's protege, Howard Scott, tech
nocracy really began in May of 1 932 when an ad hoc group, the
Industrial Experimenters Association, met briefl at the invitation
of Walter Rautenstrauch, a professor of engineering at Columbia
University.30 Rautenstrauch was convinced that the ultimate cause
of the Depression was the profi motive-the inability of busi
nessmen to curb their quest for profi in the interest of social har
mony. And since businessmen could not be counted on to exercise
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self-control, Rautenstrauch believed that engineers must take up
the responsibility of reorganizing supply and demand. In Rauten
strauch's view, the social machine was broken, and broken ma
chines were amenable to an engineering flX 31
As he would do with any engineering problem, Rautenstrauch
tackled the Depression by conducting an exhaustive survey of in
dustry in order to fin an empirical solution to its breakdown. At
about this time Rautenstrauch's friend Bassett Jones introduced
him to Howard Scott, a Greenwich Village personality and trained
engineer who had been sporadically conducting just such a survey
for ten years. Both men blamed capitalism's "price system" for
the ills of the Depression and felt that only engineers, with their
grounding in scientifi methodology, were intellectually equipped
to steer American industry toward a course of prosperity.
By the fall of 1 932 the United States was grasping at an increas
ing number of straws in its desperate search for an end to the De
pression. As a fourth year of economic blight loomed, Americans'
primary topic of conversation was "What are we going to do?" But
after the firs interviews with Scott appeared in the New York
Times in late August, the national topic of conversation shifted.
The new question on many people's minds was "What is technoc
racy, and could that be the solution to our problems?" The tech
nocracy movement seemed much better than many of the other
utopian schemes of social reform proliferating at the time, though
the topic was poorly understood. Still, it offered hope to desperate
people, and for a brief spell the country went "technocrazy:'32
The basic ideas of the movement were that new technologies
had thrown capitalist America into a depression and that the price
system had outlived its usefulness, because it empowered busi
nessmen and politicians whose interest in maximizing profi was
incompatible with the promise of a technological society. The cri-
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sis of the Depression required that society be restructured by
engineers and economists around the principle of production for
the use and prosperity of the many, rather than the profi of
the few.33
Most of the utopian plans-technocratic or otherwise-that
emerged during that troubled year of 1 932 spoke of the need for a
body of experts who would restructure society so as to achieve a
balance between supply and demand. Such a balance would elimi
nate technological unemployment. But to the ears of America's
business community, what technocrats advocated in a variety of
pamphlets like the Continental Committee's Plan of Plenty began
to sound genuinely threatening. Herbert Hoover's defeat in the
November 1 932 elections and Roosevelt's loud promise of some
thing called "a New Deal" already had them feeling vulnerable.
Following the publication of MacLeish's article in December 1 932,
with its prediction of manpower obsolescence, a shadowy effort to
discredit Howard Scott and the technocrats took shape.
It began with a series of attacks on Scott by Allen Raymond in
the New York Herald Tribune. Scott proved an easy target, since he
had made fantastically infla ed claims about his background and
training. By early January 1 933, Charles Kettering, Alfred Sloan,
and an assortment of America's business leaders openly criticized
technocracy in the press. A convincing lead article in the New York
Times on January 8, along with a second article in the New York
Post on January 1 3, defla ed most of the major claims of the
movement. An embattled Scott was urged by Rautenstrauch and
the others to fi ht back by addressing a banquet of industrialists,
economists, and artists at New York's Hotel Pierre. The most ex
tensive nationwide radio hookup created to that date provided
Scott with a forum to respond to criticisms. Unfortunately, he had
no training as a public speaker, and rancorous dissension among
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the technocrats themselves, compounded by a long month of per
sonal attacks, had taken their toll on his spirit. Although he was
usually a very commanding presence, Scott came across terribly
on the radio.
Rautenstrauch and the other major players broke publicly with
Scott ten days later, and he was prevented from continuing his in
dustrial survey at Columbia University.34 Under Scott's faltering
leadership, technocracy struggled on as a Depression-era move
ment, but after January 1 933 its momentum was lost, and it be
came a fringe movement.

THE B U SINESS MAN ' S UTO PIA

Like technocracy, "planned obsolescence" was conceived during
the desperate year of 1 932. And in its early incarnation, it too
focused on restructuring society around a body of experts whose
mandate was to achieve an equilibrium of supply and demand
that would eliminate technological unemployment. Unlike tech
nocracy, however, planned obsolescence was not a movement. It
was the idea of one man, a successful Manhattan real estate broker
by the name of Bernard London.
London lived well south of Columbia University, on elegant
Central Park West, but his extensive contacts in Manhattan's
architectural, Jewish, Masonic, and academic communities may
have included early members of the technocracy group.35 All we
really know about him is that he began his career as a builder in
Russia. His love of architecture and the pleasures of reading en
abled him to pursue a vigorous lifetime project of self-education
in the history of building construction. Naturally enough, this led
him to the real estate business, as it had, some thirty years earlier,
led him to membership in the Masons. The Masons (or Freema-
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sons) were among the world's oldest and largest fraternal organi
zations, dedicated to "making good men better" through rituals
and instruction involving the symbols of architectural craftsman
ship. Perhaps it was through his fellow Masons that some of the
ideas of the technocrats became available to London at quite an
early date, well before Scott gave his firs interview to the New
York newspapers on August 2 1 .36
During the summer of 1 932, a sharp decline in real estate sales
left London-fif y-nine years old and at a point of transition
in his life-with plenty of time on his hands. As he sat in his of
fi es on East 40th Street near Times Square with little to do, Lon
don wrote a twenty-page pamphlet called Ending the Depression
through Planned Obsolescence. The business examples that pep
per this document came almost exclusively from real estate, but
London also drew on his wide reading in making his case.37
It is not clear how he distributed the pamphlet or to whom,
whether he gave it away free or charged money in those tight
fis ed times, and indeed whether London invented the phrase
"planned obsolescence" or whether it was already circulating in
New York's business community. What we do know is that Lon
don used the phrase in the title of his firs publication in 1 932,
giving it-to whatever limited extent-exposure during the De
pression. Over twenty years later, the Milwaukee designer Brooks
Stevens would claim to have invented planned obsolescence
himself (see Chapter 6), but Stevens's claim does not stand up to
scrutiny.
In his firs pamphlet, London outlined a scheme that combined
features of technocracy with the kinds of commercial obsoles
cence that were familiar from the work of Sheldon, Arens, and the
Fredericks. "The essential economic problem:' as London saw it,
was "one of organizing buyers rather than . . . stimulating produc-
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ers:' London was dismayed that "changing habits of consumption
[had] destroyed property values and opportunities for employ
ment [leaving] the welfare of society . . . to pure chance and acci
dent." From the perspective of an acute and successful business
man, the Depression was a new kind of enforced thrift:
People generally, in a frightened and hysterical mood, are using
everything that they own longer than was their custom before
the depression. In the earlier period of prosperity, the American
people did not wait until the last possible bit of use had been ex
tracted from every commodity. They replaced old articles with
new for reasons of fashion and up-to- datedness. They gave up
old homes and old automobiles long before they were worn out,
merely because they were obsolete . . . Perhaps, prior to the panic,
people were too extravagant; if so, they have now gone to the
other extreme and have become retrenchment-mad. People ev
erywhere are today disobeying the law of obsolescence. They are
using their old cars, their old tires, their old radios and their old
clothing much longer than statisticians had expected.38

In order to combat the social ill of the "continued planless,
haphazard, fi kle attitudes of owners:' London recommended that
America "not only plan what we shall do, but also apply manage
ment and planning to undoing the obsolete jobs of the past:' Lon
don wanted the government to "assign a lease of life to shoes and
homes and machines, to all products of manufacture . . . when
they are firs created:' After the allotted time expired,
these things would be legally "dead" and would be controlled by
the duly appointed governmental agency and destroyed if there is
widespread unemployment. New products would constantly be
pouring forth from the factories and marketplaces, to take the
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place of the obsolete, and the wheels of industry would be kept
going . . . people would turn in their used and obsolete goods to
certain governmental agencies . . . The individual surrendering
. . . a set of old dining room furniture, would receive from the
Comptroller . . . a receipt indicating the nature of the goods
turned in, the date, and the possible value of the furniture . . . Re
ceipts so issued would be partially equivalent to money in the
purchase of new goods.39

Like the technocrats, London felt that the government should
empower boards of "competent engineers, economists and math
ematicians, specialists in their fields " to determine "the original
span of life of a commodity." If only we would accurately add "the
elements of life and time to our measurement of what we pro
duce, and say that the life of an automobile shall be not more than
5 years, or the life of this building shall not last more than 25
years, then, with the addition of our customary measurement of
these commodities, we will have a really complete description of
them right from the beginning:'40
A scheme that, at firs glance, seems today like a crackpot ver
sion of progressive obsolescence mixed with a fair measure of
technocracy begins to make a kind of workable sense when reread
in the context of 1 930s economic desperation. Bernard London
was obviously an educated man with a good understanding of
business issues, and to his credit he was much less interested in
disenfranchising capitalists and empowering engineers than were
the technocrats. London was primarily interested in achieving an
equitable and workable arrangement between capital and labor:
"When capital purchases the automobile or the building, it will be
doing so only for that limited period of years, after which the re
maining value left in the product will revert to labor, which pro-
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duced it in the firs place, and which thus will receive its rightful
share in the end, even if it did not do so in the beginning:'41
London's Ending the Depression through Planned Obsolescence
was written in the same year that Brave New World was published,
and London's description of product obsolescence closely resem
bled some aspects of Aldous Huxley's work. For example, Huxley
wrote of the year 600 AF (after Ford: about 2463 AD ) , "Every
man, women and child [is] compelled to consume so much a year
in the interests of industry" and then to discard it so that new
goods can be manufactured and consumed. Hypnopaedia or sleep
teaching indoctrinates the young utopians in the values of a soci
ety based on obsolescence by repeating over and over 'Ending is
better than mending . . . old clothes are beastly. We always throw
away old clothes. Ending is better than mending, ending is better
. . . Ending is better than mending. The more stitches, the less
riches; the more stitches . . . "42 Huxley's Utopia was run by Con
trollers (London used the word Comptroller) , and there were a
few other minor textual parallels. But if London used Huxley as a
model, he may have done it unconsciously, since London's short
essay was devoid of Brave New World's acid attack on consumer
society:
Why is it prohibited? asked the Savage . . .
The controller shrugged his shoulders. "Because it's old; that's
the chief reason. We haven't any use for old things here:'
"Even when they beautiful?"
" Particularly when they're beautiful. Beauty's attractive, and
we don't want people to be attracted by old things. We want them
to like new ones:'43

Business historians usually assign the phrase "planned obsoles
cence" to the 1 950s.44 Whatever his eccentricity, London predates
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this assumption by twenty years, although it is true that, for Lon
don, planned obsolescence did not have the modern meaning of
achieving a death date by manipulating the physical structure and
materials of a product. To him, a product's death date was exclu
sively a limit imposed externally by a committee of experts and
then enforced as a social rule.

DEATH DATING

Internally imposed or structural death dating was not a product
of the Depression. Like branding, it firs appeared much earlier, in
the nineteenth century. But, as Bernard London noted, people
were especially tight-fis ed during the hard times of the 1 930s,
and they tried to eke out the last bit of use from things they had
wantonly discarded in previous years of abundance. In such dif
ficul market conditions, manufacturers began to systematize and
apply scientifi research methods to the loose group of manufac
turing tricks they had simply called "adulteration" in an earlier
time.
To "adulterate" originally meant to dilute a product in the sim
plest of processes, in the way that a whiskey trader might add wa
ter to his booze. This lowered costs and allowed a lower price,
which increased sales. But adulteration was considered a shabby
business practice around the turn of the century, and punitive
measures were taken to reduce or eliminate it.45 In 1 92 1 the econ
omist J. A. Hobson described "the struggle of the State to stamp
out or to regulate the trades which supply injurious or adulterated
foods, drinks, and drugs:' Eventually, "adulteration" was used to
describe the production of shoddy manufactured goods whose
inferior materials and workmanship not only lowered costs but
increased repetitive consumption as the product broke or wore
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out quickly: ''A manufacturer or merchant who can palm off a
cheaper substitute for some common necessary of life, or some
well-established convenience, has a . . . temptation to do so. For
. . . the magnitude and reliability of the demand make the falsi
fica ion unusually profitabl :'46
In The Tragedy of Waste ( 1 925), Stuart Chase described adulter
ation no longer as dilution but exclusively as a habit of greedy
manufacturers who wasted labor "through its employment upon
materials that have the shortest possible life; upon cloth that goes
the soonest into tatters, upon leather that tears and cracks, upon
timber that is not well seasoned, upon roads that fall into imme
diate decay, upon motors that must be junked in a few years, upon
houses that are jerry built, upon nearly every article manufac
tured in quantity for the American public." Like Hobson, Chase
connected American manufacturers' practice of adulteration with
their attempts to encourage repetitive consumption and with the
consequences for an industry that did not practice adulteration:
"In the case of the tire industry, quality and wearing power have
been increased [ circa 1 924 ] to an average life per tire of 1 year and
8 months as against 1 year and 4 months in 1 920. The Cleveland
Trust Company, in its officia bulletin of September 1 5, 1 924, re
marked: 'These figu es explain some of the troubles that have be
set the tire industry, which has been penalized for the marked suc
cess of having improved its product.' How penalized? By slowing
turnover, and loss of sales.''47
The Depression gave manufacturers a new incentive to system
atize their strategies of adulteration and to apply scientifi re
search methods to the practice of death dating or planned obso
lescence in order to encourage repetitive consumption. At firs
these practices had no name, and even in internal corporate docu
ments manufacturers were reluctant to refer to their own product
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policies as adulteration, because in order to adulterate a product
successfully a manufacturer had to have effective control over his
market-either through a monopoly or through a cartel powerful
enough to f x prices and standards. If he did not have control over
the market, of course, any other manufacturer could compete vig
orously by producing a better, similarly priced, product. But mo
nopolies and cartels were illegal by the 1 930s, owing to a series
of antitrust laws that were increasingly enforced. Moreover, the
meaning of "planned obsolescence" had not yet crossed over from
its external technocratic use to become an internal industrial sub
stitute for adulteration; and the alternative phrase, "death dating;'
would not be invented until 1 953 (see Chapter 6 ) .
I n 1 934 Lewis Mumford described practices that would later b e
called "death dating;' but he did not use that term n o r the phrase
"planned obsolescence:' So, despite Bernard London's pamphlets,
planned obsolescence probably did not achieve currency among
industrial designers until after the 1 936 publication of an article
on "product durability" in Printers' Ink.48 Still, Mumford recog
nized death dating and psychological obsolescence for what they
were, and wrote books criticizing both practices. Twenty years be
fore Vance Packard would shout about it from the rooftops in the
Hidden Persuaders ( 1 957), Mumford had this to say: "No one is
better off for having furniture that goes to pieces in a few years or,
failing that happy means of creating a fresh demand 'goes out of
style: No one is better dressed for having clothes so shabbily wo
ven that they are worn out at the end of the season. On the con
trary, such rapid consumption is a tax on production; and it tends
to wipe out the gains the machine makes in that department:'49
Because the practice of planned obsolescence had monopolistic
ramifica ions, the earliest scientifi tests to deliberately limit prod
uct life spans have left few traces in the public record. General
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Electric seems to have been the firs American company to devote
significan resources to industrial research and development un
der the direction of MIT Professor Willis R. Whitney. Whitney's
mandate at GE was specifica ly to develop patentable technologies
that would allow GE to maintain a monopolistic control of the
American electronics market by rendering other manufacturers'
products obsolete. He was influ ntial in training the generation of
engineers who instituted obsolescence as the standard corporate
practice. These included !renee DuPont, Alfred Sloan, and Paul
Litchfiel of Goodyear Rubber. 50
Obsolescence had become a highly personal subject for Whit
ney in 1 904 when his most important invention to that date, the
GEM lamp, was threatened by the tantulum lamp developed in
Berlin by chemist Werner von Bolton at the Siemens and Halske
laboratoriesY Whitney responded by setting his research team the
task of designing a new lamp that would have significan advan
tages over both his own GEM invention and Von Bolton's tanta
lum line. By 1 907 William D. Coolidge had designed the tungsten
filam nt, which was the basis of our modern light bulb. At the end
of a bitter patent dispute in 1 920, GE emerged with monopolistic
control of light bulb manufacturing for generations to come.
At some point after the beginning of the Depression, GE real
ized that its monopolistic control of lamp production permitted
the company to adulterate the lifespan of its bulbs. During a later
antitrust case against the company (U.S. v. G.E., Civil Action
1 364 ) , a memo surfaced indicating that GE labs were experiment
ing with controlling product life spans in order to increase con
sumer demand and repetitive consumption. In fact, they had been
doing so since the crash: "Two or three years ago we proposed a
reduction in the life of flashli ht lamps from the old basis on
which one lamp was supposed to outlast three batteries, to a point
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where the life of the lamp and the life of the battery under service
conditions would be approximately equal. Some time ago, the bat
tery manufacturers went part way with us on this, and accepted
lamps of two battery lives instead of three. This has worked out
very satisfactorily."52
The memo went on to say that such experimentation was, in
fact, continuing. It recommended a deliberate shortening of the
product life span of flashli ht bulbs or one-life battery lamps,
since, "if this were done, we estimate that it would result in in
creasing our flashli ht business approximately 60 percent. We can
see no logical reason either from our standpoint or that of the
battery manufacturer why such a change should not be made at
this time."53
This memo, dated 1 932, described the practice of planned ob
solescence without naming it, though the policy it encouraged
was not implemented at that time. Still, all the elements of what
would become known as planned obsolescence or death dat
ing were clearly in place by 1 932. These include the connection
between adulteration and repetitive consumption, the term
"planned obsolescence" itself, and scientifi research into various
structural means for limiting a product's life span. All that was
needed was for them to come together. When exactly this hap
pened is unclear, but by 1 950 this combination had long since
taken place.

If this new philosophy of obsolescence means protecting the people,
then we have to go and learn our economics all over again . . . Many of
the things that happened in this country have happened as a result of
obsolescence.

D A V I D S A R N O F F , SENATE H E A R I N G T E S T I M O NY
( A P R I L 11 , 1 9 40)

4

Rad io , Rad io

From the perspective of a culture whose most serious challenge
may well be the toxicity of its voluminous waste, a time when the
nation's most urgent technological question was how to reduce
radio static is hard to imagine. However, the remarkable inno
vations that eventually solved this problem brought deliberate
product obsolescence into the world of radio manufacturing
and broadcasting. And from there, planned obsolescence would
spread to an entire industry of consumer electronics.
In the early 1 930s David Sarnoff, the unstoppable head of RCA
who had made a fortune in AM radio, expected to make radio-lis
tening itself obsolete in one vast sweep, by introducing television
to the American public and then cornering the market. Television
would replace radio just as radio had (he thought) replaced the
phonograph, and in both cases RCA would be the winner. To
Sarnoff's dismay, obsolescence came to radio technology through
two sets of inventions that were maddeningly beyond his control.
One set of inventions eliminated static and permitted realistic,
high-fi elity radio broadcasting for the firs time in history. The
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second set of inventions replaced vacuum tubes and wire circuitry
with transistors, paving the way for space-age miniaturization and
a consumer electronics industry that developed independently of
the giant radio manufacturers. The young customers who pur
chased these convenient portable devices accepted them as in
herently disposable. And the savvy businessmen who made them
lost no time in planning for their continual obsolescence and
replacement.

FM

BROADCASTING

In 1 906, on one of many visits to New York, Guglielmo Marconi
befriended an enthusiastic offi e boy who was doing odd jobs
in the Front Street lab of technician Jimmy Round. Perhaps Mar
coni, who had experimented with electromagnetism in his par
ents' vegetable garden as a teenager, recognized something famil
iar in the kid from Hell's Kitchen who was treated as an equal
both by the American technicians and by the 'Coni men aboard
the Italian inventor's ships. David Sarnoff got many things from
his friendship with Marconi, including dedication to broadcast
ing, advanced training in electrical engineering, administrative
responsibilities, and probably even his tendency to womanize.
Marconi's friendship also left Sarnoff with the unfailing ability to
recognize and befriend genius wherever he found it. He recog
nized it in a fellow Russian emigre, Vladimir Zworykin, RCA's
television pioneer. He recognized it too in a New York native,
Edwin Howard Armstrong, the father of FM radio, with whom he
developed a powerful and tragic rivalry.
Not a man to back down from life's strongest experiences, "Ma
jor" Armstrong loved f ve things with total-some would say fool
hardy-abandon: radio, his wife, his country, fast cars, and the
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thrill of free climbing in high places. Patents on regenerative cir
cuits he developed in 1 9 1 3 as a gifted Columbia undergraduate
brought him considerable income from RCA and recognition in
the field The next year, as a postgraduate fellow, Armstrong began
a thorough investigation of radio static with his mentor, Michael
Idvorsky Pupin, in Columbia's Marcellus Hartley Research Lab.1
Both men agreed that static interference was the biggest problem
plaguing AM broadcasting, but eight years later, after they had ex
hausted every possible avenue of attack, they admitted they were
stumped.
In the meantime, though, Armstrong had became a multi
millionaire by selling two additional patents to David Sarnoff at
RCA, and he had fallen in love with Sarnoff's beautiful dark
haired secretary, Marion Macinnis. One day Armstrong offered
her a ride in the fastest car he could find When she agreed, he im
ported a fawn-colored Hispano-Suiza from Paris, then took her
for a trip around Manhattan and through the boroughs. After a
whirlwind courtship, Armstrong married Marion in 1 923 and
drove her in the Hispano-Suiza to Palm Beach for their honey
moon.2
Although he was lucky in love, Armstrong was less lucky in the
lab. During an acrimonious patent dispute over regenerative cir
cuits that Armstrong eventually lost in 1 928, AT&T had begun to
refer publicly to Lee De Forest as the father of regenerative cir
cuitry, and Armstrong felt that his reputation as a radioman was
becoming tarnished. Motivated by this setback, he hired two assis
tants (Thomas Styles and John Shaughnessy) and resumed work
on static, applying himself to the problem with staggering deter
mination. From 1 928 until 1 933, the three men designed, built,
and tested circuits for transmitters and receivers relentlessly, seven
days a week, from nine o'clock in the morning to well into the
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night. Armstrong became so absorbed he would forget to change
his clothing from week to week. His rumpled ties refused to lie fla
on his soiled shirts. He was inattentive to Marion, who, from all
appearances, suffered gracefully by cultivating her women friends
and sometimes taking long train trips. During this period, at work
and at rest, Armstrong could talk of nothing but circuits and mea
surements.
Gradually, the three men had to admit that an entirely new sys
tem of transmission and reception was required. But by 1 93 1 they
had not made much headway with their invention. Desperate for
a breakthrough, Armstrong began to experiment with widening
the frequency of a broadcast signal, something he and Pupin had
ignored, since everyone agreed it would be unproductive. Imme
diately, the critical signal-to-noise ratio improved. Armstrong and
his team then concentrated on achieving a 1 00-to - 1 ratio (three
times better than AM) . Eventually, they developed a three-step
process that started with Armstrong's own super-heterodyne cir
cuit. This firs circuit was attached to something Armstrong called
a "limiter;' a new kind of circuit that removed a major cause of
static (signal variation) . Finally, a second new invention (named a
discriminator) returned the limited FM wave to its original elec
tronic form and passed it on to the speaker, where it was repro
duced as sound.
This new reception system eliminated atmospheric static com
pletely and also faithfully reproduced a much wider range of
sounds than AM. Suddenly, high f delity radio (or hi-fi as it
would become known by a postwar generation of ex-army techs)
became a real possibility. In some of Armstrong's earliest demon
strations, the sound of paper being crumpled, water being poured
into a glass, and an oriental gong being struck were correctly iden
tifie by audiences seventeen miles away from the microphone
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that had picked them up. FM was also more energy-effici nt than
AM. The transmitter for Armstrong's firs experimental FM sta
tion, W2AG in Yonkers, used the same amount of power as a large
electric light bulb. Still smarting from his 1 928 lesson in intellec
tual property rights, Armstrong file four patent applications on
December 26, 1 933. And around the same time, he invited his
RCA friend, David Sarnoff, soon to be his nemesis, to view his as
tonishing achievement.
In 1 933 Armstrong was still involved in the legal battle with
AT&T over rights to his regenerative circuit. RCA stood to lose
Armstrong's patents, and indeed the company would eventually
take legal action against him to recover some of their losses. But
this in no way affected Armstrong's relationship with Sarnoff. As a
younger man, Armstrong had often dropped by Sarnoff's home
for coffee and the inevitable talk about the future of radio. Sar
noff's children called Armstrong "the coffee man:' Later, he and
Sarnoff corresponded, and their letters, although formal, express
deep mutual respect.
They had become friends back in 1 9 1 3, when Armstrong firs
demonstrated regenerative circuitry and arc station signal recep
tion to a small group from Marconi Wireless that included Sar
noff, who was then Marconi's chief assistant engineer. Years later
the RCA mogul wrote about his astonishment at being able to
hear signals from Honolulu in Pupin's Columbia lab over Arm
strong's "little magic box:' An element of envy may have entered
Sarnoff's relationship with this brave, brilliant, and wellborn New
York native, growing stronger, perhaps, after Armstrong married
Sarnoff's secretary. But both men still shared a hero in Guglielmo
Marconi. In 1 929 Armstrong tracked down Marconi's firs wire
less shack in America. When he found it, near Babylon, Long Is
land, it was being used as a paint shed. Armstrong bought it and
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presented it to Sarnoff, who installed it in RCA's biggest station at
Rocky Point.
If Sarnoff was envious, he was also grateful, and in gratitude
he could be as magnanimous as he was powerful. In 1 922 Arm
strong's super-regenerative circuits enabled RCA to compete
forcefully again in radio manufacturing. Leadership in this area
had slipped out of the company's grasp with the introduction of
L. Alan Hazeltine's neutrodyne circuit. When RCA bought exclu
sive rights to Armstrong's super-heterodyne circuit in 1 922, they
were acutely aware that maintaining their monopoly meant pre
venting another neutrodyne disaster. Consequently, in drawing up
a contract with Armstrong, Sarnoff asked for firs refusal on fu
ture inventions, and Armstrong happily agreed. Sarnoff sealed the
deal with $200,000 cash and 60,000 shares of RCA stock. When
Armstrong designed an additional circuit that adapted the super
heterodyne for practical radio manufacture, Sarnoff paid with
another 20,000 shares. Thanks to his friend Sarnoff, by 1 923 Arm
strong was a multimillionaire and the largest single shareholder
in RCA.
Sarnoff knew Armstrong was capable of even greater things. In
particular, he was well aware that Pupin and Armstrong now
knew more about the problem of radio static than anyone else
alive. Repeatedly, Sarnoff told Armstrong that what he desired was
"a little black box" like Armstrong's regenerative "magic box" that
would completely eliminate AM static and give RCA a palpable
edge in radio manufacturing for years to come. For the fi e years
that Armstrong worked day and night on static, he believed that
what he was about to invent was already committed to RCA.
Sarnoff apparently felt the same way.
Armstrong was keenly aware that the company his inventions
had revitalized was now a de facto monopoly "with the power to
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stifl competition in the manufacture and sale of receiving sets;'
according to the Federal Trade Commission's 1 923 report.3 But
Armstrong also knew that the power and resources of this mo
nopoly made RCA an ideal venue for a project like FM, which
brought expensive R&D, manufacturing, and broadcasting chal
lenges. So when Armstrong offered Sarnoff a private viewing of
his new invention, the RCA mogul drove himself uptown to Arm
strong's lab in the basement of Columbia's Philosophy Hall. He
had a clear sense that radio history was about to be made, and of
course he was right.
Despite Sarnoff's abiding sympathy for real genius, what Arm 
strong showed him that Christmas season in 1 933 was wholly un
expected and more than a little disturbing. FM has since been
called a truly disruptive invention, one that posed a massive threat
to the status quo of AM radio and to the RCNNBC cartel in par
ticular.4 At that time, the NBC network included about one thou
sand AM stations in which RCA had a 50 percent ownership.
Of the fif y-six million working radios in the continental United
States, not one could receive FM broadcasting. Sarnoff, whose ge
nius for administration and realpolitik may have exceeded Arm
strong's genius in electronics, controlled a financia empire com 
parable to Microsoft or CNN today. It had enormous executive,
judicial, and financia influ nee. As the mogul's authorized biog
raphy later described the FM threat, "If adopted across the board,
FM would have canceled out every existing radio receiving set and
broadcasting station . . . Obsolescence on such a gigantic scale
not for a new service but for an improvement in the existing ser
vice-was carrying a valid principle to an unprincipled extreme:'s
Although Armstrong clearly understood the revolutionary
power of FM to restructure the business of radio, he did not really
appreciate the magnitude of the threat FM represented to en-
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trenched industries. He was obsessed with advancing the "radio
art" and with nurturing his personal reputation as an inventor;
the business of politics or the politics of business were outside his
ken. ''After 10 years in obscurity, my star is rising again;' he wrote
with disarming naivete in July 1 934.6 Armstrong did not compre
hend the raw obstructive power that Sarnoff wielded through
RCA, NBC, and the FCC, a government institution fi mly en
sconced in the silk lining of the corporate pocket. Armstrong was
slow to see that his friend, a shtetl Jew from Minsk who had
adapted to the harsh environment of Hell's Kitchen, was also a
rapacious survivor for whom personal power meant more than
technological progress or friendship.
Perhaps Armstrong's increasing influ nee at RCA was at the
heart of the rivalry developing between them. Sarnoff had been
RCA's force majeur since 1 9 1 9. Under his opportunistic leadership,
RCA had evolved from being a corporate cipher that merely held
the pooled radio patents of GE and AT&T, to being the major
manufacturer of radio receivers in America/ FM's success would
put Armstrong into a proprietary position both as RCA's largest
shareholder and as the owner of the company's most fundamental
patents. Sarnoff's own role would shrink to that of a mere man
ager. To a man of Sarnoff's intellect, ambitions, talents, and-to
be truthful-disfigu ing vanity, this outcome was not acceptable.
Another downside of FM, from Sarnoff's perspective, may have
been the competition it would offer to early television. The oft-re
peated claim by RCA and the networks that people would not pay
for a new kind of radio capable of broadcasting free and high
fi elity music might turn out to be false. If it did, FM offered the
prospect of greater commercial growth in its early years than tele
vision did, since TV would require massive investments by manu
facturers, programmers, and customers, whereas FM sets were
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cheap and FM programming could be adapted from existing AM
formats. The danger Sarnoff perceived may have been that FM
would present Americans with a more affordable, and more fa
miliar, electronic consumer product at a time when television was
still findin its legs.
By 1 933 Sarnoff had already decided that television, which
was then being developed in RCA labs, would soon make radio
completely obsolete-the two could not coexist on the airwaves,
he thought. The cessation of radio broadcasting would compel
American consumers to toss out their radios and purchase one of
RCA's television receivers, which would be considerably more ex
pensive than radios and therefore much more profitabl for RCA.
Sarnoff called this his "supplantive theory" of business.8 In real
ity, it was just a new deployment of technological obsolescence.
FM had no place in this scheme. From Sarnoff's point of view,
Armstrong had built a better dinosaur shortly before their ex
tinction.

STATIC AT THE FCC

A skilled politician, Sarnoff did not oppose Armstrong openly.
Between 1 933 and 1 935 RCA engineers engaged in a noncommit
tal period of studying and writing reports on FM. Some of these
studies misrepresented the new invention, taking issue with slight
or unfounded technical difficul ies, but for the most part they
were overwhelmingly favorable. Then in 1 935 RCA's research and
engineering vice president, Dr. W. R. G. Baker, the most sympa
thetic proponent of FM inside the company, was suddenly and in
explicably let go. RCA soon asked Armstrong to withdraw his
equipment from their premium location atop the Empire State
Building, to make way for Zworykin's television experiments. In
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1 936, when the FCC's chief engineer, Charles Jolliffe, made a firs
annual report to Congress on the progress of the communications
industries, he strangely made no mention at all of FM. Following
the report, RCA hired Jolliffe away from the FCC to head their
frequency allocations committee, whose charge was to get the
best possible frequencies from the FCC for television. Thereafter,
Jolliffe became a dedicated company man and was intimately in
volved in Sarnoff's campaign against Armstrong and FM.
Although Armstrong still had no word from Sarnoff on RCA's
commitment to his new invention, gradually he was getting the
picture. When Harry Sadenwater, a friend at RCA, fi led him in on
Sarnoff's supplantive theory and RCA's intention to make radio
itself obsolete, Armstrong started hiring new staff to help him
make FM commercially viable without RCA's help. In January
1 936 he told the New York Times, "The New Year will undoubtedly
witness the installation of frequency modulation transmitters . . .
The sole difficul y which remains to be overcome . . . [ is] vested
interests:'9
Getting a permit for an experimental FM station proved dif
ficult however. Armstrong suspected that, like the Jolliffe inci
dent, this was an example of collusion and obstruction on the part
of RCA and the FCC, but he could not prove it. His application in
January 1 936 was turned down. After he hired a lawyer to repre
sent him in what was really a trivial and routine request, the FCC
tina ly granted Armstrong experimental privileges in July.
Alexander Pope once wrote, "Beware the fury of a patient
man:' By 1 936 Armstrong was surely enraged. He found a wooded
lot on the Palisades in Alpine, New Jersey, and sold some of his
precious RCA stock to buy it. He then designed a 425-foot FM
transmitting tower which Sarnoff could see from his offi e on the
53rd f oor of the RCA building directly across the Hudson. Arm -
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strong had resorted to similarly personal goads before. During his
patent f ght with De Forest, for example, he had positioned a fla
that bore his regenerative circuit's patent number ( 1 1 1 3 1 49) right
where De Forest could see it from the windows of his house.
Whatever the personal origins of the rivalry between Armstrong
and Sarnoff, the confli t was out in the open by 1 936 and would
grow to enormous proportions over the next eighteen years.
In 1 937 Armstrong contracted GE's electronics division to
build twenty-fi e FM receivers for demonstration purposes. The
man in charge of this new division was unusually committed to
FM. He was Dr. Baker, who Sarnoff had fi ed in 1 935. When pre
liminary broadcast tests began at Alpine in 1 937, General Electric
asked Armstrong for a license to manufacture FM radio receivers.
These GE radios went into production by December; the firs ones
off the assembly line, identifie today by number, are still highly
prized by antique radio collectors. With Baker's encouragement,
respect for Armstrong's accomplishment was soaring high at GE.
But the company had its own reasons for wanting to help him
out. The tina decision in a 1 932 antitrust suit against GE had pre
vented the company from manufacturing radios for fi e years.10
GE executives regarded the antitrust action as a maneuver orches
trated by Sarnoff through congressional overseers of the FCC. By
developing FM alongside Armstrong in 1 937, GE would be able
once again to compete with RCA in radio manufacture, this time
from a new position of strength.
By 1 939 Armstrong had his Alpine station on the air with full
power. Station W2XMN cost more than a quarter of a million
dollars to build, but the clarity, quality, and range of the sound it
transmitted were convincing proof that FM radio was several or
ders of magnitude above anything anyone had ever heard over a
wireless receiver before. In the same year, two more private FM
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stations began transmission before GE itself commenced broad
cast experiments from a site near Albany. The proximity of the Al
bany and Alpine transmitters confi med one of FM's most valu
able and attractive aspects. On FM bands, overlapping signals
do not produce interference. Instead, FM receivers home in on
whichever signal is stronger in a given area. This capture feature
makes FM very attractive to commercial interests, since it means
that stations can be positioned close to one another and share the
same frequency.
When GE published these findings RCA final y began to take
notice. They quietly applied for and received FCC permission to
build their own experimental FM station. By the fall of 1 939, 1 50
more applications had been file at the FCC-for many more sta
tions than could be accommodated by the fi e experimental chan
nels. But the FCC would not allocate more bandwidth for FM.
At the same time that RCA applied to the FCC for an FM sta
tion, it asked the commission to make permanent the ten chan
nels that had been provisionally granted to television for experi
mentation in the 44 to 1 08 MHz range. These were just above the
experimental FM band (4 1 to 44 MHz) and would have boxed FM
in to a restrictive range, making expansion difficult But Congress
had recently appointed a new chairman of the FCC, to amend
past problems of influ nee. A committed New Dealer, James Law
rence Fly had no allegiance to RCA or to the networks. Conse
quently, Armstrong's luck began to change.
He immediately formed an independent FM broadcasting
association and appealed to Fly's FCC for more channel space.
Through Baker at General Electric, Armstrong was able to acquire
the reports on FM's potential that RCA and Jolliffe had sup
pressed in 1 936. This new evidence seriously harmed RCA's po-
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sition, as did the fact that they were already advertising, manu
facturing, and selling television sets to receive signals within a
spectrum of experimental channels that was still under debate. Fly
understood that RCA was trying to pressure the FCC by creating
popular demand among new TV owners for the experimental
channels. He also understood that all of these owners were, not
coincidentally, within range of RCA's tower atop the Empire State
Building. Incensed by evidence of his commission's earlier collu
sion with Jolliffe and RCA to suppress FM, Fly ordered all televi
sion off the air until FM's case could be heardY
Although it was a ruling that would not stand for long, the
FCC reached the initial decision to award TV's experimental 44 to
1 08 MHz range to FM. Fly's ruling provided independent FM
broadcasters with enough room to create many more new stations
if they were needed. The FCC further recommended that, in the
future, television sound should rely on FM, the superior broad
casting medium. For a moment, it seemed as though Armstrong
had won. "Within fi e years;' he predicted, "the existing broadcast
system will be largely superceded."12
Sarnoff apparently agreed. In 1 940, through an intermedi
ary, he suggested a partnership between Armstrong and RCA to
achieve joint monopolistic control of radio manufacturing and
broadcasting in general. RCA had a strict policy against paying
royalties, but the intermediary, Gano Dunn, an old friend of
Pupin's who was now a director at RCA, suggested Armstrong
could merge his FM patents with RCA's. RCA would then admin
ister the licenses and fees and split all royalties evenly between
them. At the time, Sarnoff was about to appear before a Senate
hearing arising out of the FCC fin din s against RCA.13 He was ob
viously in a conciliatory mood, offering to deal Armstrong into
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television if Armstrong would deal him into FM. But Armstrong
demurred, pointing out that such a monopolistic arrangement
was likely illegal.
He probably also feared giving RCA administrative control of
his patents. Dunn warned him that he could not fi ht "anyone so
powerful as the R.C.A.;' but this threat was the company's fina
negotiating ploy, and all it accomplished was to get Armstrong's
back up.14 Later that same year, when Sarnoff wrote directly to
Armstrong's attorneys offering to buy a nonexclusionary FM pat
ent license for $ 1 million with no further royalties owing, Arm 
strong rebuffed him. It was a very generous offer, but Armstrong
had already licensed Freed Radio, GE, Stromberg-Carlson, West
ern Electric, and Zenith to manufacture FM receivers in agree
ments that paid royalties of 2 percent. He offered RCA a more
favorable royalty rate of 1 .75 percent but would not budge from
that position.
Armstrong's intransigence may have been due to the FCC rul
ing that now required RCA to use FM in all television sound
transmitters and receivers. He probably thought that RCA now
had to deal with him on his own terms. It is possible, however,
that he deliberately wanted to prevent Sarnoff from being able to
manufacture FM radios and transmitters, just as GE had been
prevented from manufacturing AM radios following the antitrust
suit of 1 932. His personal motive may have been to punish Sar
noff and RCA. If, on the other hand, he was acting strategically, he
may have wanted to reduce their considerable size and power.
This was certainly the opinion of RCA's vice president of patents,
Otto Schairer. Schairer's lawyer advised him that Armstrong's at
tempt to license the FM system was an "unlawful use of the patent
to suppress competition:'15
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By the late 1 930s, the contest between Armstrong and Sarnoff
seemed to be shaping up as a classic confrontation between a huge
corporate entity and an upstart entrepreneur. If Armstrong had
conceived of his situation in these terms, he might have acted dif
ferently. Advanced capitalism had regularly stifle or swallowed
up the individual entrepreneur during these years when the polit
ical will to enforce legislation against monopolistic practices was
the exception rather than the rule. In 1 942 the Harvard economist
Joseph Schumpeter would devote a portion of his influ ntial book
Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy to documenting the causes
for what he called "the obsolescence of the entrepreneurial func
tion" in advanced capitalism.16 But whatever Armstrong's motives
were, his decision to exclude RCA proved to be a critical miscalcu
lation, since it left Sarnoff with a strong disincentive to end his
campaign against FM.
The forty FM stations and half a million FM receivers in opera
tion in 1 942 were still only a drop in the bucket compared to
AM , which had over a thousand stations and as many as fif y-six
million working receivers. But FM's popularity was beginning to
snowball. Even more significan than FM's growth was the fact
that RCA began to lose market share in the mobile radio fiel of
special communications systems, such as those used by taxis, fi e
engines, police, and emergency vehicles. FM's clarity, capture ef
fect, and energy effici ncy made it much more suitable to mobile
radio than AM . RCA, which had dominated this business until
the 1 940s, now lost hundreds of millions of dollars in sales of mo
bile equipment, beaten out by such FM suppliers as Radio Engi
neering Laboratories. Sarnoff was beginning to feel the sting of
being excluded from FM. It brought out the survivor in him. Like
Bill Gates before the antitrust action against Microsoft, he was top
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dog in what was then one of America's most powerful corpora
tions, and he wanted to stay there. Something had to be done.
Sarnoff prepared the groundwork for what was to come in a
meeting with Franklin Roosevelt. It took place during Senator
Wheeler's investigation of the FCC rulings that had suspended
television's experimental broadcasting.17 At this meeting, Sarnoff
revealed an intransigence that was as deep as Armstrong's, by
flat y refusing to meet privately with Fly to resolve their dif
ficul ies. The president relied on Sarnoff's political support, and
although he could not fi e the FCC chief, his administration could
exert intense political pressure. Fly tina ly yielded and authorized
unrestricted television broadcasting over eighteen new channels
in 1 94 1 . The earlier FCC decision awarding TV's old experimental
range to FM remained unchanged for the time being, as did the
requirement that RCA use FM for television sound. Although he
was unsuccessful, a new voice, Paul Porter, CBS's legal counsel in
Washington, advocated that the 44 to 50 MHz range be returned
to television; that would have left 51 to 1 08 MHz for FM. Omi
nously for FM, Porter was chosen by Roosevelt to replace Fly as
FCC commissioner in November 1 944.
When the Senate asked Sarnoff how he intended to protect
RCA consumers against the danger of obsolescence in his televi
sion sets, since many features of television had not yet been f rmly
established and might change radically and often, Sarnoff replied
that "we have as much interest as anyone in protecting the public.
We serve the public. They are our customers. If we disappoint
them we shall not have the business. But if this new philosophy of
obsolescence means protecting the people, then we have to go and
learn our economics all over again in this country. Many of the
things that happened in this country have happened as a result
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of obsolescence-automobiles and other things. While there is a
technical difference between automobiles and television, there is
no difference in philosophy."18
These remarks reveal many things about Sarnoff, including his
plans for television and the probable origins of his supplantive
theory. To deal defini ively with the Senate challenge over obsoles
cence, Sarnoff fell back on RCA's policy of refunding the differ
ence in purchase price between sets bought in 1 939 and those
bought in 1 940. Showing great foresight, RCA had provided each
purchaser of a 1 939 set with as much as a $205 refund when the
price of the 1 940 sets went down as a result of mass production.
According to Sarnoff's testimony, this act of public service cost his
company $ 1 75,000.19 Sarnoff also minimized the technical alter
ations that might be required in future TVs, describing them as
belonging to one or more of the following groups: " (a) the num
ber of picture lines; (b) the number of pictures per second, and
(c) synchronization." Each or all of these could be accommodated,
Sarnoff claimed, by a $40 adjustment.20
Although FCC Chairman Fly's reallocation of the experimental
44 to 50 MHz band to FM from television prompted Senate hear
ings, the move actually did not make any RCA sets obsolete. The
fi e channel tuners of the TRK 9 and TRK 12 received every fre
quency from about 40 to 90 MHz, and after World War II RCA is
sued instructions to dealers on how to retune the prewar sets to
fi e of the current twelve channels (channels 2 through 6 ) . This
was an easy thing to do, requiring only a screwdriver adjustmentY
After 1 946, RCA's TRK 630 model received all twelve channels,
rendering the earlier sets obsolete. Meanwhile, between the FCC
decision in 1 940 and the shutting down of commercial radio pro
duction in 1 942 (due to other demands on wartime industry) , li-
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censed radio manufacturers in America produced 500,000 FM
sets capable of receiving frequencies in the 44 to 50 MHz range,
and Armstrong received a 2 percent royalty on every set sold.

TH E E LECTRONIC WAR

World War II changed radio radically. For one thing, over strong
resistance (possibly originating with a Sarnoff-inspired intrigue) ,
the United States Army adopted FM as its communications stan
dard. Somehow the Germans had already stolen FM patent secrets
and used them to great advantage in their 1 939 Panzer thrust into
Poland. This lesson was not lost on General George Patton, whose
rapid advance across France toward Germany would have been
impossible if resupply and static-free fiel communications had
not been guaranteed by FM. World War II was the firs electronic
war, and Armstrong-a genuine patriot-contributed heavily to
the victory. Without prompting, he voluntarily suspended all of
his royalty rights for the duration in order to make military com
munications cheaper and more effective. He also worked on Pro
ject Diana, whose mission was to adapt frequency modulation in
order to extend radar detection methods. This work-some of it
still classifie today-included innovations in a fiel that would
one day become stealth aviation.22
An unforeseen consequence of the war was to make Gls famil
iar with the superiority of FM technology. By 1 947 four hundred
FM stations were under construction in the continental United
States. A new generation of men who had worked with FM in mil
itary service were now ready to advance the cause of FM and hi-f
back home. These technically savvy veterans created a new market
in consumer electronics by building sound systems around their
FM tuners, with separate components assembled from different
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manufacturers. Columbia Records responded by adopting im
proved radio transcription techniques in their long-playing rec
ords-soon to become a central player in the hi-f boom. Small
companies like Altec, Bogen, Browning, Fisher, and Pickering,
which rose to prominence by making sound-system components,
could not have existed without Armstrong's FM inventions.
Sarnoff had a very good war, too. A much more canny busi
nessman than Armstrong, he went against the tide of companies
providing the military with free patent licenses to aid the war ef
fort. On the advice of Charles Jolliffe, now RCA's chief engineer,
the company resisted government requests for free use of its pat
ents, and RCA eventually won an annual fee of $4 million for the
United States' use of proprietary patents during the war.
Sarnoff's next move was to arrange a commission for himself.
Since he was already a colonel in the Signal Corps Reserve, this
was relatively easy. In 1 942 he became head of the U.S. Army Sig
nal Corps Advisory Council. Acting on Sarnoff's recommenda
tions, the entire command, control, and communications struc
ture of the Signal Corps was streamlined until it began to operate
with wartime effici ncy. He was so successful that the chief signal
offi er recommended Sarnoff for an important role in planning
D-Day. Eisenhower, then supreme commander of U.S. armed
forces, chose Sarnoff to coordinate radio and print communica
tions prior to the Allied invasion of Europe. Sarnoff developed a
personal relationship with the future president and also spent
time with Churchill and his wife. Already a powerful man before
the war, Sarnoff acquired considerable personal influ nee from
his role in planning the Normandy Invasion.
Back in the states, the ambitious Charles Jolliffe had been left
in charge of RCA. He had maneuvered the FCC into calling on the
radio industry to review its postwar frequency needs in prepara-
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tion for hearings that would set future standards and assign future
bandwidth. But Jolliffe was suddenly stricken with debilitating in
testinal cancer, and by October 1 944 RCA was drifting and direc
tionless. Sarnoff dropped everything and returned stateside, tak
ing up his corporate duties with renewed energy. By November he
had engineered Paul Porter's appointment to the position of FCC
commissioner in time for the hearings to begin. In December he
was promoted to brigadier general, and thereafter all RCA em
ployees were required to refer to him as "The General." One obvi
ous implication of this new title was that he now outranked the
man known at RCA as "The Major:' Edwin Howard Armstrong.
The 1 944-45 FCC hearings were a marvel of deception orches
trated by Porter and Sarnoff. NBC and CBS put forward a joint
proposal that FM now be moved for its "own good" away from the
lower frequencies it had occupied since 1 940, in order to prevent
sunspot interference from disrupting the fi elity of its broadcasts.
Nearly sixty years have passed since these hearings, and it is im
possible to know with certainty the author of the sunspot strategy,
but it was both politically brilliant and technically acute-two
facts that limit the fiel considerably.
At that time, sunspots (or " ionospheric interference") were
newly discovered and poorly understood, even by experts. The le
gal minds of the FCC would have been hard pressed to follow the
technical arguments of network engineers, even if they had
wanted to do so. Apparently they did not. A former FCC engineer,
one of Sarnoff's old Signal Corps cronies, Kenneth A. Norton, was
accepted as an objective source. He testifie that FM should be
moved in order to prevent trouble from this hypothetical interfer
ence-interference of a kind that had never bothered FM broad
casting during the six years it had been on the air. Porter's FCC
now had its pretext, and it moved all of the FM transmission
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bands from their previous position in the 44 to 50 MHz range to a
new spot at 88 to 1 06 (later 1 08) MHz. This meant that the
500,000 FM radios manufactured in America before the war
could no longer receive FM broadcasts. The new frequencies as
signed to FM stations were simply beyond the range of prewar FM
channel selectors.
Television-somehow strangely immune from sunspot inter
ference-was then reassigned to the 44 to 88 MHz range, which
conveniently made the receptive range of the TRK 9 and TRK 1 2
audio tuners once more fully operational. It was a total victory for
Sarnoff and for RCA. Unfortunately for Armstrong and FM, this
cynical and calculated FCC decision made half a million FM tun
ers, all of those built between 1 940 and 1 945, inoperable. These
tuners were just not built to access new frequencies so far re
moved in the spectrum from their old position. This clever under
handed action by the FCC impeded the progress of FM broad
casting in America for years. Unlike Europe, where several
countries created national FM networks shortly after World War
II, Sarnoff's obstructive efforts prevented America from develop
ing an FM network until National Public Radio began broadcast
ing in April 1 97 1 .
The FCC ruling raised a public stink, o f course, and another
Senate investigation.23 RCA and the networks simply rode out the
storm. Armstrong tried every form of redress before fllin suit
against RCA, but it was now 1 948, and Bell Labs had just unveiled
the firs germanium point-contact transistor. Radio was about to
change again, forever. Armstrong had only fi e more years left on
his basic FM patents, so RCA's lawyers simply dragged out the liti
gation until it broke Armstrong, financia ly and spiritually.
He was a much different man by the 1 950s. Frustrated, bitter,
and jealous, he fought with Marion over money and over her at-
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tention. By 1 953 his FM patents had expired and his scientifi leg
acy was in doubt. On Thanksgiving Day, Marion left him, after he
struck her on the arm with a poker when she refused to give him
access to the $750,000 they had set aside for their retirement.
Armstrong spent Christmas and New Year's Eve alone for the firs
time since their marriage twenty-one years before, and he could
not face the prospect of Valentine's Day without her. On Janu
ary 3 1 , 1 954, he jumped to his death from the balcony of their
Manhattan apartment, leaving her a two-page letter expressing
"how deeply and bitterly I regret what has happened to us." RCA
executives attended Armstrong's funeral en masse and, perhaps
genuinely, Sarnoff cried demonstrably. Later that year, RCA set
tled with Marion's lawyers for the same $ 1 million without royal
ties that Sarnoff had firs offered Armstrong in 1 940.
Eventually Sarnoff became an American icon, but his influ nee
at the FCC declined steadily following Armstrong's tragic death.
A sea change in the commission's sense of public responsibility
dates from this era. When Sarnoff asked his friend Dwight Eisen
hower to be promoted to major general in 1 956, Eisenhower de
murred. Sarnoff then lobbied the Senate Armed Services Com
mittee to award him the Distinguished Service Medal, the third
highest military honor (World War I recipients included Marshal
Foch, General Petain, and General Pershing) . The committee po
litely refused. Later, when Sarnoff set his sights on the Presidential
Medal of Freedom, America's highest civilian award and an honor
that Lyndon Johnson had just provided posthumously to Jack
Kennedy, Johnson also sidestepped him. Undaunted, Sarnoff de
cided the time had come to share his greatness with the world. In
1 965 he hired his cousin, Eugene Lyons, to write the biography
that would appear on his seventy-fift birthday in 1 966. Unfortu
nately, the firs draft cast him in a bad light, remarking on his
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egotism, his insatiable womanizing, and his tendency to have af
fairs with friends' wives. Sarnoff characteristically took control of
Lyons's manuscript, something anticipated by his contract. He re
wrote it as the glowing third-person hagiography we have today.
Here's what the book says about Marion Armstrong: "Sarnoff's
secretary was a tall, strikingly handsome girl, Esther Marion Mac
Innis. The Inventor was smitten with her at once and laid a long
siege for her affections. Though gangling and prematurely bald,
Armstrong was a magnetic personality. But he had eccentricities
that gave a sensible New England girl pause. One of them was
compulsive speeding in the most high-powered cars he could fin
at home or import from Europe."24
In the 1 950s, after winning settlements in her husband's law
suits and campaigning to restore his reputation internationally,
Marion Armstrong spent considerable effort locating his His
pano-Suiza, which she fully restored and repainted a deep, cobalt
blue. Until her death in 1 979 she drove it every summer along the
ocean road in Rye Beach, New Hampshire, her broad-brimmed
hat twisting and fla ping in the wind. Even as an aging widow, she
drove very fast-that was the way she and Howard had always
liked it.

MINIATURI Z ATION

The 1 950s marriage of transistors and printed circuits rendered
the postwar generation of consumer electronics obsolete, because
it made them, for all intents and purposes, unrepairable. Printed
circuits in the mass-consumed transistor radios that began to
fl od the American market from Japan after 1 957 contained ma
chine-soldered parts that were too small to permit easy replace
ment, and too inexpensive to make service practical. The casings
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of these radios refle ted their disposability. The bright, brittle
plastic of Japanese transistor radios afforded no real protection
against breakage. Designed for the teenage market, these conspic
uously consumed radios changed color and style with every ship
load.
Before transistors arrived on the scene, manufacturers liked
vacuum tubes because they too encouraged repetitive consump
tion. They burned out like flashli ht bulbs and had to be replaced.
Even the smallest tubes were held in place by specialized sockets
that permitted easy repair. Whenever a radio went dead, its owner
unplugged the set, opened the back, and detached one or several
tubes, using a pair of specially made rubber-tipped tongs (ubiqui
tous in the 1 960s ) . He then put the suspect tube(s) into a paper
bag and went to a department store looking for a special machine
called a tube tester, which identifie the burned-out tube. Armed
with that information, he marched over to the tube department
and purchased a replacement, which he installed in the back of his
radio.
The whole process was not much more complicated than re
placing a light bulb. It saved the expense of hiring a technician to
make a house call, and it avoided the inconvenience of transport
ing a cumbersome, old-fashioned radio receiver to the shop. It
also involved consumers in the process of servicing their own ra
dios, which encouraged a widespread awareness of radio issues
among a self-educated consumer universe. This is always very
good for business, since it makes high -end customers more sus
ceptible to the most recent technical improvements. The size of
receivers containing vacuum tubes prior to miniaturization en
couraged public involvement in "radio art" on a scale that has no
point of comparison today (although marketing specialists still
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acknowledge that product education paves the way for increased
consumption among the wealthiest consumers) .
Miniaturization began a s a cost-cutting strategy during the De
pression. Out of necessity, the size and price of radio sets were re
duced suddenly following the crash of 1 929. Highboy receivers,
with their large speakers and resonant cabinets, were simply unaf
fordable in the 1 930s. Their extravagant construction rendered
them effectively obsolete. An assortment of smaller upstart com
panies in outlying areas like Los Angeles began to manufacture ra
dios that sat on top of the kitchen table or sideboard. The cabi
nets of these smaller radios had names like the Tombstone or
the Cathedral, but generally these Depression-era tabletop radios
were called "midgets;' and sold in the range of $35 to $55, much
cheaper than the $200 asking price of their 1 920s counterparts.
The full-throated timbre of the Highboy gave way to nasality in its
smaller cousins. But the vacuum tubes these midgets contained
were more or less the same size as those in the pre-Depression
models. Midgets simply used fewer tubes.25
In 1 936 Hivac, an English vacuum tube company, began pro
ducing very small tubes for use in hearing aids. By chance, Nor
man Krim, who had been one of Vannevar Bush's graduate stu
dents at MIT and was then working at Raytheon, found out about
Hivac's innovation. He surveyed American hearing aid manufac
turers and found a potential domestic market for similarly small,
low-drain tubes. In 1 939, for a tiny investment (and a promise to
Raytheon president Laurence Marshall that he would resign if he
was wrong) , Krim produced the CK501X. Raytheon quickly made
a profi by producing smaller hearing aids than were ever before
possible.26 The firs of these were manufactured by Sylvania. Al
though this innovation was very good news for the hearing im-
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paired, the most important feature of the smaller vacuum tube
was its timing. At the beginning of World War II, Krim's submin
iature tubes had very important military implications.
In Europe around 1 935, a brilliant Jewish doctoral student of
electrical engineering could not fin work in a rapidly Nazifying
Austria. During his ample spare time, he built himself a radio
so that he could hear more objective international news reports
while saving money. Paul Eisler also became fascinated with
photogravure engraving and conceived the idea of printing cir
cuits onto copper plates instead of wiring them in standard point
to-point construction. To test his idea, he took his lovingly con
structed radio apart and made a wiring pattern on copper foil. He
backed this with paper and glued the circuit to a fla sheet of sal
vaged Bakelite before attaching vacuum tube sockets. When it was
done, he insulated the exposed copper with varnish. This cheap,
compact radio worked very well. Eisler could receive Schweitzer
deutsch stations easily from his Vienna apartment.
In time, Dr. Eisler fie Vienna and presented his prototype
printed circuit board to a radio manufacturer in London, who did
not buy it. Unbothered, Eisler sold another idea to Marconi Wire
less for a small amount of money and established a workshop in
his tiny London apartment. He began to make a living as a free
lance electrical technician and inventor and was so successful that
he could afford to send for his entire family well before Germany
annexed Austria in 1 938. Two years later, during the early days of
the London Blitz, it became obvious that anti-aircraft fi e was in
effective because the shells would not explode until they made
contact with aircraft. Hitting a German bomber directly in mid
fli ht was a tall order, so Eisler pushed the idea of using his
printed circuits to permit the miniaturization needed for proxim-
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ity fuses. A proximity fuse can detonate artillery shells that are
simply close to a target.
It now seems genuinely unclear whether the very firs effective
radio proximity fuse was a British or an American triumph. In ei
ther case, Eisler got in on the ground fl or. The proximity fuse
that went into service in the Pacifi and European theaters in 1 944
was immeasurably more effective than any contact detonatorY Its
military significan e is indicated by the fact that the NKVD used
Julius Rosenberg's network to infll rate Emerson Radio and steal
proximity fuse blueprints and spare parts.28 By the war's end, over
four thousand German V 1 rockets had been destroyed by artillery
shells armed with proximity detonators. Printed circuits were here
to stay, and their association with an ethic of disposability (fuses
are used only once, after all) had become fi mly established.
Back in America, Raytheon was now rich. Before the war, the
company had registered a respectable $3 million in sales annually,
but Krim's subminiature vacuum tubes had been used in proxim
ity fuses for every anti-aircraft shell f red in 1 944 and 1 945. War
contracts had increased business to $ 1 73 million per year. In a
brainstorming session among Raytheon executives in early 1 945,
Krim suggested that Raytheon produce a miniature pocket-size
AM radio that would use a hearing aid earphone instead of a
speaker. Once again, the initial investment he required was rela
tively small, only $50,000, or about twice as much as the sub min
iature tube project he had proposed in 1 938. In view of the fact
that his firs idea had yielded a 6,800 percent increase in company
sales, Krim was given the green light.
Raytheon expected their new pocket radio to spearhead a
whole line of electronic consumer products, and in anticipation
of the manufacturing demands, the company bought Belmont
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Radio Corporation in 1 945. The firs manufactured pocket radio,
the Belmont Boulevard, debuted in December 1 945 with a full
page ad in Life magazine. It was a sweetly designed, perfectly func
tional pocket radio that is now so highly prized by radio collectors
that it is considered virtually unavailable. In recent years there
have been only two known sales: one sold in the early 1 990s for
$750; and another, in near-mint condition, sold on eBay in 2001
for $ 1 ,680. Each of the Boulevard's f ve subminiature vacuum
tubes is held in a socket from which it can be detached and re
placed for repair.29
Despite the interest and excitement the Boulevard caused as a
curio, few Americans were willing to spend $30 to $65 for a min
iature radio, and only about f ve thousand were ever purchased.
This represented a marketing disaster for Raytheon, and it con
tributed to image problems for pocket-sized radios for years to
come. Because of the negative publicity, details surrounding the
Boulevard's creation were omitted from Raytheon's authorized
corporate history, The Creative Ordeal. Still, the idea of a workable
pocket radio did not die. It simply went underground. Kit manu
facturers like Pocket-Mite ( 1 948) and Private-Ear ( 1 95 1 ) kept the
genre alive as a cult phenomenon for techies.
Two years after the Boulevard's debut, two young researchers at
Bell Labs in New Jersey worked up a replacement for the vacuum
tube. In late 1 947, using a piece of germanium crystal, some
plastic, and a bit of gold foil, John Bardeen and Walter Brattain
managed to boost an electrical signal "almost a hundredfold:'30
Strangely, their point-contact transistor met with hostility and
envy on the part of their boss, William Shockley, who immedi
ately set about trying to improve their invention. And as a matter
of fact, his junction transistor made the ampliflca ion of electric
signals more manageable than Bardeen and Brattain's original
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"ungainly invention:'31 Despite these differences, all three men
shared the 1 956 Nobel Prize for Physics as co-inventors of the
transistor.
Western Electric held the patents on Shockley's junction tran
sistor. In the early 1 950s the company licensed transistor produc
tion at several American and one Japanese fi m. Of these, Texas
Instruments and the Tokyo-based company that would become
Sony are most significan in the history of obsolescence. In 1 953,
one year after purchasing its patent license from Western Electric
for $25,000, TI beat all other American companies in manufactur
ing a silicon junction transistor. By 1 954 Texas Instruments re
turned to what had now become the Holy Grail of miniaturiza
tion for techies and electricity buffs. Their shirt-pocket radio hit
the market in October 1 954, just in time for Christmas purchases.
Produced in partnership with IDEA, an Indianapolis electronics
fi m, the four-transistor Regency TR- 1 was available in a variety
of colors (my personal favorite is red ) . It had bad tone quality
and-even though TI lost money-it still cost a hefty $49.95.
Nonetheless, it was the world's firs transistor radio, and IBM's
president, Thomas J. Watson, was paying attention.
In 1 955 Watson purchased over a hundred of the TR- 1 s and
kept them in his offi e. Whenever executive discussions came
around to vacuum tube technology and obsolescence, Watson
would make his point by taking one of the variously colored Re
gency TR- 1 s out of his desk drawer and presenting it to whoever
did not yet own one. By 1 957 Watson had signed Texas Instru
ments to supply silicon junction transistors for the firs fully tran
sistorized IBM computer, the 1 40 1 , completed in 1 959. But when
Seymour Cray at CDC beat IBM to the punch by producing the
CDC 1 604 in 1 958, Watson instituted a policy that all vacuum
tubes be eliminated henceforth from IBM design and manufac-
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turing.32 The silicon junction transistor had superseded the vac
uum tube by eliminating its characteristic ineffici ncies-warm
up time, bulkiness, high power drain, and fragility. Although
hybrid electronic products (especially manufactured radios from
Emerson and Automatic) continued to combine transistors and
vacuum tubes well into the 1 960s, manufacturers increasingly
dumped their tube inventories. Clearly, by the time of Watson's
decision in 1 958, tube technology was on its way out.33
No one knew this better than Masaru Ibuka and his partner
Akio Morita, who had purchased a license to manufacture transis
tors from Western Electric in 1 953, paying the same hefty $25,000
fee as Texas Instruments. They were nearly two years behind TI in
transistor production when they got the license, so it is remark
able that Sony was able to produce its firs transistor radio (the
TR-55 ) for the domestic Japanese market in 1 955 only one year
after the Regency TR- 1 . That same year, Zenith-a name literally
synonymous with the highest quality in radio-introduced a
high-end transistor, the Royal 500 or Owl Eyes transistor radio (so
called because the round tuner and volume controls resembled
large eyes) . The original Royal 500s were very effective receivers
that used seven transistors in a hand-wired point-to-point circuit.
But when the hand-wiring required to produce this pocket ra
dio sent Zenith's costs through the roof, they switched to circuit
boards. This point was not lost on Sony.
In 1 957-the firs year that Dick Clark's American Bandstand
appeared on national television-Sony entered the American
market with the TR-63. These almost affordable pocket transis
tors allowed a new generation of music listeners to rock around
the clock with their new music wherever they went. But the tran
sistors in Sony's TR-63 were still hand-wired. The connections
were threaded through holes in a circuit board and then hand-
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soldered by inexpensive nonunion Japanese laborers. As early as
1 952, an alternative to hand-soldering had been developed.34 The
way that Motorola competed with the low production costs of
Japanese fi ms was by automating its soldering process, using a
single controlled dip.
This technique reduced Motorola's wiring costs and its size re
quirements enormously, resulting in even smaller transistor ra
dios. But it also transformed the pocket radio into an unrepair
able product whose lifespan was limited by the durability of its
original components. Pocket radios were now disposable products
because their circuit boards were too small to be repaired by
hand.
Of course, the actual durability of the parts used in the radio
could also be controlled with frightening accuracy by scientifi
product and materials testing. By the 1 950s, product life spans
were no longer left to chance but were created by plan, and it is at
this moment (from about 1 957 on) that the phrase planned obso
lescence acquired the additional meaning of "death dating:' Even
tually, death dating would become the primary meaning of the
phrase.

The people of the United States have been thrust into making a more
abrupt transformation in their system of values since WW II than in
just about any comparable period of time in the nation's history ...
Some of the changes ... are directly related to the pressures and stimu
lations that encourage Americans to increase our consumption.

V A N C E P A CKA R D ,
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THE W A STE MA K ERS
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Even before it had a name, nylon made two natural fi ers obso
lete: hog's hair and silk. In the 1 930s the principal use of hog bris
tle was in the manufacture of brushes-for painting, washing bot
tles, stimulating the hair and scalp, and cleaning one's teeth. The
market for bristle brushes was relatively small, however: not ev
eryone brushed his teeth, or even had teeth. Among those who
did, our modern twice-a-day habit of tooth brushing was not en
trenched as it is now.
Silk, on the other hand, was big business-$ 1 00 million in an
nual imports to the United States alone. With the radical shorten
ing of skirts in the 1 920s, American women became very con
scious of how their legs looked, and as the decade roared on they
spent more and more money on expensive, full-fashioned, often
flesh- olored silk stockings. But by the second year of the Depres
sion, silk hosiery was an unaffordable luxury for most American
women. The only economical alternative, rayon stockings, were
too coarse, too shiny, and too saggy. What was needed was a radi
cal innovation in the development of synthetic silk.
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T H E SIL K TRADE

Japan, the nation whose superior silk constituted 90 percent of the
fabric imported by America, was also suffering from the Ameri
can Depression. As much as 25 percent of all Japanese workers
were employed in some aspect of silk manufacturing. Although
Japan was the only industrialized country in Asia, it had few in
digenous natural resources and therefore relied heavily on the
hard foreign currency it obtained through the silk trade to im
port aluminum, iron, rubber, and other requirements of industry.
Fewer American silk sales meant less money to buy these raw rna
terials and therefore fewer manufactured goods to sell on its do
mestic and foreign markets.
By 1 93 1 the Japanese were desperate. Their American foreign
trade had dried up overnight, and across the Sea of Japan to the
west the Kuomintang were giving every indication that they
would eventually unify China and kick out the foreign powers
who were exploiting its natural resources. Japan was one of these
powers. At that time the Japanese Kwantung army was the main
military presence in Manchuria, one of Japan's main suppliers of
cheap raw materials. After a bomb of unknown origin exploded
near Japanese troops guarding the train station at Mukden (Shen
yang) , the Japanese invaded all of Manchuria and instituted mar
tial law. Despite a promise to the League of Nations to end their
occupation and return to the railway zone, the Japanese set up a
puppet government under Henry Pu Yi, the "last emperor" of
China. Manchuria (renamed Manchukuo) was recognized inter
nationally by only three of Japan's allies and trading partners:
Germany, Italy, and Spain.
As if eager to confi m the world's worst fears, the Japanese, in
their desperation for foreign currency, took over and expanded
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the cocaine, opium, heroin, and morphine trade up and down the
Chinese coast. They also used opium to control Manchukuo's
puppet emperor, whose wife was hopelessly addicted. During the
1 930s the Japanese government earned over $300 million a year
from distributing narcotics.1 Simultaneously, an abundance of in
expensive Manchurian "cotton morphine" became available to
California drug rings.2 By the mid - 1 930s few Americans imagined
that their opinion of Japan could get much worse.
Already a formidable naval power in the Pacific Japan began to
advocate what it called a Great East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere, in
direct opposition to the goals of the American-backed Kuomin
tang, and in 1 933 Japan forced the Kuomintang to establish a de
militarized zone on one of Manchukuo's borders.3 In the mean
time, Japanese silk exports to the United States had begun to
recover from their early Depression low, and it rankled some pa
triotic Americans that U.S. dollars were supporting Japan's bla
tantly militarist ambitions in China. Suddenly, the prospect of de
veloping a viable synthetic substitute for silk took on strategic and
political significan e.
American strategists in Washington began to speculate about
the effectiveness of using a trade embargo to end Japanese expan
sionism. Japanese industry was especially vulnerable to embargo
because it relied exclusively on imported raw materials. From 65
to 1 00 percent of Japan's supplies of aluminum, cotton, iron, lead,
mercury, mica, molybdenum, nickel, oil, rubber, and tin were
imported, much of it from the United States itself. If America
imposed a trade embargo on Japan, in retaliation the Japanese
would cut off America's silk supply.4 But ironically, this would
actually make an embargo more effective, since Japan would lose
a major source of the foreign currency its industrial economy
needed to survive. And if an effective silk substitute could be ere-
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ated, political pressure to end the embargo prematurely would not
build. America could then double its economic benefits by devel
oping a profitabl indigenous industry and by retaining the $ 1 00
million it paid out annually to a foreign power.
A lot was riding on the venture to produce synthetic silk, and
the chemical firm of many nations eagerly entered the competi
tion. Although it had not yet been invented, artificia silk was
clearly the fabric of the future.

BETTER LI VING TH ROUGH CH E M ISTRY

In America, the mammoth political and economic storm gather
ing over the Pacifi forced DuPont to concentrate its research en
ergies on producing a synthetic replacement for silk. Already a
successful multimillion-dollar corporation, DuPont had strategic
and political problems of its own. In the early 1 930s the com
pany's best-known product was TNT, and family members had
been vilifie in the media as being "the American Krupps" for
supposedly profi eering with TNT production in World War I,
just as the German fi m Krupp had profi eered with its howitzer
fiel and anti-aircraft gun. In 1 934 the U.S. Senate conducted a
hearing in which senators questioned DuPont's owners about
the jump in annual profit from $5 million to $60 million during
the war. In fairness, it should be said that DuPont's domestic
products greatly outnumbered anything they produced for the
military. But DuPont's success had attracted interest, and the
family was vulnerable because its public image was that of a
manufacturer of weapon-grade dynamite. Desperately in need of
a corporate makeover, the company began to survey advertising
agencies.
In 1 935 DuPont hired Bruce Barton of Batten, Barton,
Durstine & Osborn, a premier advertising fi m. Barton was an ex-
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pert at image changes. In 1 925 he had written a book detailing
how Jesus had actually been one of the very firs ad men. Without
any irony at all, Barton explained that "as a profession, advertising
is young. As a force, it is as old as the world:'s For $650,000 Barton
succeeded in transforming DuPont into a warmer, family-friendly
company, one that created "Better Things for Better Living . . .
Through Chemistry:' Along with this new publicity campaign,
DuPont initiated an aggressive program to develop domestic
products. This was the moment when Elmer Bolton decided to
dedicate the company to creating a commercially viable synthetic
silk: "The tremendous advance in the artificia silk industry in re
cent years has emphasized the importance of developing an en
tirely new textile fi er, in our opinion [this is] one of the most im
portant speculative problems facing the chemist today:'6
DuPont had been experimenting in the new theoretical fiel of
polymers for some time. Back in 1 927, Bolton had hired a gifted
and prolifi lecturer in chemistry from Harvard, Wallace Hume
Carothers, to head up its Pure Science Division, one of the firs re
search teams in American industry. Carothers had the idea of
building up "some very large molecules by simple and defini e re
actions in such a way that there would be no doubt as to their
structure:'7 Tired of academic penny-pinching, Carothers hired
an expensive eight-member research team that included recent
chemistry PhDs, and he set about joyously spending money on
the laboratory (nicknamed Purity Hall) and the equipment they
required.
Early on, the DuPont team developed neoprene, a synthetic
rubber that would later have widespread commercial applications.
But 1 934 was the year of the company's breakthrough in the syn
thetic silk competition. In a whirlwind of inventiveness, Carothers
had solved the basic problem of polyamides. Around New Year's
Day of that year, Carothers wrote to a close friend describing an
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intense period of creativity he had just experienced: ''At the time
your letter arrived my head was practically on fi e with theories. I
had to write 6 new projects and I stuffed them full of theory. The
prize one is this."8 What followed was a detailed description of the
polymerization of acetylenes, the essential missing step in creating
the large chains of molecules necessary for a new commercial
fi er.
Unfortunately, Carothers suffered from bipolar disorder before
lithium salts made the disease controllable. Although his biogra
pher wrote that Carothers did not experience the manic highs that
many people with this disorder report, Carothers did alternate be
tween periods of great creativity and deep depressions during
which he would often disappear for days, either to medicate him
self with alcohol or retreat to a psychiatric clinic in Baltimore. In
the last years of his life Carothers carried with him a container of
cyanide. His closest friends understood and tolerated this as his
guarantee of having the ultimate escape.
By May of 1 934 Carothers was once again intensely depressed.
This time he disappeared into the Pinel Clinic near Johns Hop
kins University, where his friend Julian Hill eventually found him.
Meanwhile, back at the DuPont lab, Don Coffman worked from
Carothers's notes to produce a polymer with high molecular
weight. Coffman immersed a "cold stirring rod in the molten
mass [ and obtained] upon withdrawal a fin fllam nt . . . It
seemed fairly tough, not at all brittle and could be drawn to give
a lustrous fllam nt:'9 This polyamide f ber became known as Fi
ber 66.
Within days Carothers was back on the job, and during a year
of experimentation that followed, he discovered that Fiber 66 was
much stronger than silk and would not dissolve in dry cleaning
solvent. Its 200° C melting temperature was also far above that of
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organic fabrics. But the coup de grace was that both of the six-car
bon monomers making up this polymer could be manufactured
from a single chemical source, benzene. Although Carothers him
self favored the commercialization of another polymer his lab had
developed (Fiber 5 - 1 0) , Bolton settled on Fiber 66 because of its
extraordinary properties and the fact that it required only a single,
readily available raw material, crude oil. DuPont's Pure Science
Division spent 1 936 developing methods of spinning the new
fi er into threads that could be woven into fabric.
Wallace Carothers would not be part of this phase of R&D at
DuPont. In January of that year he received the tragic news that
his beloved younger sister, Isobel, thirty-six years old, had died.
Isobel was a radio personality whose daily sketch Clara, Lu 'n Em
was nationally syndicated on the Blue Network and is today re
garded as the first- ver broadcast soap opera. During an espe
cially cold and damp winter in her native Chicago, at a time when
penicillin was still an experimental drug and largely unavailable,
Isobel developed pneumonia. Wallace Carothers suffered a com
plete mental breakdown when he learned of her death. 10
Although he married Helen Sweetman the following January,
Carothers never really recovered. In April 1 937 he fina ly suc
cumbed to the depression that had plagued him all his life. A year
before Fiber 66 made its debut as nylon, and two years before the
firs nylon stockings were produced, Wallace Carothers checked
into a Philadelphia hotel, swallowed the contents of his bottle of
cyanide, and collapsed. He had just turned forty-one.
After DuPont learned that Helen was pregnant with Wallace's
child, the company arranged a series of bonus and royalty pay
ments for the young widow and her new daughter. Later, when
Carothers's estranged parents suffered financia hardship due to
age and unforeseen medical expenses, Elmer Bolton, Carothers's
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old boss, persuaded DuPont to provide them with a modest
monthly stipend until the end of their days.
Tragedy was everywhere in 1 937. Japan's allies, Germany and
Italy, created the Axis alliance and jointly sent reinforcements to
Spain. Two days before Carothers's death, the Germans bombed
the loyalist town of Guernica out of existence, in a beta test of the
aerial bombardment techniques they would use in World War II.
In June of that year, Stalin began his infamous purge of the Red
Army, an atrocity that would leave 20,000 Russian soldiers dead.
In July, Amelia Earhart disappeared forever into the airspace over
New Guinea. And, after landing in the seaport of Tianjin, Japanese
invasion forces took China's northern capital, Peking (Beijing),
before moving south to capture Shanghai, where they encoun
tered substantial resistance for the firs time. With Shanghai
eventually subdued, in early December 1 937 the Japanese invaded
China's southern capital (Nanjing) in a viciously punitive action
now called the Rape of Nanking. Perhaps as many as 300,000 ci
vilians died at the hands of Japan's poorly disciplined and badly
trained recruits.
On December 12, one day before Nanking fell, the Japanese
bombed and sank the USS Panay, a Yangtze River gunboat, in a
deliberate act of provocation. America readied itself for war. But
when the Japanese apologized and made restitution for their
"mistake;' Roosevelt accepted the apology. The United States
breathed a collective sigh of relief, even though war with Japan
now looked inevitable. In America, four years before Pearl Har
bor, hostility toward the Japanese had reached a new high. By
mid-December a boycott that began when the League of Na
tions meekly voted their "moral support" for China garnered the
backing of over fif y American hosiery companies, who volun
tarily shifted from manufacturing silk stockings to manufacturing
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stockings made with silk substitutes. In 1 937, to American eyes,
even coarse, baggy rayon looked better on women's legs than Japa
nese silk.
A heady brew of fear and hostility f red America's imagination
about Japan. Less than a year after the horrifi radio reports of the
attack on Nanking, Orson Welles's broadcast of War of the Worlds
on October 30, 1 938, sent the United States into an overnight
panic. This scare allowed the Philadelphia Record to run a story on
November 1 0 headlined: "DuPont's New Fiber More Revolution
ary than Martian Attack:' The unnamed fi er was "so incredible"
that the implications "could barely be summarized:' One of these
implications was the deathblow that America could now deal to
the oriental silk trade, an act that would deliver more strategic
damage to Japan than the sinking of Hirohito's navy.
Articles like "Is Nylon's Future the Past of Silk?" so frequently
repeated the promise that nylon would soon make Japanese silk
obsolete that it became accepted wisdom, even though the word
"obsolete" was rarely used.11 A front-page story in the New York
Times on October 2 1 concerning a new synthetic silk factory ran
with this headline: "$ 1 0,000,000 Plant To Make Synthetic Yarn:
Major Blow to Japan's Silk Trade:' The article noted that hosiery
for women "has remained almost exclusively an outlet for raw silk
because synthetic yarns produced up to now have been too lus
trous, too inelastic and insuffici ntly sheer for production of ho
siery for the American market . . . [But the] introduction of these
new yarns . . . would eat deeply into the market for silk hosiery.
The DuPont yarn . . . can compete with all grades of silk stockings
retailing at $ 1 a pair or less . . . It could compete with much more
expensive silk hosiery:'12
At BBD&O, Bruce Barton made sure that DuPont capitalized
on this valuable anti-Japanese publicity to improve its own image
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and enlarge the future market for synthetic silk hosiery. American
women were writing daily to DuPont, angrily refusing to spend
money on Japanese silk stockings until the Kwantung army with
drew from China.D DuPont's makeover was taking hold, and its
slogan "Better Living . . . Through Chemistry" was becoming a
beacon of hope for patriotic Americans. Children's home chemis
try sets appeared under Christmas trees across America.
The firs Fiber 66 product went on sale in 1 938, in the form of
Dr. West's Miracle Tuft Toothbrushes. Bristles in these brushes
lasted three times longer than hog's hair. Still, DuPont's miracle
product did not yet have a proper name. Generations before Ira
Bachrach founded the NameLab, a San Francisco development
and testing fi m that specializes in creating names for new prod
ucts and companies, the word "nylon" became one of the firs de
liberately developed and tested consumer product names. Like
most NameLab products ( including NameLab itself) , DuPont's
list of candidates was based on combinations of meaningful word
pieces. This fact probably explains how the urban legend devel
oped that "ny-lon" was a confla ion of "New York (NY)" and
"London:' Actually, over four hundred candidates were focus
group tested for the consumer's response, including Amidarn,
Artex, Dusilk, Dulon, Linex, Lastica, Morsheen, Norun, Novasilk,
Nurayon, Nusilk, Rames, Silpon, Self, Tensheer, and Terikon.
Among these, Norun was the frontrunner among the women
surveyed, for obvious reasons, but the experts concluded that it
sounded too much like neuron or moron and would invite taste
less jokes. Dr. Ernest Gladding, chairman of the name committee
and later director of DuPont's Nylon Division, experimented with
different vowel and consonant combinations before settling on
nylon because of its melliflui y. The word officia ly replaced Fiber
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66 in early October 1 938, two weeks before the new material's
public debut.14
After conducting more experiments in late 1 938, DuPont sold
its firs nylon stockings to the company's female employees on
February 20, 1 939. These women were allowed to buy only two
pairs of stockings in a single shade for $ 1 . 1 5 each. As a condition
of sale, the women had to complete a questionnaire about their
nylons within ten days. Seven months later, on October 30, 1 939
-in a month when German invaders had annexed western Po
land, and President Roosevelt had received a letter, signed by Al
bert Einstein, urging the United States to develop the atomic
bomb-stockings went on sale to local customers in Wilmington,
Delaware, and four thousand pairs were sold in three hours.
These early stockings were much thicker and more durable
than the progressively fin r nylons produced after the war. Some
second-hand accounts support the claim that DuPont reduced the
thickness of their nylons in order to make them less durable, al
though no one has evidence to prove this.15 What can be easily
demonstrated is that throughout its long history of nylon produc
tion and marketing, DuPont has been keenly aware of its prod
uct's life cycle (PLC) and the role of psychological obsolescence in
generating repetitive consumption. For example, in the 1 960s,
when acceptance of the bare-leg look threatened to put nylons out
of style, DuPont responded with tinted, patterned, and textured
stockings, rendering obsolete the old-fashioned notion that ny
lons come only in skin tones. This allowed DuPont not only to se
cure its market but to expand its sales by introducing yearly fash
ion changes.16
By the time nylon stockings became nationally available on N
Day, May 15, 1 940, intense demand had already been created
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through a cleverly orchestrated marketing campaign emphasizing
voluntary silk deprivation, anti-Japanese patriotism, and product
superiority. Across the nation, many women knew about the ther
moplastic properties of the new stockings long before they had
actually seen a nylon. On N-Day they lined up by the thousands,
desperate to buy DuPont's new miracle hose. Never before had
any consumer product enjoyed such immediate success. Papers
ran headlines like "Nylon Customers Swamp Counters as Open
ing Gun Is Fired" and "Battle of Nylons Fought in Chicago." In
the product's firs six months on the market, 36,000,000 pairs of
nylons were produced and sold. In 1 94 1 the number rose to
1 02,000,000 pairs.17
The popularity of nylons was immediate and complete. By
1 943, across America's airwaves, Nat King Cole used the nation
wide scarcity of nylons to ask forgiveness of a wartime sweetheart:
"Baby, let bygones be bygones / 'cause men are scarce as nylons."
Meanwhile, a Russian science and technology espionage team in
New York paid $500 to an American informer they called Khvat
(the Vulture) to steal DuPont's patented secrets and pass them
along to the Soviets. 18 Everyone was clamoring for the new silk
substitute.
Because 1 940 was an election year, Roosevelt saved the option
of a formal trade embargo on Japan until weeks before the elec
tions. On September 26 he banned the sale and shipment of all
scrap iron to Japan. The Japanese responded immediately by for
mally joining the Axis, an act intended to threaten America with
a two-front war if it continued to oppose Japanese expansion.
But Japan's formal alliance with Germany and Italy met with out
rage in America, and it solidifie Roosevelt's support. With pub
lic opinion now fi mly in favor of punishing Japan, Roosevelt
stepped up the trade embargo in the following months, to re-
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strict the fl w of all goods. By August 1 94 1 the Pacifi Common
wealth countries, the Netherland Indies, and the Philippines
joined the U.S. effort to cut off Japan's supply of commercial and
industrial materials, as well as imported rice and other basic food
stuffs.19
Days before the Pearl Harbor attack, the Wall Street Journal ran
a story called "Japan: Its Industries Live on Borrowed Time;' iden
tifying Japan's depressed silk industry as the backbone of her
economy.20 On the very day of the attack, the New York Times re
ported that the embargo had "forced a curtailment of perhaps
40% in Nippon's factory operations:'21 From the Japanese per
spective, the preemptive Pearl Harbor attack may actually have
been a strategic masterstroke intended to end America's ability to
enforce the embargo while simultaneously exposing the nations
of the Pacifi rim to further Japanese expansion. Unfortunately
for Japan, it strengthened America's resolve and won a meager six
months of victories before the decisive Battle of Midway.
The United States did not formally declare war until February
2, 1 942. At that time, DuPont, which had done so well with mili
tary contracts in World War I, turned all of its nylon production
over to the war effort. The company also made a special nylon fla
that fie over the White House for the duration of the confli t. It
symbolized America's creative industrial capability as well as its
determination to do without Japanese silk.
Michael Schiffer, an anthropologist, archaeologist, and histo
rian of material culture, has objected to the way that technological
competitions of the recent past are framed " in terms of a seem
ingly inevitable winner and loser:'22 And in the case of silk, he is
certainly right. Even though nylon had a number of advantages
over its organic predecessor, it was not destined to supersede silk
entirely. The contest between silk and nylon is not really the story
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of a superior technological innovation replacing an inferior natu
ral product. It is the story of a symbolic contest between two cul
tures fi hting for economic dominance. America's eventual vic
tory in World War II did not make silk disappear. Silk simply lost
the power it once had to industrialize a feudal country and turn
it into a major international player within the space of three gen
erations.
Even today, silk stockings can be purchased around the world.
But after the development of nylon, they became exclusively a lux
ury item, partly because silk is more expensive to produce than
its synthetic substitutes, and partly because silk stockings have a
complicated history of cultural associations with luxury and priv
ilege stretching back f ve thousand years. What is truly obso
lete today is the war era's understanding of silk stockings. To us,
silk hosiery no longer represents the threat of a hostile foreign
power bent on ruthless domination of Asia. Indeed, because silk
in America is primarily used in the manufacture of lingerie and
sheets, we associate it with gratifica ions of the most intimate
kind, not with geopolitical struggle.

S U B U R BAN O BSO LESCENCE

Prior to the Depression, the housing industry employed 30 per
cent of Americans. But in 1 929 it collapsed. The total number of
housing starts across the nation in that year amounted to only 5
percent of the 1 928 figu e. In addition, by 1 930 there were 1 50,000
nonfarm foreclosures, more than double the pre-Depression rate.
These foreclosures increased by about 50,000 homes each year un
til 1 933, when half of all home mortgages in the United States
were in default. More than a thousand urban residential foreclo
sures occurred every day.23 Throughout America, the homeless
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and unemployed collected in tent cities, hobo jungles, and Hoover
Heights.
World War II improved the situation greatly, as 16 million
young service men and women shipped out to the European and
Pacifi theaters. But this improvement was only temporary. After
demobilization, the situation worsened again. In Chicago in 1 946,
for example, the housing crisis was so bad that over 1 00,000 vet
erans-mostly unemployed young men-were homeless.24 In
their book Picture Windows: How the Suburbs Happened, Rosalyn
Baxandall and Elizabeth Ewen eloquently illustrate just how acute
the housing crisis had become: "In Atlanta, 2 ,000 people answered
an advertisement for one vacancy. A classifie ad in Omaha
newspaper read, 'Big Ice Box 7 by 17 feet. Could be fi ed up to
live in:"25
In 1 933, under FDR, the federal government responded to the
crisis with a series of experimental moves that would ultimately
render old techniques and styles of housing construction obso
lete. For the firs time, the Federal Housing Administration rec
ommended national space, safety, and construction standards.
The Home Owner's Loan Corporation refinan ed thousands of
loans in immediate danger of default and foreclosure. HOLC also
granted low-interest loans that enabled some homeowners to re
cover lost property. Their major innovation, however, was the in
troduction of long-term self-amortizing mortgages with uniform
payments spread over the life of the debt. This development was
to have a remarkable effect on American real estate after 1 944,
when section 505 of The Serviceman's Readjustment Act (the GI
Bill) guaranteed every veteran a fully finan ed mortgage for any
home meeting FHA standards. Then in 1 947, the Housing and
Rent Act introduced rent controls to keep rental housing afford
able. One consequence of this act was to make rental properties
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much less lucrative for investors, who turned their capital and en
ergies to the construction and sale of privately owned homes.
On the outer rings of cities where land was cheaper, suburban
developments sprang up almost overnight, aimed at a new blue
collar mass market.26 Houses in this new suburbia were pared
down to their most essential features, as developers found ways to
economize on construction. The new attitude inside the building
trade was best expressed by William Jaird Levitt, a law school
dropout whose fi m constructed the largest and most successful
suburbs of postwar America: "We are not builders. We are manu
facturers. The only difference between Levitt and Sons and Gen
eral Motors is that we channel labor and materials to a stationary
outdoor assembly line instead of bringing them together in a fac
tory on a model line."27
Abraham Levitt had firs involved his two sons in construction
in 1 929. By 1 947 Levitt and Sons began building their firs of three
Levittowns, this one near Hempstead, Long Island. It consisted of
row upon row, acre upon acre, of affordable detached houses on
6,000 square foot lots. William Levitt keenly understood and ap
preciated the inner workings of mass production and obsoles
cence. A consummate salesman, gambler, and deal maker, William
Levitt was also a favorite of Senator Joseph McCarthy. In July 1 952
William saw his own face staring back at him from the cover of
Time magazine, which pegged him as "a cocky, rambunctious
hustler." He was the kind of man who could parlay an $80 stake
into $2,500 in one short afternoon in a casino by spotting and
playing the short odds. But it was Alfred Stuart Levitt who, ac
cording to his father, was the real genius of the business. Much less
flam oyant than his older brother, Alfred spent ten months with
Frank Lloyd Wright in 1 936 during construction of the Rehbuhn
house in Great Neck, New York, where he learned to streamline
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the principles of home design and apply them to modern Ameri
can living spaces, eliminating all that was obsolete in residential
architecture.
In 1 939 Benjamin Rehbuhn began serving a two-year sentence
in Lewistown, Pennsylvania, for pandering, a term that in this case
meant using U.S. mail to distribute obscene material published by
Falstaff Press, a company owned by Ben and his wife, Anne. (Be
cause she was pregnant at the time, Anne was spared prison but
fine $5,000.)28 The material in question was information about
contraception from Margaret Sanger's American Birth Control
League, a forerunner of the Planned Parenthood Association.
Rehbuhn was well aware of the need to make birth control infor
mation freely available. He was youngest of fourteen children of
a Viennese Orthodox rabbi who ran a successful-though very
crowded-East Side grocery.
Ben was the only child in his family who managed to get an ed
ucation. He distinguished himself early at City College and then
rode scholarships to Columbia's graduate school, where he earned
a master's degree in English and American Literature before being
drawn to publishing. As a reward to himself for an earlier obscen
ity stretch in Lewistown, he commissioned Wright to design a
Long Island retreat for the Rehbuhn family. He chose Great Neck
because it was well away (seventeen miles) from the hustle and
bustle of his Manhattan apartment. After that firs internment,
Ben wanted a home with the ample space and privacy he had
dreamed about as a boy. Like many other upwardly mobile Amer
icans of the 1 930s, he was drawn to the openness and seclusion of
Wright's Usonian homes, and it is not difficul to imagine why.
Alfred Levitt paid $ 1 0,000 to observe Wright's construction of
the Rehbuhn home. He knew that open-plan Usonian houses
would be popular with the same upwardly mobile second -gener-
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ation families who had bought the two hundred homes in
Strathmore-at-Manhasset that the Levitts had built in 1 934. But
the ideas Alfred took away from Great Neck allowed him-ten
years later-to design even simpler houses for the company's vet
eran and working-class clientele.
During the war, the Levitts prospered with contracts for vari
ous Navy housing projects, where they gained more experience
in applying mass production techniques to home construction.
Steered by Alfred's design vision, William put Walter Gropius's
ideas for standardized worker housing into practice. As careful
observers of the federal government's Greenbelt Project, the
Levitts also learned to use new materials and new tools, includ
ing the firs power tools (drills, nailers, belt sanders, and circular
saws) in home construction.29 Then, in 1 944, while William was
away in Oahu with the Seabees, Abraham and Alfred acquired a
large tract of land near Hempstead, Long Island. As their project
unfolded, they decided to apply Alfred's genius for developing
economies of scale to make affordable housing for those who
needed it most: inner-city residents who could be lured to the
spaciousness of the suburbs.
At first luring them proved difficult Hicksville, the train sta
tion closest to Island Trees (later renamed Levittown) became
such a popular joke among city dwellers that it survives today as a
synonym for the sticks. Still, with very little housing to be had
in New York City, the Levitts' well-made, inexpensive detached
homes found a ready market. The scale of their popularity com
manded national attention. A comprehensive study of Levittown
in 1 952 noted that "despite the fact that Levittown can be viewed
. . . as representative of . . . long term decentralization . . . it is as
suredly the most spectacular step ever taken in this direction."30
In these homes, called Cape Cods, all nonessentials were elimi-
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nated. Wright abhorred basements, because they wasted space,
time, and money. During visits to Japan he had learned about ra
diant-heated fl ors, an idea he brought back to America. Instead
of the expense of digging and finishin a basement, Wright's sub
urban houses were built on a concrete slab that contained coiled
copper tubes through which hot water fl wed evenly under the
fl or of the living space. The fl ors in Alfred's naval housing dur
ing the war and, later, his Cape Cods copied the heating system of
his teacher's Usonian prototype. Although this heating system was
not Alfred's innovation, the publicity that Levitt and Sons derived
from the scale and success of the firs Levittown on Long Island
virtually eliminated basements in all but luxury-class residential
architecture in the decade after World War II. In every major me
tropolis, from Baltimore to San Antonio, large construction com
panies appeared which adopted Levitt and Son's concrete-slab
construction.31
If basements became obsolete simply as a matter of economy,
the reasons for the appeal of porchless houses was slightly more
complex. After World War II, many people came to associate
porches with old-fashioned houses whose indoor plumbing, elec
trical wiring, and other amenities were substandardY But in the
postwar years, porches suffered from another unpleasant associ
ation. They were one example of what the sociologist Sharon
Zukin calls liminal spaces-public areas for meeting, mixing, and
transit.33 For low-income inner-city tenants, these liminal spaces,
including front stoops, hallways, parks, sidewalks, squares, bus
stops, and train terminals, can be sites of uncomfortable interac
tions-elevator silences, excessive noise, physical aggression. Es
pecially during a depression or other housing crisis, liminal spaces
are always overcrowded. Unemployed adults spend long hours
there, as do children, poor relatives, and newlyweds forced to
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bunk-in with family members because they cannot afford their
own apartment.
The appeal of the porchless suburban house was the escape it
offered from intense, overcrowded interaction with one's neigh 
bors.34 Contrary to popular myth, the urban working class was
not driven to Levittown by crime; it was lured there by the prom
ise of space and privacy offered by a detached home. These two
factors explain not only the disappearance of the porch but the re
orientation of suburban homes away from the street and toward
the large yard out back. By the 1 950s that suburban backyard
would be furnished with a barbecue pit and picnic table for dad, a
sandbox or gym set for the kids, and maybe a f ower bed and
hammock for mom. Other Levittown design features emphasiz
ing seclusion included curvilinear streets that made neighboring
homes less visible, an absence of sidewalks to discourage foot
traffic and extensive landscaping which, when properly viewed
through the ample picture window at the front of all Levittown
homes, mimicked a peaceful rural setting.
Barbara M. Kelly, former director of the Long Island Studies
Institute, has written about the importance of privacy as an over
riding design feature in Alfred Levitt's homes: "The houses of
Levittown were designed to be very private. Each was centered on
its own plot of 6,000 square feet. The side door-the entrance
into the kitchen- [ was] on the right wall of the exterior of the
house. (The kitchen entry was placed on the right of every house,
where it faced the wall of the house next door. ) A vestigial eight
foot length of split rail fence separate [ d) this 'service' area from
the more formal front lawn. Trash was picked up at the street end
of the service path in front of each house. There was no commu
nal path, no common service area."35 Alfred, who was the exact
opposite of his gregarious brother, was obsessed with privacy in
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housing design and expressed his belief that it could be made
compatible with the mass production of homes. "Without even a
trial balloon you guess in advance just how far you could push
and persuade [people] to take either open planning or living in a
fis bowl until the landscaping grows to give them privacy."36
After 1 948, when the housing crisis eased somewhat, the Levitts
committed themselves to constructing detached housing for vet
erans. They could hardly lose. The government guaranteed veter
ans' mortgages and made them available without any down pay
ment at all. So, just as competition was entering the Levitts' new
downscale market, Alfred redesigned the Cape Cod to make it at
tractive to a middle-class clientele. His newest design featured a
ranch-style home available in four basic models. The company
then acquired new land parcels and began building middle-class
Levittowns. William scheduled regular open-house showings for
these ranch homes, announced with full-page ads in all the New
York papers.
The Levitts installed the very latest appliances in their model
homes: General Electric stoves, Admiral televisions (after 1 950),
and Bendix washers. The postwar GE refrigerators in Levitt
homes included larger freezers, since Clarence Birdseye's process
of flash-f eezing fis had come into its own during the war and
had rendered obsolete the salt-cured and canned foods of yes
teryear.37 With these shiny ultra-modern appliances, the Levitts
waged a campaign of psychological obsolescence against veterans
and their wives. In 1 944 a devoted Milwaukee husband was one of
their firs victims: "We had a nice little house . . . It was just like
hundreds of other houses that were built twenty fi e years ago. We
all liked it fine One Sunday the wife noticed an ad for a new
house. She kept after me to drive up there and we went through it.
The old house never looked quite right after we made that inspec-
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tion. We found we were hopelessly out of date . . . Well, to make a
long story short, we got the habit of visiting those new houses.
Pretty soon the wife was so dissatisfie that we had to buy one:'38
By the time they were finished the Levitts had built three
Levittowns, in New York, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey. Even
tually, they sold the business for $70 million and the promise that
William would refrain from participating in the home construc
tion industry for ten years-a period that proved suffici nt to ren
der his expertise itself obsolete. Without Abraham and Alfred to
correct his excesses, Bill Levitt gambled away his share of the fam
ily fortune and died penniless in a crowded public hospital in New
York City. With his last breath, he was still promoting some deal
that would restore his fortunes and put him back on top.

ANA LOG VERS U S DIGITAL CO M PUTING

Any history of technology published before 1 973 will list John
Mauchly as the inventor of digital computing. Actually, the Amer
ican whose invention made analog computing obsolete was a little
known Iowa State college professor named John V. Atanasoff.
Working in isolation and obscurity with a graduate assistant,
Charles Berry, in the late 1 930s, he invented the Atanasoff-Berry
Computer (ABC), the firs fully electronic computing machine.39
The MIT whiz kid Vannevar Bush had often applied the term "an
alog" to descriptions of the circuits he built in the 1 920s, but
Atanasoff was among the firs to apply the term to a computing
device and to distinguish between analog and digital computers.40
This is an important point because it establishes John Atanasoff at
a historic midpoint between Bush's own differential analyzer and
ENIAC, the breakthrough device designed and assembled in a
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frenzy of war-driven effort at the Moore School of Electrical Engi
neering at the University of Pennsylvania.
The differential analyzer was a device from another age. It used
continuous mechanical processes to mimic mathematical equa
tions. (Slide rules are another kind of analog calculator. ) A digital
calculator, on the other hand, breaks down a computation into a
lengthy series of simple addition and subtraction operations that
can be performed at great speed because digital machines rely on
pulses of energy, not on mechanical moving parts. The story of
how the differential analyzer became obsolete during World War
II is really the story of the rise of modern computing and the story
of how engineering itself changed from a culture "couched in the
graphic idiom . . . that emphasized graphical presentation and in
tuition over abstract rigor."41
The machine Bush invented in 1 925 could mechanically solve
differential equations of motion in several hours, as opposed to
days of manual number crunching. A front-page story in the
New York Times in 1 927 announced that this "Thinking Machine
Does Higher Mathematics: Solves Equations That Take Humans
Months:'42 Solving differential equations quickly was an especially
good thing to do because these equations played an important
role in ballistics. In order to predict accurately where various
shells would land during wartime, the Ballistic Research Labora
tory at the Aberdeen Proving Ground in Maryland assembled
complex charts called trajectory tables that enabled American
gunners to target their guns under a variety of conditions
changes in atmospheric pressure and humidity, wind speed and
direction, types of guns and projectiles. The hours of labor in
volved in the manual calculations required to assemble these ta
bles were staggering and prohibitive.
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The BRL assembled its own differential analyzer in Maryland
but the machine's design was fl wed. It frequently broke down
and lost data as it neared the end of a calculation. Frustrated with
this constant time-consuming interference, the Ordnance De
partment contracted with the Moore School of Electrical Engi
neering to perform its calculations. The Moore School was the
proud possessor of a differential analyzer whose features were
much more modern and reliable than either the MIT or BRL ma
chines. To support the ballistics project, the Moore School assem
bled an accomplished team with a variety of backgrounds. This
group included John W. Mauchly, the man who was originally
credited with the idea of electronic digitization which was at the
heart of ENIAC, the hoary old grandfather of all personal com
puters.
Shortly before Mauchly was recruited for the ballistics project,
he became interested in designing a faster calculating machine
to make meteorological predictions.43 He believed that accurate
weather prediction would somehow lead to considerable financia
success. Although his PhD was in physics, Mauchly had begun ac
ademic life by training as an engineer for two years on the advice
of his father, a frustrated Carnegie Mellon physicist who under
stood that good engineers often earned more than good profes
sors. Perhaps because of his father's concerns, Mauchly was preoc
cupied throughout his life with financia success. And as a young
college professor at Ursinus College in Collegeville, Pennsylvania,
Mauchly was certainly not earning a lot of money.
Gradually, as his meteorological research progressed, Mauchly
realized that a reliable electronic calculator had much wider com
mercial applications than just predicting the weather. He began to
survey the fiel carefully. At Swarthmore College he learned that
vacuum tubes could be used to distinguish between electrical sig-
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nals separated by only one-millionth of a second. If this ability
could be put into the service of a calculator, the machine would be
much faster than any available mechanical device.44
In 1 939 Mauchly took a night course in electronics to learn
more about circuitry. He also attended the New York World's Fair,
where he saw an IBM cryptographic machine with vacuum tube
circuits.45 At a meeting of the American Mathematical Society in
1 940 he witnessed a demonstration of an electromechanical cal
culator. Then in June 1 94 1 Mauchly took his son on a visit with
a young professor at Iowa State College whom he had met the
previous December. Although he would deny it later during a le
gal dispute over patents, Mauchly learned a great deal from John
Atanasoff and his graduate assistant, Charles Berry, during his
four- or f ve-day visit to Atanasoff's home and lab. In particular,
Mauchly was given hands-on access to a device that was not elec
tromechanical. For all its imperfections, the ABC was unique be
cause it was fully electronic.46
Despite his access to Atanasoff, Berry, and the ABC machine it
self, Mauchly would later testify that he had spent just "one and
one-half hours" or less in the presence of Atanasoff and Berry's
computer, and that the machine, sitting over in the shadows,
may not have even had its cover off, he saidY Unfortunately for
Mauchly, John Atanasoff was a packrat who saved all correspon
dence and records. Twenty-seven years after Mauchly wrote him
with observations about the ABC machine and what he had
learned during his visit, Atanasoff was able to produce letters in
which Mauchly praised the computer for being able "to solve
within a few minutes any system of linear equations involving no
more than thirty variables:' These letters included the observation
that the ABC machine could "be adapted to do the job of the Bush
differential analyzer more rapidly than the Bush machine does,
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and it costs a lot less:' Mauchly's letter of September 30, 1 94 1 ,
contained this telling passage:
A number of different ideas have come to me recently . . . some
of which are more or less hybrids, combining your methods with
other things . . . The question on my mind is this: Is there any ob
jection, from your point of view, to my building some sort of
computer which incorporates some of the features of your ma
chine . . . Ultimately, a second question might come up, of course
and that is, in the event that your present design were to hold the
fiel

against all challengers, and I got the Moore School inter

ested in having something of the sort, would the way be open for
us to build an Atanasoff Calculator (a la Bush analyzer) here?

Politely, Atanasoff refused, informing Mauchly that any such
agreement might negatively affect his patent application for the
ABC. Unknown to Atanasoff, the Iowa State College administra
tion would neglect to pursue his patent. Despite Atanasoff's re
fusal, Mauchly persisted in adapting the Iowa inventor's ideas.
From that point forward, even though Mauchly continued to use
Atanasoff as a sounding board and a source for job recommenda
tions, he was completely secretive with him about design im
provements he was making in the ABC and about the develop
ment of ENIAC. At stake was probably Mauchly's standing at the
Moore School, where, before ENIAC, he was regarded as an unso
phisticated fla e with too many undeveloped ideas on too many
subjects. The attitude of his colleagues toward him at this time
might also explain why his firs proposal for an electronic com
puter, dated August 1 942, was lost soon after it was submitted.48
Six months later, when Lieutenant Herman Goldstine, the math
ematician charged with BRL's differential analyzer project at Penn,
learned of Mauchly's proposal, he asked to see it. "The Use of High
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Speed Vacuum Devices for Calculation" had to be entirely recre
ated from Mauchly's notes in the early weeks of 1 943. To every
one's surprise, Goldstine got approval to fund the project by April,
and by October 1 945, thanks to prodigious circuitry designed by J.
Presper Eckert, ENIAC was fully assembled and operational.
In 1 945 the ENIAC superseded the newest version of the differ
ential analyzer then being assembled at MIT with funds from Car
negie Corporation and the Rockefeller Foundation. Over the next
fi e years, MIT's project stalled again and again in light of the
knowledge that large analog calculations were no longer effective.
In 1 950 when ENIAC, EDVAC, and UNIVAC had become fi mly
established, Samuel Caldwell, director of the Center of Analysis at
MIT, confessed to Warren Weaver, director of the Natural Science
Division of the Rockefeller Foundation, that the analyzer was "es
sentially obsolete" and that the program to develop it had "be
come a real burden on MIT."49 Weaver concurred.
The obsolescence of the differential analyzer not only marked
the passing of analog computing but, as Larry Owens notes, it
marked the obsolescence of the cultural values of early twentieth
century engineering in which "students honed their problem
solving talents with graphical methods and mechanical methods
of various kinds-slide rules, planimeters, a plethora of nomo
graphic charts and instruments for the mechanical integration of
areas under curves." Like so many other things, this archaic ver
sion of engineering culture did not survive World War II.
Mauchly's reputation as an American inventor also suffered. In
a patent suit file by Honeywell against Sperry Rand, which held
the Mauchly patents in 1 973, a federal judge ruled that "Eckert
and Mauchly did not themselves firs invent the automatic elec
tronic digital computer, but instead derived that subject matter
from one Dr. John V. Atanasoff'50 The court formally stripped
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Mauchly of his patents. And in 1 990, at age eighty-six, John V.
Atanasoff received recognition in the form of the National Medal
of Technology.

NOR MAN CO U SINS AND T H E ATO MIC BO M B

In 1 933, one year after Archibald MacLeish's "Obsolete Men"
appeared in Fortune magazine, Norman Cousins, who was then
eighteen, graduated from Columbia University Teacher's College
and become one of hundreds of thousands of technologically un
employed men looking for a job in New York City. As a practicing
if rarely a church-going Unitarian, Cousins harbored an old-fash
ioned belief that writers had a social responsibility to provide
clear and thoughtful leadership during times of crisis. Articles
demonstrating these convictions in the New York Evening Post and
Current History won appreciative notice for the young man.
In 1 940 Cousins was offered the position of executive editor for
the Saturday Review of Literature, and by 1 945 the Saturday Re
view had become the Charlie Rose Show of its day. It was an in
formed and influ ntial forum of ideas with a weekly circulation of
over 600,000 subscribers. Cousins, now the editor, was a deeply
committed humanist who during a long and brilliant career pro
moted the causes of nuclear disarmament, world federalism, and
humane medical practices. On the morning of August 6, 1 945, as
he sat down to breakfast, Cousins read the screaming headlines in
the New York Times announcing that the world had changed for
ever. His reaction to William Lawrence's inside story of the bomb
ing of Hiroshima and the subsequent attack on Nagasaki ap
peared firs as a long editorial essay in Saturday Review published
on August 1 8, four days after the Japanese surrender.
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"Modern Man Is Obsolete" provoked an enormous response,
and the title quickly slipped into the mainstream of public dis
courseY By the war's end, the leitmotif of mankind's obsolescence
had become familiar to every American who read the newspaper
or listened to the radio. Cousins's suggestion that the bomb ren
dered humanity obsolete fell on fertile ground. By October his es
say was available in an elongated book form that was reissued
many times during the 1 940s, even though Americans still over
whelmingly supported Truman's decision to bomb both Hiro
shima and Nagasaki.52 A Gallup poll taken at the end of August
1 945 gave an approval rating of 85 percent to the attacks. While
this approval declined to 53 percent over the next few months, a
significan number of Americans-nearly 25 percent-expressed
the wish that America had used many more bombs on Japan be
fore it surrendered.53 A radio comedian made the tasteless joke
that Japan was suffering from "a 'tomic ache:' and a new drink
called the Atomic Cocktail-a mix of luminescent green Pernod
and gin-enjoyed a brief surge of gut-wrenching popularity.54
Clearly, in 1 945 America's eventual forgiveness of the Japanese
both for Pearl Harbor in 1 94 1 and for the Bataan Death March in
1 942 was a long way off.
Still, Americans were concerned that a Pandora's box had been
opened and atomic horrors of all kinds had entered the world.
Modern science had created the technological unemployment
that prompted MacLeish's essay "Obsolete Men" in 1 932. But, as
Cousins wrote, "The change now impending is in many ways
more sweeping than that of the Industrial Revolution itsel£:'55
By 1 945 science threatened to obliterate mankind entirely. From
its opening words, Cousins's timely essay speaks directly to these
fears:
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The beginning of the Atomic Age has brought less hope than
fear. It is a primitive fear, the fear of the unknown, the fear of
forces man can neither channel nor comprehend. This fear is not
new . . . B ut overnight it has become intensified magnifi d . . . It
is thus that man stumbles fitfu ly into a new era of atomic energy
for which he is as ill equipped to accept its potential blessings as
he is to control its potential dangers.
Where man can fin

no answer, he will fin

fear. While the

dust was still settling over Hiroshima, he was asking himself
questions and findin no answers. The biggest question of these
concerns himself. Is war inevitable because it is in the nature of
man? If so, how much time has he left-fi e, ten, twenty years
before he employs the means now available to him for the ulti
mate in self-destruction-extinction . . . It should not be neces
sary to prove that on August 6, 1 945, a new age was born. When
on that day a parachute containing a small object f oated to earth
over Japan, it marked the violent death of one stage of man's his
tory and the beginning of another. Nor should it be necessary to
prove that the saturating effect of the new age, permeating every
aspect of man's activities, from machines to morals, from physics
to philosophy, from politics to poetry; in sum, an effect creating a
blanket of obsolescence not only over the methods and the products
of man but over man h imself.

The thrust of Cousins's essay is really an appeal for a new and
enforceable world order, one that would prevent global war and
nuclear proliferation. Technocracy's old theme of a technology
that threatened man and therefore required enlightened manage
ment had been reawakened in 1 943 when Roosevelt's Republi
can opponent Wendell Lewis Willkie published a bestseller, One
World. 56 Gradually, ideas of world government were constellating
into what would become, by 1 947, the United World Federalist
movement. In 1 945, the time was exactly right to make such a
pitch. Weeks before Germany capitulated, the United Nations
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Conference had convened in San Francisco, to enormous interna
tional interest and enthusiasm. Around the world, there was re
newed determination to create an international forum stronger
and more effective than the League of Nations had been between
the wars.
Decades before Marshall McLuhan coined the phrase "global
village:' Cousins clearly understood the planetary implications of
the previous years of confli t: "The world has at last become a
geographic unit, if we measure geographic units not according to
absolute size, but according to access and proximity. All peoples
are members of this related group . . . The extent of this relation
ship need only be measured by the direct access nations have to
each other for purposes of war:'57 Cousins's essay included a per
sonal journalistic manifesto that would serve him well for the next
forty years. From August 1 945, he recognized what his role in the
new world would be. "Man is left:' he wrote,

with a crisis in decision. The main test before him involves his
will to change rather than his ab ility to change . . . That is why the
power of total destruction as potentially represented by modern
science must be dramatized and kept in the forefront of public
opinion. The full dimensions of the peril must be seen and rec
ognized. Only then will man realize that the firs order of busi
ness is the question of continued existence. Only then will he be
prepared to make the decisions necessary to assure that survival.

What this meant for Norman Cousins was a new determina
tion to use the medium of the Saturday Review to promote world
peace and world federalism-a cause discounted as starry-eyed
idealism by most contemporary journalists.58 Few readers will
now remember Cousins's famous account of his trip to Hiro-
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shima and how he appealed to Saturday Review's readership to
sponsor twenty-four "Hiroshima maidens" for the treatment of
radiation sickness in the United States. (True to his convictions,
Cousins and his wife later adopted one of these young women.)
Because of the overwhelmingly favorable response of his reader
ship, Cousins was also able to pay for the medical care of about
four hundred children orphaned by the Hiroshima bomb.
Articles describing these efforts helped present the human face
of the Japanese people to postwar America. They also fulfi led
Cousins's personal program of keeping the horrors of atomic war
front and center while attempting to provide an alternative per
spective on the arms race through his writings and through or
ganizations like the United World Federalists and SANE, the
National Committee for a Sane Nuclear Policy, which chose its
nonacronymic name because of its sharp contrast with MAD,
mutually assured destruction, the ugly reality underlying the cold
war arms race.
Less well known than "Modern Man Is Obsolete" is Cousins's
piece concerning the nuclear tests at Bikini Atoll in the Marshall
Islands.59 In 1 946, what was then called Operation Crossroads
tested two 23 -kiloton atmospheric nuclear weapons. Efforts to
curtail military spending had begun just hours after the Japanese
surrender, with the cancellation of hundreds of millions of dollars
in wartime manufacturing contracts. But the government was
anxious to economize further. Because atomic bombs could be
delivered aerially, politicians and military strategists began to dis
cuss the possibility that the large imperial naval forces of the pre
war era were obsolete. The navy, however, was still an extremely
powerful entity. To end any "loose talk to the effect that the fle t
[was] obsolete in the face of this new weapon;' Lewis Strauss, aide
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to then secretary of the navy James Forrestal, recommended that
the navy "test the ability of ships to withstand the forces generated
by the atomic bomb."60 In essence, the power and decisiveness of
atomic weapons had generated a turf war among the service
branches of the military.
The army, which then included the army air force, clearly had a
central role in the delivery of the atomic devices that had ended
the war. This left the navy in a new and uncomfortable position as
a secondary branch of the military whose role and funding would
be progressively curtailed. Secretary Forrestal was worried that
what the Japanese had been unable to do to the American fle t at
Pearl Harbor would be accomplished by cost-cutting and political
wrangling in the years following the war. In order to prevent the
obsolescence of the navy, and in order to play for a bigger role in
the delivery of atomic weapons, three tests of nuclear devices were
scheduled for Bikini Atoll in the Marshall Islands. The tests were
called Able, Baker, and Charlie. Of these, only the firs two were
completed.
Cousins's role in the tests was that of an eyewitness, one of
thousands who descended on the Marshall Islands to document
the blasts. (In a strange coincidence, John V. Atanasoff was also
there, in charge of the navy's acoustic measurements.) Cousins
had a very real concern that after more bombs were detonated, the
public would become habituated to their existence, and atomic
destruction would "dissolve into a pattern:' His fears were con
fi med when a swimsuit made of tiny strips of fabric suddenly
achieved worldwide popularity. The French designer, Louis
Reard, wittily renamed an existing swimsuit by Jacques Heim the
"Bikini" because it reminded him of the insignifican strips of
land in the Marshall archipelago that were vaporized by hydrogen
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bombs. More than anything, Cousins wanted to prevent such nor
malization and public acceptance of atomic blasts, a process he
called "the standardization of catastrophe:'
The second Bikini test was the most successful. In the Able test
only two of the seventy-three guinea-pig ships were destroyed be
cause the bomb missed its target. In test Baker, twenty-three days
later, sixteen of the ships survived detonation but all of them were
thoroughly "hot" -too radioactive for living things. Both explo
sions produced an atomic fog that made it impossible to witness
the immediate effect on the target ships. Offi ers and scientists
had been issued protective goggles, so it was only enlisted men
who saw the deep copper color of the atomic blast before the fi e
foot waves came out of the mist and jarred everyone aboard the
observation vessels. After the second test, Cousins warned: "This
is the supreme weapon against human life. The millions of de
grees of heat generated by the protesting atom and the over
whelming blast are only two aspects of the danger. Even more
menacing is the assault upon human tissue, upsetting the rate of
growth and condemning many thousands outside the area of to
tal destruction . . . The next war, if it comes will be fought not
with two atomic bombs but with hundreds, perhaps thousands, of
atomic bombs."61
Much more famous than Cousins's account of the two Opera
tion Crossroads tests on Bikini Atoll was No Place To Hide, a book
written by David Bradley, a physician and journalist who had
been in charge of the Radiological Safety Unit at Bikini. Published
in 1 948, No Place To Hide became a book-of-the-month selection
and remained on the bestseller list for ten straight weeks. As a
first-han account of Operation Crossroads, Bradley's narrative
was excerpted in Atlan tic Mon thly prior to publication and later
condensed by Reader's Digest. If the Bikini tests had rendered
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Americans complacent about the dangers of atomic war, No Place
To Hide woke them up. Cousins wrote of it admiringly: "At a time
when the world has virtually accepted the inevitability of another
atomic war . . . Bradley states flat y, as other atomic scientists have
done, that there is no defense against atomic attack."62
Fortunately for us all, Cousins's prediction proved false. Man
kind was imperiled but not yet obsolete. Despite the increasing
complexity of our world, modern men and women still exist, as
does the U.S. navy. World federalism, however, did not last much
beyond the 1 940s. In 1 949 Cord Meyer, who had been elected firs
president of the United World Federalists when it was founded in
1 947, withdrew from active membership. Later that year he joined
the CIA.63 Cousins, who had also served as president of the orga
nization, wrote with considerable sadness about the world feder
alists' inability to overcome the resistance of entrenched powers to
the idea of subordinating themselves to a democratic, interna
tional body. Throughout the remainder of his life he campaigned
vigorously against nuclear proliferation and all forms of war.

It is deeply ironic that a movement purporting to be a revolt against the
conformist sartorial codes of mass society wound up providing such a
powerful fuel for nothing other than obsolescence.

T H O M A S F R A NK,
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THE CON Q UEST OF COOL

(199 7)

The Fifties and Sixties

To end one chapter with Norman Cousins and begin the next
with Brooks Stevens requires ethical yoga. Like Cousins, Stevens
left school and started to work in 1 933, one year after Bernard
London issued Ending the Depression through Planned Obsoles
cence. Unlike Cousins, however, Stevens was the unapologetic
child of corporate culture who never turned down a paying
assignment over small matters like tastelessness. If he is rem em
bered at all today, it is probably for his 1 958 redesign of the origi
nal 1 936 Oscar Mayer Wienermobile. Stevens's defini ive contri
bution to this cultural icon was to "put the wiener in the bun."1
Stevens's father was a prominent VP at an electric motor con
trol manufacturer in Milwaukee. Privileged and smart, Stevens
attended Cornell's architecture school and then returned to Mil
waukee to practice industrial design. His family's influ ntial con
tacts served him well, but he was also genuinely talented. His
gleaming Edmilton Petipoint clothes iron of 1 94 1 is truly beauti
ful and still prized by collectors. The design of his clothes dryers
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and refrigerators paid homage to the early work of Norman Bel
Geddes, Raymond Loewy, and Walter Dorwin Teague. Even prod
ucts that were never manufactured and have only a paper exis
tence, such as his rendering of a unique front-loading toaster, the
remarkable Toastalator of 1 942, reveal a special flai .2 In recogni
tion of his talents, Stevens was one of only ten people selected to
become charter members for life in the Society of Industrial De
signers when it was founded in 1 944.3
In the late 1 940s Stevens's f rm designed the Jeep Station
Wagon, the distinctive Olympian Hiawatha train, and the Harley
Davidson FL Hydra-Glide or "Panhead:' Then, in 1 95 1 , Alfa
Romeo hired him as a consultant for its 1 800 Sprint Series
a coup that fed his ambition to become an internationally
recognized automobile designer. At considerable personal ex
pense, he designed a distinctive sports car built on a Cadillac
chassis by a coachbuilder favored by Rolls Royce and Mercedes
Benz. From Stevens's design, Herman Spohn of Ravensburg built
Die Valkyrie, which debuted successfully at the Paris Auto Show
in 1 954.
On the occasion of his eightieth birthday in 1 99 1 , a Chicago
Tribune retrospective began with the words "Brooks Stevens is
hardly a household name."4 But that was not the case in the 1 950s,
when he was recognized as America's controversial "crown prince
of obsolescence:•s Stevens claimed-publicly and often-that it
was he who actually invented the phrase "planned obsolescence;'
and he was certainly the term's most vocal champion. Due to
his efforts at self-promotion, many people today still believe the
phrase was born in the era of tailfin and Sputniks. But in fact
it was used, if not coined, by Bernard London back in 1 932, and
by the time of a 1 936 article on "product durability" in Prin ters'
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Ink, the phrase was in common usage among marketing people.6

Stevens probably firs encountered "planned obsolescence"
through discussions with other designers. He firs used the phrase
in print around 1 952, in a self-published brochure.?
Planned obsolescence, for Stevens, was simply psychological
obsolescence, not product death-dating. It grew out of "the desire
to own something a little newer, a little better, a little sooner than
is necessary."8 Stevens was aware of earlier work on the subject, es
pecially Selling Mrs. Consumer, and many of his arguments favor
ing planned obsolescence repeat those of its author, Christine
Fredericks. In particular, he was fond of claiming that planned
obsolescence stimulates the economy, and that quickly dated
products are not wasted because they are resold and redistrib
uted.9 After his Paris Auto Show success, Stevens began to step
up his speaking engagements, interviews, and position pieces on
planned obsolescence.10 He enjoyed his new reputation as the bad
boy of industrial design, and he used this carefully constructed
image to garner more publicity for himself and his work. His fi m
was patronized by top-level executives, who felt he understood
their position very well.
And what exactly was the corporate position on planned obso
lescence? In a 1 958 interview with Karl Prentiss in True Magazine,
at a time when America's wastefulness had blossomed into a na
tional controversy, this was Stevens's answer: "Our whole econ
omy is based on planned obsolescence and everybody who can
read without moving his lips should know it by now. We make
good products, we induce people to buy them, and then next
year we deliberately introduce something that will make those
products old fashioned, out of date, obsolete. We do that for the
soundest reason: to make money."11
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TAIL FINS , EDSELS , AND AUTO M O BI LE O BSOLESCENCE

By the end of the Korean War in 1 953, the country was riding a
wave of prosperity, causing Eisenhower to emphasize the busi
ness-friendly atmosphere of his administration and in particular
the importance of the automobile industry to the American econ
omy. Making good on his campaign promise to end "the obsoles
cence of the nation's highways [that] presents an appalling prob
lem of waste, danger and death:' Eisenhower started construction
of a network of modern roads "as necessary to defense as it is to
our national economy and personal safety:'12 Better roads and big
ger cars were a natural match, and nobody understood that better
than Cadillac.
Inspired by the P-38 Lightning Fighter, tailfin were firs in
troduced on the 1 948 Cadillac by Frank Hershey, one of Harley
Earl's designers at General Motors. Earl himself did not like fin at
firs and ordered them removed from the 1 949 Cadillac, only to
reverse himself suddenly when consumer studies indicated the
public loved them.D Like their spiritual predecessors-the curled
toes on medieval aristocrats' shoes-tailfin grew progressively
more exaggerated in the models that followed. In the fall of 1 952
GM debuted its 1 953 Cadillac Eldorado in a stylish limited edition
with a wraparound windshield, a distinctive bumper (including
busty "Dagmars" ) , and enlarged tailfins During his Inauguration
Day Parade in Washington D.C., Eisenhower himself was driven
in a 1 953 Alpine White Eldorado convertible. With tailfin now
the fashion, other automakers quickly followed suit. By 1 955
even Brooks Stevens had incorporated tailfin into his custom
designed Gaylord Grand Prix.
Tailfin reached their peak of excess in the 1 959 Cadillacs, but
by that time it was clear that GM's designs were out of step with
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America's changing sensibilities. And there were signs that Earl
himself was growing increasingly out of touch with contemporary
automotive trends. In the fall of 1 956, the "forward look" of Virgil
Exner's 1 957 Chrysler models introduced a fresh new direction
into automobile styling at a moment when Harley Earl was liter
ally vacationing. David Rolls, a GM designer of the period, re
called his design colleagues' reactions to their firs glimpse of
Exner's Chrysler Imperials when the new cars appeared in show
rooms: "These cars had absolutely razor-thin roofs and wedge
shaped bodies, and it was just absolutely unbelievable. We all went
back [to GM] and said 'My God, they [ Chrysler] blew us out of
the tub.' And here [at GM] were these ugly, heavy, old-fashioned
looking things."14
With Earl on vacation, his young designers scrapped their cur
rent drawings and began working on new ones that reflec ed
Exner's cars. When Earl returned, he accepted the minor revolu
tion in his shop, realizing that he had indeed lost touch with his
customers. He took a less active role soon afterward, waiting out
his tenure at GM until his mandatory retirement in December
1 958. The 1 959 Cadillacs, designed before he retired, were the last
GM cars with tailfins
Meanwhile, at Ford, designer George Walker was trying to avert
a disaster comparable to the famous "pregnant Buick'' episode of
1 929 when GM engineers so badly mutilated one of Earl's designs
that the car died in the marketplace. Scathingly, Walker criticized
one of Ford's mid- 1 950s models. In an extremely competitive
market, Ford's top executive, Henry Ford II, surprised everyone
by listening to him and pulling the car from the assembly line.
Walker's doggedness earned him a vice-presidency, an $ 1 1 .5 mil
lion styling center, and considerable in-house power at Ford. But
this triumph merely postponed disaster. In July 1 956 the stock
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market took a sudden downturn, and Ford, ignoring the signs of
impending recession, unveiled the Edsel in the early fall of 1 957,
before the company's own end-of-season sales were over. Anxious
consumers were able to compare Edsel's high ticket price to the
reduced year-end prices of the 1 957 models, rather than to the
higher prices of its 1 958 competitors, and they turned away in
droves. The Edsel, which actually was a fin automobile for its
time, died in the showroom.15
Other external factors entered the consumer equation as well.
Just after the Edsel's appearance, the Soviets launched Sputnik I.
More than any other mid-century event, this was a tipping point,
after which America began a period of introspection that chal
lenged the consumer ethic of waste. Prior to that time, Americans
for the most part had been happy to participate in consumerism
because they had a vested interest in believing what they had been
told: that the wastefulness of planned obsolescence fueled a com
petitive research economy which guaranteed them a position on
the cutting edge of technology. American planes and bombs, sci
ence and technology, kept the nation and the world safe, and at
the same time provided a constantly increasing level of comfort to
more and more Americans.
The launch of Sputnik in October 1 957, at a moment of eco
nomic recession, was a propaganda coup of the highest order for
the Soviets. It challenged head-on two of the most basic premises
of American ideology: technological superiority and the eco
nomic prosperity it supposedly fostered. As Marshall McLuhan
would later observe, "The firs sputnik . . . was a witty taunting of
the capitalist world by means of a new kind of technological im
age or icon:'16 The fact that the United States' own Vanguard satel
lite exploded on the launch pad two months later only deepened
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America's moment of self-doubt and readied the country for a pe
riod of genuine self-criticism.
While the early retirement of the Edsel was not itself an ex
ample of planned obsolescence (indeed, it was very much un
planned) , this rejection marked a turning point in the American
consumer's previously uncritical acceptance of the ethic of waste.
In the fall of 1 957, following Sputnik, Americans turned against
Detroit's excessive creations. Purchasing remained steady in other
consumer areas, but in automobiles-the leading technology of
the day-sales fell significant y.

GEORGE NE LSON AND VANCE PAC KARD

New voices began to challenge the wisdom of waste and the prac
tice of discarding still usable products. This change can be seen in
a comparison of the work of two writers, George Nelson and
Vance Packard. Now most famous for his distinctive Herman
Miller furniture designs, George Nelson published a thought-pro
voking piece on obsolescence in Industrial Design in December
1 956Y Like his designs, Nelson's writings were much more devel
oped and considered than Stevens's sensational magazine pieces
or brochures. He was by turns an associate editor, managing
editor, contributing editor, and editor-in-chief of several major
design and business publications, including Architectural Forum,
Fortune Magazine, and Design Journal. While clearly in favor of
planned obsolescence, Nelson's writing lacked Stevens's cynical
opportunism. Also, he did not pander to the corporate elite.
Nelson was equally comfortable in American and European de
sign circles, and he held highly developed and informed opinions
about planned obsolescence. These would come to fruition de-
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cades later in Milan, through an anti-establishment avant-garde
design movement called Memphis, led by his young friend and
protege Ettore Sottsass Jr.18 In the 1 980s Memphis and other anti
modern design groups would give us "chairs that could not be sat
on [ and] bookcases that could not hold books:'19 Sottsass's witty
antifurniture was never meant to satisfy a utilitarian purpose, of
course, but was rather designed to accelerate obsolescence to the
point of absurdity by making it take place prior to the purchase of
these articles of furniture.
The origins of Sottsass's aesthetic can be found in George Nel
son's 1 956 observations about the need to accelerate obsolescence:
Actually, for all the talk about it we have precious little to show
that can be described as planned obsolescence. The traditional
city has been obsoleted, in a very real way, by the automobile. B ut
what has happened j ust happened; there was no planning. This is
where real waste occurs and this is what we are beginning to real
ize: obsolescence as a process is wealth-producing, not wasteful.
It leads to constant renewal of the industrial establishment at
higher and higher levels, and it provides a way of getting a maxi
mum of goods to a maximum number of people. We have
learned how to handle obsolescence as a prodigious tool for so
cial betterment in those areas where we have both knowledge and
control. The waste occurs where obsolescence is both too slow
and too haphazard, where adequate information and adequate
controls and systematic elimination are lacking. We do not need
fresh technologies to show us how to upgrade housing-but we
do need a continuing method for getting rid of the production
we have outmoded. The same holds for cities. What we need is
more obsolescence, not less. 20

At the other end of the spectrum from the privileged and ur
bane George Nelson was the magazine journalist Vance Packard.
Between the ages of twenty-eight and forty-two, Packard honed
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his craft as a popular journalist for American Magazine, a mass
circulation middle-brow monthly of the same stamp as the Satur
day Evening Post, Look, and Colliers. Shortly after the stock mar
ket downturn in 1 956, American Magazine folded, leaving Pack
ard scrambling for a way to support his family. He found another
position, this time at Colliers, but by December Colliers itself
folded.
Although writing jobs were opening up in television, Packard
was convinced he could never write for TV. Instead, he went on
unemployment insurance early in 1 957, determined to make the
transition from magazine to books. He was lucky to have a sym
pathetic contact at a book publisher. Eleanor Rawson, a former
American Magazine colleague, had secured an editorial position at
David McKay. When the company published Packard's manu
script in the fall of 1 957, it had no idea what a runaway success
the book would be. The Hidden Persuaders examined the claim
that scientifi advertising (then called motivational research) was
essential to America's economic health. The book's claim that
American consumers' "buying habits were directly controlled
through subliminal techniques" formed the basis of a perspective
on consumerism that would come to be called manipulationism.
Though generally dismissed by mainstream sociology today,
manipulationism, with its Orwellian connotations, struck a chord
with anxious consumers as the economy slowed and the Cold War
entered its second decade.21 Packard's experience writing for mag
azines allowed him to produce an entertaining and highly read
able description of why advertisers needed to create planned or
psychological obsolescence: "One big and intimidating obstacle
. . . was the fact that most Americans already possessed perfectly
usable stoves, cars, TV sets, clothes, etc. Waiting for these products
to wear out or become physically obsolete before urging replace-
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ments upon the owner was intolerable. More and more, ad men
began talking of the desirability of creating 'psychological obso
lescence:"22
With the enormous success of The Hidden Persuaders, Packard
found himself launched on a kind of career that was barely recog
nized in his own time. A strange combination of social critic, pop
psychologist, and quasi-public intellectual, Packard hastily con
structed books that would prefigu e popular works by Rachel
Carson, Betty Friedan, John Kenneth Galbraith, Jules Henry,
Christopher Lasch, Marshall McLuhan, and Ralph Nader. Packard
was the firs writer to catch this wave. In just three years, he pro
duced three nonfi tion bestsellers in a row, a feat no other Ameri
can writer has equaled, before or since. The Status Seekers ( 1 959)
was a groundbreaking examination of America's social and orga
nizational dynamics, and The Waste Makers ( 1 960) was a highly
critical book-length study of planned obsolescence in contempo
rary American culture.
At the appearance of The Hidden Persuaders, as America fell
into recession, the debate over planned obsolescence exploded
into a national controversy. In 1 958 similar criticisms appeared in
Galbraith's Afflu nt Society. By 1 959 discussions of planned ob
solescence in the conservative pages of the Harvard Business Re
view created a surge of renewed interest in Packard's firs book,
which had contained numerous observations about planned ob
solescence. With the topic now achieving national prominence,
Packard wanted to return to it in a book-length study focused
specifica ly on waste.
Packard firs conceived of The Waste Makers during a chance
encounter with William Zabel, a Princeton student who had writ
ten a lengthy undergraduate paper on the topic of planned obso
lescenceY Packard hired the young man as his research assistant
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and gave him full credit for his work when the book was pub
lished. Benefi ing from Zabel's painstaking research, Packard was
much more systematic in his approach to obsolescence this time
around. Where Hidden Persuaders had identifie planned obsoles
cence simply as another name for psychological obsolescence, The
Waste Makers made much fin r distinctions:
The phrase "planned obsolescence" has different meanings to
different people. Thus many people are not necessarily defending
deliberately shoddy construction when they utter strong defenses
of obsolescence in business . . . we should refm the situation by
distinguishing three different ways that products can be made
obsolescent . . .
Obsolescence of function: In this situation an existing prod
uct becomes outmoded when a product is introduced that per
forms the function better.
Obsolescence of quality: Here, when it is planned, a product
breaks down or wears out at a given time, usually not too distant.
Obsolescence of desirability: In this situation a product that is
still sound in terms of quality or performance becomes "worn
out" in our minds because a styling or other change makes it
seem less desirable.24

Although contemporary sociologists often criticized Packard
for his lack of scholarly rigor, The Waste Makers helped Americans
turn a corner in their examination of American business prac
tices. It explained complex ideas, like those embedded in the term
"planned obsolescence" itself. But also, where the Hidden Per
suaders had implicated only advertisers, manufacturers, and mar
keters, The Waste Makers placed responsibility for waste on the
consuming public itself. This display of integrity was not lost on
the baby boomer generation. Like many of her peers, Barbara
Ehrenreich read Packard's books as an undergraduate and later
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described him as "one of the few dissenters from the dogma of
American classlessness:'25 Packard saw the hypermaterialism of
American consumer culture as a compensation offered by suc
cessful capitalists to the middle and lower classes, whose postin
dustrial jobs were becoming increasingly meaningless. Motivated
by greed born of advertising, Americans conspired with market
researchers to transform themselves into "voracious, wasteful,
compulsive consumers:'26
Response to the book from the business community was im
mediate and hostile-a fact that delighted both Packard and his
publisher. Because a short period of seventeen months separated
the release of The Status Seekers and The Waste Makers, Packard
had worried that both he and the book might suffer from overex
posureY But in 1 960 and 1 96 1 Justus George Frederick's old trade
journal, Printers' Ink, targeted The Waste Makers-and Packard
personally-in three separate issues, including a special edition
whose enticing cover copy read "Is 'The Waste Makers' a hoax?
Why did Vance Packard write it? Why did David McKay Co. pub
lish it? Printers' Ink and seven outstanding ad men-Cummings,
Frost, Zern, Kerr, Weir, Mithun and Cox-explore these questions
to try to fin reasons for such a deliberate attack on advertising
and marketing. The special report begins on page 20:'28
Although the book was number one on the New York Times
bestseller list for only six weeks, the business community's hysteri
cal criticisms of The Waste Makers attracted enough attention to
hold a spot on the list for six months. In October, Printers' Ink ran
a second feature entitled "Packard Hoodwinks Most Reviewers:'29
Their most vicious attack, however, came six months after the
book's release. The article "Has Packard Flipped?" confi med The
Waste Makers importance as an effective if mostly solitary attack
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on America's growing "throwaway culture:'30 Because of the atten
tion the book excited within America's business community, for
eign demand for The Waste Makers grew until it was eventually
translated into more than a dozen languages. But, as Daniel
Horowitz notes in Vance Packard and American Social Criticism,
"no newspaper reviewers seconded the diatribes from the busi
ness community:'31
Packard's work had far-reaching effects during the 1 960s. Ac
cording to one of the founders of Students for a Democratic Sod
ety, Todd Gitlin, Packard's books were among those by "popular
social critics . . . lying on the coffee tables of many a curious ado
lescent" during the 1 950s.32 Small wonder then that Packard's crit
icisms of obsolescence were included in the SDS's appeal for social
activism on the part of young Americans. Their 1 962 Port Huron
Statement read: "The tendency to over-production . . . of surplus
commodities encourages 'market research' techniques to deliber

ately create pseudo-needs in consumers . . . and introduces waste
ful 'planned obsolescence' as a permanent feature of business
strategy. While real social needs accumulate as rapidly as profits it
becomes evident that Money, instead of dignity of character, re
mains a pivotal American value and Profita ility, instead of social
use, a pivotal standard in determining priorities of resource allo
cation."33
A minor but telling effect of Packard's book was to reinforce
the determination of GM executives to change their vocabulary.
After Packard's firs book in 1 957, planned obsolescence was
increasingly referred to as "dynamic obsolescence:' Thanks to
Packard in the late 1 950s, planned obsolescence came to have the
same negative connotations that the earlier term, adulteration,
had had in the previous century.34
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DEATH -DATING

Shortly after Sony began shipping pocket radios to the United
States in 1 958, American radio manufacturers went public in the
pages of Design News with their strategy of death -dating. In the
"Design Views" section of this trade magazine for design engi
neers, editorial director E. S. Stafford wrote: "It is of remarkable
interest to learn from a highly placed engineer in a prominent
portable radio manufacturing company that his product is de
signed to last not more than three years:'35
The fact that durable goods were designed to fail after three
years should have surprised no one. During World War II, the
Commerce Department had set the minimum requirement for a
durable good at three years.36 But a decade later Stafford won
dered if "purposeful design for product failure [is] unethical:' He
suggested it was not, offering the radio engineer's arguments de
fending his unnamed company's policy of deliberately death-dat
ing their radios: "First, if portable radios characteristically lasted
ten years, the market might be saturated long before repeat sales
could support continued volume manufacturing, thus forcing the
manufacturer into other lines; second, the user would be denied
benefit of accelerated progress if long life is a product character
istic."37
Although these arguments repeated Sheldon and Arens's main
points, Stafford seemed less willing than Brooks Stevens to draw
fi e. Like GM executives, he clearly avoided the negative connota
tions of the term "planned obsolescence:' Many of the awkward
phrases of Stafford's Design News piece result from this decision.
Maneuvering around the phrase with some difficul y, Stafford in
elegantly suggested that
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Planned existence-spans of products may well become one of the
greatest economic boosts to the American economy since the
origination of time-payments. Such a philosophy demands a new
look at old engineering ethics. Respected engineers have long
sought to build the best, or the lightest, or the fastest, or at the
lowest cost-but few have been called upon to provide all of
this-with a predetermined life span. It is very possible that a
new factor is entering the economic scene . . . This new factor
is Time, in a new costume, requiring new technologies, new
concepts-perhaps new ethics. Is this concept bad? We don't
think so.

Later on the same page, Stafford offered the following Darwinian
argument to counter the anticipated moral objections of consum
ers: "The consumer might well object to the fact that in a ten-year
period he has had to buy three portable radios rather than one.
Although he would admit his last radio was more attractive, lower
priced and performed much better than the fir t . . . In this in
stance . . . 'forced feeding' has contributed to progress."38
Despite its forced phrasing, the provocative rhetoric of "Prod
uct Death Dates-A Desirable Concept?" had a positive effect. As
one reader pointed out, it was "quite stimulating" to air this tacit
but important issue. Luckily, this controversy provoked reactions
to product obsolescence by working engineers, so it provided a
useful cross-section of contemporary opinion among the most lit
erate of these men. Presumably, it also sold magazines. Enough
letters from product designers fl oded in to Design News for this
issue to preoccupy the "Design Views" section of three more is
sues.
Much, but not all, of this reaction was strongly unfavorable
and revealed deep antagonism between design engineers and their
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corporate managers. Harold Chambers from Remington Rand
wrote that
the ready acquiescence evidenced by your editorial . . . is highly
regrettable. I greatly doubt that any one of us would wish to ap
ply this "principle" of planned short-term failure to his own pur
chase of home, auto, piano, and other durable goods involving
considerable expense. Why, then, support pressing this principle
on someone else? Who is to decide j ust how short "short term''
is? . . . Is not the problem of market saturation a management
rather than an engineering problem? . . . Ethics, honesty, truth
and other intangible traits are not changeable by management
directive ! ! ! Artificia stimulation based on such deliberate dis
honest design objectives is certainly a compromise with ethics.39

One engineer's letter doubted that the radio fi m which favored
limiting the life span of its portables really had "the ability to
build a product as good as its competitors:' He suggested they had
developed the idea of a life span for their inferior product as a
"naive rationalization for this lack of ability:' Another letter ex
pressed shock that an American business had fallen "to such low
standards of business ethics." Another said, "The only practical
way to reduce the span of a mechanism is to reduce . . . safety:'
Still another called death-dating "dishonest, immoral and self-de
structive both economically and politically [and] a crime against
the natural law of God in that we would waste that which He has
given us:'
Only one letter actually favored planned obsolescence. G. J.
Alaback of Whirlpool, a senior manager, presented the manufac
turers' case in lucid, reasonable terms. He avoided the suggestion
made by Stafford and other letter writers that the purpose of
death-dating is to encourage "early repeat business" and instead
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claimed that mechanical products are essentially not durable, so it
is in the consumer's best interest to manage the life spans of each
of their components:
Consumer durable goods need to be designed for some fmi e life
in the consumer's interest. Without a design-life goal, parts of the
product might last far longer than others and incur a needless
cost liability in the process. Setting the actual life objective is cer
tainly a policy decision faced by a company's top management
including of course, engineering. It will undoubtedly vary from
one project to another and perhaps would be reviewed and
changed from time to time . . . as conditions change. In my expe
rience, a ten or fif een year design-life is much more common
than the one mentioned.

Despite the overwhelmingly unfavorable responses from the
professional engineers who made up the majority of its reader
ship, Design News itself came down on the management side, fa
voring planned obsolescence. The January 1 9, 1 959, issue con
tained a further editorial by Ernest Cunningham, its executive
editor and Stafford's boss. Cunningham wrote antagonistically,
suggesting that many of his readers' letters "indicate a majority of
products are designed for a nearly infini e service life. The truth of
the matter is that many engineers do not know the life expectancy
of their own product. The principle of Product Death-Dates ap
plies to nearly all design work whether engineers are conscious of
it or not. Very often those disclaiming its desirability are operating
within its basic principles:'40
The editorial goes on to commit itself unequivocally to a
manufacturing ethic of disposability, providing a benchmark for
just how much the idea of durability had changed since the days
of Thomas Edison and Henry Ford:
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The product with the longest life period is not automatically the
most economical. Value is a product of time and utility. Dimin
ishing returns is an important part of the economic law of supply
and demand and applies to product death dates. Is a product that
has served a short, useful lifetime at a satisfactory cost necessarily
wasteful? I think not . . . There is not a product on the market to
day that could not be improved by using . . . more expensive ma
terials. Every design is a compromise. Is it wrong, therefore, for
designers to be cognizant of the result and to make the compro
mises accordingly? Certainly not.

It is impossible to know exactly why Cunningham published
an editorial that really amounts to a position paper on the throw
away ethic. But one can speculate. Judging from their published
letters, the Design News readership was clearly opposed to death
dating. But the magazine's corporate sponsors-Whirlpool, for
example-held a much different view and could easily have ex
erted the usual advertising pressures. Officia ly, then, the execu
tive editor would have been compelled to uphold the advertiser's
opinion in order to preserve funding for his magazine. But to ap
pease its professional readership, Design News needed to return to
the controversy at a later date, using a source from outside the
magazine to express an opinion with more appeal to readers.
In fact the journal did just that, featuring a guest editorial in a
February 1 959 issue by Jack Waldheim, senior partner at a design
and engineering fi m in Milwaukee. Although Brooks Stevens had
understood planned obsolescence to mean psychological obsoles
cence (making consumer goods appear dated through the use of
design) , Waldheim's piece, by a committed former teacher of in
dustrial design, explicitly concerned death-dating. It was the mag
azine's fina word on the subject of planned obsolescence, a term
that appeared in the Design News debate for the firs and only
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time in Waldheim's essay. And of course it is significan that De
sign News chose not to run a piece in favor of planned obsoles

cence by Milwaukee's crown prince of obsolescence, Stevens him
self. By 1 959 planned obsolescence had become a very unpopular
business strategy.
"Believe me:' Jack Waldheim wrote with considerable convic
tion,
your life may be endangered by the spreading infection of
planned obsolescence. Planned obsolescence is the deliberate at
tempt to have something break down or become outdated long
before it has lost its usefulness-its utility-or its value! . . . Its
danger to me personally is that such sophism on the part of the
spokesmen for our profession can kill with distrust the public re
spect for our skill. Its danger to the customer is that it cheats him
out of his hard earned money though he may not realize it in the
beginning. If we give the customer what we make him believe he
wants we are placing ourselves in the position of expertly skilled
con-men . . . planned obsolescence . . . is truly obsolete plan
ningY

Under this abject condemnation of planned obsolescence, Design
News printed the following disclaimer: "The views expressed are
those of Mr. Waldheim and do not necessarily refle t the opinions

of the Design News editors:' With their advertisers appeased and
their circulation now secure, the magazine fell forever silent on
the subject of death-dating.
Not so Brooks Stevens. But it was getting harder and harder for
him to fin a venue that would run an unmediated piece favor
ing planned obsolescence. Outside the business world, thanks to
Packard, planned obsolescence was generally condemned, having
become something of a catchphrase for all that was wrong with
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America. Never at the forefront of academic discussions of indus
trial design, Stevens had placed his occasional pieces on planned
obsolescence in more popular publications like True magazine
and Milwaukee's own dailies. The last of these appeared in The
Rotarian in February 1 960.
While lacking the cachet of magazines that published George
Nelson and Vance Packard-magazines such as Industrial Design,
Architectural Forum, Fortune, American Magazine, Colliers-The
Rotarian nonetheless reached a large number of Americans and
provided Stevens with the exposure he craved. Oriented toward
small-town businessmen, The Rotarian championed the values of
citizenship and fair play, and does so to this day. When the maga
zine ran Stevens's feature on planned obsolescence in February
1 960, it gave him free rein to express his views, but balanced his
opinion by running his piece as an introduction to a slightly
longer essay by Walter Dorwin Teague, an industrial designer
whose considerable international reputation outshone Stevens's.
The cover copy "Planned Obsolescence-Is It Fair? Yes! Says
Brooks Stevens. No! Says Walter Dorwin Teague;' did more to si
multaneously popularize and condemn the phrase "planned ob
solescence" than any article before or since.42 And by appearing in
a widely circulated magazine that occupied a position of promi
nence in waiting rooms across the nation, the phrase served as
brilliant promotional material for The Waste Makers, which had
been on the stands for several months. The feature contains very
little that is new from Brooks Stevens. Much more important in
terms of the social reception of planned obsolescence is Teague's
longer and unequivocal condemnation: "When design is prosti
tuted in this way;' he wrote, "its own logic vanishes and queer re
sults appear:'
One of America's firs industrial designers, Teague had won
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distinction as the creator of Kodak's truly beautiful Art Deco
Brownie (the "Beau" Brownie of 1 929) and of Texaco's still recog
nizable red star corporate logo. He also designed the original inte
riors for Boeing aircraft and was a cofounder of the American
Association of Industrial Designers in 1 944. Although not best
known for his written work, Teague cared passionately about the
subject of planned obsolescence, which he saw as a threat to the
integrity of his profession: "This practice of making previous
models look outmoded when the new models have no better ser
vice to offer is known as 'planned obsolescence' or 'artificia obso
lescence: the latter is the more accurate term but still not as accu
rate as just plain 'gypping:"
Teague's article went on to distinguish between Stevens's brand
of obsolescence and a more natural variety: "America's phenome
nal progress in economic and material welfare has been based on
honest, legitimate obsolescence, which is a negative way of saying
we advance by making more things more serviceable, less costly.
As wise old Henry Ford used to say, 'We aim to make better things
for less money:"
Teague's Rotarian article placed a great deal of blame for
planned obsolescence squarely on the shoulders of automakers
and their designers. Without specifica ly mentioning Harley Earl,
Teague referred to a "hurtful instance of public reaction [to de
sign excesses] . . . when Americans refrained from buying new au
tomobiles. The sales curve took such a bender that it brought on a
minor depression . . . You can try every way you like to explain
away this buyers' strike, but the facts were plain to . . . any unprej
udiced eyes: people in large numbers simply didn't like the typical
American cars they were offered . . . If you inquired around you
got a variety of answers all adding up to similar conclusions:
'They're hideous' . . . 'I don't like those silly fins "'
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Writing in 1 960, Teague was clearly delighted that the tailfi era
and the reign of Harley Earl had now ended. Older than Stevens,
Teague's vision extended further into the future, and his larger
historical perspective illuminated his comments about the effect
of GM's uniquely American invention, the annual style change,
on the profession of industrial design: "It is of course, impractical,
in any major products such as automobiles or high ticket house
hold appliances, to produce really new, retooled models having
basic improvements regularly every 1 2 months. So external design
has been employed . . . to create an illusion of fresh values where
none exist . . . When design is prostituted in this way, its own logic
vanishes:'

FRO M TAI L FINS TO BEET LE MANIA

In looking forward to a new design era based on something other
than planned obsolescence, Teague observed that during the 1 957
buyers' strike that sank the Edsel, Americans who had "cash and
credit both went on buying other things:' Of the things they
bought most of, he writes, they mainly bought "small foreign
cars as fast as they could get delivery, and especially they bought
the little Volkswagen, about the smallest, most economical, sturdi
est, and least pretentious of the lot . . . the Volkswagen scarcely
changes its body style from one decade to another. In 1 959, a total
of 600,000 foreign cars [were] sold in the U.S.A . . . . [ at the same
time] exports of American cars . . . dropped sadly:'
In the year that tailfin reached their peak of extravagance, the
Volkswagen represented a sensible lack of pretense and a return to
the same no-nonsense practicality that had put America on top
before Sputnik. Of the 600,000 foreign cars that Teague tells us
were sold in the United States in 1 959, 1 50,000 were VW Beetles.
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As early as 1 956, Road and Track had marveled at the little car's
ability to gain "an unmistakable wheel-hold in the garages and
hearts of the American car-buying public:' They also wondered,
"How did it happen? Especially with practically no national
advertising? . . . Probably the simplest [ explanation] is that the
Volkswagen f lls a need which Detroit had forgotten existed-a
need for a car that is cheap to buy and run, small and maneuver
able yet solidly constructed . . . utterly dependable and trouble
free:'
Volkswagen's lack of advertising did not last long. In Germany,
VW was expanding its Wolfsburg plant facilities and would soon
be producing more cars than ever before. Realizing that the six
month waiting list for Beetles in America indicated a tremendous
potential market, Volkswagen appointed Carl Hahn as head of the
newly created Volkswagen America in 1 958. One of the firs things
Hahn did was to hire the tiny advertising fi m of Doyle, Dane and
Bernbach. In 1 959 DDB was ranked eightieth among all American
ad agencies. The creativity of their campaigns, however, had won
them a lot of industry attention. In their earliest meetings with
Hahn, partners Bill Bernbach, Mac Dane, and Ned Doyle decided
that Volkswagen's unsung popularity was a natural reaction to
Detroit's excess. They recognized that the Beetle was, as the cul
tural critic Thomas Frank would later observe, "the anti-car, the
automotive signifi r of the uprising against the cultural establish
ment:'43 In their war against the Detroit "dream cars;' DDB de
cided honesty, irony, and humor would be the best way to expand
Volkswagen's American market.
Other car ads of the late 1 950s included beautifully air-brushed
photos and mellifluous y vague promises like: "Filled with grace
and great new things;' or "You ride in a wonderful dream car
world of space and light and color."44 By contrast, the Volkswagen
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campaign has been described as "the firs time the advertiser ever
talked to the consumer as though he was a grownup instead of a
baby."45 Because the product they represented was the polar oppo
site of Detroit cars, DDB positioned themselves directly against
the idealizations of mainstream American car advertisements.
Early DDB Volkswagen ads used un-doctored photographs and
ran single-message sales captions like: "It won't drive you to the
poor house:' "Don't let the low price scare you off;' or the com
pletely subversive "Live below your means." Their success was
palpable. In 1 959 Sales Management observed that "the average
American may be confused by Comets, Corvairs, Darts, Falcons,
Hawks, Larks, Ramblers, Tempests, Valiants . . . But chances are
he'll know one little bug by its changeless shape, and even know
that its engine is rearward and air-cooled:'46
As DDB's campaign for Volkswagen evolved, it fell right in with
the emerging cultural idiom of cool and hip. Planned obsoles
cence soon became one of the primary targets of this idiom. DDB
took death-dating to task in one of the best promotional cam
paigns in advertising historyY What they accomplished was really
the firs new development in marketing since Sloan's annual
model change more than thirty years earlier. Essentially, Bill Bern
bach, a master advertising strategist, solved the problem of over
production and under-consumption by encouraging Americans
to buy their product as an expression of their rejection of consum
erism. In so doing, he established a continuous marketing trend.
In 1 96 1 a now-famous DDB ad ran the following caption under a
photograph of a VW beetle lit by several spotlights on an other
wise darkened showroom f oor. The single picture simultaneously
introduced readers to "The '5 1 , '52, '53, '54, '55, '56, '57, '58, '59,
'60, and '61 Volkswagen."48 DDB's point was obvious: Volkswagen
did not make superficia model changes.
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For the next decade, DDB elaborated their anti-obsolescence
theme in print ads that attracted twice as many readers as other
car ads, and also-according to Starch Company readership stud
ies-scored significant y higher in readership surveys than any of
the editorial content in the same magazine.49 By the mid - 1 960s
American magazine readers preferred a really good VW Beetle ad
to almost any feature article. The ads reached a level of popularity
that would not be matched until Budweiser developed its Super
Bowl ad campaign in the 1 990s. Advertising historians Charles
Goodrum and Helen Dalyrymple described the attraction of the
DDB print ads this way: "People stopped at the ads . . . read every
word and were able to recall the illustration and the point months
after publication." A famous VW ad made its anti-obsolescence
point by running extreme close-ups of very minor features of a
Beetle's body under the caption "How to tell the year of a VW." In
the same ad, the box for the 1 957 photo is blank and contains only
the words "No visible change."50
My favorite is the 1 96 1 caption that Bill Bernbach personally
convinced Volkswagen to run at the bottom of a blank page. In
stead of the usual photograph, DDB ran arresting uncluttered
white space in a full-page magazine advertisement that probably
cost the company $30,000. The caption made its anti-obsoles
cence point succinctly, although it also provoked surprised reac
tion at the parent company's offi es in Wolfsburg. "We don't have
anything to show you in our new models:' read the DDB copy. Of
course, the ad then went on to tell you why: Volkswagen did not
believe in superficia styling changes to the body of the Beetle;
anything new and noteworthy happened inside the car.
Gradually, by opposing the idealization and absurdity of Madi
son Avenue's consumer paradise (and especially the self-serving
strategy of planned obsolescence) , DDB put forward its own style
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of advertising as an antidote to the American establishment. Fol
lowing the Volkswagen campaign, for a while, Americans bought
fewer goods to keep up with the Joneses. Increasing numbers of
Americans bought products like Volkswagens and, later, much
more expensive Volvos "to demonstrate that they were wise to the
game" and, ironically, "to express their revulsion with the artifi e
and conformity of consumerism:'51 In this way, Madison Avenue
cleverly made the values of the counterculture accessible and ac
ceptable to middle America, and then pressed them into the ser
vice of consumerism.

HATLESSNESS AND THE PEACOCK RE VOLUTION

Cooptation of the emerging counterculture of the 1 960s was most
visible in the fiel of men's fashions. Myth has it that men's fash
ion liberalized suddenly in 1 96 1 when Jack Kennedy appeared
hatless at his inaugural address or when Pierre Cardin debuted the
firs full line of men's clothing by a major designer. In fact, Jack
Kennedy did wear a hat to his inauguration, and although Pierre
Cardin's line was remarkable, he was simply reacting to a variety
of changes already visible in the market. The popularity of the T
shirt was one. Hatlessness was the other-a fashion that would
eventually lead to the long hair we associate with the 1 960s.
Until the 1 950s, men's hats displayed their owners' perception
of membership in a particular social class. But in 1 954, in Elia
Kazan's On the Waterfron t, a hatless Marlon Brando was cast as
the brother of Rod Steiger, a hat-wearing embodiment of the
corrupt American male willing to sell out his underdog brother.
Brando's hatless disenfranchisement stood in direct contrast to
Steiger's hat-wearing corruption and his spineless conformity.
The following year saw the release of Rebel without a Cause, in
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which James Dean played another rebellious and hatless role
(originally intended for Brando) . When Sloan Wilson's The Man
in the Gray Flannel Suit explicitly connected the American male
dress code to the stiflin social conformity required of white-col
lar workers, hats were doomed to obsolescence, and gray flanne
suits were not far behind.
In the mid 1 950s, in other words, the rebellion in American
male dress began as a slightly liberalizing change. At firs it took a
simple form-neglecting to wear a hat. Forgetting it, misplacing
it, doing without it became a refreshing act of white-collar non
conformity. Eventually, these small acts would blossom into a
men's wear revolution. Though at firs many people failed to no
tice the hatless rebellion, the Hat Corporation of America was
paying attention. In 1 96 1 they ran a significan ad featuring a
bearded, smoking, bespectacled, unsavory beatnik type, with the
caption: "There are some men a hat won't help:' The ad suggested
that, for ordinary workingmen, hats would win the favor of their
superiors and "make the rough, competitive road between you
and the top a little easier to travel."52
But the Hat Corporation's ad was behind the curve. Already
in 1 957, an industry journal previously called Apparel Arts rein
vented itself as Gentlemen's Quarterly: The Fashion Magazine for
Men, three full years before Pierre Cardin made fashion history
with his designer menswear. Before 1 960 most men's clothing had
a life cycle of fi e to seven years. A document written in 1 959 by
adman Henry Bach observed that "the industry has not found
within itself the mechanism or the power to effect style obsoles
cence to the degree that it becomes self-generating."53 But that was
about to change.
Fashion advertisers were quick to apply DDB's Volkswagen
strategies to the selling of men's apparel. The result was what Es-
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quire columnist George Frazier would call "The Peacock Revolu
tion." New colors and new fashions became available to American
men more quickly than ever before. Buying and wearing these
fashions were celebrated as "acts of rebellion" against gray-flanne
constraint, conformity, and, by extension, consumerism itself.
Madison Avenue found in the language of the anti-establishment
revolution the very best means of encouraging lively repetitive
consumption of menswear. A telling ad from 1 968 illustrates the
new advertising: "Men of the world arise! The revolution has be
gun and fashion is at the barricades. Charge in to Chapman's
shops for men and lead the way to this new found freedom in
men's clothes."54
Around this time James Rado and Gerome Ragni wrote and
produced the musical Hair. "My Conviction;' the spoken-song
heard at the end of Act I, referred to the "flam oyant affections"
of contemporary men's appearance, including their long hair. In
retrospect, the lyrics were a manifesto for the Peacock Revolution.
They described the "gaudy plumage" and "fin feathers" of the
American male as a "birthright of his sex:' and ended with the hu
morously scientifi observation, "That is the way things are in
most species:'ss
Two years after Hair's opening night, menswear writer Leonard
Sloane, in the New York Times, described the revolution in men's
fashions as a marketing success story: "This trend toward obsoles
cence-as any customer who once bought a Mod Tie or a Nehru
jacket must agree-is largely why the industry had record retail
sales of $ 1 7.7 billion last year. And all indications point to more
. . . high fashion merchandise with a short life span in the fu
ture:'56 Of course, once American manufacturers noticed that
clothing was being sold by using the language of the countercul-
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ture, consumer products in many other field followed suit. Anti
planned obsolescence advertising became a standard of the late
1 960s. Even the corporate giants fell into step.
Perhaps because of this cooptation, the counterculture lasted
well beyond the sixties and permitted Madison Avenue to engage
in cycle after cycle of rebellion and transgression, marketing new
goods, new fads, new symbolic gestures of defian e. The twist that
DDB put on psychological obsolescence through their VW ads at
the very beginning of the 1 960s has been with us ever since.

THEODORE LE VITT AND MARSH A LL MCLUHAN

Bernbach was not the only 1 960s marketing genius who was ob
sessed with obsolescence. Fascinated by the economic theories of
Joseph Schumpeter and Peter F. Drucker, Theodore Levitt, an oil
industry executive born in Germany decided on a career change
in the 1 940s. After leaving his position at Standard Oil, Levitt
completed a Ph.D. in economics at Ohio State University in 1 95 1 .
By 1 959 h e had come under the influ nee o f John Kenneth Gal
braith and had joined the faculty of Harvard's Graduate School of
Business Administration. An internationally respected economist,
Galbraith brought the planned obsolescence controversy into aca
demia by observing that
a society which sets for itself the goal of increasing its supply of
goods will tend, inevitably, to identify all innovation with addi
tions to, changes in, or increases in its stock of goods. It will as
sume, accordingly, that most research will be induced and re
warded in the market place. Much will be . . . Under the proper
circumstances . . . we may expect the economy to do a superior
j ob of inventing, developing and redesigning consumer goods
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and improving their process of manufacture . . . Much of this
achievement will impress us only so long as we do not inquire
how the demand for the products . . . is contrived and sustained.
If we do, we are bound to discover that much of the research ef
fort-as in the automobile industry-is devoted to discovering
changes that can be advertised. The research program will be
built around the need to devise "selling points" and "advertising
pegs" or to accelerate "planned obsolescence:'57

Galbraith's Afflu nt Society was already leaving its mark on people
who would soon become active in the young Kennedy adminis
tration.
In 1 960 Levitt published the firs of four highly influ ntial es
says in the Harvard Business Review. During his career as Edward
W. Carter Professor of Business Administration at Harvard, these
essays would each win a prestigious McKinley award and, collec
tively, would eventually earn Levitt the demanding job of editing
the Harvard Business Review. The firs of these essays, "Marketing
Myopia:' relied heavily on Levitt's experience as an executive for
Standard Oil.58 In a section entitled "The Shadow of Obsoles
cence:' Levitt examined the myth of unimpeded "growth" in the
most vital American industries. He demonstrated that even in a
fiel as spectacularly successful as the petroleum industry, what
most people perceive as unimpeded growth is really a "succession
of different businesses that have gone through the usual historic
cycles of growth, maturity and decay. Its overall survival is owed
to a series of miraculous escapes from total obsolescence."
Levitt traced the development of the petroleum industry from
its beginnings as a producer of patent medicines through a sec
ond period in which its major product became fuel for kerosene
lamps. When lamps were rendered obsolete by Edison's light bulb,
kerosene became a source of fuel for space heaters in American
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homes. But central-heating systems fueled by coal made the space
heater obsolete as well. Just in the nick of time, the internal com
bustion engine came along. Levitt was careful to point out that
obsolescence also created similar product shifts in a wide variety
of major industries. In this firs essay, his main point was that
obsolescence dogs the heels of every manufacturer and that the
product base of every business is subject to the "the usual historic
cycles of growth, maturity and decay:'
Levitt's observations concerning the obsolescence of Henry
Ford's Model T were especially significant He described Ford as
the "most brilliant and most senseless marketer in American his
tory."59 Ford's contradictory behavior concerning the Tin Lizzie
will be repeated in any industry, Levitt claimed, if "the industry
has its eyes so fi mly on its own specifi product that its does not
see how it is being made obsolete:'
Five years later, in 1 965, Levitt expanded these ideas in his sec
ond and most influ ntial essay, entitled "Exploit the Product Life
Cycle:' In the phrase "product life cycle" (PLC ) , Levitt drew an
analogy between Darwinian extinction and technological obso
lescence. Every product, he said, goes through four specifi life
stages culminating in its decline or obsolescence (extinction ) . He
showed that the inevitability of this cycle can be temporarily fore
stalled by strategies that promote the growth of the product's
market. Levitt recommended three such strategies "aimed at" pro
moting demand among current users, new users, and "new mar
ket'' users.60
Not surprisingly, this essay held enormous interest for Ameri
can industrialists, manufacturers, managers, investors, and invest
ment counselors. Eventually, Levitt's article led to widespread in
dustrial awareness of the inevitable obsolescence of all products.
In 1 969, for example, Coca Cola Vice President Harry E. Teasley
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Jr., an industrial engineer from Georgia Tech, applied Levitt's life
cycle model in his groundbreaking cradle-to-grave study of the
long-term energy expenditures involved in manufacturing glass
versus plastic bottles. In 1 972 this model was borrowed for a simi
lar life cycle analysis of the milk bottle.61 When the fuel crisis of
the early 1 970s struck, petroleum engineers used Teasley's study as
a model for the firs life cycle analysis of oil and alternative fuels.
From Theodore Levitt onward, industrial design would increas
ingly take into consideration the environmental and economic
impact of product obsolescence. His observations about the inevi
tability of product obsolescence marked the earliest beginnings of
what would later be called "design for disassembly" or "green de
sign."
The attraction of obsolescence as a topic of discussion led to
one of the oddest phenomena of the 1 960s: Herbert Marshall
McLuhan. Patience, or impatience, but above all interest on the
part of New York's advertising, artistic, business, educational,
electronic, and media leaders turned this Canadian English pro
fessor, with his bad puns and gnomic utterances, into America's
first last, and only media guru. At the core of McLuhan's thought
is the attempt to describe all of human history as a process of
change in which successive media technologies rendered preced
ing modes of human consciousness obsolete. In McLuhan's world,
obsolescence was more than just a favorite word. It was also the
second of four fundamental laws that all media technologies
throughout human history have obeyed.62
The Gutenberg Galaxy created a stir in 1 962 by asserting that
human society had already experienced three stages of conscious
ness and was now entering a fourth. The previous cultural turning
point, McLuhan wrote, was the revolution of mind that followed
the invention of moveable type. More than anything else, this
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invention was responsible for the individuation, specialization,
mechanization, and visual orientation that developed during the
reign of scribal culture after the fif eenth century. Print, McLuhan
wrote, rendered oral culture (the preceding mode of conscious
ness) obsolete. He also believed that the electronic media of the
twentieth century-telegraph, telephone, movies, radio, televi
sion, and digital computers-had brought mankind to the thresh 
old of a new revolution in consciousness.
McLuhan's claim that "the medium is the message" refle ts his
conviction that whatever the surface content of a specifi message,
it is the technology of its medium that has the most lasting forma
tive impact on the consciousness of human receivers: "If a tech
nology is introduced either from within or from without a cul
ture, and if it gives new stress or ascendancy to one or another of
our senses, the ratio among all our senses is altered. We no longer
feel the same, nor do our eyes and ears and senses remain the
same."63 The continuous reception of print created solitary and
highly visual people with mechanistic tendencies. The emerging
electronic media of the twentieth century was rendering obsolete
the individualism and linearity characteristic of print culture.
In the period when he wrote and published his leading works,
Gutenberg Galaxy and Understanding Media ( 1 964 ) , McLuhan fa
mously claimed that the principal technology of scribal culture,
the printed book itself, verged on obsolescence. For this reason,
he wrote his books in a provocative, mosaic, nonlinear, and very
difficul style that was "characteristic of electronic information
movement" and that, he felt, was "the only relevant approach:'64
He borrowed the term "mosaic" from Naked Lunch ( 1 959), mim
icking William Burroughs's novelistic technique because it best
refle ted "the mosaic mesh of the TV image that compels so much
active participation on the part of the viewer:'65 "Our planet;'
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McLuhan wrote in a famous phrase, had "been reduced to vil
lage size by new media:' A central characteristic of the global
village created by television and computers was the "principle
of simultaneous touch and interplay" whose chief characteristic
is that "we are most at leisure when we are most intensely in
volved:'
McLuhan's attempt to understand human activity and progress
during a crisis of social change was mirrored in the work of Euro
pean social theorists who called themselves post-structuralists.
The measure of McLuhan's influ nee, however, was not in the ro
bustness of his theories but in the unshakeable confi ence with
which he approached his enormous task. He was unique because
he understood implicitly that Western attempts to construct
meta-narrative accounts of human endeavor were constrained by
linear, scribal thinking that television was then rendering ob
solete.
Something (many people claim it was a brain tumor the size of
a tennis ball, which was removed in 1 967) momentarily freed
McLuhan from conventional patterns of thought during the
1 960s. In the span of a few years, his mad-hatter effusions drew
followers to him from a wide array of disciplines and professions.
As the recipient of a prestigious Albert Schweitzer fellowship at
New York's Fordham University, he entered the American main
stream, where he alienated, befriended, or otherwise unsettled an
impressive assortment of American cultural leaders, from Woody
Allen, John Cage, Joseph Campbell, Buckminster Fuller, Abbie
Hoffman, and William Jovanovich to Alan Kay, Stanley Kubrick,
Timothy Leary, Victor Papanek, Ezra Pound, Carl Sagan, Tom
Wolfe, and Andy Warhol.
By mid-century, McLuhan had become a recognized critic of
advertising, like Vance Packard before him. McLuhan also had a
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ready explanation for Packard's popularity in criticizing the ex
cesses of advertising. He felt that Packard as a social phenomenon
had been made possible by the leveling effect of television, which
allowed Packard to "hoot at the old salesmen . . . just as MAD
[magazine] does:'66 The lively prose of a passage that slams Gen
eral Motors and its ad agencies because they did not "know, or
even suspect, anything about the effect of the TV image on the
users of motorcars" is probably the best clue we still have to
McLuhan's charismatic attraction. It is often claimed that he
wrote messy, obscure books because he was a bad writer and a
much better talker. As a devout fan of Lawrence Sterne and
Salman Rush die, I found McLuhan's writing very readable when I
returned to Understanding Media during research for this book.
Here is a sample, which provides a sixties perspective on that cul
tural moment in the late 1 950s when Cadillac and its "scientifi "
admen went over the top:
Only a few years back, Cadillac announced its "El Dorado
Brougham" . . . We were invited to associate it with Hawaiian surf
riders, with gulls soaring like sixteen-inch shells, and with the
boudoir of Madame de Pompadour. Could MAD magazine do
any better? In the TV age, any of these tales from the Vienna
woods, dreamed up by motivational researchers, could be relied
upon to be an ideal comic script for MAD. The script was always
there . . . but not till TV was the audience conditioned to en
j oy it.67

The obsolescence rate of the most advanced information is such that
within ten years about one half of the really important knowledge an
individual in these field has acquired is outdated...A vice president
of one of our nation's three largest banks...put the useful life of the
knowledge of his technological staff at three years.

JO H N D I E B O L D ,

7

MA N A N D THE COMP UTER

(19 6 9)

Chips

The 1 960s saw the beginning of a shift toward an information so
ciety that would reshape the American cultural landscape. As ab
stract intellectual products reached the market-ranging from
disposable educational toys like Merlin, Quiz Wiz, Simon, and
Speak and Spell to video games, word processing programs, and
accounting spread sheets-obsolescence began to take on increas
ingly abstract meanings. Whereas in earlier decades the term ap
plied strictly to physical objects (consumer products, the ma
chinery that produced them, or the laborers whom the machines
rendered obsolete) , in the 1 960s it became possible to describe
people's knowledge, training, and skill sets as victims of obsoles
cence. By 1 970 the technology writer James Martin would observe
that "the half-life of the technical training of computer personnel
is about three years. As more and more jobs and functions in
life become computerized, so the half-life of many persons' train
ing will drop-in some cases to the three years of the computer
man:'1
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This new phase of obsolescence began with the appearance of
increasingly powerful miniaturized circuitry in every corner of
daily life, from the pinball parlor to the children's playroom. To
gether with transistor radios and hand-held calculators, these toys
and video games mark the beginning of e-waste as we know it to
day. Paradoxically, though the size of computer hardware shrank
exponentially, software applications proved steadily more difficul
to replace or modify than progressively obsolete computer hard
ware. People proved less willing or less able to let go of hard-won
skills than to dispose of the most expensive obsolete machines.2

E M U LATION ,

M INIAT U R I Z ATION , AND M ICROCH IPS

In 1 964 IBM announced its System/360 line of mainframe com
puters. During the next fi e years, these machines proved so suc
cessful that IBM's sales more than doubled as the competition be
came increasingly obsolete. A cornerstone of the System/360's
success was its ability to run the software applications of earlier,
less powerful IBM computers without losses in processing speed.
This capability was the result of a small revolution in computer
architecture called microprogramming. Using the speed they
gained through microprogramming, IBM engineers avoided the
common difficul y of earlier attempts to imitate or simulate the
applications of obsolete models of computers. This was known as
the "Turing Tar Pit:' named for Alan M. Turing, one of the found
ers of computer science. The phrase signifie a theoretical possi
bility that is extremely difficul in practical terms. In order to dis
tinguish the System/360's dynamic processing feature from earlier
attempts to imitate or simulate the applications of obsolete com
puter models, Larry Moss of IBM called this new ability "emula
tion."3
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Talking up the advantages of emulation, IBM salesmen per
suaded established customers to reinvest in System/360 hardware
by pointing out that their earlier investments in IBM software,
data storage, and personnel training would not become obsolete.
Model 65 in this line was especially popular because of its ability
to emulate applications for the 7070, the most popular large-ca
pacity business computer. The 65 could run old applications up to
ten times faster than the machines for which the programs had
originally been designed. Realizing the success of this marketing
strategy, IBM devoted extra resources to their lower-end models
(Models 30 and 40) , enabling them to emulate programs previ
ously designed for the 1 40 1 .4
The firs IBM System/360s were shipped in 1 965, the same year
that saw the debut of the PDP-8 minicomputer, direct ancestor of
the personal computer. Among the germanium crystal transistors
of the PDP-8's architecture were the firs integrated circuits ever
used in computers. Integrated circuits were essential to the per
sonal computer revolution because they made compactness possi
ble. Although the PDP-8 was still as large as an eight cubic foot
box freezer, Kenneth Olsen, one of the founders of Digital Equip
ment Corporation (DEC ) , the company that manufactured the
PDP-8, called his new product a minicomputer. He derived the
term from two British imports that were then enjoying consider
able success in the United States-the miniskirt, and the Morris
Mini Minor, a small automobile whose ingenious design had
emerged in response to the Suez Canal crisis of 1 956, which re
duced oil supplies to Britain. 5
Olsen knew that Morris had directed the famous automobile
designer Alec Issigonis to create a car that was lightweight, fuel ef
fici nt, and highly economical to operate. Similarly, compact inte
grated circuits would soon drive the computer revolution. The
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PDP-8 would fi 1 a market niche overlooked by IBM's behemoth
mainframes. The Mini Minor also had another feature that ap
pealed to Olsen as a product model: it consistently outperformed
most of its overblown British competitors. In Gordon Bell, the
principal computer architect for the PDP series since the 1 962
debut of the PDP-4, Olsen had found a design genius with the
same visionary zeal as Alec Issigonis. Bell's architecture took the
opposite direction from that of mainframes. Bell believed that
simpler machines with fewer instructions would consistently per
form nearly as well as larger machines. The PDP-4 delivered over
half the power of an IBM mainframe for about half the price
($65,000), and successive models consistently bettered that ratio.6
Because of the success of the compact PDP-8, DEC's revenues
went from $ 1 5 million to $ 1 35 million between 1 965 and 1 970.
Although the company was still only a fraction of the size of IBM,
it was expanding at an unprecedented rate. IBM-content with
200 percent growth during this period-missed the significan e
of DEC's remarkable expansion, its corporate model, and its tar
get market. Since the PDP-8 sold for only $ 1 8,000 and in no way
affected IBM's market share, Big Blue executives were unthreat
ened by the new minicomputer. In 1 970 DEC was selling as many
minicomputers as IBM sold mainframes (about 70,000 ) . By 1 97 1 ,
seventy more companies had formed to manufacture minicom
puters. DEC would soon grow into one of IBM's major competi
tors, but last to realize this were the strangely complacent corpo
rate ostriches at IBM.7
IBM's firs pioneering breakthrough had been the use of tran
sistors instead of vacuum tubes in their early computers. But
the company had since developed a byzantine corporate culture
that stifle innovation. For one thing, they seemed obsessed by
mainframes-hulking, large-capacity computers modeled on the
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UNIVAC whose complexity derived from the variety of processing
speeds (and channels) they required for different functions. The
huge mainframes IBM manufactured had little need for the min
iaturization made possible by integrated circuits. The cumber
some design of mainframes emphasized strict, centralized control
of computer data-a business model that refle ted IBM's own bu
reaucratic ideology but was appropriate only for the largest cor
porations.
IBM's development of microprogramming in 1 964 marked the
company's last gasp of innovation. Although the sale of main
frames continued to grow for more than a decade, the writing was
on the wall for any computer engineer who cared to read it. Small
to medium-size companies that could not afford to lease or buy
from IBM's System/360 line looked to the PDP series to fi 1 their
needs. The limitations of the PDP-8-its inability to multitask, its
short ( 1 2 -bit) word length, and its relatively small (4K) mem
ory-did not adversely affect these small users, who needed it
for laboratory work, shipboard systems (especially in submarines,
where space restrictions were a priority) , offi e management, and
inventory. Small local bank branches began to use the machines to
handle their daily transactions before they sent updated records
to a central mainframe at headquarters. This practice, called dis
tributed computing, legitimized DEC's trend toward downsizing
its computer architecture. The trend was further encouraged by
the need for subminiaturized and lightweight circuits powerful
enough to regulate the trajectories of Minuteman missiles and
Apollo moon rockets.
In 1 958 at Texas Instruments, Jack Kilby, a second-generation
electrical engineer, was busy assessing a government-funded re
search project concerning subminiaturization using a device
called the micro-module. By the end of World War II it had be-
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come clear that the future of aviation electronics depended on re
ducing the cost, size, and speed of electrical circuits while main
taining a high degree of reliability. A B-29 bomber had relied on
nearly 1 ,000 vacuum tubes and tens of thousands of passive de
vices whose weight increased drag.8 Transistors had presented an
acceptable solution until 1 957, when Sputnik I catapulted Amer
ica into the space race and made smaller payloads a critical chal
lenge. In 1 958 the Pentagon eagerly began funding research into
micro-modules because they promised a new level of subminia
turization by depositing printed electronic components on a ce
ramic wafer.
Although IBM would later use a similar device in the System/
360s, Kilby thought that micro-modules were an inelegant and
limited solution to the problem of subminiaturization. He also
suspected these devices would prove expensive to manufacture.
Instead, Kilby wondered if he could simply put a variety of small
components on a single wafer of semiconductor material and
connect them by embedding fin gold wires in the crystal. Semi
conductors used germanium or silicon because these natural ma
terials neither conducted nor resisted electrical current. Kilby cor
rectly imagined that the cost of a germanium or silicon wafer
would be offset by significant y lower manufacturing costs, since
production, packaging, and wiring expenses would be limited to a
single process. By the fall of 1 958 Kilby had completed a working
oscillator on a single wafer of germanium, and in 1 959 he file a
patent for what Texas Instruments called "the solid circuit:'9
From William Shockley, for whom he had worked at Shockley
Semiconductor, Robert Noyce had learned that the firs version
of any innovation, such as the transistor or integrated circuit, is
usually a crude device that can be quickly improved. Noyce later
described Kilby's approach as "brute force"-"taking a piece of
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semiconductor . . . shaping it . . . and then . . . still doing a lot
of wiring." His lab notebook entry from January 1 959 records a
scheme for creating a circuit similar to Kilby's germanium inven
tion but doing it in silicon. Using the planar process invented by
Jean Hoerni, a Fairchild employee, Noyce completed a design for a
semiconductor circuit in 1 959 that he called Micrologic. Noyce
had already devoted a lot of thought to wiring and to what has
been called the tyranny of numbers. Essentially, he recognized
that wiring itself presented a problem to the success of sub min
iaturization because in addition to increasing the cost and weight
of components, it also increased the distance that an electronic
pulse had to travel: this in turn limited a given component's
speed.10
What Noyce would call the "monolithic idea" evolved as a solu
tion to the limitations presented by wiring. He used Kilby's idea of
creating several components on a single wafer. To this he added
Hoerni's planar process which had originally been intended to
seal each silicon wafer with a layer of silicon oxide in order to pre
vent impurities like gas, dust, and stray electric charges from inca
pacitating a working transistor. Noyce's innovation also copied
the basic idea of the micro-module. By printing a circuit's wiring
directly onto the inner surface of Hoerni's silicon-oxide seal be
fore applying it to the silicon wafer in which different components
had already been created, Noyce completely eliminated the need
for additional wiring. The idea was monolithic because it com
bined three cutting-edge technologies into a single sealed device.
Noyce applied for a patent a few months after Kilby file his own
application, and it was granted in 1 96 1 .
Although Kilby's patent was refused and h e actually lost the
rights to his invention, by 1 964 Texas Instruments and Fairchild
reached an accommodation in which both men were credited for
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co-inventing the integrated circuit. By that time, the use of inte
grated circuits (ICs) was becoming pervasive. Still, IBM's admin
istrators wanted nothing to do with them. As late as 1 963 an inter
nal memo answered the concerns of some young IBM engineers
who worried that the solid-circuit technology (micro-modules)
used in the designs and prototypes for the System/360 series
would soon become obsolete. The memo stated that "mono
lithics" would not be a "competitive threat either now or in the
next fi e years:' Twelve months later, however, another memo
noted that ICs had made rapid progress. This second memo also
claimed that IBM was several months behind in this emerging
technology and would require "six months to a year to catch up."
Nonetheless, although ICs had become cheaper and more readily
available, IBM continued to manufacture their System/360s using
ceramic micro-module circuitry.U
Despite IBM's indifference, integrated circuits gained consider
able acceptance elsewhere. In 1 962 North American Aviation's
Autonetics division won a lavish contract for the guidance system
of a new intercontinental ballistic missile, the Minuteman II.
Autonetics decided to take advantage of the subminiature ICs.
The guidance system of the Minuteman I had contained over
1 5,000 discrete circuits. By the time of its firs launch in 1 964, the
weight, size, and complexity of Minuteman II's guidance com
puter had been reduced to 4,000 discrete and roughly 2 ,000 inte
grated circuits. Between 1 962 and 1 965, the Pentagon signed elec
tronics contracts totaling $24 million dollars. The half million
chips sold in 1 963 quadrupled every year until 1 966. By that time,
Autonetics was producing six new Minuteman II missiles weekly
and calling for over 4,000 circuits a week from Texas Instruments,
Westinghouse, and RCA. The Minuteman II program had become
America's top consumer of integrated circuits.12
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NASA was now paying attention, too. It had purchased inte
grated circuits since 1 959 when Texas Instruments firs made
them available. In 1 96 1 NASA charged its internal instrumenta
tion lab with responsibility for the Apollo guidance system. Their
administrator recognized that integrated circuitry was ideal for
the Apollo guidance computer, of which seventy-fi e were built,
each requiring about 4,000 ICs. These integrated circuits now
came from several companies, including Texas Instruments,
Philco-Ford, and Fairchild Semiconductor. Before Apollo, Robert
Noyce at Fairchild had eschewed any involvement in military
contracts like the Minuteman. The Apollo moon mission was a
completely different matter, however.13 NASA did not share the
military culture that, Noyce felt, stifle innovation, promoted
bad science, and championed limited solutions like the micro
module. NASA, he felt, was a unique scientifi enterprise. To
gether, Noyce and Fairchild Semiconductor jumped eagerly into
the Apollo moon mission.
As a result of joint patronage by the Minuteman and Apollo
programs, semiconductor manufacturers dropped the price of
their integrated circuits from $ 1 20 per chip to about $25 between
1961 and 1 97 1 . During this decade, the number of circuits that
could be crammed onto a single chip increased dramatically.
This steady increase in the maximum number of circuits on a
single chip had followed a predictable curve since 1 959. The firs
person to notice this regularity was Gordon Moore, director of re
search at Fairchild Semiconductor and one of its eight co-found
ers (including Noyce) . The Moore-Noyce friendship had begun
when they met as young engineers working at Shockley Semicon
ductor Industries. Together with six of their fellows, Noyce and
Moore left Shockley in 1 957 over an ongoing management dis
pute. These eight men found, as had John Bardeen and Walter
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Brattain, inventors of the firs transistor, that Shockley was a less
than ideal supervisor. Moore and Noyce moved again in 1 968
when they became dissatisfie with Fairchild Camera and Instru
ment, their parent f rm. This time they co-founded Intel, an inde
pendent semiconductor manufacturer that would become the in
dustry leader for decades.
In October 1 965 Moore published observations that would
later become known as Moore's Law, and still later as Moore's
First Law. Moore pointed out that the level of an integrated cir
cuit's complexity had increased in relation to its minimum cost at
"a rate of roughly a factor of two per year. Certainly, over the
short term this rate can be expected to continue, if not increase.
Over the longer term the rate of increase is a bit more uncertain,
although there is no reason to believe it will not remain nearly
constant for at least 1 0 years. That means by 1 975, the number
of components per integrated circuit for minimum cost will be
65,500. I believe that such a large circuit can be built on a single
wafer."14
Although Moore's Law was intended to emphasize the increas
ing power and the diminishing costs of integrated circuits, it also
provided an index to the steady rate of technological obsolescence
created by ICs. In 1 965 chips were doubling their capacity and
lowering their price every year, so it did not take very long at all to
render obsolete any given chip or the power, compactness, and
cost of the device that used it. In other words, any electronic de
vice that contained a microchip was death -dated by the time it left
the assembly line. These devices were truly self-consuming arti
facts, since their desirability diminished automatically. Every year,
smaller and smaller electronic devices became available for less
and less cost, and these devices became at least twice as capacious
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and twice as fast as their immediate predecessor, effectively qua
drupling the value of each generation of chip.15
The speed at which this technological obsolescence occurred
became obvious during Apollo's last fli ht in 1 975, when Ameri
can astronauts aboard this joint Apollo-Soyuz docking mission
carried with them programmable HP-65 pocket calculators that
were several times more powerful than the capsule's inboard com
puter designed less than a decade before.16
But Moore's Law is only part of the much bigger picture of the
history of computing, and the forces driving the acceleration of
obsolescence and e-waste are far older than integrated circuits.
In 1 999 Raymond Kurzweil, winner of the prestigious National
Medal of Technology, observed that Moore's Law is actually "the
fift paradigm to continue the now one-century-long exponential
growth of computing." Kurzweil pointed out that an
Exponential Law of Computing has held true for a least a cen
tury, from the mechanical card-based electrical computing tech
nology used in the 1 890 US census, to the relay-based computers
that cracked the Nazi Enigma code, to the vacuum-tube-based
computers of the 1 9 50s, to the transistor-based machines of the
1 9 60s, and to all of the generations of integrated circuits of the
past four decades. Computers are about one hundred million
times more powerful for the same unit cost than they were a half
century ago. If the automobile industry had made as much prog
ress in the past ftf y years, a car today would cost a hundredth of
a cent and go faster than the speed of light.

(In June 2000, when Intel introduced a single-chip processor con
taining 1 5 0 million transistors, Moore would give the automobile
analogy an ecological twist, remarking that if automobiles had
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improved at the same rate computers did, we would all be driving
cars that got 1 50,000 miles to the gallon. ) 17
When Moore made his original observations in 1 965, the cost
of continuously replacing obsolete hardware was ameliorated by
radical reductions in the price of newer, more powerful models.
Technological obsolescence-the same market force that Walter
Dorwin Teague had approvingly referred to as "natural obsoles
cence" in 1 960-was driving the repetitive consumption of a vari
ety of new products that now included digital watches, calcula
tors, computers, and computer software. By 1 965 the ground was
prepared for America's e-waste crisis. The earliest e-waste product
that contained a microchip was the disposable electronic calcu
lator.

DEATH O F TH E S LIDE R U LE

Analog calculators, especially the slide rule, had dominated com
plex calculations since the early seventeenth century. In the years
after ENIAC, large desktop alternatives became steadily available,
but these electro-mechanical business calculators were unable to
handle the size, complexity, or number of operations required by
scientists, architects, and engineers. While PDPs and their succes
sors made inroads into these communities, minicomputers were
still prohibitively expensive for private or small-shop use. For this
reason, complex calculations at the drawing board or in the lab
were still being performed on a device that had been invented by
William Oughtred in about 1 625.18
The slide rule (or slipstick, as it was often called) had serious
limitations. When John Atanasoff observed his students' frustra
tions in using slide rules to solve what he called "large systems of
simultaneous algebraic equations for . . . partial differential;' he
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began to contemplate a digital computer in 1 935.19 In order to dis
tinguish between the capabilities and methods of the slide rule
and those of the electronic computer he dreamed of building,
Atanasoff began to refer to them respectively as analog and digital
devices. By 1 940 he and his graduate assistant, Charles Berry, had
built a prototype digital computer, the Atanasoff-Berry Computer
(ABC) . John Mauchly would plagiarize Atanasoff's ideas in order
to create his own large-capacity electronic calculator to handle
weather data (see Chapter 5 ) .
Despite its limitations, the slide rule had the advantage o f be
ing compact and readily available. By the early 1 960s, large com
puters could satisfy most complex needs, but many people who
needed such computing power still had very limited access. Elaine
A. Gifford of the National Photographic Interpretation Center
worked as a photo-grammetrist interpreting data in the top secret
CORONA spy-satellite program. Despite their limitless funding,
almost no one had adequate access to computer time. She remem
bers, "We didn't have hand-held calculators in 1 965; during that
period we had to look up trigonometry functions and use slide
rules . . . The ground resources lagged behind the overhead satel
lite system." A few years later, an article in the Electronic Engineer
entitled ''An Electronic Digital Slide Rule" predicted that if it be
came possible to build a hand-held calculator, "the conventional
slide-rule will become a museum piece."20
One solution to the increasing demand for calculating power
and the simultaneous inaccessibility of computer time was to
make desktop calculators more powerful and fl xible. At Cal Tech
a small programmable calculator went into the planning stages as
early as 1 966. In 1 968, in Japan, Masatoshi Shima, an engineer at
ETI, parent company of the calculator fi m Busicom, had the idea
of designing a programmable desktop calculator using integrated
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circuits containing 3,000 transistors, at a time when the most so
phisticated calculators used only 1 ,000. In 1 969 ETI approached
Intel with their design. Noyce and Moore assigned Ted Hoff, the
company's twelfth and newest employee, to assist the Japanese in
making a suitable set of components. Until that time, Hoff's main
job at the company had been to fin new uses for Intel memory
chipsY
From the beginning, Hoff thought that ETI's complex design
would prove too much for Intel's limited manpower. He also knew
that a single memory chip was suffici ntly large to store the pro
gram Busicom needed. Although Busicom had no need for a gen
eral-purpose computer, Hoff suggested that they could reduce
their amount of logic (and the number of transistors) simply by
using a memory chip to run calculator subroutines. At first Shima
and ETI's other engineers reacted negatively, but Hoff persisted.
He next suggested that they put the central processing unit (CPU)
of a simple computer onto a single chip and run it from stored
programs on a few more Intel memory chips. Theoretically, this
was possible, given the large-scale integration (LSI) of circuits on
a single chip that had already been achieved throughout the semi
conductor industry. A microchip's capacity for integrated circuits
had kept pace with Moore's Law, doubling each year since 1 965.
The American's argument was compelling, and it soon con
vinced Shima, a skilled engineer who was intrigued by Hoff's
ideas. When Noyce, the business genius of Intel, learned that Busi
com was experiencing financia difficul y, he offered them Intel's
4004 chip at a greatly reduced price, provided Intel retained world
wide rights to the Busicom chip. ETI agreed. This single deal would
make Intel one of the most powerful computer companies in the
world, while its Japanese partner would later be forced into bank
ruptcy shortly before Masatoshi Shima came to work for Intel. 22
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Hoff's microprocessor, the 4004 chip, relied on three other
chips-two containing memory and another controlling input
and output functions. Frederico Faggin, who did not share in the
microprocessor's patent and soon left Intel to work at Atari, de
signed its complex circuitry. Busicom's printing desktop calcula
tor, the 1 4 1 -PF, was introduced to the Japanese market in April
1 970. That same month, Canon and Texas Instruments intro
duced their Pocketronic programmable calculator to the Japanese
market with circuits designed by Tl's Gary Boone under the direc
tion of Jack Kilby. Despite its name, the Pocketronic was actually a
hand-held calculator weighing 2.5 pounds. Like its 1 966 Cal Tech
prototype (now on display at the Smithsonian) , it was too big to
fi in an ordinary pocket. In 1 996 the U.S. Patent Offi e officia ly
recognized Boone's "microcontroller:' Although Hoff's 4004 Intel
microprocessor had been invented earlier, Boone's was the firs to
combine input and output functions on a single chipY Boone's
TMX 1 795 existed only in prototype. TI took its successor, the
TMS0 1XX, to the production stage.
In 1 97 1 just months after Canon and Texas Instruments intro
duced the Pocketronic in America, another Texas fi m, Bowmar,
unveiled the four-function 90 1 B calculator, the firs truly pocket
sized calculator. The Bowmar Brain, as it was known, was not very
powerful, but it was entirely American-made and was also proba
bly the firs consumer device to use a light-emitting diode display,
although LED alarm clocks and digital watches would not be far
behind.24 Bowmar simultaneously manufactured a second calcu
lator, the C l l O, under contract to Commodore.
The next few years saw an avalanche of increasingly powerful,
sophisticated, and cheap pocket calculators. Commodore intro
duced successive models, the Minuteman 1 and 2 , between Janu
ary and August of 1 972 . Intel released its 8-bit processor in April
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of the same year. By July, Hewlett Packard was using the new Intel
chip in its firs scientifi calculator, the HP-35, which retailed for
$395. With its capacity to perform logarithmic and trigonometric
functions faster and more accurately than a slide rule or any other
analog device, the HP-35 was a revolution for engineers and sci
entists.25
That year also saw the debut of the Aristo M27, a four-function
calculator like the Bowmar Brain that used TI chips. It was a good
basic machine, but the most significan fact about the M-27 was
that its manufacturer was Aristo, Denner and Pape, a company
that had mainly produced slide rules since 1 872 . Clearly, they were
adapting to a changing marketplace. In 1 973 TI brought out the
firs "slide rule calculator:' the SR-50, which retailed for a mere
$ 1 70. The next year initiated the calculator price wars. By January
1 974 Aristo had introduced their own scientifi calculator, the M75, and by June Commodore had an entire line of calculators (the
700/800 series) for sale at around $25. Finally, in 1 975 Aristo,
Denner and Pape shut down slide rule production forever. Their
main competitor, Keuffel and Esser, also stopped making slide
rules and began selling calculators manufactured by Texas Instru
ments, using Gary Boone's TMS01XX chips.
Henry Petroski, a historian of engineering, recalled an ongoing
debate among his faculty colleagues at the University of Texas in
the early 1 970s over whether students wealthy enough to possess a
scientifi calculator had an unfair advantage over their poorer
classmates in tests and quizzes.26 Following the price wars in 1 974,
this question became moot, and by 1 976 a good calculator that
had cost $395 in 1 972 now cost less than $ 1 0. Calculator manu
facturers were producing fif y million units a year, and competi
tive pricing had made them universally affordable. SR calculators,
too, were becoming ridiculously cheap. In his fina book, The
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Green Imperative, Frank Lloyd Wright's most famous apprentice,
Victor Papanek, shared this recollection from the 1 970s: "One of
my favorite photographs . . . showed more than 600 engineers'
slide rules stuck into the ground around a neighbor's lawn, form
ing a tiny, sardonic, white picket fence. When I asked about it my
neighbor's wife said, 'We bought these slide rules for one dollar a
barrel . . . and used all six hundred."'27
Of more interest than the diminishing cost of calculators and
the demise of the slide rule is the obsolescence of the skill set that
older-generation engineers possessed. Tom West and Carl Alsing
recalled promising each other not to "turn away candidates" at
Data General in 1 978 "just because the youngsters made them feel
old and obsolete." By the early 1 980s it was hard to fin a recent
graduate or engineering student who still used a slide rule for cal
culations. Older engineers, on the other hand, were reluctant to
part with them. A study by the Futures Group found that engi
neers in senior managerial positions universally kept their slide
rules close by because they were more comfortable with analog
devices.28 The digital accuracy and speed that younger engineers
took for granted meant less to those who had received their
training before the 1 970s revolution in calculation. Even Jack
Kilby, the man who invented the integrated circuit and supervised
development of Tl's Pocketronic, preferred to use a slide rule.
Sensitive to accusations of being dinosaurs, some old -school ad
ministrators kept their slipsticks under cover in desk drawers or
cabinets and performed calculations on these obsolete devices in
private.
Thus, by the 1 980s, what younger engineers perceived as a de
mocratization of calculation had in fact sheared the engineering
world along generational lines. Age, not wealth, determined which
engineers had the advantage. As the hacker culture would soon
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demonstrate, design and engineering were no longer the exclusive
activities of a carefully trained elite. The term "obsolete" now ap
plied both to the device that the older generation of administra
tors preferred and to the analog skills they used. By 1 978 when
James Martin wrote The Wired Society, nostalgic attachment to
obsolete skills and devices had become a recognized phenomenon
of the information age: "Old technology always has a momentum
that keeps it going long after it is obsolete. It is difficul for the es
tablishment to accept a change in culture or procedure."29
Gradually, during the late 1 970s, calculator technology slipped
off the cutting edge. Unit costs for calculators shrank to insig
nifican e, and the brightest lights of the semiconductor fi ms
moved on to newer challenges in and around Silicon Valley-at
the Stanford Research Institute (SRI) , Xerox-PARC, Apple Com
puters, and Atari. A quarter of a century later, when Palm Pilot in
ventor Jeff Hawkins left Palm to found Handspring, he described
his decision as analogous to this shift in the calculator industry:
"The organizer business is going to be like calculators. There is
still a calculator business but who wants to be in it? They're cheap,
and sort of the backwater of consumer electronics."30 Palm's
founder was contemptuous of calculators because they had be
come low-cost complimentary giveaways at the local credit union.
Their cheap construction and short battery life sent them quickly
into America's landfi ls, where they were unceremoniously bur
ied-the firs generation of microchip e-waste.

VISICA LC AND A P P LE II

Long before Palm's heyday, microprocessors continued to democ
ratize calculation and render the skills and training of a genera
tion obsolete. In 1 97 1 Papanek wrote prophetically that "comput-
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ers continue to take over (or . . . we relinquish to them ) a greater
share of those activities that we have heretofore thought of as ex
clusively intellectual-but which in fact are sheer monotony."
Five years later, an MIT graduate in electrical engineering and
computer science became weary of the endless number crunch
ing required in his classes at Harvard Business School. Daniel
Bricklin had already worked as a project leader and programmer
for DEC's firs word-processing program, WPS-8. In 1 977, when
the amount of raw math at Harvard got him down, he began to
fantasize about a computer program that would liberate company
presidents and accountants from the constantly shifting fl w of
numbers required to run a successful business. Before 1 979, keep
ing a business ledger meant manually recalculating whole pages of
figu es each time a single variable changed. This very labor-inten
sive operation was a poor use of executive time. Bricklin later re
called, "I started to imagine . . . [a] word processor that would
work with numbers:'31
Until VisiCalc appeared commercially in October 1 979, the
market for the hardware and software of personal computers was
confme to the narrow tiel of computer and electronic hobby
ists. In April 1 977 both the Apple II and the Commodore PET re
ceived an enthusiastic welcome from this small but growing mar
ket. August of the same year saw the debut of the universally
affordable Tandy TRS-80. Still, prior to VisiCalc, there were
few applications that appealed to a wide range of customers. Hob
byists themselves spent their application money mainly on com
puter games written at companies like Broderbund, Muse, On
Line Systems, and Sirius. Spreadsheets and word processing
programs were exclusively confine to expensive mainframes or
minicomputers, where computer time was very costly. Bricklin's
spreadsheet program changed all that. It was a practical fmancia
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tool with a tiny learning curve that displayed changes across a led
ger page immediately, unlike mainframes. Using it, businessmen
became free to ask "what if" questions: What if we shave a penny
off our unit cost? What if we increase our production rate by ten
units a day? What if we offer our customers an additional 1 per
cent discount? What if we raise salaries by 3 percent? "It was al
most like a computer game for executives:' one industry analyst
has observed.32
VisiCalc was eminently affordable. At firs the program retailed
for $ 1 00. In light of the enormous demand, however, VisiCorp
raised their price to $ 1 50 in 1 979. In that year, an Apple II and
monitor, loaded with VisiCalc software, retailed for less than
$3,000. If their departmental budget could not be stretched to
cover the cost of a personal desktop loaded with VisiCalc, many
executives were willing to absorb the cost themselves. They walked
into computer stores by the thousands asking not for Apples per
se but for the machine that ran VisiCalc.33
Apple claimed that only 25,000 of the 1 30,000 Apple lis sold
between 1 977 and 1 980 were purchased exclusively for the com
puter's ability to run VisiCalc software. Certainly the Apple II had
other features that made it an attractive machine, including an
easy-to-use color system and the Apple Disk II drive. But the term
"killer app" (application) was firs coined to describe VisiCalc's
impact, and with good reason. In 1 977 Apple sold 7,000 Apple
lis. In 1 979-the year of VisiCalc's debut-that figu e jumped to
35,000. Most important perhaps was the word-of-mouth about
the Apple-VisiCalc combination that fl wed from its financia ly
influ ntial users outward. For the firs time, a personal computer
had escaped from the hobbyists' market into the American main
stream. Apple II users trumpeted the low cost, ease of use, conve
nience, and general coolness of having an Apple II displayed
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prominently on one's expensive wooden desktop. Small wonder
that America's corporate elite were so enthusiastic.34

WORD PROCESSING AND WORDSTAR

But it was another killer app that would drive computers into vir
tually every small business offi e in America, and eventually into
American homes. Word-processing programs had been available
on mainframes and PDP minicomputers since the early 1 960s,
but typing and editing a document on a mainframe was a very in
effici nt use of valuable computer time. For this reason, one of
MIT's firs word processing programs for the PDP- 1 was called
Expensive Typewriter.35
Seymour Rubinstein founded his software development f rm,
MicroPro, in 1 978 with the $8,500 he had in his savings account.
His prototype word-processing system, WordMaster, appeared
that same year. In 1 979 Rubinstein unveiled WordStar, which was
far superior to WordMaster because it enabled a small business
man with poor keyboarding skills to compose and edit a perfect
document (a business letter, say) on-screen without retyping the
corrections that had made White Out and the X-key feature of
IBM Selectrics such huge sellers.
By the time WordStar appeared, computer hardware dedicated
exclusively to word processing was available from Lanier, Vydec,
Xerox, IBM, and Wang, but these machines required extensive
training and a substantial financia commitment. Most large of
fi es still found traditional typing pools to be more cost-effective.
The ability to type 40 to 60 f awless words per minute was an es
sential and widespread clerical skill. Instead of relying on dedi
cated hardware, Rubinstein made WordStar available to executives
who already owned Apple lis. Then he went one step further by
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making a version available for down-scale users of Tandy's TRS80, a computer that in the late 1 970s sold for a mere $400. Copies
of WordStar sold for a hefty $450, compared to the $ 1 50 retail
price of the second version of VisiCalc. But despite this high price
tag, between 1 979 and 1 984 nearly a million copies were sold
and because of it, MicroPro became a $ 1 00 million a year indus
try.36 Together with its fellow killer apps VisiCalc and dBASE,
WordStar eliminated much of the mind-numbing drudgery and
delay that resulted from clerical and accounting work. Simulta
neously, these apps empowered new users while rendering old
skill sets-minute ledger work, the ability to type quickly and
fl wlessly-completely obsolete.

GRA PH ICA L USER INTER FACE

The emergence of the graphical user interface (GUI) was part of
the same trend toward the democratization of intellectual work
enabled by personal computers (PCs ) . In this case, though, it was
not calculating, accounting, typing, or record-keeping skills that
were rendered obsolete but rather the high level of computer
knowledge required to access the Disk Operating System (DOS)
of any desktop machine. Until the Macintosh appeared, most us
ers of personal computers had to know the inner workings of MS
DOS, the most ubiquitous operating system and the one used by
all IBM -compatible machinesY
In Computer: A History of the Information Machine, Martin
Campbell-Kelly and William Asprey explain the complexity of
operating most personal computers prior to 1 984:
The user interacted with the operating system through a "com
mand line interface;' in which each instruction to the computer
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had to be typed explicitly by the user, letter-perfect. For example,
if one wanted to transfer a document kept in a computer m
named SMITH from a directory called LETTERS to another di
rectory called ARCHIVE, one had to type something like: COPY
A:\LETTERS\SMITH.DOC B :\ARCHIVE\SMITH.DOC DEL A:\
LETTERS\ SMITH DOC. If there was a single letter out of place,
the user had to type the line again. The whole arcane notation
was explained in a fat manual . . . For ordinary users-offi e
workers, secretaries, and authors working at home-it was bi
zarre and perplexing. It was rather like having to understand a
carburetor in order to be able to drive an automobile.38

Prior to the appearance of the Mac, only one company had
simplifie its user interface and greatly reduced the demands of
the rigorous DOS learning curve for its operators. Between 1 973
and 1 975 Xerox Corporation designed and built a personal com
puter called the Alto at its Palo Alto Research Center (PARC) . The
Alto's interface was originally called WIMP, an acronym for Win
dows, Icons, Mouse, and Pull-down menus. At the center of its
graphical user interface was the mouse, a device that had been in
vented in 1 965 by Douglas Engelhart, head of the Human Factors
Research Center, a work group that studied the Man and com
puter interface (or Mac) at the Stanford Research Institute.
Engelhart based his invention on an obsolete engineering tool
called the planimeter, an antiquated device once as common as
a slide rule. When an engineer moved the planimeter over the
surface of a curve, it calculated the underlying area. Engelhart's
SRI team experimented with several other pointing devices, all of
which were intended as alternatives to overcome the limitations of
the standard qwerty typewriter. Engelhart later remembered how
"the mouse consistently beat out the other devices for fast, accu
rate screen selection . . . For some months we left the other devices
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attached to the workstation so that a user could use the device of
his choice . . . When it became clear that everyone chose to use the
mouse we abandoned the other devices:'39
In 1 968 Engelhart and about a dozen helpers demonstrated the
mouse in the now legendary Augmented Knowledge Workshop at
the Joint Computer Conference in San Francisco. Many of his co
workers, including Bill English, who had completed the engineer
ing details for the mouse prototype, later joined Xerox-PARC,
where Engelhart's mouse was incorporated into a system of visual
displays that included graphic symbols called icons.40
Alan Kay, another SRI veteran, joined PARC at about this time.
While completing his Ph.D. between 1 967 and 1 969 at the Univer
sity of Utah, Kay, along with Edward Cheadle, had built a com
puter called FLEX whose interface included multiple tiled win
dows and square desktop items representing data and programs.
At PARC he focused firs on the problem of managing the win
dows in which the mouse operated. At the time these were still
the cumbersome tools envisioned by Engelhart's SRI group. They
competed for space on the computer's monitor and did not over
lap. It was very difficul for a user to keep track of which window
he was currently working in. Kay borrowed his ingenious solution
from the FLEX machine. He told his colleagues to "regard the
screen as a desk, and each project or piece of project as paper on
that desk . . . As if working with real paper, the one you were
working on at a given moment was at the top of the pile."41
By 1 975, using Kay's desktop metaphor, PARC had built about
a thousand Altos, and Xerox's marketing group installed a small
network of one hundred of these machines in the White House,
both houses of Congress, a few universities, and some major cor
porations ( including Xerox itself) . From this position of promi
nence, Altos received a lot of favorable media attention-so
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much, in fact, that Xerox felt they had adequately prepared the
American market for introduction of the Xerox Star workstation
in 1 98 1 . Unfortunately, Xerox retailed the Star workstation for
about f ve times the cost of a personal computer, the rough equiv
alent of an average person's annual salary. The Xerox Star's failure
in the marketplace was as defmi ive as that of the Edsel in the fall
of 1 957.42
In 1 979 Steve Jobs visited Xerox-PARC for a demonstration of
their offi e-of-the-future network concept using the prototype
Altos. Jobs was visibly impressed by these machines and their con
nectivity, which was facilitated by Alan Kay's program, SmallTalk.
Jobs was astounded that Xerox was not yet selling Altos. "Why;' he
wondered, " isn't Xerox marketing this? . . . You could blow every
one away!"
The next year, Jobs lost control of the Lisa project at Apple, and
after a bitter corporate battle he was reassigned to administer an
other project-a less powerful computer whose design originated
with Apple architect Jef Raskin. Raskin had worked at SRI in the
early 1 970s when Engelhart's group was still focusing on problems
with the "man and computer" interface. At SRI, Raskin also had
extensive contact with the PARC personnel. Jobs now insisted that
Raskin's new desktop computer should have features that were
not in the original design, including Engelhart's mouse.43
Before he left Apple in 1 982, Raskin named the new computer
after a favorite variety of apple that grew abundantly in the hills
around Cupertino. Raskin's name was really a pun, of course. To
most buyers, a Mac computer was a variety of Apple computer,
just as a Macintosh was a kind of apple. But in Raskin's computer
literate circle, the word Mac recalled the Man and computer inter
face that Engelhart's Human Factors group had been studying in
the early 1 970s at SRI. Cleverly, the name "Macintosh" evoked
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both the company that made the computer and the interface de
sign problem that it solved.
For all their other differences, Jobs and Raskin agreed totally
about their product's name. They jointly envisioned a computer
targeted toward a large market of personal users with limited
knowledge, and a budget to match. When Lisa debuted in 1 983, it
would cost $ 1 7,000. Although few at Apple were listening, Jobs
knew in advance that Lisa's price tag would be a big problem. He
did not want to make the same mistake with the Macintosh.44
Much of Lisa's high unit cost derived from its sophisticated
combination of hardware and software. The machine's excellent
performance relied on more than a megabyte of memory to run
an elegant new operating system. Macintosh's designers pilfered
Lisa's OS and rewrote it in greatly reduced machine code so that it
would fi onto a single chip. The Macintosh project was cocooned
in a separate building over which Jobs himself hoisted a pirate
fla . John Sculley remembered that "Steve's 'pirates' were a hand
picked pack of the most brilliant mavericks inside and outside
Apple. Their mission . . . was to blow people's minds and overturn
standards . . . The pirates ransacked the company for ideas, parts,
and design plans:'45
Lisa turned out to be exactly the overpriced marketing disas
ter Jobs had predicted. Macintosh quickly became the company's
only hope of survival, and Jobs regained enough influ nee within
Apple to install John Sculley as CEO by late summer. As the ele
gant Macintosh approached its release date, Jobs got each of the
forty-seven members of his team to sign their names inside the
molding of the original design for the Macintosh case. 46
Macintosh debuted in 1 984, targeted to a family market, but
it promptly fizzled Its initial failure followed a remarkably cine
matic one-time-only television ad that aired during the 1 984
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Super Bowl. Later, after the computer was repositioned, the Mac
intosh achieved a 1 0 percent market share primarily as a result of
its use in desktop publishing and education. The easy learning
curve of the Mac's intuitive GUI desktop made it ideal for use in
the classroom among first- ime student users who knew nothing
about operating systems or command lines. Buying only one Mac
per classroom made the computer a very affordable tool, and in
this way Jobs' and Raskins' invention accessed and influ need an
entire generation.
GUI had one more wrinkle. Microsoft, in the person of Wil
liam Gates III, had designed operating systems for Apple since its
earliest days. In 1 9 8 1 Jobs' Macintosh group once again hired the
software development giant to adapt some minor parts of the
Mac's OS. Microsoft benefi ed in two ways. First, they could de
velop software applications for the Mac platform more success
fully than they could for the IBM-PC platform because the latter
involved competing from a position of inexperience with the likes
of Lotus and MicroPro. Familiarity with the Mac OS enabled
Microsoft to develop sophisticated spreadsheet and word process
ing applications (Word and Excel) that were firs introduced for
Macs but later adapted to the much more competitive IBM-com
patible marketY
The second way Microsoft benefi ed was by gaining firsthan
familiarity with the technology involved in developing a sophisti
cated graphical user interface. The Microsoft development proj
ect, originally called Interface Manager (later renamed Windows)
actually began shortly after Bill Gates returned from viewing a
prototype Macintosh at the invitation of Jobs in September 1 98 1 .
Gates was clearly taken by the new Apple. Whenever h e spoke o f it
later, his admiration was unabashed: "I mean, the Mac was a very
exciting machine . . . You sat somebody down and let them use
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MacWrite, MacPaint and they could see something was different
there. We can say that was just graphical interface, but the Mac
was the graphical interface."48
The inspired choice of the name Windows did not come from
Gates himself. It was a strategic move by Microsoft's marketing
division after Gates initiated the new interface project. Windows
was deliberately chosen to achieve a brand identifica ion that
would become as successful as the word Xerox had become in
photocopying. In order to compete with the cleverness of the
Macintosh name, Microsoft's marketers decided to try "to have
our name . . . defin the generic."49
First released in 1 985, version 1 of Windows was too greedy
and too slow even for the new 80286 Intel processors. With over
1 1 0,000 instructions, Windows did not become practical until
Intel produced its 386 and 486 chips in the late 1 980s. In 1 987
Microsoft released Windows 2 .0, an interface that blatantly copied
the look and feel of the Macintosh desktop. Apple sued Microsoft
in early 1 988, and the suit took years to resolve. By 1 989, Win
dows-based applications had been introduced to the market and
Microsoft had sold over 2 million copies of Windows 2.0. The
Word and Excel applications that Microsoft had originally devel
oped for the Mac platform were now making inroads into the
IBM -compatible market. Microsoft had become the largest soft
ware manufacturer in the world.
By this time, the rapid pace of technological obsolescence was
an accepted fact in software design. Application packages were
updated every eighteen months or so, in a spiral of repetitive con
sumption. Users traded up for increasingly sophisticated software
packages that took advantage of processing advances in speed and
memory. By 1 990 Bill Gates III had become the richest man in the
world, and in 1 992 Apple lost its lawsuit over Microsoft's adapta-
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tion of the Macintosh desktop. The complicated ruling estab
lished that Windows had been legally derived from the graphical
user interface of Apple's Macintosh. Microsoft's Windows 3.0, an
other Mac-clone interface unveiled in 1 990, contained 400,000
lines of code.5°
Strangely, as more powerful processors, combined with
Microsoft upgrades, encouraged consumers to trade in their old
PCs for faster machines, the Macintosh demonstrated tremen
dous staying power. Apparently, elegant design itself was compet
ing with obsolescence as a market force. Steven Johnson, a histo
rian of computer interfaces, explained the Mac's popularity in
these words:
More than anything else, what made the original Mac desktop so
revolutionary was its character. It had personality, playfulness . . .
The Macintosh was far easier to use than any other computer in
the market . . . It also had a sense of style. The awkward phrase
"look-and-feel" popularized by Mac advocates refle ts just how
novel this idea was. There wasn't a word to describe a computer's
visual sensibility because up to that point computers hadn't had
visual sensibilities . . . Staring at that undersized white screen,
with its bulging trash can and its twirling windows, you could see
for the firs time that the interface itself had become a medium.
No longer a lifeless, arcane intersection point between user and
microprocessor; it was now an autonomous entity; a work of cul
ture as much as technologyY

Johnson was careful to assign credit for the Mac's personality
to the original inventor of the desktop metaphor, Alan Kay. Many
years before the Mac's launch, Kay-who had read McLuhan very
carefully-came to the realization that the invention of overlap
ping windows had a sociological significan e comparable to the
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invention of print. Computers, he realized, were a revolutionary
new medium that had fundamentally changed "the thought pat
terns of those who learned to read." Here is Alan Kay's eureka mo
ment in his own words: " The computer is a medium! I had always
thought of [ it] as a tool, perhaps a vehicle-a much weaker con
ception . . . [ But] if the personal computer [was] truly a new me
dium then the very use of it would actually change the thought
patterns of an entire generation:'52

FRO M PIN BAL L TO GA ME BO Y

The thought patterns of the generation Alan Kay altered with his
desktop metaphor were simultaneously affected by another visual
computerized medium: video games. Perhaps it was for this rea
son that in the early 1 980s, Kay (briefly occupied the position of
chief scientist at Atari before moving on to become a research fel
low at Apple Computers. As a student of McLuhan, he would cer
tainly have been aware of the media guru's observations about
games from Understanding Media: "As extensions of the popular
response to workaday stress, games become faithful models of a
culture. They incorporate both the action and the reaction of
whole populations in a single, dynamic image . . . The games of a
people reveal a great deal about them:'53
Computer games had their beginning in 1 96 1 when DEC do
nated a free computer-about the size of three refrigerators-to
MIT. The complimentary PDP- 1 met with puzzled expressions
from many MIT faculty members, who were familiar with main
frames. It then fell into the hands of a group of graduate students,
who taught themselves programming by designing software appli
cations for the machine. Among them was Steve Russell, whose
playful bent led him to create a game for his fellow programmers.
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By 1 962 he had completed a simple spacecraft shooter called
Spacewar. This was the firs computer game ever invented.54 Its
use expanded virally until, by the mid - 1 960s, there was a free copy
of Spacewar on practically every research computer in America.
Soon afterward, Magnavox put Odyssey, the firs home video
game system, on the market. Odyssey had over three hundred dis
crete parts, including dice, cards, play money, and plastic overlays
to attach to a TV screen. These provided the backdrop for each
of Odyssey's twelve games, which included football, tennis, and
baseball.
Around this time, Nolan Bushnell, an engineer working at
Ampex during the day, was spending his nights designing a
Spacewar-style computer game. He sold it to an arcade game
manufacturer, Nutting Associates, and promptly went to work for
them. But the game, called Computer Space, was a f op because it
was too complex, requiring a player to read a short manual before
using the machine. Few arcade game players were willing to do
that. Recognizing this limitation, Bushnell decided to design a
game that would require no instructions. He left Nutting and
formed a small company called Syzygy with two friends. Unfortu
nately, the word Syzygy was unavailable for trademark, so Bush
nell resorted to a Japanese word, Atari, which means roughly
check or en garde in the game of Go, which Bushnell loved to play.
Bushnell's business plan was to manufacture a coin-operated
version of his new game and then sell it to a company like Bally
Midway, the largest manufacturer of pinball machines in America.
Together with his partners, Bushnell hammered together a work
ing version of Pong in 1 972 . They set up a trial run in a bar called
Andy Capp's in Sunnyvale, California. Bushnell then loaded an
other smaller prototype into a suitcase and left for Chicago, where
he showed it to two of Bally's purchasing executives. They were
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unimpressed. Scott Cohen, who wrote the corporate history of
Atari, explains that, "like other coin-operated-game manufactur
ers he had shown his electronic game to, [these Bally executives]
were still in the electromechanical era, of which pinball is a prime
example . . . Pinball companies make pinball bumpers, fli pers,
solenoids, relays, and mechanical scorers . . . Nolan was coming to
them with an idea for a game with just two moving parts . . .
There was nothing in Nolan's game that interested these exe
cutives-video games were simply not in the fiel of their expe
rience:•ss
At almost the same moment that Bushnell was getting the
brush-off from Bally in Chicago, the Pong prototype shut down
suddenly after two days of frenzied use at Andy Capp's bar. When
its designer, Alan Acorn, went to service the machine, he discov
ered it had simply jammed. The three-quart milk container he
had installed inside the casing to catch quarters was completely
full. Quarters had also backed up through the machine right to
the coin deposit slot. People who had played the game at Andy
Capp's the firs night it was introduced had lined up at 1 0:00 a.m.
the following day to play again. 56
Heartened by the news, Bushnell started to make the rounds to
distributors in order to secure advance sales and leases that would
permit him to fl at a line of credit to manufacture Pong machines
himself. At C. A. Robinson in Los Angeles, Bushnell talked to Ira
Bettelman, who described how Atari's firs game was viewed by
the pinball industry:
We were representing ten or twelve coin-operated game manu
facturers and didn't think too much of Pong as a machine . . .
Here comes something we know nothing about, weren't prepared
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for and didn't know what to do with. It was a culture-shocking
event . . . Regardless of our prejudices and fears of the unknown,
we put the Pong machine out in the fiel with one of our cus
tomers and quickly found out that the returns were astronomical
. . . The cashbox in the original Pong was a bread pan-a pan
used to bake bread in-which held up to 1 ,200 quarters or $300.
When the game was in a good location, this pan took about a
week to fi l. 57

Pong's success sparked a wave of spin-offs, knock-offs, and rip
offs. Pinball manufacturers scrambled to get into arcade video
games with any Pong derivative they could contrive. These in
cluded SuperPong, Pong Doubles, Quadra-Pong, Space Race, and
Gotcha. Fortune magazine estimated that of the 1 00,000 Pong
style games manufactured in 1 974, only 10 percent came from
Atari, although other sources put this figu e as high as 25 percent.
In any case, pinball manufacturers, listening attentively to the
voice of their inner greed, now entered the video era enthusias
tically. Unfortunately, the arcade market for Pong burned out
quickly as a result of these imitators, and Bushnell had to fin an
other market for Pong. In 1 974 he gave Acorn the task of design
ing a Pong game for the home market, then exclusively dominated
by Magnavox's Odyssey, which had sold 1 00,000 units per year
since its introduction in 1 972. Each machine cost $ 1 00.
With the debut of Home Pong in 1 975, Atari became the only
game manufacturer to straddle both the arcade and home mar
kets for video games. By the time of the annual toy industry show
where it was firs introduced, Bushnell had completely sold out
his stock of games. Out of the blue, Sears Roebuck's most experi
enced buyer arrived on the doorstep of the modest Atari offi es in
Silicon Valley. Tom Quinn knew that Magnavox's Odyssey now
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represented a $22 million per year industry. He offered to buy
every Home Pong game Atari could produce in 1 975. When Bush
nell told him that the company's production ceiling was a mere
75,000 units, Tom Quinn doubled the figu e and arranged for
financia backers so that Atari could enlarge its production line.
With two home video game machines available in an expand
ing market, coin-operated manufacturers might have realized that
their environment was changing and they needed to adapt. But
because the home video game market was essentially a subfiel of
consumer electronics, it went unnoticed by pinball manufactur
ers. After all, there was not yet any point of direct competition be
tween home video games and electromechanical arcade games.
Following Atari's example, major pinball companies like Bally,
Williams, and Gottlieb had focused on producing video games for
the market they knew best. No one thought to tap the home video
game market. No one anticipated that, within the decade, home
games would suck the client base out from under coin-ops or that
a decline was coming in which Sega and others would dump their
arcades and leave the American coin -op market forever.
By 1 975 Bally Midway had moved quickly and adapted appro
priately to what it understood as the challenge presented to the
pinball arcade game market. They produced two very successful
video games, Gun Fight and Sea Wolf. Sea Wolf especially was an
overwhelming success, selling over 1 0,000 units. Then in 1 976
General Instruments developed and released a new chip, the
AY38500, that could accommodate four separate paddle games
and two shooters. This six-in-one chip sold for less than $6 and
promised to reduce production costs and retail prices for home
video games in the very near future. Coleco became the firs
American company to use the GI chip in a home video game sys-
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tern. By the end of 1 976 ColecoVision's sales reached $ 1 00 million
dollars.
That same year electronics fi ms raced against newly formed
start-ups to get into the home video game industry. In August
1 976 Fairchild Camera and Instrument began to sell Channel F,
the firs full-color home video system and the only one to use re
placeable game cartridges. Channel F used an advanced Fairchild
manufactured F-8 microprocessor and supplemented it with four
Fairchild memory chips. Scott Cohen described the impact of
Channel F on Atari sales in this way: "Channel F was competi
tively priced at $ 1 70. It made Atari's black and white dedicated
game which played only Pong look as obsolete as a Brownie Box
camera compared to a Polaroid:'ss
Moore's Law was beginning to have an impact in the home
video game market. By 1 976 the four-year-old Odyssey system
and Atari's one-year-old Home Pong game were obsolete. So too
was RCA's black and white Studio 2 system, even though it would
not be shipped for another year, and even though it had the same
replaceable cartridge feature as Channel F. What followed was
completely unforeseen.
In 1 977, confronted by too much choice and confused by the
rapid rate of product obsolescence among home video games,
consumers staged a buyers' strike. They stopped buying video
games. Allied Leisure went bankrupt before it could deliver its
machines. Magnavox quickly left the industry, absorbing the pro
duction costs of all unsold Odyssey games still in its inventory
and canceling plans for a new four-player game. National Semi
conductor immediately halted production of its improved Adver
sary gaming system. Fairchild withdrew Channel F machines from
the inert market. The only home video game companies to sur-
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vive 1 977 were Coleco, which lost $30 million, and Atari, whose
capital was mainly invested in its obsolete Home Pong inventory. 59
In Japan, however, where the market for home video systems was
healthier, 1 977 saw the beginnings of Nintendo.
In America, pinball was king again. The arcade game industry
had unknowingly survived a year that threatened to strip it of
its customers. The firs computerized pinball game, Ralph Baer's
Pinball, designed for release on the Odyssey system in 1 978, never
reached its intended market. In 1 978 Bally Midway dominated the
coin-operated arcade market with a combination of traditional
pinball and its new line of video arcade games. Not until Bill
Budge's Penny Arcade debuted in 1 979 did pinball manufacturers
fully realize that pinball's electromechanical days were numbered
and that home video games posed a direct threat to their cus
tomer base. Atari itself cancelled development of their pinball
division under the new management of Ray Kassar in 1 979. The
years that followed would see several computerized pinball games
and a simultaneous renewal of 1 940s-style moral campaigns
against coin-operated pinball machines and arcade culture in gen
eral.60
The same years saw a pleasant and readily accessible alternative
to arcade games in new home gaming systems from Atari, Sega,
and Nintendo. In 1 985 the coin-operated arcade market collapsed
as completely as the home video market had in 1 977. By this time,
video games were ubiquitous. Coca-Cola had even unveiled a se
ries of vending machines with built-in screens allowing customers
to play video games after they had purchased a soft drink. By 1 983
Nintendo's firs portable video game product, Game & Watch, a
small pocket-calculator-size gaming device that also told the time,
had sold millions of units (many of them counterfeits) through 
out Asia. In light of its success in the Pacifi Rim, Nintendo de-
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cided to export Game & Watch to the United States, but after sub
stantial losses Nintendo quit distributing them in 1 985. In 1 988,
with the introduction of an improved Nintendo Entertainment
System (NES) , the manufacture of expensive electromechanical
pinball machines declined substantially, and in 1 989 Nintendo de
livered the critical blow.61
Game & Watch grew out of Nintendo engineer Gunpei Yokoi's
observations about the failure of Milton Bradley's Microvision,
launched in 1 979. Microvision, a programmable handheld gam
ing device, had enjoyed little support from its parent company.
Although initially MB sold over eight million units of Micro
vision, there were few game titles available, and only two or three
of them were released before the machine's demise in 1 98 1 . Learn
ing from this mistake, Game & Watch combined the features of
low unit cost with great variety. Between 1 980 and 1 986, Nin
tendo itself released fif y-nine Game & Watch titles. Game &
Watch enjoyed overwhelming success in Asia, with sales exceeding
40 million units. Nintendo was anxious to repeat this success.
Game & Watch was simple and unsatisfying to play. What
Nintendo really needed was a pocket-size gaming system that
played sophisticated and changeable games. Yokoi set to work on
a new programmable device that maintained the distinctive con
trol-cross or D -pad of Game & Watch-which would become the
industry standard for all video game consoles. This time, using ev
erything they learned from the Game & Watch experience and
without waiting for a separate American launch, Nintendo intro
duced Game Boy to a worldwide market. Suddenly, sophisticated
video games were portable, and this single move threatened to
make both arcades and home systems obsolete. In a series of
clever negotiations and subsequent lawsuits, Nintendo kept its
American and European competitors from using the world's most
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popular video game, Alexey Pajitnov's Tetris. Nintendo then re
leased a flas y, updated Game Boy version. David Sheff, author of
a corporate history of Nintendo, wrote, "There is no way to mea
sure accurately how much 'Tetris' contributed to the success of
Game Boy . . . Once a customer bought one, Nintendo could sell
more games, an average of three a year at $35 a pop. Not count
ing Game Boy, 'Tetris' brought Nintendo at least $80 million.
Counting Game Boy, the figu e is in the billions of dollars:'62
Gradually, the largest pinball manufacturers-Bally, Williams,
and Gottlieb-merged or were sold to WMS, a larger electronic
concern. In 1 992, 1 00,000 pinball machines were manufactured in
the United States, but by the year 2000 that number had shrunk to
1 0,000.63 Still, pinball was tenacious. Unlike Game Boy, it allowed
physical movement, and it reinforced the player's pleasure with
bright lights, lots of noise, and good thumping mechanical vibra
tions. WMS and another company-Stern, of Melrose, Illinois
explored a new market among aging retro users who could afford
the high unit cost ($3,500-$7,500) in order to enjoy the game at
home or in a club. Gradually, however, this market shrank also.
From 1 997 to 2000, WMS sank $ 1 8 million dollars into their pin
ball division, and by 2000 they were losing $1 million a month.
That year, citing declining interest and prolonged losses, WMS
announced its reluctant decision to end pinball production for
ever and to concentrate on coin-operated gambling machines.64
The only company in the world that still produces pinball ma
chines is Stern, which makes a few thousand machines a year for
the retro market, most of which is in Europe. In 2002 an Econo
mist article entitled "The Last Pinball Machine" described pin
ball's obsolescence using the language of evolution. Pinball, the
Economist wrote, is "now a species close to extinction:' The article
gave the reason for pinball's demise as generational: "Youngsters,
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raised on PlayStations and 3-D virtual combat, no longer feel like
leaning over a glass cabinet and batting around a metal ball:' Pin
ball and video games provide very different kinds of experience,
appropriate to styles of consciousness from different eras. Pin
ball is tactile, mechanical, and physically labor-intensive, like Van
nevar Bush's differential analyzer. The pace of video games, as
Gary Cross points out, is "set by the game's electronics, creating
an experience of great emotional intensity."65 It is this emotional
intensity, and the dopamine that fl ods players' brains during the
game, that produces the potential for addiction and abuse.
Christopher Geist, a professor of popular culture at Bowling
Green University, observed that video games have become a social
phenomenon of major proportions: "I don't expect anyone ever
expected video games to have such a fundamental impact on our
society in so many areas. [They] have become an integral part of
the fabric of American life, changing the way we think, the way
we learn, and the way we see the future:'66 Nolan Bushnell, the
founder of Atari, agrees and offers an informed description of the
new consciousness shared and enjoyed by our gaming children:
"In the future, in part, we will be living in virtual reality . . . To
survive and make it in that dimension, we are going to have to be
mentally awake. We are going to have to live and be comfort
able and maneuver in a computer environment. These kids are in
training:' John Perry Barlow, founder of the Electronic Frontier
Foundation, puts it slightly differently. He refers to the emerging
generation of garners as the new "natives" of cyberspaceY

NSC Officia Gus Weiss used [the Farewell] . . . material to design a
massive deception program . . . unparalleled in the cold War. With the
collaboration of the CIA, the FBI, and the Pentagon, products were
made, modified and made available to Line X collection channels. The
products were designed to appear genuine upon receipt but to fail later.
Line X operatives and Soviet manufacturers blamed each other for
faulty collection efforts or for the inability to copy correctly the blue
prints . . . It was a blow to Soviet military buildup.

N O R M A N A . B A I L E Y,
W A R (1 9 9 9 )

THE STRA TEG IC PL A N THA T W ON THE

COL D

8

Weaponizing Planned Obsolescence

The development of the integrated circuit provided American
manufacturers with a substantial and threatening lead over the
Soviet Union in a technology vital to defense. In addition to in
numerable industrial applications, miniaturization and the high
speed computations made possible by ICs were essential to the
design of successful ICBMs, manned rockets, airplanes, and satel
lites. Yet from 1 970 until its collapse in 1 99 1 , the USSR lagged ten
years behind the United States in the manufacture of workable
chips. In retrospect, it should surprise no one that the Soviet de
fense and security machinery were desperately pressed into the
service of the state and charged with using any means to procure
these essential devices. What is remarkable is that the KGB failed
so spectacularly in fulfi ling this mission.
The year 1 970 saw the debut of the Pocketronic calculator in
Japan and the publication of Design for the Real World in America,
in which Victor J. Papanek condemned the wasteful practices that
sustained America's throwaway culture. For the firs time, a con
nection was drawn between America's domestic consumer prac-
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tices and global geopolitical reality: "When people are persuaded,
advertised, propagandized, and victimized into throwing away
their cars every three years, their clothes twice yearly, their high
fi elity sets every few years, their houses every f ve years, then we
may consider most other things fully obsolete. Throwing away . . .
may soon lead us to feel that marriages (and other personal rela
tionships) are throw-away items as well and . . . on a global scale
countries, and indeed subcontinents are disposable like Kleenex:' 1
But 1 970 was notable for another event underappreciated at the
time. In that year the brilliant cold warrior responsible for turning
planned obsolescence into a weapon against the Soviet Union
joined Richard Nixon's staff as an economist.
Although Gus Weiss fulfi led his economic duties meticulously
at the White House, his other interests proved much more geo
politically significant Weiss had been fascinated with technology
since he was a boy, when, during World War II, he developed an
interest in aeronautics. Instead of fading in adulthood, Gus's fasci
nation with airplanes became obsessive. On a break from his MBA
studies at Harvard, Weiss took a road trip to Cape Cod with Rich
ard Eskind, a good friend. When they passed a small Massachu
setts airfield Gus suddenly shouted "Stop!" and jumped out of the
car. He disappeared for an hour, and the next time Eskind saw his
face was through the window of a single engine craft as the plane
came in for a landing. By way of explanation Weiss simply said,
"I wanted to see what Cape Cod looked like from the air:'2
In later years, Weiss would be decorated by NASA for his assis
tance in tracking a disabled nuclear-powered Russian satellite. He
would also receive recognition by France's Legion of Honor (the
firs of two such recognitions) for his assistance in facilitating a
joint project between General Electric and Snecma-the Societe
Nationale d'Etude et de Construction de Moteurs d'Aviation. This
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partnership created the CFM56 jet engine, the single most popu
lar aircraft engine ever built and the prototype engine for Airbus.
Weiss's meetings with French official would provide him with a
wonderful opportunity to take the Concorde on a demonstration
fli ht from Washington to Paris in 1 973. Following his second su
personic fli ht, Weiss gushed about the Concorde, "It spoils you
rotten:'3
Gus's lifelong Nashville friends recalled that many normal
childhood events had been painful for him, perhaps because his
expansive intellect made him a "real oddity" in the Weiss house
hold.4 Set apart by extraordinary intelligence at an early age, Weiss
would certainly have followed world events in the pages of the
Tennessean when he entered adolescence in the mid- 1 940s. Loath
ing Nazi Germany, he wore a Navy surplus bomber jacket during
his high school years, sometimes well into the month of June. He
shared the apprehensions of other Jews during the era of the Red
Spy Queen scandal and the trial of Julius Rosenberg-events that
helped shape his dogged patriotism. Weiss would go on to become
a vigilant and pragmatic Soviet watcher who never forgot that
the USSR had been aggressively spying on America since World
War II.
After completing an economics degree at Vanderbilt, Weiss
studied for an MBA at Harvard and later taught economics at
New York University. In the mid 1 960s he joined the Hudson In
stitute and became a colleague of Herman Kahn, himself a cold
war original who had "thought about the unthinkable" and put it
all down in his chillingly popular analysis, On Thermonuclear War
( 1 96 1 ) . Kahn was one of two men who inspired Stanley Kubrick's
character Dr. Strangelove in the ftl of the same name (the other
was Edward Teller) .
After Nixon became president in 1 969, Weiss joined the White
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House's Council on International Economic Policy. Having few
friends with whom he was truly intimate and trusting, he com
partmentalized many aspects of his life. The students he mentored
in evening classes at Georgetown University were later surprised
to learn that he had been working at the White House for the Na
tional Security Council. His closest and oldest Nashville friend
knew nothing of his most significan romantic involvement. A
wider group of acquaintances in Washington enjoyed his com
pany but saw only carefully selected facets of the larger man. One
in this circle described him affectionately as a "fat, pink cherub;'
while another, looking a little deeper into his offbeat heart, de
scribed him as a person who "hid his torments wel1:'5
One of these torments was a condition Gus had developed
sometime soon after high school: alopecia universalis, complete
and permanent loss of body hair. Physically, this condition made
him unusual. Psychologically, the disease left Weiss permanently
shy about this body, and added an extra dimension of difficul y to
the problem of fmdin a suitably brilliant woman to share his ec
centric life in the shadows of Washington. But by middle age,
Weiss had adapted reasonably well to the black world of intelli
gence and the gray world of analysis. He was known for his bril
liantly associative mind and truly twisted sense of humor, as well
as his ill-fit ing toupee, affection for dogs, and vicarious enjoy
ment of the family life of others.
At some point during his early Washington years, Gus Weiss
created an informal group of about twenty like-minded profes
sionals from different corners of the intelligence community who
met often to share drinks, dinner, and information. Fancifully,
they called themselves the American Tradecraft Society.6 This or
ganization provided Weiss with the social dimension that had
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been missing from his life since the days of fraternity dinners
at Vanderbilt. But American Tradecraft was also designed to fi 1
a very serious function with respect to national security. As a
trained economist and avid student of history, Weiss was aware
that one of the hottest topics among contemporary European
economists in the 1 970s was the role that espionage had played in
the expansion of industry in early modern Europe/ Weiss saw
parallels between France during the Industrial Revolution and the
Soviet Union during the Cold War-particularly the imbalance in
the overall number of inventions that had existed between France
and England on the one hand and that currently existed between
America and the Soviet Union on the other. Weiss felt that in both
economic contests, as a result of this imbalance, technology trans
fer between nations had become imperative, and industrial espio
nage was therefore inevitable.
Although Weiss had no concrete proof of espionage, he viewed
the USSR's rough military parity with suspicion, since many So
viet innovations mirrored their American counterparts, and So
viet funding for research and development was disproportionately
low. Others were beginning to notice these discrepancies as well. A
specialist in the economic aspects of Soviet technology recalled
that "the technology transfer issue was hot in the 1 970s and into
the 1 980s. I got interested in it in the early 1 970s when I worked
temporarily (in Moscow and London) for the Foreign and Com
monwealth Offi e. It was then beginning to be talked about as
an important issue in East-West relations. Initially there were
lots of extreme claims-that the Soviet system was so hopeless
that it couldn't absorb anything from the West, or that in both
civilian and military technology we were giving away the crown
jewels:'s
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By the time Weiss took his firs position at the White House in
1 970, he was already reasoning that the cash-poor Soviets were
continuing their postwar strategy of sparing themselves weighty
R&D costs by simply stealing or covertly buying the American
technology they needed. As an economist, he knew that the arms
race drew its strength from technological parity, as successive
weapons systems rendered older systems dangerously obsolete
and vulnerable to firs strikes. Since Sputnik I, American mili
tary strategists had bet on the vitality of the American economy
against the costly national restructuring required in a Soviet
Union devastated by World War II. The Pentagon believed that by
developing newer, more sophisticated, and more costly weapon
systems as often as it could, the West could force the Soviets to
overextend themselves economically. The USSR would reach a
point where it simply could not keep up and would have to
choose between aggressive military imperialism and sustaining its
costly civil infrastructure. At its core, this was a strategic extension
of the policy Eisenhower had expressed in 1 956 when he commit
ted America to continuously upgrading the technology involved
in national defense: "In these days of unceasing technological ad
vance, we must plan our defense expenditures systematically and
with care, fully recognizing that obsolescence compels the never
ending replacement of older weapons with new ones:'9
This is how repetitive consumption and planned obsolescence
became one of the mainstays of America's geopolitical strategy.
Ironically, this strategy engaged the Soviet Union in the purist
kind of capitalist venture-a competition to produce a better
product, in this case a more effici nt, better-defended society. But
the irony of this contest soon faded as the arms race, and its
deadly potential, became the main focus of the cold war. In hind
sight, we can see the maddening excesses of the military buildup
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from the 1 950s through the 1 980s, along with the space race, as a
kind of Strangelovian strategy to spend the USSR into oblivion.
Viewed from this perspective, the Soviet Union was doomed to
play a loser's game of catch-up as the technological gap widened
over the course of the cold war.

IND U STRIAL ESPIONAGE

Earlier than most people, Gus Weiss observed that, although the
Soviets were struggling, they were also somehow keeping up. In
creasingly, he felt that they were doing this mainly through theft
and deception. In 1 97 1 an entire cadre of Soviets spies had been
expelled from England for espionage activities focusing on science
and technology. When the Russian Oleg Adolofovich Lyalin be
came a British agent in February of that year, he confi med much
of the information MI6 had already garnered from other inform
ers. But Lyalin also disclosed at least twenty new names of Soviet
agents engaged in industrial espionage in the UK. Some of these
had begun their careers as techno-bandits as early as World War
II. Infuriated, the British government decided to clean house; 1 05
Soviet citizens were expelled from the country in September of
1 97 1 .10
Eventually, it became clear that the Soviet agents sent home in
cluded many of the most influ ntial figu es in the KGB's Director
ate T, which was staffed by an elite group of specialists called Line
X. Their exclusive function was to acquire Western technology for
use in the "reproduction" of Soviet "fatherland analogues." Much
of what was called "research and development" in the USSR was
actually a massive program of reverse engineering, based on sto
len or covertly purchased technology. 11
Before this espionage information became available, however,
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Gus Weiss began to collect stories about covert Soviet attempts to
acquire technology in the United States. Alone in his Washing
ton offi e, ten years before the name Line X was uttered outside
a small circle of Soviet operatives, Weiss conjectured that there
must be a concerted, ongoing, and centralized Soviet effort to
steal Western technology. He took his ideas to the security estab
lishment, but CIA official om was uninterested in home-cooked
intelligence, even by such an intelligent outsider. 12
The meeting was not entirely fruitless, however, since Weiss
was soon contacted by Helen L. Boatner, a CIA offi er who then
managed the agency's operations center and would later receive
the Distinguished Intelligence Medal. In 1 973 Boatner became a
founding member of American Tradecraft, risking her job to tell
Weiss that a group of Soviet scientists had obtained visas and
permission to visit the Uranus Liquid Crystal Watch Company
in Minneola, New York. Then, three days before their visit, ac
cording to Boatner, the group had used a loophole in American
visa regulations to "expand" their approved itinerary to cutting
edge American semiconductor fi ms, including IBM and Texas
Instruments. Under CIA surveillance, these visiting Soviet scien
tists then scoured the clean rooms of the American semiconduc
tor giants with cellutape attached to their shoes, picking up trace
material samples as they went. It was clear to both Boatner and
Weiss that someone in Moscow had figu ed out how to take ad
vantage of U.S. regulations by firs gaining approval for the scien
tists to tour an innocuous fi m and then changing their itinerary
at the last minute to visit much more sensitive targets. 13
Boatner's trust in Weiss, at considerable risk to her own career,
highlighted an interesting facet of Gus's personality. His ability to
connect on a personal level and win the immediate respect of
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the brightest and most committed professionals was his greatest
strength. Though obviously weird, he had a self-mocking charm
that made him unthreatening and even quite likeable (he regu
larly referred to himself as Gus Mitty Weiss or as Dr. Strange
weiss) . Mostly, however, his transparent brilliance and invaluable
frankness outweighed his oddity and secured his position with
American Tradecraft's mid-level intelligence and security person
nel, a group deeply committed to their jobs and much more con
cerned with effective counter-intelligence than with the style or
strictures of officia policy. Weiss's formidable gift for thinking
outside the box was an extremely rare commodity among the
Harvard, Yale, and Princeton-trained professionals inhabiting the
upper echelons of the intelligence community. Famous for his be
lief in competitive intelligence analyses, William J. Casey, the fu
ture CIA director, always listened very carefully to whatever Gus
Weiss had to say. 14
Harris A. Gilbert, Weiss's boyhood friend, fraternity brother,
and personal attorney, was present at the Washington ceremony
marking Weiss's induction into France's Legion of Honor. He re
called what the young adviser sitting next to him said: "Gus is the
only person in the White House that we can trust. He has no per
sonal agenda, has no political aspirations, he tells you exactly the
truth, and when you want to have your ideas . . . [and] analyses
tested, he is the one who will listen to you and give you good
advice:'15
Despite his highly unorthodox approach to building a career,
Weiss's circle of influ nee in Washington began to expand. As
American Tradecraft dinners grew in size, Soviet efforts to acquire
U.S. technology became more and more apparent. Without any
budget or officia policy in place, Tradecraft members initiated
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unofficia blocking maneuvers that became increasingly sophisti
cated and collaborative. Leaving no paper trail, this small group of
friends operated invisibly until well into the 1 980s, when they
were fmal y penetrated by an East German informer. 16
By 1 974 the Nixon White House had officia ly put Weiss in
charge of problems associated with technology transfer. Largely
as a result of his recommendations, National Security Decision
Memorandum 247 was issued later that year, prohibiting the sale
of powerful computers to the USSR. This was the government's
firs attempt to take control of the transfer of American technol
ogy, and so it marked a turning point. Previously, Secretary of
State Henry Kissinger had softened trade restrictions with the So
viets in a sincere effort to achieve detente. Following the 1 972
summit, the fl w of supercomputers to Russia had increased. But
giving the Russians-who were, and still are, incapable of making
cutting-edge integrated circuits-unlimited access to such vital
technology proved to be a strategic mistake.
Some of the implications of that mistake became clear in Af
ghanistan. Responding to Kissinger's detente initiative, Chase
Manhattan Bank opened a Moscow offi e in 1 973 and agreed to
finan e the Kama River truck plant, which used IBM System 7
computers to regulate production, especially the automated forg
ing equipment necessary to cast engine blocks. Despite Soviet
assurances that these trucks would never be used for military pur
poses, the USSR's invasion of Afghanistan six years later was facil
itated by an armada of Soviet vehicles whose drive trains included
Kama engines. 17
In 1 98 1 Weiss had been at work on technology transfer to the
Soviets for about a decade when President Francois Mitterrand
invited President Ronald Reagan to meet with him privately en
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route to the G7 Summit in Ottawa. The French would soon pass a
wealth of Soviet documents into American hands, and consider
ing Weiss's portfolio with the NSC and his Legion of Honor deco
ration, it was inevitable that this formidable body of intelli
gence-now known as the Farewell Dossier-would eventually
come into his possession.
By all accounts, Reagan had no reason to expect any such gift
and every reason to be suspicious of France's new leader, who
was a lifelong socialist and whose coalition cabinet included four
communist ministers. But Mitterrand wanted a close and trusting
partnership with America and had no great love for the Soviets. In
particular, he viewed the Urengoi pipeline that was to provide
Western Europe with Siberian natural gas for decades to come as a
very mixed blessing, one that would guarantee France a depend
able and fairly low-cost energy source but would also make the
whole of Europe more dependent on a Soviet Union strengthened
by hard European currency. Mitterrand had little interest in in
creasing the power of the USSR, and he had considerable interest
in expanding France's own international influ nee.
When Mitterrand asked for and was granted a private meeting
with his American counterpart, he told Reagan that late in the
previous year a completely trustworthy French citizen had in
formed French domestic counter-intelligence (the Direction du
Surveillance du Territoire, or DST) that a well-placed KGB in
sider was offering his services to France. This agent, to whom the
French gave the misleading English code name Farewell, had al
ready been contacted in Moscow, and he had now passed into
DST hands more internal Soviet intelligence documents than had
been available since the 1 960s, when Colonel Oleg Vladimirovich
Penkovsky of the GRU (Soviet military intelligence) gave 5,500
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Minox exposures to the SIS (now known as M l 6 ) , including vital
revelations about Soviet ICBM disposition and chemical warfare
strategies. 18
Mitterrand told Reagan that the Farewell documents contained
startling revelations. Chief and most welcome among these was
confi mation that not only was the Soviet Union desperately be
hind the West in its technology but that the USSR did not have
suffici nt economic dynamism to sustain any real research and
development program of its own. As a result, the Soviets were
compelled to steal whatever they needed in order to patch large
technological gaps in every area of their country's infrastructure.
In particular, at that moment the Soviets were desperately con
cerned with acquiring oil and gas pipeline technology in order to
develop the westernmost Siberian oil fields a huge and desperate
effort that in cold war terms had taken on Manhattan Project di
mensions. 19
Mitterrand emphasized that if the Russians could complete
their plan for this double-tracked trans-Siberian natural gas pipe
line, the cash fl w would enable them to strengthen their econ
omy, pay off their debt, develop their infrastructure, and at last
achieve military parity and perhaps victory in the cold war. He
also emphasized that the pipeline was a major technological un
dertaking, requiring, in its earliest phases, 3,300 miles of pipe and
over forty pumping stations. Mitterrand needed America's help in
thwarting these plans, because most of the technology the Soviets
required was American-made.
Reagan was paying careful attention. As the petroleum scientist
Jeremy Leggett explained: "Together, the proven and undiscovered
oil reserves in the former Soviet Union approach 200 billion bar
rels. That was almost a third of the oil ever burnt, globally, since
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the stuff was discovered more than a century ago. And then there
is the gas. Here, the prospects are even more mouth watering
for the oil companies. The former Soviet Union has more than
40 percent of the world's proven gas reserves, most of them in
Siberia."20
Following this highly successful initial meeting, Marcel Chalet,
director of the DST, secretly traveled to Washington in the swel
tering humidity of late August 1 98 1 and personally delivered over
three thousand Farewell documents to George Bush Sr.-former
director of the CIA and now vice president. This material in
cluded the firs descriptions of the KGB's Directorate T and its
leader, Leonid Sergeevich Zaitsev. In the days that followed, Weiss
would learn that the Farewell documents provided minute and
highly specifi details concerning how science and technology
were targeted, acquired, analyzed, and adapted through a con
certed Soviet effort that employed over twenty thousand people.
There were lists of agents in foreign countries, lists of companies,
lists of friendly contacts, and lists of target contacts. Statistical re
cords of how much technology had been targeted in previous
years and evaluations of the effectiveness of KGB and GRU efforts
in acquiring those targets were included. Records of what technol
ogies had been distributed to which industry, and assessments of
the strengths and weaknesses of the overall collection program,
eventually allowed American, British, and French analysts to de
velop a complete picture of the interactions among all the Soviet
bureaucracies involved in what was really a massive and ongoing
case of intellectual theftY
Suddenly, it was a new day. Although the United States had not
yet devised a means to use this intelligence, clearly Farewell's in
formation opened a crack into which an American wedge could
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be driven. If successful, this opening might eventually give the
West access to Siberian energy resources in some future, post-So
viet era. The stakes were enormous, and for Weiss this news must
have been accompanied by a feeling of complete vindication. His
claim that technology transfer and industrial espionage had saved
the Soviet Union billions of dollars in research and development
spending during the cold war was now a well-established fact. He
had tina ly earned a place at the big table.
Farewell's information convinced analysts that the Soviets had
never seriously entertained detente. Weiss and other hard-line an
alysts brought Washington's attention back to the text of a 1 972
Brezhnev briefin to the Politburo about a new phase in the cold
war: "We communists have to string the capitalists along for a
while. We need their credits, their agriculture, their technology.
But we are going to continue massive military programs and by
the mid -80s we will be in a position to return to an aggressive for
eign policy designed to gain the upper hand with the West:' If the
Farewell documents enabled Washington to see Moscow's posi
tion on detente clearly at last, they also provided concrete proof
that the Soviet economic position was precarious. In Washington
the feeling grew that if America could exploit this weakness, the
cold war might soon be over. In the NSC offi es, the word that an
alysts used among themselves to describe the end of the costly
contest with the Soviets is telling: it was described as the "take
down."22

FAREWE L L

If Farewell's information was the best news to reach the West since
the death of Hitler or the surrender of Japan, many still wondered
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where it came from. Concerning the identity and KGB function of
the mole, however, very little was then known. This fact continu
ally brought the most experienced Soviet analysts back to the
question of whether or not the Farewell material could be trusted.
Fortunately, many of the documents were smuggled out of the
Lubyanka KBG headquarters by the mole himself, and bore the
original and identifiabl signatures of KGB chief Yuri Andropov
and his immediate subordinates, Vladimir Kryuchov and Leonid
Zaitsev, as well as those of the most elite bureaucrats known in
the scientific technological, and defense ministries of the USSR.
Their provenance was impeccable. Signals intercepted with the
help of America's latest Soviet defector (Victor Cheimov) sup
ported them in every detail, and Ml6's own mole, Oleg Gordiev
sky, who in a tidy irony had just completed an officia history of
the KGB for its internal use, was able to confi m some of the most
incidental details, including the identity, rank, position, and job
description of the moleY
Although no one quite knew why he was doing it, there could
be no question that Lieutenant Colonel Vladimir I. Vetrov was
now working for the West. Moreover, since it was 1 98 1 , digital ar
chives with their automatic access records had not yet become a
reality. Most of the documents Farewell provided came from a
filin cabinet in his own offi e, since he needed them in his work
tracking the effectiveness of Directorate T. This made Farewell's
story very similar to that of Oleg Penkovsky in the 1 960s. Both
men had virtually complete and unrecorded access. In the exciting
days after the presentation of France's extraordinary intelligence
gift to America, no one remembered that the Penkovsky affair had
ended tragically with his torture and murder, and that it was fol
lowed by the disgrace, dismissal, and suicide in 1 963 of his supe-
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rior and drinking partner, General Serov, onetime head of the
GRU.24
The KGB firs recruited Vladimir (Volodia) Vetrov, a young
Muscovite with an impeccably proletarian background, in 1 959.
Vetrov's biographer, the Russian journalist Sergei Kostine, identi
fie this important period in the late 1 950s as one in which "the
KGB launched a massive campaign of recruiting new personnel.
The Stalinist old -guard had been purged, and it was necessary to
replace them. But, in addition, the Iron Curtain was lifting more
and more and the Soviet secret services badly needed reinforce
ments:'25
Vetrov had highly developed mathematical gifts and was also
very competitive. In his teens he had been a national champion
junior sprinter. Although his parents were uneducated workers,
the family was fortunate to live in a privileged Moscow neighbor
hood, where Volodia attended one of the best grade schools in the
USSR. Somehow he managed-without patronage-to get admit
ted in 1 95 1 to Moscow's Baumann Technical Superior School
(MVTU) , the USSR'S fines engineering college. After completing
a course of study that lasted over fi e years, the bright young
Vetrov wrote his state exams in 1 957 and received a posting to the
SAM computer and calculating-machine factory. Although it was
a secret institution, it was not a very prestigious posting. Vetrov
had made lots of friends in the Soviet nomenklatura (ruling
class) , but they were all still young and not yet very influ ntial.
Even so, his school friends remembered him fondly and invited
him to join Dynamo, the Moscow athletic club for members
of the Interior Ministry and the KGB. Dynamo welcomed this
former national champion, and there he met his future wife,
Svetlana, also a sprinter. On the strength of his academic record
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and his friends in the club, the KGB tapped Vetrov and sent him
to its Dzerjinski operational school, where he again distinguished
himself. Upon graduation in 1 96 1 , he was selected as a recruit to
the KGB's PGU (First Chief Directorate)-an elite posting. Once
again he was sent back to school. But this time it was the old "for
est school" that would later become the KGB's Andropov Insti
tute. Upon graduation, Vetrov was given a cover job in another
ministry by day. At night he received intense instruction in Eng
lish and French at the Lubyanka headquarters.
Vetrov had married well, he claimed respect as a former ath
letic champion, he was outgoing and liked, and could boast a su
perb education. Clearly he was being prepared for a foreign resi
dency. During the years of his intelligence training, Svetlana had
also become a national champion sprinter and had defended her
title successfully twice. In 1 962 she gave birth to their son, Vladik,
and by 1 965 she had retired from sports. The KGB sent the young
couple abroad to their Paris residency, and as firs postings go, it
was a plum.
London, Washington, and Paris were the three most impor
tant collection centers for Directorate T. In the course of his du
ties in France, Vetrov came into contact with Jacques Prevost, a
French scientist connected to the French industrial multinational
Thomson-CSF, which had some common interests with French
counter-intelligence. Prevost and Vetrov became close. A highly
sociable man, Vetrov was given to Soviet-style bouts of drinking.
One night, after becoming quite drunk, Vetrov totaled his resi
dency car in an accident.
Until the 1 980s, when the KGB began providing driving in
struction at the Andropov Institute as part of their operational
training, such accidents were common among new KGB person-
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nel in the West.26 Personal cars for junior offi ers were then a rar
ity in the Soviet Union, and the KGB had an internal culture of
heavy drinking. It had even developed a highly effective drug
(known as antipokhmelin or, colloquially, as "regional committee
pills" ) to negate the physical effects of extreme drunkenness. Not
surprisingly, automobile accidents were quite common among
new residents who were unused to driving, and they were career
wreckers for the young KGB agents involved, since the KGB de
manded the same decorum, professionalism, and low visibility
practiced by Western diplomatic personnel.
With no one else to turn to, Vetrov phoned his powerful friend
Prevost, who used his influ nee to hush up the incident and get
the car fi ed overnight before it could be missed by the Soviet
residency. There is some chance that the DST actually staged
Vetrov's accident, since shortly afterward a DST agent introduced
by Prevost approached Vetrov with a recruitment ploy. Vetrov de
clined the approach, and the French did not follow it with a black
mail attempt. When his posting ended, Vetrov returned to Mos
cow with his family as an uncompromised KGB agent. Once there,
he was promoted to lieutenant colonel. This alcoholic interlude,
however, was a bitter foretaste of what was to come.
In Moscow, where Vetrov worked as an analyst for Directorate
T, he was popular among his colleagues but did not have a patron
to support his desire to advance in the Soviet system. Despite
promises of promotion by his chief of section, Vladimir Alexan
drovitch Dementiev, others were continually promoted over him.
For a time, he was posted to Montreal, where his superior was a
nomenklatura colleague who had been his peer some years earlier
in France.27 This must have rankled the competitive and ambi
tious Vetrov. In any case, the two did not get along. His posting
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was soon canceled, and he returned to his old analyst job at Mos
cow Center.
By 1 980 Vetrov had been a lieutenant colonel and an intelli
gence analyst for ten years. He had a few more years before retire
ment and decided to make a push to achieve the rank and pay
grade of full colonel. Vetrov had considerable knowledge about
the internal workings, present and past, of Directorate T, and
he was aware that, despite its record of success, Directorate T
had been only 37 percent effective in achieving its objectives in
1 980, down from 48 percent in 1 979. Moreover, Zaitsev, the chief,
openly expressed his disappointment with Directorate T's perfor
mance. Gordievsky, in his history of the KGB, described one famous incident: "On one occasion in the mid-seventies . . . the
head of Directorate T . . . outraged at the failure of Line X . . . offi ers in the United States, Western Europe and Japan to obtain a
particular piece of equipment, swore violently and declared: 'In
that case, I'll have to get it through our Indian contacts! I know
they won't let me down! "'28
On his own initiative, Vetrov researched and wrote a report re
viewing Directorate T's mid-range effici ncy and made a variety
of recommendations that would have improved Soviet collection
abilities. His timing was impeccable, since the push to industrial
ize many Soviet industries ( including defense) intensifie in the
early 1 980s. But although his report attracted notice and com
pliments, no one was really interested in fixin something that
worked moderately well enough already.29
This failure to achieve his desired promotion marked the be
ginning of a very bad period for Vetrov. Several personal disap
pointments, each of which would have challenged the equanim
ity of the strongest man, then occurred simultaneously. Svetlana,
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who had married him in a youthful passion against the wishes of
her parents, began to have an affair with the brother of a cosmo
naut, a member of the nomenklatura.30 Vetrov knew about the af
fair, as did many of his colleagues, and it dealt a body blow to his
self-esteem. The Vetrovs' joint campaign to secure a place for their
son, Vladik, in the Economics Department at Lomonosov Univer
sity, the USSR's fines school, was frustrated when the friend of a
friend (a faculty member upon whose influ nee they had relied)
refused to raise a fmg r for the child of a KGB offi er. Without pa
tronage, Vladik was still able to get a fairly good place at another
Moscow school, but from that lower starting point he would not
have the brilliant career his father hoped for. Vetrov gave up on
the idea that the boy would follow him into the KGB.
Vetrov now grew quite bitter about the inequalities of the
nomenklatura patronage system. The oligarchy had held him back
for most of his professional career, and now it also threatened his
beloved son. To his firs French controller, he would soon express
deep resentment toward his superiors, Dementiev and Zaitsev.
Around this time, too, he began to drink heavily. In the autumn,
before Vladik began his studies, and without any realistic sense of
the danger in which he was placing his only child, Vetrov spoke to
his son about the offer of service he had made to the French DST.
Over the next eighteen months, Vetrov would tell Vladik repeat
edly that it was his hope they could be exftl rated together and go
to live in the West. Although this was the dream of a desperate
man, no doubt influ need by drink, it was not without some jus
tifica ion. Earlier in 1 980 the United States had succeeded in ex
til rating Soviet cipher specialist Victor Cheimov, along with his
wife and child. But in the long history of the cold war, only one
other Soviet mole ever successfully reached the West from a start
ing point inside the Soviet Union.31
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Unfortunately, Vetrov did not have Cheimov's good luck or his
clear mind. Xavier Amell, an intelligence amateur and Vetrov's
firs Moscow-based controller, must have sensed Vetrov's bitter
ness and his trajectory of self-destruction at their firs meeting.
The two men met regularly in Vetrov's blue late-model Lada, a
fairly unobservable way for a Soviet citizen to speak with a West
erner in the early 1 980s, when all contact with foreigners was con
trolled and monitored.32 At that firs meeting, the Russian engi
neer asked his French contact to bring something to drink for
their second meeting, and thereafter every time they met Vetrov
downed the better part of two bottles before dropping Amell off
and speeding home. After braving a few of these liquid monthly
meetings, Amell, who had no diplomatic protection whatsoever,
was replaced by an espionage professional attached to the French
Embassy.
Around this time, Vetrov also began attending regular after
hours drinking parties with his offi emates. Soon he became in
volved in an affair with Ludmilla Otchikina, a married translator
whose offi e was in the same corridor as his own and whom he
had known for fi e years. During one of their assignations she
found a packet of KGB documents whose significan e was not lost
on her. Sensing an opportunity, she began to blackmail her lover.
All his life, Vetrov seemed to desperately need constant atten
tion and adulation. He had been a beloved only child, a star ath
lete, and a hero-lover to his beautiful, successful, and vivacious
young wife. He had also distinguished himself again and again in
the increasingly rarifie atmosphere of successive KGB training
centers. Now nearing fif y, his precise, mathematical mind warped
by alcoholism, Vetrov knew that the brilliant promise of his young
years had gone unfulfi led. He divulged details about his double
life to Vladik and to Ludmilla, probably in order to win their ad-
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miration. But he also made many other mistakes that suggest he
harbored a desire to be caught.
Certainly, he wanted to embarrass Dementiev and Zaitsev.
Vetrov was acutely aware that-twenty years earlier-the out
come of Oleg Penkovsky's career as a mole had been the disgrace,
dismissal, and suicide of the GRU's General Serov. After eighteen
months of meetings with the DST, Vetrov passed nearly as many
documents into Western hands as Penkovsky's impressive total.
On February 22, 1 982, the night before he was to hand over more
documents to his French controller, Vetrov attempted to kill Lud
milla, only to succeed in killing a Moscow Militia policeman who
interfered. In the weeks that followed, very little investigative ef
fort was devoted to Ludmilla's loud and persistent claims that
Vetrov was a mole inside the KGB, despite the fact that this accu
sation provided a clear motive for his murder attempt.
The KGB's remarkable lack of interest in Ludmilla's claims in
vites two possible explanations. Sympathetic or embarrassed KGB
investigators may have been content to let sleeping dogs lie, since
Vetrov was on his way to prison for such a long term that he
would likely die there anyway. This was more or less the posi
tion of Sergei Kostine, Vetrov's biographer. A second, more likely,
explanation is that the highest KGB administrators did not want
to risk a Penkovsky-like scandal.33 In the politicized atmosphere of
1 982 while KGB director Yuri Andropov plotted to succeed the
moribund Brezhnev, Vetrov was sentenced to serve twelve years in
the Gulag for murdering a policeman. After an unnaturally long
period of six months in Lefortovo Prison, he was transported to
Irkutsk to serve out his sentence.
Whatever the purpose for his delay at Lefortovo, it had the sal
utary effect of drying Vetrov out and returning him to health be
fore he confronted his new life in the camps. By the time he
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reached Camp 272/3 near Irkutsk, he had his wits about him.
The challenge of prison invigorated him and-ironically-he was
soon promoted to a responsible position in the internal camp hi
erarchy. Moreover, he began to write a series of introspective let
ters to Svetlana, Vladik, and his mother-in-law which show that,
by the time Vetrov got to Irkutsk, he had accepted his fate and had
returned to himself.
Kostine, a patriotic Russian offended by Vetrov's treason
against the Soviet Union, wrote that in these letters Vetrov never
expressed any regret for stabbing a policeman to death, or for
betraying his country: "Any ideas of moral conscience, guilt and
repentance are completely absent from his refle tions:'34 But if
Vetrov's resistance and his attempts to cheer his family occupy the
explicit text of these letters, his guilt and regret press in from the
margins. Here is a passage from one of Vetrov's earliest Gulag let
ters to Svetlana: "Here I am. It is impossible now to avoid punish
ment and regret. Sweet girl, your letter tried to console me, calm
me, appeal to my reason. But I am rational now and everything is
normal. I have already written to you that life here is horrible. It
does no good to shake you up again . . . [ and] it is impossible to
describe. You must live it . . . The main curse here is hunger, that
and an everyday boredom are my constant companions . . . But
really, I don't know where or how to begin:' By the time Vetrov
reached Irkutsk-detoxifie and in an environment of strictly en
forced sobriety-he was confronted with the clear and immediate
choice of surviving an austere KGB prison or allowing himself to
sink. He simply could not afford to look back. "We live here as
though it were wartime;' he wrote, "and death is always present
. . . The essential thing, is that I will be free someday. Everything
else will then follow."35
Unfortunately, this was a vain hope. In 1 983 the French gov-
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ernment, unwilling to tolerate a cadre of Soviet industrial spies
on French soil, expelled forty-seven Soviet citizens identifie in
the Farewell documents. On March 28, 1 983, the Soviet officia
Nikolai Afanassievski was summoned to the Quay d'Orsay and
shown the Directorate T documents in French possession that
clearly identifie these agents. According to Kostine, each of
ficia ly distributed copy of the documents carried a list of names
to whom the document had been distributed. The French copy
included the name of Vetrov.36
Yves Bonnet, director of the DST at the time, specifica ly de
nied Kostine's accusation that the French accidentally exposed
Farewell.37 Nonetheless, the expulsion of the Soviet agents was
a personal embarrassment to the new chairman of the Soviet
Union, Yuri Andropov, who responded angrily in newspaper in
terviews in the Western press. If failing to prosecute Vetrov for es
pionage in 1 982 had been an attempt to avoid embarrassing the
KGB chief before he had consolidated his succession, there was no
longer any reason not to do so. By 1 983 Andropov had succeeded
Brezhnev and also replaced the Brezhnev appointee who succeeded
him-briefly-a KGB leader. Under Victor Chebrikov, An
dropov's new appointee, technological disasters throughout the
Soviet Union in 1 983 would necessitate that the KGB fin a traitor
and a scapegoat. Consequently, the Vetrov case was resurrected.
Kostine put Vetrov's Moscow interrogation into the hands of
Colonel Sergei Mikhailovich Golubev of the PGU's fift director
ate, the grand inquisitor of KGB counter-intelligence. He would
be promoted to general by Chebrikov in the months following
Vetrov's execution. However, an earlier writer-a British intelli
gence professional with access to American sources-identifie
the original interrogator dispatched to Irkutsk in 1 983 to reexam
ine Vetrov as Colonel Vitaly Sergeevich Yurchenko, who defected
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to the West seven months after Vetrov's death in August 1 985. Ac
cording to Yurchenko, "Farewell not only promptly admitted to
having spied for France but turned his admission into a blistering
condemnation of the regime he had disavowed and a paean of
praise for the West. He wrote out a long document entitled 'The
Confession of a Traitor' which, for its well-reasoned invective,
puts one in mind of Emile Zola's ]'Accuse. His bitterest criticism
was leveled against the department in which he served. The KGB's
First Chief Directorate, he declared, was totally rotten, dominated
by alcoholism, corruption and nepotism. His tirade ended with
the words: 'My only regret is that I was not able to cause more
damage to the Soviet Union and render more service to France:"38
Kostine does not mention Yurchenko or Vetrov's confession,
and the veracity of Yurchenko's account was called into question
by subsequent events. After three months of numbing debriefin s
in Washington, Yurchenko one day suggested that his minders
take him to lunch at a Washington restaurant near the Soviet Em
bassy where he had once been a KGB resident. Excusing himself
briefl to use the men's room, Yurchenko literally crossed the
street, redefected to the USSR, and disappeared from sight forever.
This much concerning Vetrov's fina days is certain: he was re
turned to Moscow in late 1 983 and sentenced to death for treason
in the fina days of 1 984. During the trial he was able to speak
briefl to Svetlana. They parted tenderly. On January 23, 1 985, the
KGB executed him more or less unnoticed in Lefortovo Prison,
giving only the mildest of reprimands to Dementiev and Zaitsev.
Later that year, General Golubev began his interrogation of Ml6's
mole, Oleg Gordievsky, with pointed questions about Vetrov.
Golubev never confronted Gordievsky with any proof of treason,
because he did not need to. At this point in his career, Golubev
was a cagey old mongoose who knew how to sniff out a snake.
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Following Vetrov's death and his own promotion, Golubev had
suffici nt clout to pursue Gordievsky aggressively without proof,
and that is exactly what he did. Despite this formidable opponent,
Gordievsky-himself a very clever man-was able to elude the
KGB on their home ground. Then, to their perpetual embarrass
ment, he escaped to the West unaided in August 1 985. That same
year, Francois Mitterrand dismissed Marcel Chalet's successor,
Yves Bonnet, over his handling of the Farewell affair.39
Although Vetrov's treason did not ruin Dementiev's career as
he had hoped, it embarrassed Yuri Andropov, exposed Soviet
weaknesses to the West, and had disastrous cold war consequences
for the USSR.

FALLO U T

The worst short-term consequences of the Farewell case occurred
in 1 983 shortly before Vetrov was fina ly charged with treason and
returned to Moscow for trial. In that year, stolen technology be
gan to fail spectacularly in a variety of industries throughout the
Soviet Union. The central figu e behind these failures was the
highly decorated and very odd Gus W. Weiss Jr.
It began in December 1 98 1 , around the time that the govern
ment of Poland instituted martial law and outlawed the Solidarity
movement in order to appease Moscow and forestall a Czech-style
invasion. The threat of Soviet aggression against Poland removed
any pretense of courtesy in American-Soviet relations. Weiss, af
ter spending several months with the Farewell material in the fall,
requested a private meeting with William Casey, director of the
CIA. Ordinarily, it would have been unusual for a mid-level NSC
staffer to meet privately with the CIA director, but the two men
had known each other for years, and the CIA had recently deco-
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rated Weiss, awarding him the Intelligence Medal of Merit for
American Tradecraft Society projects from 1 972 to 1 980. Casey
returned Weiss's call personally. When the two men met in late
December, Weiss suggested a genuinely brilliant way to exploit
Farewell's intelligence and undermine the stability of the USSR.
Weiss reminded Casey that the Farewell documents had in
cluded a shopping list of items that the Soviets wanted to acquire
in coming years. Not only was there a shopping list, but the list
rated each technological item according to its desirability and the
urgency with which its acquisition was required. Farewell's own
report on Directorate T's effici ncy noted that the most urgently
desired A-list items were also the most quickly and completely ac
quired. In other words, American intelligence had more or less
certain knowledge about what the Soviets needed to steal and
what they would try to steal next. Moreover, Farewell had also
provided a full list of Line X personnel as well as the Western
companies they had already infil rated and those they had tar
geted for infil ration. Finding Line X agents then at work in the
United States would be a very easy task.
So "what if;' Weiss wondered, "we applied American know
how to these A-list items and doctored them, so that they would
appear like the genuine article upon their acquisition by the Sovi
ets, but would later fizzle "40 The KGB would have put an enor
mous amount of time, money, and effort into acquiring products
that would turn out to be very short-lived. This would make Di
rectorate T look bad indeed, Weiss said, and it would also destroy
the confi ence of Soviet industrialists in illegally acquired tech
nology. Furthermore, if the American ruse was uncovered, Weiss
continued, the results would actually be worse for the Soviets,
since they would not know which stolen technology to trust and
which to discard.
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Throughout the meeting, Casey listened silently and apprecia
tively. He was about to leave, when Weiss pitched his fina ball.
"We don't actually have to leave it at planned obsolescence:' he
told Casey. "We could take it a step further. We could shake their
morale completely by making some of the stolen items malfunc
tion in spectacular ways." At this, the CIA director settled back
thoughtfully. "I'm thinking of their most crucial areas:' Weiss
said. "You know, defense and the pipeline." After he had heard all
Weiss had to say, Casey made a highly appreciative but carefully
noncommittal noise in his throat.
Then, in the early days of the new year, after reviewing his per
sonal record of the meeting, Casey took Weiss's ideas privately to
President Reagan and received enthusiastic approval. Later, in a
general executive meeting outlining a range of anti-Soviet strate
gies, President Reagan also committed himself to the MIRV and
the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI, or "Star Wars") and to a gen
eral policy of investment in advanced military technologiesY
What would follow was a collaborative counter-intelligence ef
fort in the best tradition of the American Tradecraft Society. The
CIA, FBI, and the Department of Defense quickly identifie
Soviet agents engaged in acquisitions projects and won the coop
eration of American industry in sabotaging the products before
they were acquired. When the president of Texas Instruments was
tapped for assistance, he "allowed one of his company's chip-test
ing devices to be made available for Soviet interception in Rotter
dam. The machine was modifie to work initially as expected, but
after a few trust-winning months, it would salt its output with de
fective chips . . . Only later did it register [with the Soviets] that
some of the chips might end up in the Soviet Strategic Missile
program."42
Planned obsolescence and even malfunction was a small but
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vital piece of the overall strategy of economic warfare against the
Soviet Union that was being put in place by Casey and by Caspar
Weinberger at the Defense Department. Another part of the
emerging strategy was to limit the Soviet Union's access to West
ern credit. Roger Robinson, a New York investment banker, had
discovered that the Soviets were actually doubling the loans they
had taken out on the future success of the Urengoi and Sakhalin
Island pipelines. Everything was ridiculously overfinan ed, and
the USSR was taking a massive gamble with enormous sums of
borrowed money. By shutting off credit, the Reagan administra
tion delayed pipeline development and simultaneously raised So
viet costs, forcing them to exhaust their limited reserves of hard
foreign currency. The unpopularity of the USSR's role in the mili
tary clampdown in Poland made a worldwide credit embargo fea
sible. With President Reagan's blessing, Robinson, now an NSC
staffer, began a series of European meetings aimed at denying fur
ther credit to the overextended Soviets. His secret presentations to
European bankers successfully demonstrated the strained financ
ing and poor risk of the Soviet pipeline project.43 The USSR soon
found itself cut off from foreign credit.
The Soviets had reached a critical juncture in the pipeline's
development and had already contracted for supplies of pipe,
turbines, drilling equipment, and computer software from many
American manufacturers. When the U.S. government acted to
prevent the export of these materials, the Soviets grew desperate
and tasked the thirty members of their Cologne-based delegation
with findin the suppliers they needed.44 With America's urging,
Alsthom-Atlantique, the Soviet's French supplier of turbines, re
fused to sell across the Iron Curtain. In desperation, the Soviets
pulled their brightest people off existing projects and dipped into
their hard currency reserves to manufacture rotor shafts and
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blades. A Soviet engineer who worked on the project recalled: "We
tried to build a twenty-fi e-megawatt turbine, [and] threw re
sources into a crash program. [ But] We failed. It was a huge drain
on our resources. It cost us dearly:'45 Similar efforts to create a sheet
steel factory that would have enabled the USSR to manufacture its
own high-pressure piping met with enormous costs and delays.
But the crucial software necessary to control the pipeline could
not be homegrown or reverse engineered. As Derek Leebaert
reported in 2002 , when "the Soviets contrived . . . to obtain it
illegally through Canada, the FBI doctored the coding to cause
destructive power overload once applied in Russia, inducing
surges and causing sundry destruction. At least one immense (and
deadly) pipeline explosion could be seen from space."46 Leebaert's
account attracted little notice, and Gus Weiss was ruled to have
committed suicide in November 2003, one year after it was pub
lished and shortly before the invasion of Iraq. Although Weiss had
experienced depression during his life and had been treated for al
coholism in the 1 980s, his hairlessness and extreme body modesty
make the method of his suicide remarkable. At age 73, this highly
decorated American is said to have jumped, scantily clad, from the
balcony of his Watergate apartment, leaving the bedroom door
locked behind him. Not only did his death silence an outspoken
and especially well-informed critic of the Iraqi invasion, it also
prevented any complete first-han account of the pipeline explo
sion from being passed into history. News of the explosion would
have remained obscure had not William Safi e reviewed and ex
cerpted a second account of Weiss's masterstroke by a former sec
retary of the Air Force, Thomas C. ReedY
In 2004 Reed published At the Abyss: An Insider's History of the
Cold War. This account, based on personal memories of his White
House years, drew sharp and immediate criticism in the Moscow
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News from former KGB personnel. Reed has since acknowledged
that he may have had the exact date of the explosion wrong, but it

occurred sometime in 1 983. Here is how he described the Urengoi
6 disaster:

[ In] the Weiss project . . . pseudo-software disrupted factory out
put. Flawed but convincing ideas on stealth, attack aircraft and
space defense made their way into Soviet ministries . . . The Soviets [also] needed sophisticated control systems . . . [but] when
the Russian pipeline authorities approached the U. S. for the nec
essary software, they were turned down. Undaunted the Soviets
looked elsewhere: a KGB operative was sent to penetrate a Cana
dian software supplier in an attempt to steal the needed codes.
U. S. intelligence . . . in cooperation with some outraged Canadians "improved" the software before sending it on . . . Buried in
the stolen Canadian goods . . . was a Trojan Horse . . . The pipeline software that was to run the pumps, turbines and valves was
programmed to go haywire . . . To reset pump speeds and valve
settings and to produce pressures far beyond those acceptable to
the pipeline j oints and welds.48

A three-kiloton blast, "the most monumental non-nuclear ex
plosion and fi e ever seen from space:' puzzled White House staff
ers and NATO analysts until "Gus Weiss came down the hall to tell
his fellow NSC staffers not to worry:' Two full years before the
NATO allies rolled up the KGB's international Line X networks,
the Soviets sustained significan economic damage from Weiss's
efforts at sabotage.49
Jeremy Leggett, who visited Siberia in 1 99 1 , has described the
results of the inexpert and badly funded Soviet effort to develop
energy resources during the period following America's targeted
sabotage of Siberian pipeline projects: "Significan spills and leaks
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were commonplace . . . The loss of oil in the early 1 980s
amounted to 1 .5 percent of the total extracted in the area . . .
[Each year] 80 times the amount of oil spilt during the Exxon
Valdes disaster was simply being shed into the soils, rivers, and
lakes of the region. In the Tyumen area, when the snows melt in
summer, vast standing lakes of oil can be seen. The biggest at
Samotlor, was 1 1 kilometers long and 1 .5 to 2 meters deep:'so
The 1 983 Urengoi 6 explosion would have been suffici nt rea
son for the KGB to exhume Vetrov from the living death of Gulag
272/3-Irkutsk and make him the scapegoat of record shortly be
fore executing him. But 1 983 saw a much more frightening tech
nological failure than that of the Siberian gas pipeline. This sec
ond failure sent chills through the coolest hearts of the USSR's
cold warriors and guaranteed Vetrov's execution.
In June 1 983, only three months after President Reagan pub
licly announced SDI, which Yuri Andropov immediately con
demned as "insane;' a Soviet satellite equipped with stolen Ameri
can computer chips suddenly went wildly defective. This raised
the Soviet military's anti-American paranoia to an all-time high.
Defects in Soviet satellites had happened before, but in this case
the satellite in question was "the Soviets' only reliable means of
detecting a U.S. [missile] launch:' The satellite "registered [Ameri
can] missiles pouring out of the silos. Solely because the duty of
fi er of the day came from the algorithm department . . . [ did the
Soviets ] sense that the alert was inauthentic:'51
Here then was the full measure of Gus Weiss's victory over the
illegal transfer of American technology to the Soviet Union. By
1 983 the USSR's plans to finan e their own resurrection had been
left in tatters by the stalled Urengoi pipeline project. Since 1 98 1 ,
when American economic warfare against the USSR began in ear
nest, the Soviet Union had experienced losses totaling $3 billion
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per year in foreign trade, an area that had experienced a $270 mil
lion surplus in 1 980. Gus Weiss's sabotage had left them powerless
to create their own pipeline infrastructure or to repair the one
they had largely stolen from the West. Moreover, the Soviets were
deeply in debt to their Western creditors and now also completely
vulnerable to attack, since they could no longer trust the early
warning systems that had also been created by and stolen from
Western companies. This excruciating moment of vulnerability
occurred in the summer of 1 983, when, according to Weiss's im
mediate NSC superior, "the two blocs were closer to hot war than
at any time since the 1 962 missile crisis."52
Fortunately, the hardliner Yuri Andropov would eventually be
replaced by Mikhail Gorbachev. Within the decade, glasnost and
perestroika would follow-partly, at least, because of the intelli
gence roles played by an American patriot and a Soviet traitor.
Very soon after Vetrov's death, Gorbachev would trade an interest
in the development of Siberian energy resources to Western com
panies. Ironically, by the end of 1 99 1 more than thirty-six oil
companies had set up headquarters in Moscow. 53
Today, America's sabotage of energy development in Siberia
and the subsequent privatization of these energy resources are
once again highly politically charged issues. Within the civil ser
vice of the Russian Republic, a new nomenklatura, the siloviki
(comprised mainly of former KGB offi ers ) , is desperate to regain
control of its own resources from privatized companies like
YUKOS or from organizations like BP-TNK, which is 50 percent
foreign-owned. For this reason, Rosneft, the Russian national en
ergy giant, has stripped YUKOS of its most valuable holdings and
prevented BP-TNK from bidding on new natural resource explo
ration licenses.
For Vladimir Putin and the siloviki, the quest to control and
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exploit Siberian oil and gas under a government umbrella rep
resents exactly the same promise it had for the Soviets in Gus
Weiss's day. In an era of soaring energy prices, Siberian energy de
velopment is a potential cash cow that could finan e a new era of
badly needed Russian prosperity by developing the easternmost
Siberian oil field for strategically sensitive sales to North Korea,
China, and Japan. Realistically speaking, it is still not to the ad
vantage of the siloviki or the SVR (successor to the KGB ) to con
fi m the success of the Weiss project's sabotage. Similarly, it is not
to the advantage of Western oil companies to allow Putin's na
tionalistic oil and gas ambitions to succeed.

Like most problems with technology, pollution is a problem of scale.
The biosphere might have been able to tolerate our dirty old friends
coal and oil if we'd burned them gradually. But how long can it with
stand a blaze of consumption so frenzied that the dark side of this
planet glows like a fanned ember in the night of space?

RONALD WRIGHT,

9

A SHORT HISTORY OF

PRO G RESS

(2003)

Cell Phones and E -Waste

Electronic components have extremely short lives. In the United
States, cell phones built to last fi e years are now retired after only
eighteen months of use. These and other ubiquitous products, like
televisions, which are owned by more than 90 percent of the pop
ulation, are creating unmanageable mounds of electronic waste
each time they are thrown away. All of the discarded components
in this growing mountain of e-waste contain high levels of perma
nent biological toxins (PBTs ) , ranging from arsenic, antimony, be
ryllium, and cadmium to lead, nickel, and zinc. When e-waste is
burned anywhere in the world, dioxins, furans, and other pollut
ants are released into the air, with potentially disastrous health
consequences around the globe. When e-waste is buried in a land
fi 1, PBTs eventually seep into the groundwater, poisoning it. 1
As enforcement of the United Nations' Basel Convention on
the Control of Trans-Boundary Movements of Hazardous Wastes
and Their Disposal becomes stricter around the world, the United
States will soon be prevented from exporting its discarded elec
tronic products to developing countries for burning, burial, or
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dangerously unregulated disassembly. As the waste piles up in the
United States, above and below ground, contamination of Amer
ica's fresh water supply from e-waste may soon become the great
est biohazard facing the entire continent.
In 2001 the Silicon Valley Toxics Coalition estimated that the
amount of electronic consumer waste entering America's landfi ls
that year would be between 5 and 7 million tons.2 This repre
sented a substantial increase over the 1 .8 million tons of e-waste
produced in 1 999, the firs year that the EPA tracked hazardous
waste from electronic products.3 But we have seen nothing yet. By
2009, the overall amount of American e-waste will jump radically,
when the FCC-mandated shift to high-defini ion television goes
into effect-a one-time instance of planned obsolescence with
unprecedented negative consequences.
Because the toxins contained in most electronics are indestruc
tible, the European Union has banned their use by manufactur
ers and consumers. This ban is proving to be an effective encour
agement to the development of alternative, non-toxic materials
for electronic manufacture. In the United States, by contrast, the
EPA-chartered organization NEPSI (National Electronic Product
Stewardship Initiative) failed, in the early months of 2004, to gain
support for federal-level legislation that would make American
manufacturers financia ly responsible for reclaiming the toxic
components of e-waste. Although some legislation now exists at
the state level, there is no uniformity, no consistency, and no
funding for electronic waste disposal programs throughout the
United States.
The increasingly short life span of high-volume electronic
goods, along with miniaturization, is what causes the e-waste
problem. This lack of durability, in turn, grows from a unique
combination of psychological and technological obsolescence. As
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we have seen in the preceding chapters, psychological obsoles
cence is one of a complex set of corporate strategies firs adopted
in the 1 920s to confront the challenge of overproduction by creat
ing an endlessly renewable market for goods. Much earlier-in
1 832-the Cambridge mathematics professor Charles Babbage
firs described technological obsolescence as an inherent (but un
named) phenomenon created by the industrial revolution.4 Both
kinds of obsolescence have since been wholeheartedly embraced
by American industry, for all kinds of goods, from pantyhose to
skateboards. But as Moore's Law predicts, the rate at which con
sumer electronics become obsolete is unique, because of inte
grated chip technology and miniaturization.
At firs glance, it might seem that responsibility for the loom
ing crisis of electronic waste can simply be laid at the door of
greedy IT manufacturers and marketers. But identifying who ac
tually creates e-waste is intricate. As we will see in this fina chap
ter, the actions and habits of America's consumers threaten to
fl od the world with toxins, just as surely as do the misguided
priorities of multinational corporations. Now more than ever,
end-users of new technology need to pursue higher levels of tech
nological literacy in order to negotiate the complex interactions
among technology, society, and the environment. Ignorance of
these interactions effectively grants a permission slip for techno
logical hazards to persist.

WH Y DOES E-WASTE OCCUR ?

By 2002 over 1 30 million still-working portable phones were re
tired in the United States. Cell phones have now achieved the du
bious distinction of having the shortest life cycle of any electronic
consumer product in the country, and their life span is still declin-
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ing. In Japan, they are discarded within a year of purchase. Cell
phones have become the avant-garde of a fast-growing trend to
ward throwaway electronic products. Not only are rates of cell
phone replacement rapidly increasing, but previous estimates of
maximum market penetration are proving inaccurate. In 2000,
marketing experts predicted that, at most, 75 to 80 percent of peo
ple in industrialized countries would own a cell phone in the near
future. But, as one study has since pointed out, "in some countries
. . . such as Japan, Finland, and Norway, penetration will exceed
1 00 percent within the next few years;' and "within a few years
having just one cell phone will seem as odd to most people as
owning a single pair of shoes."5
In other words, cell phone e-waste is growing exponentially be
cause people who already have cell phones are replacing them
with newer models, people who do not have cell phones already
are getting their firs ones (which they too will replace within ap
proximately eighteen months) , and, at least in some parts of the
world, people who have only one cell phone are getting a second
or third. Such a pattern renders the term "obsolescence" itself ob
solete. It makes no sense to call a discarded but working phone
obsolete when the same make and model is still available for pur
chase and continues to provide excellent service to its owners. In
2005 about 50,000 tons of these so-called obsolete phones were
"retired;' and only a fraction of them were disassembled for reuse.
Altogether, about 250,000 tons of discarded but still usable cell
phones sit in stockpiles in America, awaiting dismantling or dis
posal.6 We are standing on the precipice of an insurmountable e
waste storage problem that no landfi 1 program so far imagined
will be able to solve.
How does e-waste happen? As I have tried to document in the
preceding chapters, modern consumers tend to value whatever is
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new and original over what is old, traditional, durable, or used.
Advertising and other marketing strategies have helped create this
preference by encouraging dissatisfaction with the material goods
we already have, and emphasizing the allure of goods we do not
yet own. When dissatisfaction and desire reach a peak, we ac
quire the new and discard the old. Electronic waste is simply the
most extreme version of this consumer behavior. In the words of
the Silicon Valley Toxics Coalition: "Where once consumers pur
chased a stereo console or television set with the expectation that
it would last for a decade or more, the increasingly rapid evo
lution of technology has effectively rendered everything 'dispos
able:"7
Contemporary critics generally blame advertisers alone for the
perpetual dissatisfaction that fuels our throwaway culture. The av
erage American, one analyst has noted, will have watched more
than three years of television advertising by the end of his or
her life. Despite this shocking amount of lifetime exposure to TV
ads, blaming the rapacity of Americans' consumption entirely on
manipulative advertising is simplistic. Although Vance Packard's
conspiracy theory alarmed America when it firs appeared in The
Hidden Persuaders, forty years later his explanation is demonstra
bly incomplete. In particular, it ignores what one sociologist of
consumerism, Colin Campbell, has described as the "mystery" of
modern consumption itself-"its character as an activity which
involves an apparently endless pursuit of wants, the most charac
teristic feature of modern consumption being this insatiability."8
Campbell's analysis of the mechanics of consumerism is one of
a handful of inquiries that look at product demand from the con
sumer's perspective. He acknowledges that manufacturers often
produce goods that become quickly unusable and that the "defin tional threshold of what 'worn out' might mean" is a moving tar-
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get. But Campbell refuses to blame manufacturers or marketers
alone for the massive amounts of waste produced by our throw
away culture. Instead, his study tries to make sense of the fascinat
ing attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors that surround the acquisi
tion of new goods. Campbell even examines the word "new" itself,
to discern the epistemological foundations of what he calls our
"neophilia;' or love of new things. His insights on consumers'
motivations are especially significan to an understanding of the
global rush to purchase new technologies like cell phones, and to
the subsequent problem of e-waste produced by their rapid con
sumption.9
According to Campbell, neophiliacs come in three varieties.
The firs kind acquires new products and discards older ones in
order to sustain a "pristine" self-image. These pristinians, Camp
bell writes, are obsessed with whatever is fresh or untouched.
They want to live in new houses, drive new cars, and wear new
clothing. They immediately replace anything-from furniture to
plumbing fixtu es-that bears the slightest sign of wear. Why they
do this is not entirely clear. Sometimes this behavior may be an
overreaction to a personal history of poverty or emotional depri
vation. But some sociologists believe it may simply derive from a
pressing need to assert and validate one's recently acquired social
status.10
Campbell himself is very cautious in drawing any general con
clusions about this group of pristinians, other than to note that
while these individuals are avid consumers, their tastes are mark
edly conservative. They are largely indifferent to changes in style,
often buying new items that are identical to the ones they re
place.11 Compared with the other two groups, pristinians are the
most resistant to innovative technologies.
Much more impressionable are Campbell's second and third
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kinds of neophiliac. He describes the second type as "trailblazing
consumers:' people who crave the newest product lines and the
very latest technology. This kind of consumption is found most
commonly among technophiles. Such early adopters tend to make
very good consumers, Campbell notes, because they are the firs
to recognize a useful new device. These knowledgeable techies
play a key role in leading others to accept new technologies.12
The vast majority of neophiliacs fi neatly into Campbell's
third category, which we might call the fashion fanatics. These
people are hypersensitive to the latest styles, and this sensitivity
"creates a rapidly changing and continuous sequence of new
wants:' Such individuals, Campbell writes, are highly stimulated
by new and original products, and they respond with boredom to
whatever is familiar. This largest group of neophiliacs are f ckle
consumers who change their product preferences continuously
and quickly, a fact that is especially obvious in their styles of dress.
In addition, their sensitivity to fashion causes a very high rate of
"want turnover" in cultural product areas like records, films and
books. They respond with enthusiasm to almost any retail novelty
that offers a new experience or sensation. Although these "lovers
of the exotic" do not fi neatly into any traditional demographic,
Campbell notes that fashion sensitivity is rare among the old
and much more common among adolescents and young adults,
and that, in every age group, women are much more fashion
conscious than men.13
A recent exploration of conformity and dissent includes a de
scription of a sociological phenomenon that seems relevant to
neophilia: the "social cascade:' It starts when "one or a few people
engage in certain acts" and then other people soon follow these
leaders, either in order to be right or simply to gain social ap
proval. "Influ need by the decisions of their increasingly numer-
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ous predecessors;' a majority of the population eventually commit
to the new behavior. Such cascade effects explain the sudden pop
ularity of restaurants, toys, books, movies, and clothing. They are
also especially common among IT products like cell phones.14
Combining the notion of social cascades with Campbell's cate
gories of neophiliacs, we can begin to chart a trajectory of adop
tion as the cascade effect moves through different types of IT con
sumers. The firs to use a new electronic product is a small group
of technophiles. These trailblazers pass their interest and enthusi
asm on to a more fashion-conscious mass of predominantly
young people. Eventually, when the trend to adopt the new prod
uct becomes exponential, as it did with the acceptance of the
Internet, for example, even the resistant pristinians consider
adopting the new technology to some extent.
Campbell points out that IT products are especially susceptible
to such cascades because these "products themselves . . . [ can]
serve as an important channel of information about recent devel
opments:'15 In other words, IT products create a sort of loop ef
fect, by passing along information to their purchasers that hastens
their own replacement. These effects are most visible in products
like iPods, PS2s, and PSPs. The spectacular accumulation of elec
tronic waste results from both the initial sales cascade and the
heightened and repetitive obsolescence of IT technology. Invari
ably, after you buy the newest electronic widget, you dump the
old one.
Today, America is participating in a worldwide cascade of ac
quiring and reacquiring cellular telephones. The sociologist Rich
Ling offers this global perspective: "On a worldwide basis, there is,
roughly speaking, one mobile telephone subscription for every
fift or sixth person . . . there are slightly more mobile telephone
subscriptions than traditional landline subscriptions . . . Less than
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one-quarter are in the Americas:' Among the billion or so cell
phone users around the world, the vast majority belong to Camp
bell's third neophiliac category. From Hong Kong to Amsterdam,
the most dedicated users of cell phones are fashion-conscious
young people. Older people prefer the more familiar "Plain Old
Telephone Service;' and are less like to rely on cell phones when
POTS is available. Ling's explanation of the worldwide popularity
of mobile phones among the young vividly recalls the important
role that conformity plays in lives of adolescents. Adolescence is a
socially defini ive period when people work at developing both an
identity and self-esteem. In Ling's view, their "adoption of the
mobile telephone is not simply the action of an individual but,
rather, of individuals aligning themselves with the peer culture in
which they participate . . . The cover, the type, and the functions
are a symbolic form of communication. These dimensions indi
cate something about the owner . . . The very ownership of a mo
bile telephone indicates that the owner is socially connected."16
Ling notes that an adolescent's peer group provides him or her
with "self-esteem, reciprocal self-disclosure, emotional support,
advice, and information:' For the firs time in their lives, young
people are able to seek a perspective on social interactions from a
source outside their family group. They communicate with one
another in order to learn "how to be" within a closed circle of
equals. It comes as no surprise, then, that modern adolescents
use cell phones to establish (and police) a tight, extra-familial
community in which-paradoxically-they nurture their inde
pendence while drawing a symbolic boundary around themselves
that resists intrusions. Such "idiocultures" often include systems
of nicknames, as well as consumable items like clothing, music,
and other accessories. Adolescence, Ling reminds us, "is that pe
riod when the peer group and friends are most central. We see this
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in the unquenchable desire of teens to be together with and to
communicate with their friends . . . Here we can see where mobile
telephony fit into the picture."17
In group interviews with young adults-all cell phone users
Ling raised the issue of repetitive consumption. The comments of
these young men and women confi m Campbell's suggestions
about the importance of fashion and product-boredom as driving
forces among the largest group of fashion-conscious consumers,
the young. In vivid detail, these subjects described how group
membership depends on quick-moving trends in color, model,
ring tone, screen logo, and messaging lingo. The richest feature of
Ling's fascinating book is his focus group studies of these former
adolescents:
MARTIN

CARLOS

(23 ) : The mobile phone i s like clothes . . .
( 2 5 ) : If you have a Nokia you are cool; if you have a

Motorola or a Sony-Ericsson you're a business guy . . .
ANDERS

(22 ) : If you don't have a mobile, you are out of it! The

model has a lot to say, you know. A Phillips "Fizz" from 1 995 is
nothing that you show off.
HAROLD

(24) : I think that blocks of cement [ slang for older

Phillips phones] are cool.
CARLOS

PETER

( 2 5 ) : I am proud of my Motorola Timeport.

(24): If you have a Nokia you are one of the herd [a posi

tive connotation] ; if you have something else, you will soon buy
a Nokia.18

Cell phone ownership has not yet reached a rate among Ameri
can teens that can compare with rates in Norway, where Ling,
an American sociologist, currently conducts his research. Adoles-
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cents in such "mobile-intense" societies as Italy, Japan, the Philip
pines, Scandinavia, and South Korea possess not one but two
phones at any given time. This is not the case in the United States.
A partial explanation for the difference is that in the international
system of billing, the "calling party pays." In the American system,
both parties share the cost, whether they place the call or not.
Extensive cell phone use can be expensive for American teens,
and consequently the highest adoption rates for cell phones in
the United States are still among mature adults, although this is
quickly changing.19
Economic considerations also explain the popularity of SMS
(Short Message System) text messages in Norway and other Euro
pean countries. Until 2002 American teens used instant messag
ing (IM) programs over Internet terminals (PCs), but they did not
rely on phone messaging programs, which are cumbersome and
more expensive in the United States than elsewhere. The peculiar
ities of America's billing system and the lack of a standardized
American texting protocol combined to make cell phone mes
saging more expensive and less user-friendly in the United States
than in the rest of the world. But after the summer of 2002, when
SMS was adopted in America, the number of text messages tripled
in a two-year period. As John Grisham's thriller, The Broker, made
clear, text messaging quickly became very popular: by the middle
of 2004, Americans-mainly adolescents-were sending roughly
2.5 billion text messages a month, despite the fact that at about
ten cents a message for both the sender and receiver, texting is still
very expensive for American teens. This latest demand for text
messaging capability is fanning the flame of cell phone obsoles
cence among teenagers.20
Text messaging on cell phones is yet another example of the
cascade effect among neophiliacs. In Europe, the phenomenon
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has already grown beyond the initial market of trailblazing tech
nophiles to include younger, fashion-addicted neophiliacs. In the
United States, text messaging lagged until the SMS protocol was
adopted, but afterward it quickly began to catch up. By 2005,
American teens' observations about how text messaging contrib
utes to their culture exactly repeated those of Norwegian teenag
ers: "'It's about feeling part of a little group with cell phones;
Denise said. 'You want to learn what's going on: Karina agreed.
'It's about belonging; she said."21
The smaller cell phone market share represented by America's
adult users falls into Campbell's second category. To some degree,
adult users are technophiles accustomed to successive upgrades
and replacements for consumer electronic goods. They are less in
terested in the self-display and self-identity issues of adolescent
users. What is most important to this group is the ability of the
product to meet their needs. Such people discard and consume
products like cell phones repetitively not for reasons of fashion
but because as consumers they take it for granted that science and
technology together will "produce a continuous fl w of inven
tions and improved products:'22

MICROCOORDINATION

Perhaps because his grandfather was an electrical engineer for
Mountain Bell, Ling is especially attuned to trailblazing cell phone
digerati. Clearly, he is an advocate of mobile technology, though
he is careful to place its adoption in an appropriate historical con
text in order to show how our responses to this phenomenon
emerged culturally. Ling sees the development and proliferation
of the cell phone as an extension of a series of inventions that in
cludes railways, standard time, the telephone, the automobile, and
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the personal timepiece (both pocket watch and wristwatch) . What
these innovations have in common is their ability to coordinate
human social interactions. The advantage and attraction of the
cell phone is that it permits a new micro-level of social coordina
tion previously unavailable and indeed unimaginable.
Without question, safety and security factor into the initial de
cision to own a cell phone, as Ling points out. Cell phone pur
chases in the United States went sky high right after the 9/ 1 1 at
tacks on New York and Washington. But the main function of cell
phones is not to provide a sense of safety and security, according
to Ling. It is, rather, to permit a widespread "softening of sched
ules" that would be impossible with wire-based POTS. Traditional
landline telephones are used primarily to carry out coordinating
activities such as making appointments and organizing one's
schedule. The overwhelming advantage of the cell phone, Ling as
serts, is that it extends these possibilities almost to the vanishing
point, allowing us to replan activities "any time and anywhere
to a greater degree than . . . the traditional landline telephone"
allows.23
In a postmodern world that relies on intricately connected
transportation systems, the need for geographically dispersed co
ordination among small groups of people is acute. Beginning with
the automobile, transportation systems have been the most sig
nifican innovations in the evolution of modern cities, which have
changed from a series of concentric rings to a complex integration
of highways, shopping centers, and strip development. Ling writes
that as a result of this geographic complexity, effective coordina
tion has become critical. The high mobility of our deadline-based
society, with its transitory habits of work, casts in stark relief the
infl xibility of a wired system of telephone communication. Cel
lular technology, by contrast, obviates the tyranny of f xed times
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for meetings, because "meetings can be renegotiated and redi
rected in real time . . . With access to mobile communication,
we can quickly call to see if our meeting partner will make the
date."24 Partners to a meeting no longer have to be offi e-bound or
geographically located in order to communicate about schedules.
They can "renegotiate their plans . . . 'on the f y:" This fl xibility
marks a movement away from a belief in "a type of linear . . . time,
in which meetings, social engagements . . . are f xed points;' and
toward a mental space in which everything is in continual negoti
ation. Clearly this is a McLuhanesque shift in which a new me
dium can be seen shaping new consciousness.25
Ling expands his microcoordination hypothesis by putting it
into the context of a series of accepted inventions that have trans
formed or retransformed our notions of social space and time.
Ling's most fundamental claim is that we are now at just such a
historic juncture with cell phones, as we struggle to work out the
terms of our acceptance of these seemingly unbounded com
munication tools. Our forefathers once did the same with their
pocket watches and wristwatches, and with telegraphy, early tele
phones, and automobiles. The device is still new "and has not yet
found its natural place."26
One of Ling's most interesting observations concerns the am
biguous role of timekeeping in relation to microcoordination. Al
though it is too early to know whether mechanical timekeeping is
in competition with, or simply supplemented by, mobile technol
ogy, it is clear that wristwatches for the purpose of timekeeping
are no longer essential consumer items: "Extremely precise clocks
have been included in everything from microwave ovens to video
players. They are so widespread that even if your own watch does
not function . . . there are myriad alternatives freely available:'27
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In his comparison between wristwatches and cell phones, Ling
notes that wristwatch-based timekeeping is the more mature
technology, one that has found "a stable and taken-for-granted
place on the body;' whereas the mobile telephone "is not yet taken
for granted, nor has it found its fina locus on the body." Today,
various possibilities for such a locus are being explored. Korean
students, for example, now wear their mobiles on a neckstrap. In
North America, hip and belt holsters have emerged, though they
have not caught on in many demographic groups. A variety of
recommendations and prototypes for wearable devices have also
emerged. These efforts to fin an appropriate, comfortable, and
safe body location for cell phones confi m Ling's observation that
phones are currently in a transitional phase of social acceptance
and adoption.28
As mobile technology settles into place, wristwatch manufac
turers are making a huge-if largely unnoticed-effort to fin
new possibilities for extending their line. Casio, for example, has
launched a development effort that has produced many new
wristwatch functions in anticipation of the impending obsoles
cence of watches as timekeeping devices. Casio's "Wrist Technol
ogy Family" combines digital timekeeping with MP3 players,
cameras, voice recorders, GPS receivers, and personal organizers.
Unfortunately, as David Pogue, a technology columnist for the
New York Times, points out, due to the miniaturization of these
devices, "thoughtful ergonomics are the firs to go:' His descrip
tion of the truly useful ProTek Satellite Navi Watch with built-in
GPS receiver highlights a difficul y of the new tools: "It's like
wearing a minivan on your wrist:' In addition to Casio's new uses
for the wristwatch, various wrist-worn GPS locater devices had
been designed to "facilitate care for our children, the chronically
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ill and the elderly, including Wherify and Digital Angel." The mar
keting associated with such experiments focuses on how these de
vices participate in the trend toward convergent technologies.29
But, in truth, the rush by wristwatch manufacturers to fin
new devices to wear on our wrists is driven by the knowledge that
single-function timekeeping wristwatches are obsolete. And all of
the convergent wrist devices designed to replace them are still
missing some desirable functionality or quality. Most often, what's
missing is simply sensible, user-friendly ergonomic design, but in
some cases it is common sense. For example, how many people
will be attracted to a digital watch that doubles as a cigarette
lighter? This kind of "convergence" has an air of desperation
about it. In the mobile world our children inhabit, wristwatches
have joined the company of pay phones and CRTs, as products of
another time and generation.

WH AT C A N BE DONE A BO U T E-WASTE ?

Although the CRTs of PC monitors and analog TVs contain the
highest concentrations of toxins among the different varieties of
e-waste, it is, ironically, the small size of cell phones that makes
them a significan toxic hazard. Disassembling tiny components
in order to recover their parts and materials for reuse is expensive.
Also, because they are so small, most phones are simply tossed
into the trash, and from there they travel to incinerators and
landfi ls. The number of these discarded miniaturized devices
now threatens to "exceed that of wired, brown goods:' But is there
really any alternative?30
In The Green Imperative, Victor J. Papanek pointed out that by
turning down the quick buck to be made from blindly following
the miniaturizing trend, manufacturers need not lose financia ly.
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They can simply charge a bit more for more durable, better-de
signed goods that are more amenable to disassembly and reuse. In
contemporary American engineering circles, topics inspired by
this aesthetic of green design are beginning to dominate meetings
of the Institute for Electrical and Electronics Engineering (IEEE).
The popularity of papers addressing Life Cycle Assessments
(LCAs) and Extended Product Responsibility (EPR) may indicate
that the electronics industry is now undergoing positive change
from within. Other indications of this change are the cost-free
take-back, reuse, and recycling programs now in place at most
major American electronics manufacturers, including Hewlett
Packard and Dell. Despite these changes, however, the cultural ex
pectations of both industrial designers and consumers must still
undergo a radical shift in order to accommodate the complexities
of twenty-first- entury life.
E-waste is not the only problem associated with cell phones.
The introduction of every new technology brings with it a com
plex set of challenges, some of which cannot be recognized ini
tially. In the 1 980s, these were referred to as "technological haz
ards:' Today, they are usually described with the more neutral
term "technological risk;' a phrase which encompasses many
more issues than the creation and disposal of hazardous e-waste.
While pioneering methods to facilitate our ability to recognize,
predict, and confront such risks have proliferated in the scientifi
and technological literature, this knowledge has not percolated
into the public's awareness. Increasing technological risk needs to
be balanced with an increasingly technologically literate populace.
Although this will require extensive and fundamental changes in
American education, the stakes are enormousY
All of the current questions raised about cell phone manufac
ture and use-ranging from traffi accidents to possible carcino-
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genic effects to the mining hazards associated with obtaining
requisite minerals-point to the importance of developing and
maintaining technological literacy. Of course, keeping their cus
tomers informed about the risks as well as the benefit of technol
ogy may not always be in the corporate best interest, when mea
sured solely by the bottom line. In 200 1 George Carlo and Martin
Schram wrote a useful but little-known book about the Cellular
Telecommunications Industry Association's (CTIA's) efforts to
discredit the handful of independent scientifi studies that have
linked extensive early cell phone use to traffi injuries and possi
bly brain cancer.32 Today, technologically unaware consumers dis
miss these issues as alarmist hoaxes, and disinterested research
into these questions remains underfunded.
The need for technological literacy is especially visible in the
case of mining risks. Almost no one foresaw that the worldwide
demand for colombo-tantalum ore, or coltan, would one day sky
rocket in the cell phone industry, or that it would produce social
and geopolitical chaos in West Africa, where the ore is most plen
tiful. Cohan is essential to the manufacture of cell phones and
other electronic products because it can be refine to produce
tantalum, a critical ingredient in capacitors. Tantalum capacitors
are used in almost every cell phone, pager, organizer, and laptop.33
The fact that only a fraction of the most informed cell phone con
sumers are aware that coltan mining produces economic devasta
tion points out the two-sided nature of technological literacy.
Consumers must be alerted to the importance of technological re
portage, and trained to understand it. But news organizations
must also make important technological stories more accessible
to the public. Only a public that tries to understand the conse
quences of coltan mining can begin to make an informed choice
about the global trade-offs associated with "trading up" to a new
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and better cell phone. As technology makes the world smaller and
more intricately connected, the issue of technological literacy be
comes increasingly vital.
Another global problem associated with e-waste has to do with
"recycling" in developing countries. "Recycling" is a word with
unexamined positive connotations for most Americans, but "re
cycling" can obscure a host of ills. Until very recently, e-waste has
moved surreptitiously and illegally from North American stock
piles to countries in the developing world. Once there, a complex
network of cottage industries salvaged what it could from Amer
ica's discarded electronics, in a variety of unregulated and unsafe
ways. In the year 2000, Exporting Harm, a report by the Seattle
based Basel Action Network, co-authored with the Silicon Valley
Toxics Coalition, made the Guiyu region of southeast China fa
mous for a piecework computer recycling operation conducted
without protection either to the local workers or to their environ
ment.34 As a result of the bad publicity generated by this single re
port, e-waste salvage efforts have all but ceased in Guiyu, if not in
China itself.
But Guiyu is only the best known of an array of similar opera
tions throughout Asia. In India, Pakistan, and Bangladesh, unreg
ulated facilities burn excess plastic waste around the clock, pump
ing PBDE and dioxin-laden fumes into the air. Despite respiratory
disorders and skin diseases among local residents, and despite
transoceanic airborne contamination, these facilities are still con
sidered valuable local businesses. Countries facing economic des
peration welcome the hard currency circulated by quick and dirty
reclamation of the heavy metals and chemicals contained in
America's electronic waste.
To date, the United States is one of a very small group of na
tions that have not ratifie the Basel Convention, which constricts
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the fl w of toxic e-waste to Asia. Currently, all of the Asian
countries with burgeoning unregulated reclamation industries are
signatories, but containers of e-waste are seldom stopped in tran
sit, and they are hardly ever inspected as they leave America or
cross international boundaries. Richard Black, a science writer for
the BBC, has documented how easy it still is for America's e-waste
contraband to cross into the People's Republic through Hong
Kong's container port: "Brokers tell us they carefully tape $ 1 00
bills just inside the back of the shipping container so when the
customs agents open up these containers, they've got their bribe
and it can just pass on through . . . the containers are really full of
all sorts of things, including we're told . . . bribes as big as a
Mercedes."35
Our actions as consumers of electronic goods clearly have rip
ple effects around the globe. We now live in a complicated world
where our consumption of technology must include routine safe
guards, and where naive or unconscious consumption of technol
ogy is no longer a healthy option. In its 2002 report, Technically
Speaking: Why All Americans Need to Know More about Technol
ogy, the national Committee on Technological Literacy described

their mandate in this way: ''American adults and children have a
poor understanding of the essential characteristics of technology,
how it influ nces society, and how people can and do affect its de
velopment . . . Americans are poorly equipped to recognize, let
alone ponder or address, the challenges technology poses. And the
mismatch is growing. Although our use of technology is increas
ing . . . there is no sign of an improvement in our ability."36
The national Committee on Technological Literacy has begun a
reform of America's K- 1 2 educational system to accommodate so
ciety's need for a technologically aware populace. Two years be
fore issuing their overview of the problem in Technically Speaking,
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they published their curriculum and content guidelines in Stan
dards for Technological Literacy: Con tent for the Study of Technol
ogy.37 Implementation of new pedagogical content, however, is al
ways slow, and America cannot afford to wait a generation before
solving the problem of e-waste and whatever new technological
challenges will follow.
During the next few years, the overwhelming problem of waste
of all kinds will, I believe, compel American manufacturers to
modify industrial practices that feed upon a throwaway ethic. The
golden age of obsolescence-the heyday of nylons, tailfins and
transistor radios-will go the way of the buffalo. Whatever comes
in its place will depend on the joint effort of informed consumers
and responsive manufacturers, who will, I believe, see the benefit
of genuinely serving their customers' interests through green de
sign. Very soon, the sheer volume of e-waste will compel America
to adopt design strategies that include not just planned obsoles
cence but planned disassembly and reuse as part of the product
life cycle. This is the industrial challenge of the new century. We
must welcome it.
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